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ABSTRACT 
DIFFERENT AND ALIKE 
DIFERENTES Y SEMEJANTES 
AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF LANGUAGE USE IN A DRAMATIC 
PLAY CENTER 
MAY 2004 
SILVIA SANDER NORBIS, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF URUGUAY 
MONTEVIDEO 
M.A., (LAW) UNIVERSITY OF URUGUAY MONTEVIDEO 
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Ed.D, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Grace J. Craig 
This qualitative ethnographic study explores how a group of 
Kindergarten students from different social, cultural, ethnic, and language 
backgrounds construct social relations, social identities and social meanings 
through discourse during their playing time at a dramatic play center. This 
study also analyzes, if and how issues of power at the situational level are 
related to broader societal discourses. The theoretical framework for this 
study views language as a social practice (Fairclough, 1998 and Lemke, 
1995). 
Data collection included 130 days of observation that lasted 30 
VU 
minutes per day, 4 hours of videotape and formal and informal interviews 
with the children and with eight of the parents of ESL children. Fifteen 
parents had also filled out questionnaires. This study combines a 
microanalysis of children’s discourse (Bloom and Egan- Robertson, 1993 and 
Forbes, 1999) with a macro analysis (Fairclough, 1998). 
Findings indicate that: 
• Children organized their play according to the central themes of the play 
scenario, yet children used common rules and strategies across different 
scenarios. 
• Children constructed distinct social relations and identities by bringing 
different discourses into their play. The roles these players built were largely 
determined by their social status in society. 
• These Kindergarten players constructed meanings that were valid in this 
community. 
• A macro analysis indicated that the social context of the lives of these 
children influence the way they constructed social relations, identities and 
meanings. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
A. Introduction and Overview 
The study of language implies the study of the social uses of language. 
Through the study of language we reveal who we are, what our communities are and 
our characters. Language is important for social research because “it lays bare the 
mutual implications of cultural meanings and linguistic usages...and provides an 
approach to the complex casual relationships between language structure and social 
structure” (Grimshaw, 1988, p.321). 
There is a need to understand how social and cultural practice contributes to 
reproducing or contesting power relations related to gender, socio-economic, racial 
and linguistic categories. Power relations are part of every event in our lives. They 
determine who we are, what we do, and what we will be. We need to comprehend 
how and why certain cultural variations happen and others do not, and to do this I 
will pay as much attention to differences as I will to similarities in the ways these 
kindergartners use language during dramatic play. 
By doing my research on language in a Dramatic Play center, I am linking 
two socially oriented activities, language and play. Social experience shapes ways of 
thinking and interpreting the world. Through language social experience is 
represented psychologically. A basic premise of Vygotsky’s theory is that “all 
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uniquely human, higher forms of mental activity are jointly constructed and 
transferred to children through dialogues with other people” (In Berk, 1994, p. 48). 
Socio-dramatic play naturally increases the levels of language performance. 
Theory suggests that language is acquired in a social context (Bruner, 1983; Hymes, 
1972). It is easy to see that the types of activities most enjoyed by children would 
provide an effective vehicle for language practice and development. The favored 
social activity during the ages of 4 through 6, when much language growth is 
occurring (O’Donnel, Griffin & Norris, 1967) has been found by Erikson (1963), 
Piaget (1962) and Smilansky (1968), to be “Socio-dramatic Play.” 
Vygotsky (1978) gives great importance to representational play. He believes 
play creates a zone of proximal development in the child and is in itself a major 
source of development. For Vygotsky (1978) play is situated within a socio-cultural 
context. He believes that the freedom of play is “illusory’ (1978, p.103). Children 
subject themselves to cultural meanings. However “unreal” the make-believe 
situation may be, the rules themselves objectively reflect the real world. Vygotsky 
considers that play supports the emergence of two complementary capacities: a) the 
ability to separate thought from actions and objects, and b) the capacity to renounce 
impulsive action in favor of deliberate, self-regulatory activity. During play, children 
follow social rules. By enacting rules in make-believe, children better understand 
social norms and expectations and will try to behave in ways that support them. 
Vygotsky (1962) states that children’s language abilities are stretched through 
imaginative play as they rehearse or practice in play those skills they will later put in 
use. 
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I chose to study children’s discourse in their play because there is very little 
adult intervention in it. Through the study of discourse we can see how the world is 
represented, how identities are constructed and what relationships are constructed 
between those involved. How the world is represented involves the study of 
ideologies and power. 
This research is informed by and interpreted in light of a body of socio- 
linguistic literature, which includes the study of ideologies, on discourse strategies to 
gain power, as well as a consideration of first language maintenance and second 
language acquisition. Critical postructuralist’s concept of choice and agency will be 
taken into account when analyzing children’s language. How do these kindergarten 
students resist, create or reproduce the structures of society and the social practices 
through which this is achieved? 
The interpretation of text will be done considering the text itself, and also the 
“context of situation” (Fairclough, 1998, p.81), by looking at the social practice the 
text forms part of. The analysis and interpretation of these two contexts will help to 
reduce the ambivalence of the text. When studying the culture of this peer group, the 
cultures the children bring to this Dramatic Play Center need to be considered. The 
interpretation of text involves “socio-cognitive” processes of production and 
interpretation of text. This is what Fairclough calls “member’s resources” 
(Fairclough, 1996, p. 11). These resources have being internalized by the participants 
and they bring them to text production and interpretation. These member’s resources 
have been constituted by social practice and struggle and will be brought to the 
surface according to the social practice they are faced with. 
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The interpretation I will be making of the transcripts will be highlighted by 
who I am as a person, my social identity, my gender, ethnicity, age and by my 
professional background. As Willett states, “the theoretical language that researchers 
t 
use to formulate questions and make sense of data is also part of gender politics” 
(Willett, 1996, p.345). I also understand the interpretation the reader will be making 
of the same transcripts and on the social situation will be based mainly on their social 
identity, gender, ethnicity, age and their professional background. As Fairclough 
indicates “texts set up positions for interpreting subjects that are capable of making 
sense of them and capable of making the connections and inferences...” (Fairclough, 
1998, p. 84) 
B. Purpose of the Study 
This is a study of language and how kindergartners use language to create 
social identities and power relations during dramatic play. Social relations acquire 
meaning through language. Children’s language and play will be analyzed as a way 
to understand what systems of knowledge and belief are constructed, and what social 
relations are created through discourse. Because language is a “form of social 
practice,” it is a vehicle for social action, and is also shaped and constrained by 
social structure (Fairclough, 1989, p.64). Through language the child constructs the 
world in meaning. 
The focus of my study will be verbal texts, and how verbal text is produced 
in a specific context and for specific purposes. When analyzing the text I will take 
into account not only the context of the specific situation, but also the context of the 
culture, for example the classroom, the school, the community and the society at 
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large. This study will look at the social world of children, at how that social world is 
constructed as an ongoing process, and how it operates and maintains itself. 
Bakhtin states that “... language represents the coexistence of socio- 
ideological contradictions between the present and the past, between differing epochs 
of the past, between different socio-ideological groups in the present, between 
tendencies, schools, circles, and so forth, all given a bodily form” (Giroux, 1992, 
p.291). These languages of heteroglossia intersect each other in a variety of ways, 
forming new socially typifying languages. People use and transform other’s voices in 
the process of constructing their own texts. 
The study of language use should help increase “consciousness of how 
language contributes to the domination of some people by others” (Fairclough, 1996, 
Introduction). Becoming conscious of the power of language will be an important 
step toward change. Bakhtin explained that as individuals, we have unique points of 
view, but as we look around in a world of diverse others, we experience our own 
perspective, our own particular place in the world, in dialogue with others. Bakhtin 
considers that others are the central figures of our life. In the same line, Dyson 
defines language “... as a medium through which the self is constructed” (Dyson, 
1997, p.13). 
C. Research questions 
The questions that this study will address are the following: 
• How does a group of Kindergarten students from different social, cultural, 
ethnic, and language backgrounds construct social relations through 
discourse during dramatic play? 
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• How does a group of Kindergarten students from different social, cultural, 
ethnic, and language backgrounds construct social identities through 
discourse during dramatic play? 
• What social meanings are constructed through discourse in this Dramatic 
Play Center? 
• How are these local discourses at this Dramatic Play Center linked to broader 
societal discourses? 
Question 1: How does a group of kindergarten students from different social, 
cultural, ethnic, and language backgrounds construct social relations through 
discourse during their play? 
This study is based on the assumption that the social relations that are 
constructed here are influenced by economic, cultural and political structures. These 
social conditions are drawn upon by the children and influence how they construct 
their social relations, identities and values. Carspecken (1996) argues that “as soon as 
a subject starts to talk...cultural schema are inevitable employed” (p.39). The stories 
the children tell position them in different ways. Do they take up the positions that 
are expected from their cultures? Do they take the positions that are considered 
“natural” for their culture? Social relations implicate relations of power between the 
subjects involved and will determine the subject positions available to the individual. 
But these subject positions can be contested by changing these power relations. 
Power in discourse refers to how powerful participants control and limit the 
contributions of less powerful participants (Fairclough, 1996, p.46). 
Question 2: How does a group of Kindergarten students from different social, 
cultural, ethnic, and language backgrounds construct social identities through 
discourse during their play? 
Through the study of children’s language at the dramatic play center we can 
investigate how these children construct their social selves. This question is based 
on the assumption that subjectivity is not an innate trait, genetically determined, but 
rather, is constructed and reconstructed through discourse practices. Through the 
way children use discourses and through the content of their discourses children 
reveal aspects about themselves and about their communities. According to Van Dijk 
(1993) stories are representations of mental models that people are constantly 
updating as they interpret and reinterpret what is happening in their lives. Issues that 
particularly interested me as I analyzed the discourses of these players was how these 
children internalized what it means to be a girl, a boy, what it means to be a 
Hispanic, a European-American, an African-American, and what it means to be a 
language minority. Societal messages of female inferiority, of white dominance, or 
of the power of the English language, are often accepted and reproduced. Are these 
players contesting these ideologies or are they struggling against the internalization 
of these stereotypes and creating for themselves positive self-images? Are all voices 
heard in this Dramatic Play Center? The voices the children speak will shape their 
identities sometimes creating conflicting ones. As Green says “Each person -- 
Chinese American, Hispanic American, Jewish American, African American — has to 
find a voice or style that does not violate the several components of her or his 
identity” (1994, p.21). 
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Question 3: What social meanings are constructed through discourse in this Dramatic 
Play center? 
The meanings these kindergarten players construct through discourse in this 
playing group are historically and socially specific, they are not fixed but depend on 
the context in which they happen. The ‘temporary’ fixing of meaning is always 
political, in the sense that it comprises issues of power (Weedon, 1997, p. 171). Also, 
how these players define, for example, what it means to be a girl, or Hispanic, will 
influence the social relations and the subject position they take. Sometimes the 
meanings people construct create conflicting subject positions for those involved. 
Those social meanings are generally naturalized as common sense, and individuals 
feel pressure to follow them. Meanings also have connections with existing social 
relations, by reaffirming, contesting or approving them. 
Question 4: How are these local discourses in the Dramatic Play center linked to 
broader societal discourses? 
Are these children accepting or are they struggling against, dominant 
discourses about gender, race and language? What strategies do children use to 
challenge dominant discourses about gender, race and language? How do children 
take patriarchal gender stereotypes? The term ‘patriarchal’ is used following Weedon 
(1997) to refer to” power relations in which women’s interests are subordinated to 
the interests of men” (p.2). According to Weedon, “in patriarchal discourse, the 
nature and social role of women are defined in relation to norms that are male” (p.2). 
Also when looking at the discourse of the majority group we can explore how the 
other groups are being characterized. For Van Dijk (1984), the discourse of the 
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majority group is characterized for two aims: positive self-presentation and effective 
persuasion. Positive self-presentation means that dominant groups present 
themselves with a positive image. Also, majority group members may try to 
persuade others about the validity of their views regarding minority groups through 
stories about minorities. What discourses are incorporated into this local discourse? 
The social conditions in which these discourses happen will determine the 
intertextual links that could be made. 
D. Spanish and English 
Language and race are the factors that most clearly establish differences 
between Hispanics and those in the dominant group (Flores & Yudice, 1990). Some 
people argue that assimilation is the path Hispanics must take in order to ensure a 
better standard of living (Chavez, 1991), while others argue for maintaining cultural 
distinctions, with language being a very important mean to secure these (Flores & 
Yudice, 1990). 
Issues in Spanish language use and maintenance versus English language 
use are central in the lives of this Puerto Rican community. Do the Puerto Rican 
parents in this study share the ideology that English must be the dominant language? 
Do they acquire the ideology that one must choose between English and Spanish? Is 
the ‘standardization’ of English shared by the Puerto Rican community? (Fairclough, 
1996, p. 54) I will analyze the interviews with members of this community and with 
the ESL students and see if and how they have internalized dominant group 
discourse. Do these families support bilingual education? 
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When ESL students speak in Spanish, do they code-mix? When? How? Who 
speaks more Spanish, Hispanic boys or girls? Do non-Hispanic children speak in 
Spanish? What strategies are ESL students using from their knowledge of more than 
one language? When two languages coexist in the same setting the opportunities for 
borrowing is increased. I am following the taxonomy of borrowing phenomena 
presented in Otheguy and Garcia’s (1988) study. Loanwords are items from English 
in the Spanish discourse that are borrowed, and phonologically and morphologically 
integrated into Spanish. Code mixing, is the alternation of two languages in the 
same utterance. Do children switch an entire clause? Or do they switch at the word 
level? Which English words are uttered when children speak in Spanish? What does 
this code switching signify for the children’s community and in their families? 
E. Significance of the Study 
Given the increasingly diverse population of the United States, and the 
amount of time young children spend in schools, it is important to learn what 
happens when children from different social, cultural, racial and language 
backgrounds interact and use language during dramatic play. The fact that many of 
the ESL students in this study are recent immigrants to the United States adds 
another dimension to this study. 
It is also important to understand the experiences that children bring to free 
play. By observing young children at play, we can see the children’s families, 
religions, feelings, and cultures that give them a distinctive voice. Following 
Giroux, “teaching is ...more complex than mastering a body of knowledge and 
implementing curriculums. The thing about teaching is that the specificity of the 
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context is always central “(Giroux, 1992, p.17). There is a need for a ‘critical 
pedagogy5 (Giroux) who takes into consideration ‘how students’ identities, cultures, 
and experiences provide the basis for learning...55 (1992, p.182) We need to learn as 
much as possible about all these elements that form part of the students’ social lives 
and subjectivities. Meaning, pleasure and emotional investments are all part of what 
students are, and how they view themselves and their future. 
This study also looks at what happens to the Spanish language. What is 
happening to language learning and language use that would help teachers and policy 
makers formulate wise decisions? How can a second language be preserved even if 
another one is going to be the official language? Language has been often studied at 
a general level of abstraction, without taking into consideration the specificity of the 
context. This study analyzes a concrete linguistic situation that reflects the plurality 
of discourses of its participants. Also this research contributes to an understanding of 
the construction of power through language by showing one more example in a 
specific context. This ethnographic study might call into question “claims of 
universal theory and can creatively suggest insight to enrich such theory” (Peacock, 
1997, p.72). 
The present study in a language inclusion, Spanish/English classroom can be 
useful for comparison with other studies done in different models of Transitional 
Bilingual programs. This comparison can be instructive in gaining insight about the 
different models of Transitional Bilingual programs and how they work. 
By looking at the social dimension of discourse, this study, “connects the 
institutional and organizational circumstances of the discursive event” (Fairclough, 
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1998, p. 4). The social context in which the discursive practice is produced will 
shape its characteristics. As Forbes points out this contributes to the development 
of an expanded notion of ‘context’ in qualitative educational research” (1999, p. 7). 
The stories the children tell link the personal and the political, the private and the 
public. They also reveal meanings that illustrate an intersection between social 
structure and human agency. Through life stories we can better understand how 
agency works both in concrete historical conditions and theoretical ways. Theory 
needs to be grounded in live experiences, and we need to consider the usefulness of 
personal stories in social theory. 
F. Limitations of the Study 
This study was done in a specific type of Transitional Bilingual classroom, 
the language inclusion one. Thus the results of this study cannot be extended to other 
kinds of setting, like language immersion, or two-way bilingual settings. The way 
play and language are constructed in the culture of this playing group can only be 
compared to other studies done in similar settings. 
The number of children observed is relatively small, but this allows for a 
close examination of the actions, language use and meanings that are shaping this 
kindergarten play group. By doing this ethnographic study I will have “...a deeper 
knowledge of meanings in that group...it is learning a lot about a little versus a little 
about a lot” (Peacock, 1997, p.72). 
Another limitation could be that the only community observed and 
interviewed was the Puerto Rican community. I was not able to gather information 
about the European-American community, nor the African-American community, 
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directly from members in these communities. This fact narrows the context of the 
® 
study, limiting the conclusions related to other communities. 
/ 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Introduction 
This chapter focuses on how a group of kindergarten students from different 
ethnic, socioeconomic and linguistic backgrounds use language during play in a 
Dramatic Play Center. Play has traditionally been seen as an important site for 
studying the universe of children's cognitive, social and linguistic development. 
Drawing on socio cultural/political theories of language, I will argue that children's 
use of language and play are constructed differently depending on gender, ethnic, 
socioeconomic and language status. 
Moreover, how they use language and play in school in a Dramatic Play 
Center is impacted by how they are socialized in language and play in their broader 
communities. An even greater impact, however, are the dominant society's discourses 
about gender, language, race and ethnicity that shape children's construction of their 
own identities, social relations and ideologies and in the process reproduce them. 
I will review historical views of play and language and argue that questions 
about play and language should include broader societal themes. Through the study 
of language we can learn about the social and intellectual world of its users. For 
Heath (1986), "Language learning is cultural learning" (p.145). 
Language can be a site for ideological struggles. The meaning of words is 
shaped by who we are and by the social relationships we participate in. At the same 
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time, these meanings "define not only our selves, but they also define our 
communities, our age-groups, our genders, and our era in history" (Lemke, 1995, 
p.l). There is a need to recognize the importance of language in the "production, 
maintenance, and change of social relations of power” (Fairclough, Introduction, 
1996). Hymes (1996) seems to concur when he states "It is striking that we have no 
general perspective on language as a human problem..." (p. 26). 
Because language use is a form of social practice, it is "a mode of action" 
(one form in which people may act upon the world and upon each other). Language 
is shaped and constrained by social structures but at the same time has "constitutive 
power. It contributes to reproduce society but also contributes to transform society" 
(Fairclough, 1998, p.64). Through stories we acknowledge and announce ourselves 
as cultural beings, our ways of telling these stories and their content tells about our 
cultural membership (Dyson & Genishi, 1994). 
The meanings the children make or negotiate must be viewed in the social 
and historical context in which they take place. This chapter reviews social theories 
on play (Bateson, 1972,1976; Corsaro, 1985; Garvey, 1990; Sutton-Smith, 1980); 
social theories on language (Gee, 1989; Halliday, 1978); critical theories on language 
(Fairclough, 1996, 1998; Foucault, 1972; Giroux, 1983,1992; Lemke, 1995); theories 
on bilingualism (Cummins, 1989; Crawford, 1989) and some literature on 
socialization at the community level (Crago, 1992; Hasan & Cloran,1990; 
Heath, 1983; Moll, 1992; Vazquez et al.,1994; Wong-Fillmore,1991); on language 
socialization at the school and classroom level (Elgas et al, 1988; Bloome & 
Robertson, 1993;Garcia & Otheguy, 1985, 1987; Hruska, 1999; Willett, 1995; 
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Wilson-Keenan , Solsken & Willett, 1998) and also reviews language socialization at 
the dramatic play level( Emihovich, 1986; Forbes, 1999; Hatch, 1987; Jordan et ah, 
1995; Kantor et ah,1993); among others. 
B. The Study of Play from a Critical Socio Cultural Perspective 
1. Definition of play 
The definition of play and its role in child development has been viewed from 
many different perspectives, yet it has always had a political and cultural 
significance. Play was theorized and organized to strengthen some values like 
competition, leadership and loyalty. Play had been studied from the perspective of 
"competitive games" for a long time. Later theories on play emphasized and 
promoted its role in developing "creativity" (Smilansky, 1968), and the role of play 
in the development of certain behaviors and attitudes. More recently theories have 
focused on the communicative role of play (Bateson, 1972, 1976; Sutton-Smith, 
1980). For Sutton-Smith, “Play is ... a communication about ordinary life, and in 
combination with the ordinary life, constitutes reality...We look at children’s play...to 
see what they are saying about the society in which they live and to see how they are 
reconstituting it as their own kind of generative grammar of cultural happenings 
(p.ll). Following Bateson (1976), for play to happen the players should use meta¬ 
communication to give the message “this is play.” 
Even in discussing the elements of play (Vygotsky, 1978; Smilansky, 1968; 
Garvey, 1990), there is a common understanding about the importance of the cultural 
and social aspects. Vygotsky (1978) considers play to have two important elements. 
First, play creates an imaginary situation and secondly representational play contains 
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rules for behavior. The children in representational play need to follow the rules of 
the immediate playing situation but also the rules of the playing behavior. For 
example, if you pretend to be a mother, you need to follow the rules of maternal 
behavior. 
According to Smilansky (1968), socio-dramatic play contains elements that 
are social, interaction and verbal communication and elements that are cognitives, 
role play and make believe in regard to objects and in regard to actions and 
situations. Katherine Garvey (1990), a cognitive developmentalist, has looked at the 
social aspects of pretend play. For her, play has some specific characteristics, 
including both social and cognitive elements. In pretend play, according to Garvey, 
there should be: a. Planning: planning of the activity that will be developed, 
planning of the roles people will assume, and of the objects that will be used b. 
Meta-communication: verbal and nonverbal techniques that are used to transmit 
information c. Structural change (objects, setting, persons, actions) d. Conflict and 
negotiation e. Themes and issues f. Affective displays (verbal or non-verbal) and g. 
Recycled episodes (pp. 132-141). As a result of the planning there should be 
structural changes, conflict and negotiation. For Garvey, two social resources are 
needed for dramatic play: 1. Knowledge of the social world, the different roles 
people assume and how they relate to each other. 2. The ability to communicate with 
social partners to negotiate roles, activities and settings. Garvey argues that when 
interacting with a partner, a child must monitor and control the other player as well 
as hers or his own. 
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Theories that emphasize the importance of communication, as the one 
discussed above will be useful for this study because this study argues that through 
play children participate in a dialogical relationship with others. This dialogical 
structure of play is particularly important when children at play belong to different 
ethnic, linguistic and socio-economic backgrounds. Play will be constructed 
according to the context in which it happens and to the social relationships that are 
created and recreated. 
For the purpose of this study "socio-dramatic play" will consist of a pretend 
situation where children use meta-communication to change situations, objects, 
roles, and to stage the play, in ways that construct social relations, identities and 
ideologies. Meta-communication (verbal and nonverbal behaviors) allows children to 
enter in the play, to create and develop it, while reflecting socio-cultural issues. 
2. The Importance of Play 
The importance of play has been neglected. Early childhood programs — 
pressured by tests scores in elementary grades — have minimized or even ignored the 
importance of play. These early childhood programs distinctively separate what is 
‘play’ from what is ‘work.’ They allocate a minimal amount of time -- and usually in 
the afternoon -- to play. Vygotsky however, recognized play as an important tool for 
learning. He recognized play as the most important educational activity of early 
childhood. According to Vygotsky (1967), children exhibit higher levels of 
competence in pretense than in more serious schoolwork. During peer play children 
are stimulated to obtain “fantastic goals” and at the same time have to conform to the 
rules of the behavior chosen. For Vygotsky (1978) play helps children to separate 
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thought from objects and actions, and this is the beginning of the development of 
abstract thought. In recent research, Pellegrini & Galda (1991) recognized that when 
children engage in fantasy play, their language development increases, promoting 
storytelling. Further, researchers have found that pretend play, with its social and 
linguistic interactions between participants, is predictive of reading and writing 
competence in the early primary grades (Pellegrini & Galda, 1993). Children, who 
engage in socio-dramatic play more often, are more socially competent. 
In addition, in some other studies, the importance of play in the development 
of critical thinking was recognized. The children need to choose among many 
different alternatives, which one better fits their purposes and has more meaning 
(Dansky, 1980). In another study done by Connell (1985) and Harter (1983) they 
concluded that children’s self esteem and sense of competence can be affected if they 
feel they do not have some control over their play. Through play, children may 
experience varying degrees of success or failure. According to Beckwith (1985), 
during play, children practice the positive and negative feelings or anxieties related 
to real life events. Through play children come to know more about themselves and 
their relationships with the environment. Children at play also verbalize knowledge 
of their real worlds more easily. This process can be more difficult to capture in a 
non-play situation. For example, child therapists will often ask young children to 
play out a situation with dolls to find out how they feel and what their family life is 
like. 
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The present study recognizes all the above capabilities play helps to develop 
but also argues that these capabilities would be developed differently according to 
the context in which it happens and to the social relationships it creates. 
3. The Study of Play 
The study of play from a critical socio-cultural perspective will look at play 
as a social process, an activity that is situated within a cultural and historical context. 
In their play children reflect experiences, take into account the perspective of others, 
negotiate meaning, and construct hypotheses about the world. The study of these 
play situations will then show children as social beings, as cultural beings, as 
interpreters of the world according to the meanings of the different cultures they 
belong to. The critical stand of the study means that it looks at how power relations, 
in play, and in society at large, influence the way play is constructed. 
An ethnographic study of children’s play will allow us to observe the 
children in a natural and complex situation, looking at play as a way to construct 
dialectical relationships between the individual and the other players. Play is 
constructed according to the context in which it happens and the dynamics of social 
relationships. During play children’s competencies are interwoven with the 
competencies of others. Children’s roles in play are complex, and depend as much 
on themselves as on others. Children’s play situations usually reveal subtle cultural 
understandings. The study of play from a critical socio-cultural perspective will try 
to look for these cultural understandings and how they influence play. In their play 
children construct social categories that reflect their cultures, for example gender as 
a social construction is enacted in children’s interactions and influence the ways 
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children play. Children need to use symbols, signs and the appropriate interactive 
behaviors of the peer culture. Concepts are first acquired, according to Vygotsky 
(1978) by the child ‘externally,’ in dialogue, and then become internalized. Through 
play children encounter and internalize some concepts, among them, how language 
use and competence affect their play, and also how gender affects their play. 
Meanings are created as co-constructions in playing groups and these meanings need 
to be related to the children’s lives. 
C. The Study of Language from a Critical Sociolinguistic Perspective 
The study of language in a dramatic play center will look at how social 
practices influence the way language and play is constructed. But this does not mean 
that individuals abide by the structures of society as understood in Marxist 
structuralist theory. Taking into consideration a poststructuralist theory, (Giroux, 
1992) we are going to see the constitutive force of language and of social structures, 
and of the subject, looking at them in their social and historical context. Language 
sets boundaries, shapes power relations and also makes the deconstruction of these 
relationships possible. Through language, the subject can be liberated of the social 
structures, patterns and discourses and come to speak and, or write of new 
possibilities. In recent decades, developmentalists have portrayed children as 
constructors of meanings in their worlds. These meanings that children make are 
interrelated with their social and historical world (Bruner et al., 1987). The present 
study will use the word “subject” because this word allows us to think of human 
relations as a social construction, “as a product of signifying activities which are 
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culturally specific and generally unconscious (Sarup, 1993, p.2). We need to look at 
subjectivity as something that is not fixed but in constant flux, the subject is 
“constantly achieved through relations with others (both real and imagined), which 
are themselves made possible through discourse” (Davies, 1993, pp. 9-10). 
The position of Russian developmental psychologist Lev Vygotsky about the 
importance of social and cultural experience in development, has gained increasing 
importance over the past decades. He theorized that social experience shapes the 
ways of thinking and interpreting the world. Social and collaborative forms of 
behavior are transferred to the inner self. Vygotsky refers to this as “inner speech,” 
which is rooted in contextualization. 
Language learning and use takes place in interaction with other people in 
purposeful activities. Language learning is learning communication skills, is learning 
how to think and is learning how to organize one's world. All learning is social 
learning (Dewey, 1938; Halliday, 1975; Vygotsky, 1978 to words). We give meanings 
according to the individual cultural and group experiences. Community voices are 
echoed in children’s language. The children’s voices come from both lived 
experiences and an appropriation of voices of meaningful members in their 
communities. In a study done in 1997 (Norbis, 1997) nine children were interviewed 
and videotaped to discover what the word “family” meant to them. For the 
European-American and African-American children interviewed, families were 
moms and dads, siblings and pets. A very different concept of families came from the 
interviews with Hispanic children. For Hispanic children, families were moms and 
dads, siblings, aunts, uncles, cousins, grandmothers, grandfathers and close friends. 
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None of the Hispanic children mentioned pets when asked, “Who is your family?” 
In their responses to the word “family,” these European-American, African- 
American and Hispanic children are voicing the meanings their culture gives them. 
The students base their definitions of “family” in their living experience. This shows 
us how community values are internalized in consciousness. The children’s 
interpretation of the word ‘family’ was based on a community voice. This 
appropriation of voices act in what Vygotsky (1978) calls the “zone of proximal 
development.” By listening to children’s voices we learn about the development of 
their discursive skills, about their subjectivities, about their cognitive abilities and 
also about their ideological orientations. 
The importance of “context” was also emphasized by Foucault (1972, pp. 97- 
98). He talked on how the “situational context” of a statement and its “verbal 
context” determine the form it takes, and the way it is going to be interpreted. 
Membership in a speaking community consists “in sharing one or more of its ways 
of speaking, in terms of knowledge of appropriate use” (Del Hymes, 1996, p.33). 
Any use of language is bound by its context. When we study language in a 
community we are not just studying the grammar that is being used, but also the 
values, relationships and subject positions that the user of language constructs. We 
are studying the cultural context in which this language is used. By studying how 
language is used in a group, we learn about the ’'culture" of a group. I will try to 
interpret the culture of this playing group by looking for meaning in what people say 
and do. This study will be informed by several theories of culture. Sir Edward Tylor, 
the founder of social anthropology, in 1871 defined culture as “that complex whole 
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which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society”(In Peacock, 1997, 
p. 3). At the core of this definition is the idea that culture is learned and shared in a 
community. Theories that emphasize the social construction of culture will be useful 
for this study. Cultures for Geertz (1973) “are webs of significance” (p.5). The 
analysis of it, need to be an interpretive one, in search of meaning. As people interact 
with each other they construct shared meanings and shared interpretive frameworks 
that will guide their behavior. According to Geertz, culture involves “local” 
meanings and knowledge (1983). Geertz considers “culture as public because 
meaning is” (1973, p.12). By being an observer of the culture in this playing group I 
would be doing what Geertz (1973) calls a “thick description” and interpretation of 
shared behavior. When studying the “culture” of a playing group, we need to look at 
“the shared understandings” that the members of the culture have; we need to look at 
how issues of gender, race, class and language constrained and/or enable the choices 
available to the children. 
Bourdieu (1990) in his theory of social habitus observes that members of 
the same culture do not just talk alike, but they even walk alike. For him culture is 
embodied in persons. Cultural ‘habitus’ for Bourdieu is an embodied system of 
sociologically structured and structuring dispositions. We acquire these dispositions 
by interacting with other people, but we do not all acquire the same ones. A group 
develops “patterned ways of engaging in life together, of seeing and interpreting, the 
patterned ways of life...” (Zaharlick & Green, 1997, p.21) A person belongs to many 
cultures like the culture of the home, the culture of the school, the culture of the peer 
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group, and so forth. For this, any study of classroom interactions needs to consider 
also what happens in the homes of the students, in the community, in the school and 
in the broader society (Bloome & Willett, 1991). 
Going beyond the “shared understandings,” we need other theories to show 
that the social spheres of everyday interactions are related with issues of power and 
contestation. We need to look at social theories, like for example Giroux (1983). For 
him, culture is a “complex of traditions, institutions, and formations situated within a 
social sphere of contestation and struggle...” (p.164) Giroux develops a critical 
notion of culture, where asymmetrical relations of power are contested. When 
analyzing the language use in this playing group, we will be looking to see if there 
are asymmetrical relations of power and how they are constructed and deconstructed. 
Lemke (1995) defines culture as “a system of interdependent, socially 
meaningful practices by which we make sense to and of others, not merely in explicit 
communication, but through all forms of socially meaningful action (speaking, 
drawing, dressing, cooking, building, fighting etc.)” (p.102). Cultural systems are not 
consistent -- they have sub-systems whose voices and social practices may be 
conflicting, like the social practices of men vs. those of women, of one racial group 
vs. another, and so forth. Bakhtin (1935/1981) named this occurrence “social 
heteroglossia.” According to Bakhtin (1986) “the actual reality of language/speech 
is not the abstract system of linguistic forms, nor the isolated monologic utterance, 
nor the psycho-physiological act of its implementation, but the social event of verbal 
interaction implemented in an utterance or utterances” (p.94). Halliday (1978) sees 
language use as a “social semiotic,” in the sense that it is used for social purposes 
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and also the meanings they carry are social constructions. Those meanings have to be 
related to the social, historical, cultural and political dimensions of their 
communities. This ethnographic study of a play group will focus on observing and 
interpreting the social relationships that are been established -- who is taken as a 
member of the group and who is not, what the rituals and routines of the group are, 
what the meanings and interpretations shared by the members of the group are, how 
the different meanings in conflict are and how children are positioned in these 
dynamics. These dynamics however are not created merely in this specific group, but 
rather, are being shaped by the larger discourses of the community and of the broader 
society (Gee, 1989). 
D. Definition of Discourse 
There are many definitions of discourse from a socio-cultural perspective. 
Discourses are “Ways of being in the world; they are forms of life which integrate 
words, acts, values, beliefs, attitudes, and social identities as well as gestures, 
glances, body positions, and clothes” (Gee, 1989, p. 7). What are these discourses 
that are influencing the children’s play at such a local level? 
People participate in a variety of discourses: the discourse of a man or a 
woman, a doctor, a teacher, a patient, a member of a garden group. Discourses are 
learned by enculturation into social practices through scaffolding with people who 
already mastered the target discourse. There are often contradictions and conflicts 
between what each discourse represents. Gee distinguishes between primary 
discourses and secondary discourses. Primary discourses are acquired in the home 
and can vary across social (cultural, ethnic, regional, and economic) groups. 
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Secondary discourses are learned in settings like the schools, churches, and clubs. 
Gee also distinguishes between dominant and non-dominant discourses. For him 
“dominant discourses are secondary discourses the mastery of which, at a particular 
place and time, brings with it the (potential) acquisition of social goods (money, 
prestige, status, etc.). Non-dominant discourses are secondary discourses the mastery 
of which often brings solidarity with a particular social network, but not wider status 
and social goods in the society at large” (p.8). 
According to Gee, in the primary discourse of a white, middle-class family 
we usually find traces of secondary discourses, like the school discourse, the Library 
discourse, and so forth. In the primary discourse of lower status families we seldom 
find influences by those other discourses. The fluency in a discourse shows a specific 
identity for the person. It marks a person as belonging to the group that controls this 
discourse, but if the person is not a fluent user of that discourse, she or he can be 
labeled as an outsider “with pretensions to being an insider”(Gee, p. 10). As 
discourses create identities, they also establish social relations and through 
discourses people gained access to certain positions and to certain relationships. 
Theorists like Michel Foucault, (1972) and Jacques Derrida (1973) have played a 
major role in reconstructing a new relationship among discourse, power, and 
difference. Derrida has studied language through the principle that he calls 
‘difference,’ and for him meaning can never be fixed once and for all. Educators 
must recognize the diverse ways in which the historical and the social influence 
student's experiences and subjectivities. 
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Fairclough considers discourse “the whole process of social interaction of 
which a text is just a part” (1996, p.24). Discourse has to be situated within the 
immediate social circumstances in which it happens, within the social institution in 
which it happens and within the society in which it happens (Fairclough, 1996). 
These social conditions make a difference in the way members’ resources (what 
people bring from their inner selves) are brought to the production and interpretation 
of discourse. Lemke (1995) distinguishes between “discourse” “the words and deeds 
of the here-and-now,” and “Discourse,” “the social habits of speech and action in the 
community as a whole” (p.20). The study of language should interrelate both, 
discourses and Discourses.The emphasis on the importance of discourse has also its 
consequences on the definition of subjectivity. The notion of subjectivity as unified, 
rational, self- determining consciousness, typical of liberal humanists, has been 
replaced in postmodern discourses with a subjectivity that is multiple, layered, 
contradictory and non-unitary. To see how subjects are constructed, we need to look 
at the social practices of a community. These social practices enable us to define the 
participant roles. Through the social relations in which they participate, a person can 
be a father, a husband, a son, a teacher, etc. The roles we play and their combinations 
are more or less restricted by social conventions. Through discourse the dualism 
male-female is held in place or is deconstructed. Browyn Davies (1993) recognizes 
that children use the categories of male and female to make sense of the world and of 
them. Children get these polar categories through “the storylines of their culture” 
(p.41). This binarism female- male influences “the way of telling about the world 
and of feeling and of positioning in relation to the world” (p.55). By participating in 
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the life of their communities, boys and girls use language to construct themselves, 
with a particular identity, and at the same time establish particular relationships. 
Taking into account Davies' research, girls recognize that to be accepted by 
others they need to be obedient and conform to social norms. Sometimes girls come 
to see “their victim status not only as inevitable, but even as desirable” (p.72). Boys 
on the contrary construed themselves as transgressors, and this was almost always 
done in front of an audience of peers. Transgressors felt excitement and fun. 
Masculine identity was constructed frequently by transgressing adult rules (often the 
rules of adult women). Boys need to show they are brave, and that they can test 
danger. When girls exhibit boyish behavior, they are “constantly undermined and 
marginalized” (p. 137). 
We need to teach children to become critical thinkers and to see how this 
process of subjedification works. Children need to be exposed to new storylines, and 
to develop analytic deconstructive skills. But this is not an easy task. As Davies 
(1993) remarks, “any attempts to disrupt old cultural patterns and to invent new ones 
must deal simultaneously and in a multi-faceted way with individual psyches, with 
social structures and patterns and with the discursive practices...” (p.198) In a study 
done by Wilson-Kennan, Solsken & Willett (1998), they too state that to change 
inequitable gender relations is a complex but feasible process. The different 
approaches the classroom teacher used to mitigate gender relations in the first grade 
classroom studied had different ideologies behind them. The first approach was to 
give children free choice to choose their work partners. What happened was girls and 
boys excluded each other, making “girls clubs” or “boys clubs.” The teacher noticed 
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this and in her words “separation by gender was rampant in the classroom” (p.8). 
This gender separation was made visible not just in the way the children group by 
gender but also in their talk, and in their writings and drawings. After seeing this 
“gendered” picture the teacher decided to assign seats, re-grouping children by 
gender and age. The research team continued observing the class after this 
“mandated desegregation” (p.12). In general this new arrangement did not work, and 
boys persisted in talking to boys and girls to girls. In trying to keep their identity the 
boys even increased their ignoring, dismissing, or insulting of girls and now girls 
also insulted boys. According to Wilson-Keenan et al. (1998) even the insults were 
“gender-dilferentiated,” boys insulted girls as dumb, ugly, and unable to do things; 
girls insulted boys as being mama's boys and able to be beaten up by girls (p. 14). 
After observing this kind of behavior the research group, in its third year, decided to 
use the feminist poststructuralist perspective to study the dynamics of discourse in 
the social context of the class. The mandated desegregation, according to this study, 
made “a set of gendered language practices, identities and ideologies... more salient” 
(p.19). Gender needs to be focused as a “critical” issue that was separating this 
community. The curriculum was changed to show girls and women, boys and men as 
active participants in the life of the society, and at the same time showing boys and 
men as nurturers as well. Children were asked to look at their choices for workmates 
and playmates, so everybody can work and play together. Peace meetings were 
introduced. 
The language in the classroom observed by Wilson-Keenan et al., (1998) 
especially the official language took the direction of dialogue. Students and teacher 
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were socially responsible for their choices, responsible to see tensions and to look for 
a critical stand, trying to construct and negotiate new understandings together. The 
study done by Wilson-Keenan et al. (1998) shows that a critical dialogue about 
gender relations is not easy, that it implies risks need to be taken. Those risks are 
especially hard to take when children talk in their unofficial language. 
E. Discourse Analysis 
Because discourse has a triple dimension — following Fairclough -- in the 
sense that it represents a reality, enacts social relations and establishes identities. The 
study of discourse implies the study of these three dimensions. Central to the notion 
of discourse in Fairclough’s study is the concept of “intertextuality.” This concept of 
intertextuality was also developed by Foucault (1972) and by Bakhtin (1981, 1986). 
According to Bakhtin “These words of others carry with them their own expression, 
their own evaluative tone, which we assimilate, rework, and reacentuate”(1986, 
p.89). 
Taking into account Fairclough’s definition “texts are constructed through 
other texts being articulated in particular ways, ways which depend upon and change 
with social circumstances” (1998, p.9). The intertextuality of text makes them have 
historicity, transforming the past into the present. For Lemke (1995), we members of 
a community don't choose intertextuality randomly. We choose the different texts 
that are favorites in our community. As Bloome & Egan-Robertson (1993) have 
pointed out, intertextuality is a “social construction.” We use language to act and 
react to each other. 
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Fairclough distinguishes between “intertextuality,” relations between texts, 
and “interdiscursivity,” relations between discursive formations or between different 
types of discourse (1998, p.47). When looking at elements that are combined in the 
constitution of discourse types we can distinguish genre, style, and activity type. We 
can distinguish for example “interview genre” “conversational style,” “the activity 
type of cookery books,” or “scientific medical discourse” (Fairclough, 1998 p.124). 
Another important concept to define within the study of discourse is the 
concept of “genre.” For Fairclough genre is a relatively stable set of conventions 
that are associated with, and partly enact, a socially ratified type of activity, such as 
informal chat, buying goods in a shop, job interview or a scientific article. According 
to Fairclough, styles can vary according to the tenor, that is, according to the 
relationship between participants in an interaction. They can be “formal” or 
“informal,” “official,” “intimate,” “casual” and so on. Styles can also be related to 
the mode, styles can be spoken, written, spoken as — if written, or some combination 
of the two. Styles can also vary depending on the rhetorical mode, and in this sense 
can be “argumentative,” “descriptive” and “expository.” 
The fact that discourse analysis looks for causes and consequences that are 
not always visible makes it a critical discourse analysis. By critical, we also mean 
that the analysis shows how discourse shapes power relations and how discourse 
constructs social identities, social relations and systems of knowledge and belief. For 
Foucault (1972), discourse analysis deals with socio-historically variable 
“discoursive formations” that he describes as “systems of rules which make it 
possible for certain statements but not others to occur at particular times, places and 
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institutional locations.” He is referring here to social rules, and these rules form 
“objects,” “subjects” and “concepts” (In Fairclough, 1998 p.40). Foucault talks 
about “objects” referring to objects of knowledge. For example, “madness” is an 
object in the discourse of psychopathology. Statements that describe it, explained it, 
constituted it, construct “madness” as an object, but this object is not stable rather it 
is in constant change. Let us consider Bilingual Education as an object in the 
discourse of Education. How is Bilingual Education constituted through discursive 
and non-discursive practices? How is the concept ‘Inclusion Classroom’ constituted 
through discursive and non-discursive practices? Statements also position subjects, 
not only the one who makes them, but also the ones to whom they are addressed. 
The children at play in this Dramatic play center are positioned not just by what they 
say but also by what others say to them. Because of the importance of discourse in 
the formation and transformation of social subjects, the study of discourse is also 
related to issues involving subjectivity and social identity. 
Foucault considers discourse as positioning not just objects, but also subjects 
of discourse. Fairclough’s position goes a little bit more on the side of 
postructuralism, in the sense that it gives subjects a possibility -- they are positioned 
by discourse but they have at the same time the capability of “reshaping and 
restructuring” discourse practices (Fairclough, 1998, p.45). In this same direction, 
Kamberelis & Scott (1992) consider that the self “is continually created in the 
integration of one's discourses, experiences, and practices into a single social being” 
(p.361). 
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To look and analyze how subjectivities are constructed implies to address 
issues of history, culture, community, language, gender, race and class. Pierre 
Bordieu (1991) considered the subjects often doing things that had more meaning 
than they thought they had. Power relations may be legitimized without people being 
conscious of it. We identify ourselves with meanings and make them a part of the 
“common sense,” and these meanings support the power of one group to dominate 
other. According to Bakhtin (1984) a person does not have sovereignty, he is “wholly 
and always on the boundary, looking inside himself, he looks into the eyes of another 
or with the eyes of another” (p.287). Human beings are not independent and self- 
directed entities, nor determined effects of structural forces. 
The analysis of discourse should take into account the concept of power. 
Foucault (1979) analyzes two major technologies of power: “discipline” and 
“confession.” Discipline works towards creating what he calls, “docile bodies” 
(p.152). In modem societies, Foucault (1979) states, that power is usually invisible 
but its subjects spotlighted. Power is exercised, for example, through making 
individuals objects of documentation and at the same time objects for data analysis. 
Confession, on the other hand, works within an unequal relation between two people, 
like religious confession or counseling among others. There is another discussion on 
the conceptualization of power developed by Gramsci (1971). For him, power in 
modem societies is sustained by “hegemony.” He considers hegemony as “an 
unstable equilibrium built upon alliances and the generation of consent from 
subordinate classes and groups, whose instabilities are the constant focus of 
struggles” (p.195). 
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For Fairclough (1996) power is exercised in modem society through 
ideology, and specifically through the “ideological workings of language” (p. 2). He 
considers that there are two ways in which those who have power can exercise it and 
keep it: through coercion, or consent, by winning other's consent. Both, coercion and 
consent can also be combined in different ways. Fairclough (1996) considers that 
ideology is a very powerful way to rule by consent. In this sense Fairclough’s theory 
of power is very similar to Gramsci’s. Fairclough (1996) distinguishes power “in” 
discourse from power “behind” discourse. Power in discourse has to do with how 
relations of power are “exercised and enacted” in discourse. Power “behind” 
discourse refers to how discourses are themselves “shaped and constituted by 
relations of power” (p.43). 
Power “in” discourse happens when powerful participants control and 
constrain the contributions of non-powerful participants. Power “behind” discourse 
is for example the use of Standard English, as part of “a wider process of political, 
economic and cultural unification” (Fairclough, 1996, p.56). But power according to 
Fairclough (1996) is not something static. For him it does not belong permanently or 
undisputedly to a person or class. Power is exercised through social struggle. Power 
in discourse is often subtle, exercised in an indirect way and for Fairclough this is a 
tactic to continue exercising power. We need to look at the “ideological functioning 
of discourse” (Lemke, 1995, p.12). For example, some discourses contribute and 
reinforce some dominant relations of power, like racist or sexist discourse. 
Power in discourse, can be exercised by using different devices like 
interruption, enforcing explicitness, controlling topic and formulation (Fairclough, 
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1996). According to Bloome & Willett (1991) power is not just “over” the other, but 
can also be “with” the other. Power with the other entails not domination but 
“relationships of cooperation, mutual support, and equity” (p. 208). 
The analysis of discourse is an interpretation of it, and according to 
Fairclough (1998) this interpretation is an active process, in which the meanings that 
are made could be different depending upon the resources deployed and the social 
position of the interpreter. Discourse analysis thus involves the analysis of text, of 
discoursive practices (production, distribution and consumption) and of social 
practice. Text analysis involves the study of vocabulary, grammar, cohesion and text 
structure. Fairclough also ads to study: discursive practice, the study of the “force” of 
utterances, the “coherence” of text, and the “intertextuality of texts” (Fairclough, 
1998, p.75). 
Process of text production and interpretation are socio-cognitive. The 
participants bring what Fairclough calls “members resources” which participants 
have internalized and bring with them when producing and interpreting text. To 
analyze discursive practices, we should do a “micro-analysis” and a “macro¬ 
analysis.” In the microanalysis we study how participants produce and interpret texts 
taking into account their members’ resources. In the macro-analysis we study the 
nature of the members’ resources that are brought to produce and interpret text, and 
how these member’s resources are brought, and whether or not they change the 
existing order (Fairclough, 1998). 
Taking discourse as a form of social practice we need to look at it in relation 
to ideology and power. Fairclough defines ideologies as “significations 
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/constructions of reality (the physical world, social relations, social identities) which 
are built into various dimensions of the forms/meanings of discursive practices, and 
which contribute to the production, reproduction or transformation of relations of 
domination” (Fairclough, 1998, p.87). 
Another useful definition of ideology is the one put forth by Giroux (1983). 
For Giroux, ideology is both a set of “representations,” it has a mental character, but 
also has a “materiality” inscribed in culture. Ideology has a “dialectical” character, 
and is “an active process involving the production, consumption, and representation 
of meaning and behavior” (p. 143). Both concepts of ideology point out the 
possibility of agency, to the possibility of the consciousness, to acknowledge how 
historical and societal forces act on the psyche and to the possibility to act critically 
upon them. Ideologies are more powerful when they become a part of discursive 
practices, when they become part of “common sense.” Ideologies can work to make 
some groups accept or consent to the domination of other groups. If we want to see 
the interpersonal dimensions of discourse we look at interactional controls (turn 
taking, topic control, control of agenda, modality, at politeness, and ethos). 
F. The Use of Multiple Approaches 
The use of different multidisciplinary approaches to study children’s 
language during dramatic play allows us to see a more complex phenomenon — to 
see children wholistically — as belonging to many cultures, and many worlds. The 
use of a socio cultural framework (Halliday, 1978; Gumperz & Hymes, 1972; 
Hymes, 1996; Gee, 1989; Bruner, 1983; Sutton-Smith, 1980; Garvey, 1990) helps us 
to look at language and play as social activities, being developed within a specific 
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culture, following the beliefs, values and language of that culture. Sociocultural 
theory represents children as active constructors of their own lives. Postructuralists 
(Giroux, 1983, 1992; Fairclough 1996, 1998) lead us to see the subject as multiple 
and layered. As positioned by discourse but at the same time, able to repositioned, 
itself, through discourse practices and experiences. The postructuralist feminist 
theory (Davies, 1993; Gilbert, 1988, 1994; Walkerdine, 1990) will help us to 
discover the way in which children use language and play to construct and 
reconstruct their gender. 
The language philosophy theory of Bakhtin (1981, 1986) allows us to see that 
language is not impartial but has different meanings. Some of these meanings belong 
to us and some we appropriate from others. The use of critical discourse analysis 
(Fairclough, 1989, 1996, 1998) will help us to link the micro cosmos of the dramatic 
play center with the macro cosmos of society, and to see how issues of power, 
language and ideology are related. Critical theories examine “common sense” and 
will help us to see that all that we see as natural is constructed. 
G. Language Socialization in the Community 
In order to have a role within a society a person needs to become, socialized. 
Socialization refers “to how and what a person learns (or needs to learn) in order to 
assume a role within society” (Bloom, 1991, p.48). Socialization is a construction 
where people negotiate the meanings to become members of a group. Language 
socialization varies according to communities, families, gender, and so forth. Family 
members socialize children into systems of meanings through the different 
discourses they engage them in. For Hymes, (1980) depending on social, economic, 
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political factors, children will come to use and experience language in some ways 
and not in others. To research language socialization in a playing group we need to 
also look at language socialization in the community, in the school, and in the 
classroom (Street, 1993). 
The linguist Chomsky believed that an innate ability enables children to 
acquire language early on in life (1965). He called this mechanism the language 
acquisition device, or LAD (Chomsky, 1965). Current theorists and researchers 
recognize that these kinds of mechanism exist, but also point out the importance of 
the connection between an LAD and the learner's social world. Children construct 
language by both structuring their innate abilities and learning from people and 
objects around them. This is what Bruner calls Language Acquisition Support 
System, or LASS (Bruner, 1983). 
Children are socialized in language differently according to their cultural 
background. This is what Heath calls, “ways with words” (1983). In Heath's study of 
a white working-class community in the Piedmont Carolinas (1983), adults believe 
that they tell children what to say and that they teach appropriate ways of interacting. 
In contrast, Heath also recorded examples of interaction in a nearby African- 
American working-class community, in which children also successfully learned to 
talk, but adults did not believe that they taught children to talk but rather, that 
children learned by paying attention to the conversations of others. Communities 
formed by different classes learn to use language in different ways (Hasan and 
Cloran, 1990). The schools, according to Bernstein (1975) demand its members to 
use language in specific ways — the ways of the upper-middle class— and this creates 
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a clear drawback for members of other social groups (Hispanics and African- 
Americans, for example). 
Culture is communicated through language. Language is a medium through 
which values, interests, and the meaning of life and death, are expressed. As Fishman 
(1996) says “Take language away from the culture, and you take away its greetings, 
its curses, its praises, its literature, its songs, its riddles, its proverbs, its cures, its 
wisdom, its prayers”(p.81). Pointing to the crucial role the Greek language plays in 
the religion, Fishman asks in his paper “Can you be Greek Orthodox without 
knowing Greek?” (p.84). Often the loss of a language has serious moral and religious 
implications. 
In an ethnographic study about language socialization in an Inuit community 
in Northern Quebec, by Martha B. Crago (1992), there is evidence of the difficulties 
that Inuit children have in learning a second language in the ways that their non-Inuit 
teachers expect them to. This study shows the correlation that should exist between 
language socialization at home and second language teaching at school. When 
children acquire a second language they are also acquiring a second culture, 
implying that there are many socio-cultural issues to consider when learning a 
second language. 
The Inuit children in this ethnography are taught from Kindergarten to Grade 
2 exclusively in Inuktitut. After second grade, children receive most of their 
instruction in either French or English. But Inuit children continue to receive 
instruction in their first language during religion, Inuit culture, Inuktitut language, 
and physical education classes. 
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At home, the study shows, Inuit parents do not normally ask their children to 
display knowledge that they as parents already know. This communicative style 
differs from that used by white middle-class North American teachers. Here are some 
comments of two teachers in this study and the response of a parent regarding an 
Inuit student. The non-Inuit teacher comments: “What I found hardest in teaching up 
here, was trying to do this L2 thing when all they do is sock you with interminable 
silence.” Another comment made by another teacher: “Your son is talking well in 
class. He is speaking a lot,” the response of the Inuk parent “I am sorry” (p.497). 
These excerpts show us how the teachers’ communicative expectations differ 
markedly from the parents’. 
The language socialization in this Inuit community is done through observing 
and listening to adults. Information was not directed at children. They did not obtain 
information by asking questions. An exception is happening with young mothers in 
this study -- they are adapting their communicative interaction to suit the schools’ 
styles. But the schools in this Inuit community are not trying to match the styles of 
community language socialization. The results of this study are very similar to 
Heath’s (1983). 
In the Inuit community of the study, children are raised by older siblings and 
peer oriented talk is recognized as an important part of language learning. Taking this 
into consideration, Crago concludes that a culturally congruent form of classroom 
arrangement would consist of cooperative, peer interactive activities (p.500). 
According to Crago (1992), we need to consider the cultural and communicative 
dimensions of second language learning, when teaching a second language. 
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We also need to consider the cultural and communicative dimensions of the 
first language learning. As Cummins (1989) stated, we need to look at “the role of 
primary language development in promoting educational success for language 
minority students” (p.34). An ethnographic study by Olga A. Vazquez et al., 1994, 
done in a Mexican Community in northern California, shows how bilingual children 
and their families use linguistic and cultural resources. She found that Mexican 
parents are active participants in their children's language socialization, and that 
children are an important resource for their families, helping them as linguistic and 
cultural translators. 
Language socialization at home is sometimes threatened by language policies 
at school. Wong-Fillmore (1991) studies the language practices in the homes of over 
300 children of immigrant parents, and she finds that preschool -- aged children who 
were enrolled in English-only or bilingual programs were susceptible to lose their 
primary language. When parents do not speak or understand English, communication 
is damaged. As Wong-Fillmore states “when parents are unable to talk to their 
children, they cannot easily convey to them their values, beliefs, understandings, or 
wisdom about how to cope with their experiences... When parents lose the means for 
socializing and influencing their children, rifts develop and families lose the 
intimacy that comes from shared beliefs and understandings” (1991, p.343). 
Children's choice for English is due to the low status that Spanish has in 
schools and in the community at large (Commins, 1991). Young children easily 
understand that to speak in English has more prestige than to speak in Spanish. In a 
study done by Crawford (1989), bilingual students instead of becoming proficient in 
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two languages, start losing their native language. Crawford talks about “additive 
bilingualism” for English speakers and “subtractive bilingualism” for language 
minorities (p.164). 
In the book Pushing Boundaries, Vazquez et al., 1994, shows us examples 
of two-way or Spanish immersion bilingual education programs available to Anglo 
and Mexican-descent students where the community recognized and valued the 
linguistic resources of its population. Anglo parents, not Latino parents were the 
main supporters of the program. On the other hand, bilingual education in most 
classrooms is transitional bilingual education, and it has not promoted the 
development of Spanish, not even for bilingual students, because there is not a 
commitment to dual language learning and there is not an appreciation of the 
resources bilingual children bring to school. 
In all these examples of settings in which educators recognize and build upon 
the background experiences of their students, they had the assistance of parents, 
school administrators, school boards, and other institutions from the community. As 
Vazquez et al., (1994), states “Both instructors and the content of their instruction 
must be imbued with a sense of respect and appreciation for differences in 
background experiences and world views” (p.179). 
The complexities of the experiences bilingual children have; have not always 
been remembered by educators. Teachers and administrators need to learn not only 
about their students but also about their communities. This can be done through 
ethnographic studies done by teachers and researchers. Luis Moll (1992) has done 
many of these ethnographic studies at the University of Arizona and has helped 
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teachers to use this information in building their curriculum. The inclusion classroom 
and the inclusion curriculum should be beneficial to everyone: children are preparing 
to live in a cultural and language diverse society. 
H. Language Socialization in the School and in the Classroom 
The school and the classroom are communicative settings full of rules that 
are often unknown to many young children. To learn the rules of these settings mean 
to become communicative competent. According to Gumperz & Hymes (1972) the 
person with communicative competence is one who can use appropriate genres or 
styles of speaking to fit particular social situations. 
Sociocultural researchers have viewed classrooms as “cultures,” where we 
can find patterns of behavior constructed by its members in its interactions (Corsaro, 
1985; Elgas et al., 1988; Kantor et al., 1993). 
Jerri Willett (1995) did a four-year ethnographic study on how ESL children 
participate in the culture of a mainstream first-grade classroom. She wrote a case 
study based on her ethnography, looking at how four children acquired English in a 
mainstream first-grade classroom. Through social interactions, people in this 
classroom construct social relations, ideologies, and identities. These social 
constructions are negotiated and reshaped and they give space to another set of 
relations, ideologies, and identities. In Willett’s study of classroom socialization, 
political and historical issues were also considered. In the process of participating in 
phonics seatwork, the event analyzed, the children in Willett’s study constructed 
social relations, identities and ideologies that were appropriate for this kind of social 
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setting. She concluded, the “social context affected the conditions for language 
development” (p.495). 
In Willett’s ethnography, Xavier, the only male ESL student in the group, 
never asked his female seatmates for help, he learned -- given the boys’ culture in the 
classroom — that boys who interacted with girls were made fun of by the other boys. 
Because of this, Xavier had to count more on the adults in the room for help. On the 
contrary, the three ESL girls always look for each other’s support and reached the 
higher status of good students. Because of the way Xavier positioned himself and 
was position by others, Xavier’s identity was constructed as a “needy child” 
(especially in the view of the adults). Willett’s study also tells us that the voices of 
the ESL girls were not heard in the classroom even though they were considered to 
be good students. This study of the individual as a social learner, gives another 
insight into the complexities of language learning in social context. 
There is a study by Barbara Hruska (1999) done in an English mainstream 
kindergarten classroom of six Spanish dominant children. The study looks at how 
socially constructed meanings of bilingualism, gender, and friendship are implicated 
in the social relations, identities and ideologies of these children and how they 
impact language learning. The study concludes that bilingualism was not valued in 
this setting, and subsequently, Spanish dominant students had less status within this 
community; boys had in general more power than girls, boys dominated discourse 
practices and even though friendship was very important among all the students, it 
was not shared equally among all the students, especially the Spanish dominant 
children due to the context in which these relations were happening. 
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Because of where the children in this study lived, they did not have the 
opportunity to develop their friendships outside of school, which affected their talk 
and interaction inside school. Where they lived was in turn determined by the 
economic structure of society. How their families, spent time with them, was 
influenced by wider socio-cultural issues. 
I. The Language Inclusion Classroom 
1. Characteritics 
The language inclusion model that was observed integrated English 
Proficient students (EP) or Mainstream students with English as a Second Language 
(ESL) students, also called Bilingual students, or Becoming Bilingual (BB) or 
Limited English Proficient (LEP) students in a class that provides content in the 
child's dominant language, but exposure to both languages, such as English and 
Spanish. 
This kind of program supposedly allows ESL students to maintain and 
develop their language and acquire English informally, and also allows English 
Proficient students to be exposed to another language. This language inclusion 
classroom is part of a transitional bilingual program. In this type of program, the 
child's home language is used in the early years of schooling and the dominant 
language is introduced gradually. 
2. Studies of Different Bilingual Classrooms 
Few studies have been done in this type of setting, and the ones that have 
been done have concentrated on how much English the ESL children have acquired. 
They have not, however, considered the children's native language proficiency 
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neither the social lives of these ESL children in the school setting. One of the studies 
of language use in a bilingual classroom (Spanish Immersion) was done by Benjamin 
Forbes (1999). He studied social interactions and literacy practices of second graders 
during free play and how these interactions and practices were embedded in broader 
social relations. To accomplish these social interactions and literacy practices the 
children in this study draw upon different discourses. Forbes’ study focused 
primarily on how girls constructed their identities, social relations and ideologies. 
The results of the study show that free-play and literacy practices are politically 
charged, and are greatly related to how the students form identities, social 
relationships, and ideologies of class and gender. 
Regarding the use of English and Spanish in bilingual classroom, there are 
some studies done by Garcia & Otheguy (1985, 1987) in Dade County, FL, where 
children were expected to be fluent and literate not just in English but also in 
Spanish. 
Luis Moll (1992) has done studies on bilingual classrooms and community 
analysis, and he stated that most children attending bilingual education classes in the 
United States are working-class students. According to him, this fact has 
consequences for the goals and nature of instruction in these classrooms. He 
considers that “the dominant issues in bilingual education are related to English 
language learning and assimilation of the students into the mainstream, with scant 
attention paid to academic development or broader social and instructional 
dynamics” (p.20). Luis Moll (1992) considers that there is a need to address “broader 
social and academic issues than simply learning English, remedial instruction, or 
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basic skills in “bilingual education” (p. 21). For Moll, the children’s communities 
should be used as a source of knowledge, including their bilingualism, for 
educational reform. This can be done — as Moll has done -- with team-work between 
researchers, the school community and the children’s communities. This perspective 
is aligned with that of Goldenberg and Gallimore (1991) in that “the prospect of 
reforming schools depends on a better understanding of the interplay between 
research knowledge and community knowledge” (p.2). 
J. Language Socialization in Dramatic Play 
Through dramatic play, children tell stories that are based on actual or 
imagined experience. Through dramatic play, children also construct what Corsaro 
(1985) calls “peer culture,” a culture constructed and maintained entirely by children. 
Children's culture has a “common set of activities or routines, artifacts, values, 
concerns, and attitudes” (p. 171). Children's play becomes patterned and these 
patterns support the expectations that children hold for each other. Corsaro in his 
study sees children trying to maintain and protect their space and their activities from 
others. Children do this by including, excluding and using status as a medium to 
belong to these peer cultures. 
Different ethnographic studies done in socio-dramatic play centers showed 
different ways in which children construct and maintain “peer cultures.” These peer 
cultures, were constructed by children and showed us the social worlds of these 
children outside their play. A study by J. Amos Hatch (1987) looks at how a group of 
kindergarten children create and maintain a peer group by using status and social 
power. Hatch defines the term “status” as “the individual's position on a hierarchical 
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arrangement of group members from those with the most social power to those with 
least” (p.80). 
Social power is defined in this study as “the potential influence that one 
person could exert on another,” and “influence” is defined as “a change in a person's 
cognition, attitudes, behaviors, or emotions” (pp. 79-80). Social processes through 
which children define status and power among themselves are dynamic and 
interactive. Hatch distinguishes self-promotions, built on I am—, I have—, I did—, 
I will—, I can—, or I know—statements. These statements sound like the “expert 
power” in adult groups. However in some instances, self-promotion did not give the 
person power. Children use different strategies to counter effect self-promotions. 
They use “one-upmanship” and “bandwagon” strategies in responding to other's self¬ 
promotions. In one-upmanship responses, the children try to minimize the effects of 
self-promotions by matching or topping the promoter's information. Children who 
used bandwagon strategies identity themselves with the promoter or with the 
behavior being promoted. 
Another strategy children use to diminish the value of self-promoters is to 
discredit the self promoter by giving simple negative statements or by constructing 
logical arguments opposed to the ones given by self-promoters or to ignore self 
promotions. According to Hatch's study, girls utilized self-promotions strategies 
more often than boys, and girls directed more of these self-promotions to other girls. 
Bandwagoning was used by both boys and girls, when responding to self¬ 
promotions by same-gender, while both used one-upmanship more in responding to 
cross-gender self-promotions. Challenging boys challenged girls twice as often as 
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they challenged other boys, while girls’ challenges were more likely to be directed at 
other girls (p. 85). This reveals a great deal about gender hierarchy in this peer group. 
Hatch also studied the ways in which the children used put-downs as an 
attempt to damage the status of others. The kinds of put-downs more frequently used 
in Hatch's study were when “children pointed out the mistakes, weaknesses, or 
inadequacies of others” (p.85). Another kind of put-down used by children was 
“name calling” or “rub it in.” As children received put-downs, they also developed 
defensive strategies. These defensive responses, in some cases diminished the effect 
of the put-downs. One of the strategies children used was to deny the truth of the 
claims in the put-down, or to turn the aggression back to the aggressor. Sometimes 
children moved away and ignored put-downs. Children may also accept the put- 
downs but try to reduce their effects by trying to provide an excuse, offered to 
correct the mistake, or just by laughing and not giving it any importance. 
In Hatch's study, boys used more put-downs than girls, and name-calling was 
the put-down strategy most used by boys. Pointing out inadequacies was used more 
by girls than boys. Children in Hatch's study also use dominance strategies as a way 
of exerting power on others. Three main dominance strategies were observed: 
ordering behavior, threats, and physical intimidation. The tone of voice and the body 
posture that accompanied verbal language was also a message. 
Responses to dominance attempts varied. They range from an attempt to 
match the aggression, giving a clear message of not taking the order, and of not being 
threatened to a loud plea for sympathy through words or by crying. Another way to 
respond to dominance is to try tattling or threatening to tattle on peers (usually to the 
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teacher). Children sometimes use the strategy of ignoring to reduce the effects of 
dominance by others. According to Hatch, ordering was the most frequently used 
dominance strategy for both boys and girls. 
Another approach that has been observed in some studies is the invoking of 
rules as a way for some children to exercise power over others. Rules in this sense 
are conceptualized as powerful “knowledge” according to Foucault. Ellen Jordan et 
al., 1995, studied the use of physical and discursive strategies to gain power, and 
specifically the use of classroom rules by young children as a way of exerting power. 
For example, one girl invoked the classroom rule “You are not allowed to have guns” 
when a boy “pretended to shoot her.” Some other times, when children who did not 
have to come to a particular playing group came anyway, the other children 
immediately announced “You have to go, you’re not in the blue group” (p.348). 
Jordan et al., (1995) found that knowledge of the rules can be a way of 
controlling other’s behavior or avoiding one’s behavior to be controlled. She looked 
at how the dynamics of power at this micro level of the children’s social group are 
related to the macro level of the classroom and society at large, and how processes in 
the society operate and are maintained. In most settings, children are given a set of 
specific rules — they form part of the class discourse -- and the children choose the 
rules that would better serve their needs at any specific moment. In this sense, 
children are constructing their own worlds for their own purposes, using classroom 
rules as a tool, that are used mainly because of their “truth,” because they are “less 
open to challenge” (p. 343). 
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Among the physical nonviolent and non-discoursive strategies used by the 
children in Jordan et al., (1995) study, we can see the strategy she calls “occupying 
space,” a strategy used more often by boys than girls, and used by boys more often 
against girls (p.345). Their study also showed some cases of use of physical tactics to 
gain and maintain control of equipment. Often the discursive strategy alone was not 
enough and the children used a mixture of physical and discursive strategies. In her 
study Jordan concluded that when power is in question, children use the rules of the 
world more often that those of their fantasy games, and especially those rules 
imposed by the teacher. 
In another ethnographic study conducted by Kantor et al., (1993), they looked 
at a salient playing group within the peer culture of a preschool classroom. This 
group was considered the “core group” because of its importance and influence in 
the wider peer culture of the classroom. This study tries to understand “how children 
construct their membership within a preschool friendship group” (p.142). Some 
features were salient in this peer group, like the use of certain objects (red sticks and 
superhero cups) by its members as signaling the membership within the group. 
But apart from the possession of these objects, this study found the there 
were certain elements that made this core group play distinctively. These elements 
were the use of objects in certain ways, the development of certain pretend roles 
(superhero, firefighter or ghost buster) the use of certain kinds of language, the 
excluding of teacher verbally or physically and the mock intimidation of teachers 
verbally or by using objects. 
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The children in Kantor’s play group, especially one of them, Bob, had the 
cultural knowledge that defined this core group: he was always in possession of the 
proper objects, he uses them in the proper way as defined by the group culture, and 
he used the appropriate language. In contrast, William, a child who tries to become a 
member of the core group, failed for many reasons. Among them, he could not use 
language to develop his superhero roles, and he failed to exclude or mock-intimidate 
teachers with pretend weapons. William often asked teachers for help to have a place 
in this playing group. In summary William lacked “the group’s broader cultural 
knowledge” (Kantor et al, 1993, p.140). According to Kantor et al., (1993) William 
“failed to determine the social expectations of each specific situation” and to take the 
group’s perspective in order to modify his actions (p.140). Lisa, the only female in 
the group, displayed the cultural behaviors and knowledge needed to be part of the 
group. Kantor et al., (1993) concluded her study stating the “partial knowledge” or 
“knowledge reproduced inaccurately” will not contribute to the child’s participation 
in the group (p.143). To be full participants in a playing group, children should 
understand the values, and beliefs culturally defined by the group. As Kantor stated 
“...children must read the ongoing social reality in order to guide successful 
participation” (p.144). 
In another ethnography study, children use argument to gain status, argument 
being a discourse used with a specific purpose. Catherine Emihovich (1986) worked 
on an ethnographic study of two kindergarten classrooms in a medium-sized urban 
city. One of the classrooms had a substitute teacher for the first two months who was 
not effective in class management. As a result, children’s play had a high frequency 
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of disputes and the children had to resolve the disputes by themselves. Emihovich 
considered children’s arguments as “exemplars of social control acts” (p. 486). 
Through the study • of children’s disputes one can assess children’s 
understanding of status within a given culture. In the social world of Emihovich’s 
study, children were able to acquire or lose status based on how they handled 
disputes, and children’s disputes had to be looked at in the different contexts that 
they occurred. For example Ricky was willing to dispute with Mark during 
“spaceships” because it was his game, but less likely to in another context. As 
Emihovich stated, “contextual variations” influence a child’s choice of strategies in 
handling disputes (p. 497). 
All these studies on language use in dramatic play described above were done 
in settings where children were monolingual English speakers or monolingual 
Spanish speakers. There is a study however, by M. Faulstich Orellana (1999) where 
she studied two bilingual children at home and in the preschool setting, at fantasy 
play. These two bilingual children (English-Spanish), almost always spoke English 
when they were in character. When they were themselves, they almost always spoke 
Spanish. For example: Elisa told Carlos, “O.K., tu me dices” “I’m gonna take you to 
Never Land” (“O.K., then you say to me” “I’m gonna take you to Never Land”) (p. 
3). 
The choices these bilingual children made were selected according to 
dynamics of the children’s language uses. English was the language of Superheroes, 
and of movie characters. Orellana’s study also revealed that the two languages were 
not used in similar ways. English was visible in more public spaces and in more 
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materials; it was used by powerful speakers in the children’s lives like teachers, 
administrators and especially by superhero characters. Orellana’s study did a follow¬ 
up three years later with these children, through observations and interviews, and 
discovered that these once- bilingual children had constructed themselves as English 
speakers only and their Spanish voices was silenced by powerful forces around them. 
In Orellanas’ study, (1999) gender practices also limited the children’s 
choices in play. There is a clear example of these gendered constraints, when we 
listen to the children’s voices: Elisa “Ahora tu tienes que dormir y yo soy Peter Pan” 
(“Now you have to sleep and I'm Peter Pan”). Carlos: “No, porque Peter Pan es un 
boy” (“No, because Peter Pan is a boy”). 
The observations made by Orellena in her study point to the conclusion that 
the positions that Carlos constructed were more active, powerful, more public than 
the positions available to the characters played by Elisa. Orellana’s study concluded 
that even in pretend play “children’s fantasizing possibilities” remain in the expected 
order, strong social and cultural practices position children in a similar way as the 
real world does. Hruska (1999) arrived at the same conclusion. 
K. What These Ethnographies Show Us 
These ethnographies have showed us that children’s use of language and play 
are constructed differently depending on their gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic and 
language status. Children’s experiences in the world are materials for building their 
i 
i 
play and their language. How children are socialized in language and play in their 
communities has an impact on how they use language and play in school and in a 
Dramatic Play center. 
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As these studies have shown us, language socialization (Heath, 1983; Crago, 
1992; Vazquez et ah, 1994; Wong Fillmore, 1991; Crawford, 1989; Moll, 1992) is a 
dynamic process where people internalize and adapt, but at the same time 
appropriate, innovate and reproduce cultural beliefs, values, practices and in general 
ways of being. Communication patterns differ according to communities. In some 
communities older children and extended families care for younger children 
(Hispanic, Inuit) and children learn language mainly by listening to adults, while in 
others the socialization process is very different. For example, white middle class 
members use dyadic conversations more often with their children and they adapt 
their speech according to the needs of the children.In some communities (Innuit, for 
example) children are discouraged from talking in front of adults, they are listeners 
of the adults' conversations; in others (White Western culture) children are 
encouraged to express opinions and participate in adult’s conversations. The 
ethnographic studies presented in this review of literature show us different ways in 
which children construct themselves as members of their cultures. Their talk reflects, 
and is constitutive of, social organization and cultural values and beliefs. 
Some of the studies (Crago, 1992; Wong-Fillmore, 1991) showed that some 
schools offered contradictory opportunities for the legitimization of the students’ 
culture and discourse. Children are influenced in their choices of language use, for 
the status and power between languages in different context, and their choices are not 
individual but political and historical (Commins, 1991; Crawford, 1989). The 
ethnographies on classrooms show how literacy outcomes are closely related with 
the social context in which they happen (Moll, 1992; Garcia & Otheguy, 1985, 1987; 
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Willett, 1995). Students use the official (teachers’ and administrators’) discourse and 
the unofficial discourse (peer discourse) in innovative ways. Some ethnographers of 
dramatic play centers (Emihovich, 1986; Forbes, 1999; Hatch, 1987; Jordan et al., 
1995; Orellana, 1999) have characterized peer discourse in a Dramatic Play center in 
terms of being used to carry relationships in varied, complex and sometimes 
contradictory ways. Through stories, children have brought to the Dramatic Play 
center life experiences and views of the world and at the same time they have 
constructed new storylines with the experiences of their playmates. 
Children in these “peer cultures” need to have the “knowledge of their peer 
cultures” to be active participants in the group. This “knowledge” includes the use of 
the appropriate language and the understanding of the values and beliefs that define 
the group culturally. Children use various strategies to have status and exercise 
power like the invoking of classroom rules, using arguments or disputes, or 
occupying space. The use of language to attain status or power has predominated 
over other strategies. Language has been used in the ethnographies presented above, 
for role taking, role development, transactions and promotions, to counteract self¬ 
promotions, to discredit, to threat, to defend and to order behavior. Girl’s and boy’s 
storylines had different patterns in these ethnographies. Girls constructed more 
stereotypical characters and topics than boys, and their storylines reflected cultural 
possibilities, of what is expected for girls and boys. In general, boys and girls stories 
followed the logic narrative of their gender. Children in these Dramatic Play centers 
used language that reflected the traditions of their community, of the popular media, 
of the School and of the playing group they were part of. Through these stories the 
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children built relationships with others, and positioned themselves and/or were 
positioned in certain ways of evolving relations of culture, power and ideologies. 
L. Implications 
Educators must understand the variety of interconnected meanings 
constructed around the categories of Bilingualism, of what it means to be a woman, 
a man, a girl, or a boy, to belong to a certain race or to belong to a specific 
socioeconomic group. These interconnections of meanings made women, girls, 
African-Americans, Hispanics, and lower socio-economic groups positioned as 
subordinated, more passive, with less participation in social processes, in a constant 
struggle to have a position in society. 
There is the possibility of new cultural meanings, but it is challenging to 
introduce them because as Foucault (1978) considers, power is most effective where 
it is apparently generous, tolerant rather than repressive. There is a need to look more 
closely to the use of language during play, because there, young children from 
different gender, ethnic, socioeconomic and language backgrounds draw on different 
cultural resources, to enact in their play that is situated in a particular context. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
A. Introduction and Overview of Study 
This qualitative study analyzes how children use language to construct social 
relations, social identities and systems of knowledge within a peer play group among 
kindergartners. This study also tries to explain how the construction of these 
identities reproduces or transforms systems of knowledge and belief. The study 
focuses on a detailed observation of social interactions in the dramatic play center. 
These observations are then related to the interactions in the school and the 
community. There will be a reconstructive analysis of the transcripts and interviews 
and an analysis looking for evidence of social system determinants of micro events at 
the level of the dramatic play center (Carspecken, 1996). 
For the school years 1996-1997, 1997-1998 and for part of the school year 
1998-1999 I engaged in an ethnographic study of kindergarteners playing in a 
Dramatic Play center in a language inclusion (Spanish/English) class in an inner city 
School. The City Park Elementary School is located in a lower middle class urban 
neighborhood in Western Massachusetts. 
All the names in this study, including the names of the children, teachers, 
teaching assistants, parents, school, and neighborhood, have been changed. As a 
teacher in the classroom I easily gained access to the children and to the community. 
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I was able to observe linguistic and social behavior in a variety of situations, within 
the class, the school and the community. 
B. Sources of Data/ Social Sites/ Population 
1. Sources of Data 
On the micro level, data were gathered about the children, teachers, teacher 
aids, and about the demographics of the school. On the macro level data were 
collected about the Puerto Rican community, about bilingual education, about 
community events at the local level and at the societal level. The data included 
computer printouts, questionnaires, interviews, field notes, videotapes, photos, 
written artifacts that the students created, demographic information, and newspaper 
articles. Data were collected in what Carspecken (1996) calls “social sites.” They are 
“regions within society in which routine activities, usually interactions, take place” 
(p.34). These social sites are constrained geographically and in time. The following 
were the social sites of this study. 
2. Social Sites - Population 
a. The classroom 
a. 1. Demographics and organization 
The primary data for this study were collected in a language inclusion 
kindergarten classroom in an inner city school in Western Massachusetts during the 
school year 1997-1998. Of the 37 students that were in the classroom, 21 were 
Hispanic, 10 were African-American and 6 were European-American. The class had 
23 girls and 14 boys. Of the 18 ESL students, 11 were girls and 7 were boys. Of the 
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19 English Proficient students 12 were girls and 7 were boys. Two of the English 
Proficient students were also Spanish proficient. 
The class had 5 adults, 3 were teachers and 2 were teaching assistants. Of the 
5 adults, 3 were native English speakers and 2 were Bilingual, native Spanish 
speakers; 2 were European-American teachers, 1 was a Hispanic teacher, 1 was a 
Hispanic teaching assistant and 1 was an African-American teaching assistant. The 
teacher who came every morning to teach Math was also the Science teacher. Other 
teachers that worked with the children included the Music teacher, the Computer 
teacher and the Gym teacher. Of the 8 adults that worked with the children just 2 
were bilingual. 
All the children in the class were grouped heterogeneously in the morning 
and in the afternoon. In the morning there were three groups of children. The 
children in each group chose the name for their group (Conejos-Rabbits, Delfines- 
Dolphins and Arcoiris-Rainbows). Each group of children began working in the 
same center and after 25 minutes, when the timer rang, they moved to another center. 
The morning centers were as follows: Work Center 1 was for reading and writing 
instruction with a teacher. The English Proficient students worked with the English- 
speaking teacher, and ESL students worked with the bilingual teacher. In Work 
Center 2 an English speaking teaching assistant worked with the children in art, 
water and sand exploration. In Work Center 3 an English-speaking teacher worked 
with the assistance of a bilingual aid on mathematics and construction. 
In the afternoon there were 6 groups of children. Each group of children 
worked in one center for 30 minutes each afternoon except Thursdays. In the 
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afternoon from 2:00 to 2:35 pm there were six centers: Work Center 1, Manipulative 
(puzzles, legos and blocks); Work Center 2, Dramatic Play; Work Center 3, Art; 
Work Center 4, Listening Center; Work Center 5, Computers; Work Center 6, 
Library. Everyday in the afternoon, from 1:15 to 1:55 p m, the children had 
“specials” wijh other teachers: Physical Education, Science, Music, Health and 
Computers. 
Work Center 2, Dramatic Play was organized according to the theme being 
studied. Our different scenarios at the Dramatic Play Center were: Puppet Theatre, 
Ice Cream Parlor, Doll House, Restaurant, Doctors’ Office, Police Station, Post 
Office, Travel Agency and The Airplane. The basic equipment for this Dramatic Play 
Center included child-sized furniture made of wood, including tables, chairs, shelves, 
a “play” sink and stove, dolls of both sexes with differing features and skin coloring 
and two nonworking telephones. Clothing and hats that helped the children dress up 
in different roles formed an important part of this Dramatic Play Center. Books, 
paper, colored paper, notebooks, postcards, calendars, phonebooks, cards, stick 
notes, pencils, crayons and markers were also part of the Dramatic Play Center. 
According to the specific theme of the Dramatic Play we also had special 
props. Some of these props were made by the children (puppets for the Puppet 
Theatre, badges for the Police Station), some were brought from home by the 
children (plastic empty containers, postcards from trips) some were brought by 
parents (airline tickets, baggage tags) and some were brought by the teachers or by 
special guests that were invited to the classroom. 
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When a new theme was going to be developed a letter was sent home 
informing families about it and inviting them to share their knowledge about that 
specific theme. In this way we had parents coming to the classroom to share 
information about their jobs. For example, one father who was a firefighter talked 
about his job and brought his uniform; a father and a mother who worked at a near 
by Airport shared what they did at their work and they also brought different props 
like used plane tickets, travel paper bags and different kinds of tags that the children 
used at the travel agency or at the Airplane. 
Teachers and teacher-assistants in the classroom also brought special visitors 
to the class and had them share their expertise before or during the development of a 
theme. These visitors helped the students set up a scenario at the Dramatic Play 
Center. This was the case when a nurse came and helped the children set up a 
Doctors’ Office, when a Police Officer came and helped the children set up a Police 
Station, or when a Postal Worker explained to the children how to organize a Post 
Office. When teachers or teacher-assistants invited visitors to the classroom they 
tried to select bilingual individuals as a way to promote bilingualism. Most of the 
community helpers that came to visit the classroom were bilingual. 
The teachers in the classroom also tried to give students real experiences in 
relation to the themes under study. For example, when studying the farm we visited a 
nearby farm; we also visited the Police Station Headquarters in our city, where the 
students had a tour and a Police Officer showed them the different departments. The 
children also had the opportunity to visit and have lunch in an Italian Restaurant (an 
early lunch llo’clock, before the restaurant was too crowded!). 
All areas of the curriculum were integrated during our themes — books were 
read, displayed and written, plays were acted out, educational movies were watched, 
art projects were developed, math activities were done in relation to the theme, visits 
were planned, visitors were invited and the classroom had children’s work displayed 
/ 
in relation to that theme. 
Before I go ahead, I need to define what this study calls “English Proficient 
students” or “Mainstream students” and what this study calls “ESL students.” EP or 
Mainstream students are those who receive instruction solely in English. ESL 
students are those children who receive instruction partly in English and partly in 
Spanish. ESL students were assigned to the Bilingual program after taking the 
Bilingual Syntax Measure test and showed dominance in the Spanish language. Most 
ESL students recognized English and Spanish as separated systems. They were 
learning to make sense of English while learning its rules. ESL students got a great 
deal of input from EP students and from the English-speaking teachers and teacher 
aids in the school. 
All of the ESL students were experimenting with English in the school and in 
the classroom and the teachers were not looking for accuracy. Of the 18 ESL 
students, 2 went to speech therapy. Of the 19 English proficient or Mainstream 
students, 4 went to speech therapy. ESL students varied in their English proficiency, 
10 were somewhat fluent and 8 knew very little English. Children were taught 
reading and writing in their native language. English and Spanish were taught 
informally to ESL students and to EP students respectively through songs, poems and 
very easy stories. 
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The class under study was a Language Inclusion or Integrated Model. This 
model should integrate approximately the same number of EP students and ESL 
students in the same institutional setting. ESL students in an inclusion class are 
mainstreamed into English with the English inclusion teacher as soon as they are 
ready to make this transition. 
a. 2. A day in Room 1 
As you approach Room 1 or “The Rainbow Room- El Salon Arcoiris,” you 
see colorful displays of students’ work. These displays have titles like “How many 
children are left handed? How many children are right handed? “Cuantos nenes 
escriben con la mano derecha? Cuantos nenes escriben con la mano izquierda?” 
“Classroom Graph - Grafica del Salon.” Another of these displays says, “When were 
we bom? Cuando nacimos? Graph, Grafica.” The next one say, “We sequence the 
story “La Isla” - “The Island” “Nosotros Hacemos la Sequencia del cuento “La Isla” 
- “The Island.” On the left side of the entrance door there is a large art display of a 
Rainbow made by the students with colored tissue paper, with the title “Rainbow 
Room - Salon Arcoiris.” 
It is 8:55. The bell rings and one of the teachers is welcoming the students 
while the other is inside the room. She is welcoming the students by saying “Buenos 
Dias nenes” “Good Morning children.” The students answer, “Buenos dias misi” 
“Buenos dias Senora Norbis” or “Good morning Mrs. Santiago” “Good Morning 
1 
Mrs. Norbis.” When it is time for the children to come inside the Bilingual or 
Monolingual teacher starts counting “One-Two-Three-Four-Five” and a group of five 
children enter the classroom. Then she counts in Spanish “Uno-Dos-Tres-Cuatro- 
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Cinco” and another group of five children enter. This is done until all the children are 
in the classroom. Other times the teacher starts saying the numbers in Spanish and 
then English, and keeps alternating. Once the children have stored their backpacks 
and lunch boxes they sit on the large rug that is in the middle of the room. It is time 
to start “Circle Time” (November 17, 1997). We sing the songs “Hello Boys, Hello 
Girls,” “Hola Nenes, Hola Nenas,” “El Coqui,” “Paz, Queremos Paz En Este 
Mundo” and the song, “Old Mac Donald Had a Farm.” The theme under study is 
“The Farm,” “La Granja.” 
Every week one of the teachers in the room is in charge of Circle Time. When 
the Mainstream teacher is in charge of Circle Time, all the songs are sung in English. 
When the Bilingual teacher is in charge of Circle Time, some songs are sung in 
Spanish and some others in English. When the Mainstream teacher is making an 
announcement, the Bilingual teacher translates but if there is something the Bilingual 
teacher wants to add or clarify she does so, in both languages. 
When the children and the Bilingual teacher sing songs in Spanish, EP 
students often ask the Bilingual teacher to translate the song, and they say “Let’s sing 
it in English.” The Bilingual teacher tells the children “If we translate it and sing it in 
English, it won’t sound the same.” Sometimes we try to sing the songs in English, 
and they sound good, other times it does not work quite as well. Also, when the 
Bilingual teacher speaks in Spanish first during Circle Time, before she has time to 
say it in English — usually European American male EP students — raise their hands 
and said “Can you please say it in English.” The opposite is not observed: none of 
the ESL students ever prompt anyone for immediate translation into Spanish. 
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Sometimes, when the Bilingual teacher is singing songs in Spanish with the students, 
EP students ask to sing some English songs. We often start singing songs in English 
that were not planned for the day’s activities. In these occasions, we have numerous 
places where default is English. 
The main goals of Circle Time, an activity for the whole class, are to promote 
community building. The teachers also hope that the children will improve their 
Spanish and English vocabulary as well as their listening skills. 
After Circle time ends — approximately at 9:15 a.m. — children have “Writing 
Workshop.” Children do creative writing and drawing and then share it. ESL 
students go to the blue rug (the rug with the Spanish Alphabet) and they share their 
work, in Spanish with their ESL classmates. EP students go to the yellow rug (with 
the English Alphabet in its design) and they share their work in English with their EP 
classmates. 
The “Writing Workshop” goes from 9:15 to 10:00, with 30 minutes for 
writing and drawing and 15 minutes for sharing (children learn that authors share 
their work). Each teacher has a list of the children who will share their work for the 
day. 
From 10:00 to 10:10 the students have Physical Education Outdoors (weather 
permitting). If we stay inside we exercise with tapes, one of the children’s favorites 
is a Mickey Mouse exercise tape. From 10:10 to 11:40 we have “Work Centers.” 
The children will break into 3 groups of 12 children, approximately, and 
begin working in a center; an adult in the room will set the timer to ring for 3 sets of 
30 minutes time intervals, this enables each child to work in every morning work 
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center. Children go to “Work Center 1 - Reading and Writing Instruction with the 
teacher.” The first group gets divided and EP or Mainstream students go to Mrs. 
Santiago’s rug (yellow rug) and ESL students go to Mrs. Norbis’ rug (blue rug) as the 
children call these rugs. A second group, goes to Work Center 2 “Art Water and Sand 
Exploration” with Mrs. Jones helping them. A third group goes to “Mathematics and 
Construction Center” with Ms. Phila as the Math teacher and Mrs. Sobrero as the 
teacher assistant. 
In Work Center 1 and following the lesson plans for the day (November 17th, 
1997) we first do “Morning News” a time when children and the teacher share their 
news, for example, what happened the night before at home. After morning news we 
do the calendar and the weather, and the students and the teacher read aloud the book 
“Quien Puede Ser Mi Mama” (Who Will Be My Mother). The teacher introduced 
this book one week before. Following the reading of the story we make a list of the 
animals that appear in the story in the same order that they appear. We read this list 
together. After we do this, and because we are planning to play out the story “Who 
Will Be My Mother-Quien Puede Ser Mi Mama,” we count how many characters we 
need for our play. The activities done during “Reading and Writing Instruction with 
the Teacher” are similar in both rugs and they are done to promote in the children the 
pleasure in reading and writing as well as to make the children aware of how print 
works and to connect books with the personal lives of the students. The teachers try 
to integrate reading and writing into everything done in the classroom. 
After 25 minutes working in Center 1, this group goes to “Math and 
Construction Center.” Children do “Counting Warm Up”: a child picks a number 
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from a pile. She/he says the number and claps that many times (the child can say the 
number in Spanish or in English). After this activity is done a couple of times, the 
math teacher will introduce the chant “5 Little Turkeys.” After reading it together, the 
students will count out the turkeys and stick them on the chart according to the 
number. At the end of this math lesson the teacher asks the students to predict how 
many M&M are in a jar and she writes their predictions. She asks, “Are there more 
than 10?” “Why?” and “Why not?” 
When the bell rings children move to the last center of the morning. The 
children then go to “Art, Water and Sand Exploration.” Here the children can choose 
to make a sponge painting using the colors of the fall or to make props for the play 
“Who Will Be My Mother- Quien Sera Mi Mama.” The colors orange, brown and 
yellow are emphasized during this activity. 
At 11:40 children get ready to go to lunch and from 11:50 to 12:25 they have 
lunch. Coming back from lunch they use the facilities and from 12:25 to 1:05 they 
rest. During rest time children listen to soft music. One of the cassettes played at this 
time describes a day in the beach with the sounds of the ocean in the background and 
another tape that is often heard describes the rainforest with the sounds of birds. 
Both tapes are in English. 
From 1:05 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. the children have “sustained silent reading” 
meanwhile they have some snacks (they all share the same kind of snacks). From 
1:15 p.m. to 1:55 p.m., the children go to “Specials.” On Thursdays, ESL students 
go to Computers and EP students go to Health (this arrangement was done because 
there were not enough computers for the whole class in the Computer room). In 
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Computer class children use software in English that emphasize what is being taught 
in the class. 
From 2:00 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. the students have “Supervised Unstructured 
Time.” That means children work in one of the following centers: Manipulative 
(puzzles, legos or blocks); Dramatic Play; Art; Listening Center; Computers; or 
Library. Children are divided heterogeneously in families and there is a schedule to 
work in these centers. From 2:45 to 3:00 we have circle closing, when we discuss -in 
both languages Spanish and English- what new things were learned that day. 3:02 is 
dismissal time, 
b. The school 
The school had 339 students, 163 were Hispanic, 111 African American, 63 
were European American and 2 were Asian. Of the 330 students, 243 were EP 
students and 96 were ESL students. Regarding their economic background, 81% of 
the students ate free lunch, 10% of the students ate lunch at reduced price and 9% of 
the students paid for lunch. 
The school had 30 teachers, 6 were Hispanic, 10 were African-American and 
14 were European-American. Of the 30 teachers 6 were Bilingual teachers and 24 
were English-speaking teachers. The school had also 6 teacher-aides, 2 were 
Hispanic, 2 were African-American and 2 were European-American. Of the 6 
teacher-aides, 2 were Bilingual teacher-aides and 4 were English-speaking teacher- 
aides. The school had 1 female African-American Principal, English speaking; 1 
female Hispanic Bilingual Counselor, and 1 female European-American English 
speaking Nurse. 
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c. The teachers’ values and beliefs 
The teachers worked hard to create a cooperative classroom in which every 
aspect of the structural organization and instruction was consistent with the idea of 
creating an environment that recognized and respected students’ diversity and 
allowed students to help each other succeed. There was, a yearlong theme of 
“Different and Alike,” “Diferentes y Semejantes.” 
The teachers tried to show the students (through songs, books, props, and 
activities), that animals, flowers, trees, stars and people are all different and alike. 
We tried to provide children with opportunities to work and play together and 
recognize and value their similarities and differences. 
Following Bakhtin, the teachers believed that freedom comes with 
understanding differences and making choices. They also believed socio cultural 
diversity was a powerful pedagogical resource for the children. They tried to 
integrate and highlight diversity not only among the children but also in aspects of 
the curriculum and the resources. Also, an important way to promote a policy of 
inclusion was to maintain flexibility. When problems occurred, as they eventually 
did, the teachers came up with an alternate plan or a different way to proceed through 
team teaching, cooperative learning, hands-on-approach, family involvement and 
independent activities. They tried to support everyone in the classroom. The teachers 
and the teacher-aides in the classroom always had in mind not to separate people and 
to make each person in the classroom feel that she or he was an important part of the 
whole. 
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They wanted people to learn to live, work and play together and care about 
each other. In this context the teachers wanted to promote the social, emotional, 
physical and cognitive development of the children. The teachers tried to group the 
children heterogeneously, -even for play- to avoid the tendency of children joining 
together within racial, ethnic and linguistic groups. The teachers considered play, 
outdoors and indoors, to be an important part of the curriculum. 
Mrs. Santiago is the English teacher in the classroom- she is called “the 
Mainstream teacher.” She is a young -in her mid-thirties-, middle-class European 
American. She is married to the son of Puerto Ricans. According to Mrs. Santiago 
her husband does not speak Spanish. Mrs. Santiago- at the time of the study- was 
getting her Master’s in Education and she is considered one of the best teachers in 
the school system. Mrs. Santiago speaks some Spanish that she learned in High 
School. 
Mrs. Jones is an African American teacher-assistant. She is in her late fifties- 
and is an English speaker. She is a grandmother who sees the students as she says “as 
my own grandchildren.” Mrs. Jones has been a kindergarten teacher- assistant for 
many years. She has a daughter in law who is Puerto Rican. 
Mrs. Sobrero is a young Puerto Rican teacher-assistant. She is in her mid 
thirties and is fluent in English. She has been a kindergarten teacher-assistant for 
many years. Mrs. Sobrero has a teenage son who is bilingual, 
d. Who I am 
I conducted this study from the perspective of a middle class ethnic minority, 
Hispanic, well educated female, a mother of children who came to this country with 
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no knowledge of the English language. I also carried out this research from the 
perspective of a Bilingual Kindergarten teacher who has worked in bilingual 
(Spanish only) classrooms and in language inclusion (English-Spanish) classrooms. 
As a Bilingual teacher I help the students to develop their proficiency in 
Spanish and to value their language and their culture, and at the same time, 
informally, develop their English proficiency and knowledge of the American 
culture. Even though I am not Puerto Rican, I have been in contact with Puerto Rican 
families for the past 13 years and I have also taken many courses in Multicultural 
Education. 
Another one of my goals as an educator is to empower parents and their 
children by helping them to recognize the value of education, to respect and promote 
the value of their language and culture in the school, in the community and in the 
society at large. 
I agreed with Giroux in that pedagogy, as a process, should lead “...to 
minimize the degree of oppression in people’ lives” (1992, p.5). Schools should 
teach children to think critically and be able to understand the limits of their 
ideological choices. Instead of educating people to adapt to the social forms, schools 
should educate people to critically interrogate them. 
Taking a feminist and postmodern stance, I believe in the deconstruction of 
these forms of privilege that benefit males, whiteness and heterosexuality, among 
others. We need to change the languages, social practices and histories that are part 
of the colonial inheritance. I also believe our discourses and social relations are 
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historically and socially constructed, but at the same time we have the power to 
construct them, we have agency to challenge these discourses and social relations. 
Following a postmodern discourse I consider the everyday as worthy and 
serious, a site for struggle, and resistance or accommodation. That is why I also 
consider the every day, a site for study and a site for an ethnographic research. 
Taking into account Giroux’s definition of education as “the production of 
identities in relation to the ordering, representation, and legitimization of specific 
forms of knowledge and power” (1992, p.73), questions about education must 
include issues of power, history, and self-identity, as well as issues of agency 
(individual and collective). 
Literacy must be seen in a wider context than just reading and writing. If we 
follow Giroux in that the world is a text, then literacy means “engaging the full range 
of what is in the library (conventional notions of reading), the art gallery (the making 
and interpretation of art), and the street, popular culture and students’ experience 
(1992, p.243). 
My ancestors came to Uruguay from Brazil, Germany and Spain. I was bom 
in Uruguay, in a small town close to the border with Brazil. I grew up in a home 
where two languages were spoken — Spanish and Portuguese -- Portuguese being the 
language of my maternal grandmother. I lived there for 24 years before moving to 
Venezuela with my husband and our one year-old son. We lived in Venezuela for 14 
years before coming to the United States 14 years ago. 
I have a degree in law from the University of Uruguay, a Certification and a 
Master degree in Early-Childhood Education and I am currently enrolled in the 
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Doctoral Program in Education with concentration in Children and Family Studies. 
Spanish is my native language and I am fluent in English. 
I have been a Title 1 teacher for two years in 1st grade and in Kindergarten, 
and I have been a Bilingual Kindergarten classroom teacher for 8 years. For four 
years I worked in the Inclusion Kindergarten classroom that was observed. Currently 
I am a Kindergarten, 1st and 2nd grade ELL teacher in a language immersion 
classroom. 
I have been doing participant observation by observing, listening, talking, 
analyzing and interpreting language in the cultural context of the classroom, school, 
community and society. Taking into account Wolcotts’ categories (1988), I would 
categorize myself as an active participant because I have a job in the setting, in 
addition to conducting the research. This provided some advantages but at the same 
time some constraints. 
Some of the advantages of being an active participant were that the children 
and parents were familiar with me, and that the Principal in the school, my 
colleagues in the classroom and teacher aides were very supportive and cooperative. 
It was not difficult to get permission to videotape, audiotape and take field notes of 
the students; some parents even asked me why I had to get permission from them to 
do this research being a teacher in the classroom. The students felt very comfortable 
talking to me and when I was interviewing some of them, some others came to me 
and say “No te olvides de mi” or “Don’t forget me.” 
Another advantage of being an active participant is that I was able to observe 
children throughout the school day in different contexts: within the room and in the 
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school. I am amazed at how much we learn from and about the children if we just 
listened to them and try to make sense of their world. The children were so open to 
this research that as soon as they saw me with the laptop they asked “Maestra, 
escribiste lo que dije?” (“Teacher, did you write what I just said?”), “Can I see my 
name there?” 
One disadvantage was the limited time to do the research in the classroom. We 
had to plan carefully when I would be able to observe the children without being 
distracted from the other activities that were going on in the classroom. Center Time 
in the afternoon, was a pretty flexible time for teachers, and we were able to use that 
time to observe children in the different centers. 
The decision I made to do my research in the Dramatic Play center was 
understood and the other adults in the room chose another centers to be their focus of 
attention. By having Dramatic Play be my “spot” in the afternoon, I was responsible 
for setting it up (with the help of the students). 
As an active participant, I needed to remind myself of my two different roles 
there. As a researcher I needed to sometimes become “the child” and observe and 
interpret their language and play, “see things from the native’s point of view” 
(Geertz, 1983, p.56). On the other hand as a teacher I believe I should attend to the 
social, emotional, and educational needs of the students, 
e. The Puerto Rican Community 
According to the 2000 census, 27.18 percent of the population of the city 
where this study took place is of Hispanic origin, and ... of that group most... self- 
identified as Puerto Rican. Puerto Ricans are the largest Hispanic group in the 
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community under study. They concentrate mainly in an area known as “The West 
End.” The main street that runs through this neighborhood has many Hispanic 
restaurants, grocery stores, bakeries, auto repairs among other businesses. Spanish is 
generally heard in the streets of this neighborhood. Most of the customers in these 
bodegas, tiendas, and liquor stores are Hispanic, and Spanish is the language used 
here. When the weather is warm we can see women sitting outdoors talking in front 
of their homes and children playing. In some social service programs, such as la 
Casa Latina, and Centro de Salud Garra, Spanish is also heard. In Casa Latina, 
services are offered to help Hispanic adults find jobs, housing, legal assistance, 
English classes, health care, and other services. Most of the employees at la Casa 
Latina are Puerto Rican, and all are bilingual. 
Churches are another place where Spanish is often heard, especially in the 
evangelical churches. Spanish-speaking churches play a very important role in 
helping newcomers adapt to the new life, offering clothes, food, furniture, as well as 
offering childcare, counseling services and helping to create a network of 
relationships for the newcomers. Sometimes some Catholic churches conduct one of 
their masses in Spanish but more often it is the evangelical churches that serve the 
Spanish-speaking population. Most of the ministers in these churches are Puerto 
Rican. 
All of the Hispanic families in the study are working-class families. They are 
employed as factory workers, sewing machine operators or do service jobs (cleaning 
or cooking in restaurants or in nursing homes). They have a high school education or 
less. The majority of them work in places where most of their coworkers (even their 
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supervisors) are Spanish-speaking and the communication in the workplace is mostly 
in Spanish. Spanish is also spoken in the homes of these families and in their social 
gatherings. 
C. Design of the Study 
1. Overview 
By combining a micro- (linguistic forms and constructions) with a macro- 
societal factors) analysis of this playing group, we get an integral perspective on 
language use in this community. The microanalysis looks at the dynamics of 
language use in the playing group, such as when, where and how often the dominant 
language and the minority languages are used, and with what purposes. The macro¬ 
analysis includes community values, media support (newspapers, television and 
radio programs in the minority language), and institutional support for programs like 
bilingual programs. Through the study of language we can learn what messages the 
community is conveying. Through narratives people construct gender and racial 
identities. 
This study will use qualitative methods primarily because it allows the study 
of a specific group of people, and because the results would be expressed mainly 
with words instead of with numbers (Maxwell, 1996). The use of a qualitative model 
will provide a valuable tool to understand what meanings, relations and identities are 
constructed in the specific context of this classroom, school and community. The 
language children use and what they do are conditioned by many things that happen 
in the different contexts in which they act, but are not determined by these contexts. 
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The qualitative research design that will be used consists of ‘an interactive 
model’ (Maxwell, 1996). This model acknowledges the importance of 
‘interconnection’ and ‘interaction’ among the different tasks in the designed study. 
Such tasks as collecting and analyzing data, searching for a theoretical and analytical 
framework, posing questions, and looking and eliminating validity hazards, are all 
happening more or less at the same time, each one influencing the other. The 
sequence of events in the research design is not considered as a fixed, determined 
sequence of tasks. Rather tasks are an interconnected and interactive relationship of 
phases, trying to create a cohesive and coherent set of components. Following 
Geertz, design in qualitative research is an iterative process that involves “tacking” 
(1976, p. 235) back and forth between the different parts of the design, taking into 
account and assessing the purposes, conceptual context, research questions and 
validity of the study as a unit. 
Following Maxell (1996) the model of this study has five components. These 
components address different issues. The first component is the purpose. Why is this 
study done? What issues does it try to investigate? The second component refers to 
the conceptual context. What theoretical framework will guide this study? What 
experiences, results of previous pilot studies will be used to frame the research? The 
third component is the research questions that the study will attempt to answer (in 
this study they will be presented before the contextual framework to highlight their 
importance). The fourth component will be the methods. How will be data collected 
and analyzed? The fifth component following Maxell will be validity. How the 
research study will try to avoid being challenged? Why people have to believe the 
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results? All these components should be interrelated to the others, and as new 
insights surface from the data, different issues need to be addressed and different 
analytical procedures will follow. 
A holistic approach is used not just in the design of the study, but also in 
“recognizing the subjective as well as the objective aspects of knowledge” 
(Peacock, 1997, preface, xii). The study of human relations has to be done as a 
whole, taking into consideration the beliefs, values, knowledge, and all the elements 
that constitutes a particular culture. 
D. Data Collection 
1. Fieldnotes 
To understand children’s use of language in the Dramatic Play center, I 
gathered observational data during two entire school years 1996-1997, 1997-1998, 
and for part of the school year 1999-2000. For the purpose of the present study I use 
mainly the data that were collected in the school year 1997-1998. Field notes are 
compromised of 130 days of observation that lasted 35 minutes per day. I selected 4 
different scenarios to analyze these data: Puppet Theater, Doll House, Police Station, 
and Cockpit. The Puppet Theater scenario best illustrates how ESL students used 
language in a repetitive way as opposed to a more elaborate one used by EP students. 
Additionally, in the Puppet scenario the incorporation of English songs by ESL 
students was very noticeable. The Doll House scenario will show us how gender 
relations are constructed and negotiated. It is also interesting to note that ESL 
students use more Spanish in this scenario. The Police Station shows us the multi¬ 
faceted nature of gender relations even within a gender category, for example, males 
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portrayed as both law enforcers and criminals. The Cockpit scenario allows us to see 
how gender, racial and language categories influence the way roles were played out 
and how relations and identities were constructed. 
I sat with a laptop in a small chair in one comer of the Dramatic Play center, 
and started observing and typing who was doing what, with whom and in which 
language they were talking, what was being said, among other things. This is what 
Patton (1990) calls “purposeful sampling,” where the setting, the persons and the 
event are chosen consciously to help reach and answer the purpose and questions of 
the study. The children’ interactions were recorded three times a week. The 
observations lasted 35 minutes each. The actual words said by players were recorded, 
because such “situated vocabularies” give important data on how participants 
perceive and socially constmct their world (Hammerslley and Atkinson, 1983). 
2. Videotaping 
I videotaped the dramatic play center on several occasions and I asked 
another staff member in the building to videotape it for me. Five videotapes will be 
used in this study that lasted 35 minutes each. The purpose of these tapes was to get 
more in detail prosodic, proxemic, and any sort of nonverbal communication. 
Transcripts were also made from the videotapes. 
3. Interviews 
Taking into account Patton (1980), open-ended questions were asked to allow 
participants to respond in their own terms. Through interviewing I hoped to gain 
additional information that was missing from the observational data and also will be 
useful in checking the accuracy of the information collected. The children were 
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interviewed formally and informally several times during this study. In these 
interviews they were asked about what English and Spanish were and what Play was. 
They were also interviewed on the roles they played in the different scenarios we 
had, on what roles they would have liked to play but did not play, and on the reasons 
for that. Some children were also interviewed on their views on the role of parents, 
police, pilots and stepmothers among others, in real life. Eight parents of ESL 
children were interviewed to learn about their life in the community, their 
background, their life at home, and their views about bilingual education among 
other topics. Fifteen parents had also filled out questionnaires that would help learn 
the use of Spanish and English at home, about what TV programs their children 
watch, at what restaurants they dine, and if they talk with their children about 
community news. 
4. Artifacts 
I collected written artifacts produced by the children like letters, police 
badges, plane tickets that they had filled out each of them was done with a specific 
purpose. I also took pictures of the children while they were playing or while they 
were setting up a center. Gathering data from a wide range of persons and settings, 
using different methods can reduce the risks that the conclusions could be contested. 
The children’s text will enable us to see possible worlds that the text 
constitutes. The children’s text also reflects their interests and values in this 
community of players and in society. In this sense I am trying to put together 
meaning from what the children say and do. Without losing the children’s 
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perspective, this paper will try to theorize children's actions and words taking into 
consideration their most salient expressions. 
This study will be done through an ethnographic research, trying to describe 
the life of these kindergartners through fieldwork. In fieldwork, “the whole must be 
grasped in order to understand any part” (Peacock, 1997, p.19). 
The data has to be analyzed and interpreted following systematic procedure 
that leads to sort out patterns and the meanings behind these patterns. 
E. Data Analysis 
The analysis of data requires interpretation by the researcher. Without 
interpretation, data are just a collection of facts. Data analysis begins as soon as the 
first data are collected and keeps going as long as the research is not complete. 
Following Maxwell (1996) the initial step in qualitative analysis is reading the 
observational notes and the interviews and watching the videos (p.78). From the 
large set of notes taken on a laptop computer on the interactions of this group of 
kindergartners, and from the transcripts of videos, I select a small number of samples 
for discourse analysis that represent how gender, racial, social and language 
constructions, create identities and social relations. I look for patterns of behavior, 
and try to interpret these patterns of behaviors by looking for the shared 
understandings that guide people’ behavior, this is what Maxwell calls “categorizing 
strategies” (p.78). These categorizing strategies were done in this study by sorting 
the data through coding. Following Strauss (1987, p.29) the data were ‘fractured’ 
and rearrange into categories. These categories could later be compared and related. 
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Contextualizing analysis will allow me to understand the data in context, in 
the sense that I might see relationships among the different elements of the text. Each 
experience needs to be interpreted holistically in the specific context in which it is 
occurring. Taking into consideration that it is extremely difficult to capture 
everything, I categorize the most salient issues that I found in previous studies. 
Gender, ethnicity and language use are very important components of the culture of 
this playing group as the pilot study “The Cockpit” (Norbis, 01) revealed. How does 
this particular culture assign roles according to gender, roles according to ethnicity 
and roles according to language dominance? How does this culture resist these role 
assignments? How do this specific setting, the community and the society at large 
influence these patterns of behavior and the meanings underlying them? What are the 
cultural assumptions underlying these behaviors and meanings? 
I reconstruct ‘the culture’ of this playing group through a systematic and 
objective examination and interpretation of data. This interpretation is done using a 
micro ethnographic analysis and a critical discourse analysis. 
This study will use Fairclough’s (1998) critical discourse analysis in 
combination with the taxonomy developed by Bloome and Egan Robertson (1993). 
Discourse analysis for Fairlcough has three dimensions- analysis of text, analysis of 
discursive practice (how texts are produced, distributed and consumed), and analysis 
of social practice. 
When analyzing text its forms and meanings will be considered as 
interrelated and socially “motivated” (Fairclough, 1998, p. 74). Text analysis will 
include analysis of the vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, and text structure. Discursive 
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analysis will deal with what sorts of speech acts (promises, requests, threats, etc.) 
they constitute; the coherence of texts; and the intertextuality of texts. These aspects 
of discourse analysis also involve analysis of text. According to Fairclough, “every 
clause is multi functional,” in the sense that in every clause people make choices 
about “how to signify and construct social identities, social relationships, and 
knowledge and belief’ (Fairclough, 1998, p.76). 
Taking into consideration Fairclough’s distinction between ideational 
meaning and interpersonal meaning, for the ideational meaning we need to look at 
whether the clause is active or transitive, and whether there is any ideological 
investment for choosing one way or the other. And for interpersonal meaning, we 
consider is the clause declarative, interrogative or imperative? Is the form of the verb 
authoritative? What is the subject positions established in the clause? Considering 
textual aspects, what is the topic of theme of the clause? At some point in my study I 
will look to the substitution of words used by the speakers and their political and 
ideological significance. The meanings of some words and the “relationships 
between the meanings of a word” are forms of hegemony (Fairclough, 1998, p. 77). 
For example, for the Puerto Rican parents interviewed Bilingual Education means 
the opportunity for their children to learn English and Spanish, to be Bilingual. For 
the School System where this study takes place, this inclusion model of Transitional 
Bilingual Education means that children will be learning Spanish as a way to 
transition into English. The goal of this kind of program is to move the children into 
just English. 
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When “cohesion” is analyzed, we pay attention to how clauses are “linked” 
together into sentences, and how sentences are linked together to form larger units of 
texts. Discursive practice has to do “with processes of text production, distribution 
and consumption” (Fairclough, 1998, p.78). Text production and interpretation have 
“socio-cognitive” dimensions. Discourse participants bring internalized resources to 
text production and interpretation, and these resources interplay with the text itself. 
Text in the case study, “The Cockpit” has been produced as teamwork. This text is 
created from the children’s previous experiences. The consumption is within the 
group, and the researcher who is observing it, and referring to its distribution will be 
the Dramatic Play group and the research community indirectly. 
Fairclough as well as Bakhtin viewed “intertextuality” as an important aspect 
when analyzing text. Intertextuality being “the property of text of being full of 
snatches of other texts, which may be explicitly demarcated or merged in, and which 
the text may assimilate, contradict, ironically echo, and so forth...” (Fairclough, 
1998, p.84) The intertextuality of text implies its historicity: it brings history to the 
present-the present text transforms previous text, and it also means that the present is 
brought to the future-because the present text will be draw upon in the future. The 
intertextuality of text is not limitless, “it is socially limited and constrained, and 
conditional upon relations of power” (Fairclough, 1998, p.103). For example, when 
children play in a specific scenario in the Dramatic Play center, they only bring to 
their play the discourse that is appropriate for that scenario. Also within the specific 
scenario — the Airplane for example -- if you play the role of the captain you give 
orders. You are not supposed to follow orders from passengers or stewardesses. 
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This analysis of discourse involves a micro-analysis, how text producers and 
interpreters bring their “members resources” to this particular play, and a “macro 
analysis,” how these “members’ resources” are linked to wider political and 
ideological issues. For example, after the Bilingual teacher in the classroom 
comments that everybody did a great job and that everybody was so bright, a 
European-American English Proficient male student asks, “ARE SPANISH 
CHILDREN BRIGHT TOO, Mrs. Norbis?” This child probably internalized the 
messages of TV programs where Hispanics are portrayed lazy, or might have arrived 
at this conclusion because he has seen ESL students be less participative in class 
activities. Because “members’ resources” are not drawn upon randomly, they are 
constrained by the social situation they are part of, as discourse is a form of “social 
practice” (Fairclough, 1998, p.86). Children bring “members resources” according to 
the context of the situation. For example, it is acceptable, to bring certain “member 
resources” but it would not be appropriate to be “a Captain” if we are doing for 
example Circle Time or Reading and Writing Instruction with the teacher. 
Bloome and Egan-Robertson (1993) views of intertextuality as a “social 
construction, located in the social interactions that people have with each other” 
(p.308) will be also used in this study. They consider that intertextuality in itself is 
not sufficient, that it has to be recognized, acknowledged, and have social 
significance (p. 308). People in acting and reacting to each other construct 
“intertextual relationships” (p.311). Another important concept from Bloome et al. 
that needs to be considered here has to do with what they call “entitlement rights” it 
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refers to the fact that the intertextual links are made by specific people and in certain 
ways, depending on particular time and place. 
Even though Bloome and Egan-Robertson’s (1993) work was to analyze the 
social construction of intertextuality during a classroom reading and writing event, 
their taxonomy can be applied with the modifications that Benjamin Forbes (1999) 
made when researching the social lives of second graders during free play. The first 
step in doing this microanalysis is to identify message units. Each line in the 
transcript constitutes what Green and Wallat (1981) consider a message unit. 
Message units were identified taking into account prosodic and nonverbal cues used 
by speakers. The second step in describing the social construction of intertextuality 
has, according to Bloome & Robertson, five components: 1.Describing or 
establishing the source of the message unit (e.g., speaker, addressee), the form of the 
message unit (response, question, statement, etc.), and the linguistic/communicative 
functions and strategies employed (e.g., requesting, providing information, 
agreeing/disagreeing, ignoring, initiating a topic, allocating/getting the floor [or 
attempting to do so], controlling/regulating, etc.) 2. Identifying the boundaries of 
interactional units, looking for message units that relate to each other, for example a 
question-answer chain or looking for prosodic and nonverbal cues 3. Locating the 
proposal, recognition, and acknowledgment of intertextuality. This can be done with 
words or from the people’ reactions or from the speaker’ subsequent actions 4. 
Describing the social consequence(s) of intertextuality. 5. Locating uses and 
references to written language (Bloome and Egan-Robertson, 1993, pp.314, 319- 
320). 
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F. A Description of the Social Construction of Intertextualitv 
1. The Airplane “The Cockpit” 
a. Background information 
The airplane unit was part of the theme Transportation. The children were 
provided with a variety of experiences that encouraged them to become more aware 
of the different means of transportation in the present and in the past as well as 
around the world. The students were asked to share their travel experiences orally 
and in written, and to bring photos of their trips. They were also read fiction and 
non-fiction books, on different means of transportation. They watched non-fiction 
movies about life on a boat, in an airplane and in a spaceship. The students also drew 
and wrote simple stories about their flying experiences. They had to vote on the 
name they were going to give to their airplane, and they decided the name was going 
to be RAINBOW AIRLINES and AEROLINEAS ARCOIRIS. Rainbow/Arcoiris 
was our room’s name. 
The children and the teacher in charge of this Dramatic Play Center built an 
airplane using a large refrigerator cardboard box for the cabin and a smaller one for 
the cockpit. The top of the large cardboard box was lifted with two sticks to give 
more height to the structure, windows were made on the roof so more light came in 
and also a couple windows were made on both sides of the plane and these windows 
were covered with plastic wrapped. The children painted the airplane and named it. 
Among the names discussed were The Spanish Airplane, The English Airplane and 
Rainbow Airplane. The children also looked in the room for props that they 
considered could be useful in an airplane. They found some frisbees that they 
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thought could be used as steering wheels and they brought plastic trays with plastic 
food to the back of the plane. 
One of the teachers in the room who happened to go to Mexico around the 
time we were setting up the center brought headphones, disposable bags, safety 
fliers, and some magazines from the plane. Also, some parents who worked at a 
close by Airport brought different airline props like used tickets, and all sorts of tags. 
b. Participants 
Flight 001 
CARLOS - Hispanic - English as a Second Language (ESL) student 
MARIA - Hispanic - English as a Second Language (ESL) student 
SAM - Mother European-American, Father Hispanic- English Proficient (EP) 
student 
TIANA - Hispanic- English as a Second Language (ESL) student 
TY - European-American- English Proficient (EP) student 
YANDRA- African-American- English Proficient (EP) student 
c. Transcript of “The Cockpit” 
COCKPIT 
FLIGHT 001 
1. Ty “Everyone in the plane” 
2. Ty “OK everybody” 
3. Ty “OK we are going up” 
4. Carlos [With a pair of headphones on and moving a ‘stirring wheel’] 
5. Sam [moves one of the columns in the plane] 
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6. Sam “THE PLANE SHAKES” 
7. “We are shaking still” 
8. Yandra “Senorita” [waves] 
9. Sam “An earthquake, a powerful one” 
10. Ty “I need another one” [he points to Carlos' stirring wheel] 
11. Yandra [screams] 
12. “NO” 
13. “WE NEED HELP” [stands on a chair looks out of the cabin 
and waves] 
14. Sam [stands on another chair and looks out of the cabin] 
15. Carlos “I’m going to get cookies” 
16. “I’ll be back” [Carlos gets up and leaves the cockpit] 
17. Ty [looks in a drawer for the stirring wheel and he finds it] 
18. “OK we are going up” 
19. Sam “IT'S A HURRICANE” [Sam moves the column of the plane] 
20. “How are we going to take off?” 
21. “We are shaking still” 
22. Ty “Here is your chicken SIR” 
23. “Here is your dessert” [Ty passes Sam a plastic chicken leg that 
was on a tray] 
24. Sam “Thank you for the chicken. Give me a piece” 
26. Ty “OK” [Ty passes Samuel a ‘chicken leg’] 
27. Sam “IT IS A HURRICANE” 
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28. Ty “I'M taking control of the plane” 
29. Ty “Copilot copilot I need your control” [the stirring wheel] 
30. Ty “I'M taking control of the plane” 
31. “OK, we are making a turn” [Ty turns stirring wheel] 
32. Carlos [Carlos comes back and sits] 
33. Ty “OK, we are landing on Puerto Rico” [Ty makes a noise that 
symbolizes the brakes of the plane] 
34. Carlos “Everybody we’re landing” 
35. Ty “Put your seat belts on” 
36. Sam “I don't have seat belts” 
37. “Put your seat belts on” 
38. Ty “We are landing in Puerto Rico” 
39. “OK, we are landing in Puerto Rico” 
40. “Everybody wakes up” 
41. Sam [Samuel closes his eyes] 
42. “OK, we are landing at Puerto Rico” 
43. Carlos “We are landing in Puerto Rico” 
44. “Who wants coffee?” 
45. Sam “Who’s going to Puerto Rico?” 
46. Ty “EVERYBODY!” 
47 “We just made a SAFE landing” 
48. Sam “It is not Porto Rico, it is Puerto Rico” 
49. “Get it right you BLACK BUSTER HEADS” 
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50. “It’s not Puerto Rico, it’s Puerto Rican” 
51. “Duh, we’ve been to Puerto Rico” 
52. Sam “We are in Puerto Rico” 
d. Message units 
As we will see in this short example on how message units are created, they 
are “context-bound” (Green & Wallat, 1981, p. 168). To determine a message unit 
occurrence we need to observe the semantic and syntax of a text but we also need to 
look at the prosodic cues (pitch, stress, intonation and tempo-timing - rhythm) and 
nonverbal cues (kinesic and proxemic). Cohesive message units, e.g., question- 
answer, form what Green & Wallat called “interaction units” (1981, p.170). These 
interaction units are indicated by social, semantic, and contextual cues, and not just 
by syntactic and semantic cues. 
Ty’s first statement in line 1 constitutes a message unit. He pronounces these 
words “Everyone in the plane.” Ty drops his voice level on the last word. In line 2 
Ty uses the “OK everybody” to introduce a new message unit, he puts emphasis on 
the word “OK” and pauses after the word “everybody.” Line 3 starts again with the 
word “OK” in high pitch and then he adds “We are going up” his voice drops when 
he pronounces the word “up.” Line 6 stands as a message unit since Sam speaks the 
three words with no pause. In line 6 Sam lowers his voice to explain that the plane is 
shaking still. Yandra in line 7 utters one word “Senorita” that is also considered a 
message unit. In line 9 without pausing Sam says, “An earthquake a powerful one” 
and this sentence constitutes a message unit. Line 9 stands as a message unit. When 
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Yandra says “NO” in line 11, it is considered a message unit because she pauses 
before saying in line 12 “WE NEED HELP” making line 12, another message unit, 
e. Coding the transcripts, and implementing the chart 
I am using the coding and charting topologies developed by Bloome and 
Egan-Robertson (1993) with the adaptations made by Benjamin Forbes (1999). The 
chart has a section to record line numbers for each message unit; the speaker, 
addressee; form of the message unit, (question, statement, response, other); its 
function or strategy (initiating interaction, initiating topic, requesting, informing, 
expressing personal feelings and emotions, agreeing, disagreeing, naming, ignoring, 
making status reference, reject status bestowed, assuming status, bestowing status, 
take/hold floor, controlling, explaining play, other); play speech or normal speech; 
genre or event type; intertextual dimension/level (social consequence of 
intertextuality, words/message, interactional unit, genre, topic/theme, or other); 
discourse types (family discourse, work discourse, peer discourse, or other 
discourses); included at the end of the chart is the category of literacy (family 
literacy, workplace literacy or other literacy). 
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f. A sample chart and its interpretation 
This chart illustrates how intertextuality can be charted following Forbes 
(1999) procedures. Transcripts from “The Cockpit” (case study) are recorded in this 
chart. This play event, starts with Ty entering in the cockpit, he sits in one of the 
front seats and immediately tries to gain everybody’s attention 
1. Ty “Everyone in the plane” 
2. “OK everybody” 
3. “OK we are going up. 
Ty uses the statement form, he imperatively urges everybody to come into the 
plane. He is initiating interaction and he is also initiating the topic verbally. Ty is also 
requesting everyone’s presence in the plane. With all these strategies Ty is holding 
the floor and trying to control the behavior of others. He is using play speech as 
opposed to the normal speech of the pilot, or more precisely, his version of the genre 
of the pilot, one that is recognized by his peers as such. 
Carlos enters in the cockpit. He sits in one of the front seats and he puts a pair 
of headphones on and moves a ‘steering wheel’ (a frisbee). His face shows the 
seriousness of the job he is going to undertake. Carlos does not use verbal 
communication when taking a position in the cockpit. Carlos’ uses of prosody and 
proxemics, both form part of what Fairclough (1998, 166-7) calls the “ethos.” Ethos 
is manifested by the whole body and not just by the voice. 
5. Sam [moves one of the columns in the plane] 
6. “THE PLANE SHAKES” 
7. “We are shaking still” 
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Sam starts using nonverbal communication for his dramatic story. He moves 
one of the columns in the plane. With his loud statement- THE PLANE SHAKES — 
Sam is initiating a new topic, a dramatic one about a tragedy that is happening, and 
at the same time he is informing others what it is happening. Sam may be using TV 
discourse (when he was interviewed Sam said he liked to watch news on TV, and at 
the time of this episode there were some earthquakes and hurricanes reported on the 
news). Because this message unit is an example of TV discourse, it is marked in the 
“Other discourses” in the Discourse section. Taking into account that line 6 was said 
in the context of initiating a new storyline, the ‘topic/theme’ was marked. Genre and 
words/message were also marked to refer to the news report genre at the level of 
words and message. Lines 7, 9, 19, 20, 21, and 27 are marked in the same way 
because they refer to the same kind of event, with just a change in the nature of the 
event, from being first an ‘earthquake’ the cause of the drama changed to be a 
‘hurricane’ in line 19. When Sam announces, “IT’S A HURRICANE,” he 
emphasizes it loudly, perhaps trying to move the drama forward. The social 
consequence of these message units is to position Sam as a drama player, who brings 
to this Dramatic Play the discourse of TV news. In line 8 Yandra says: 
8. “Senorita” [waves her hand] 
Because it is completely clear to whom it was addressed, no addressee is 
marked. She was probably addressing the resource teacher who was videotaping the 
center. Taking into consideration, the form this word takes, it was marked as a 
statement. The function of this utterance has been identified as ‘naming.’ Because it 
is difficult to determine whether this word “Senorita” was said in ‘play’ or ‘normal’ 
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speech, a question mark was used in coding. By using drama Sam gets Yandra 
involved in his drama. 
9. Sam “An earthquake, a powerful one” 
11. Yandra [screams] 
With this action Yandra originates a message unit that it is not addressed to 
anyone in particular. The form it takes is starred as ‘other’ because it is not a 
question, statement or response. With her scream Yandra might be expressing a 
personal emotion, that of fear, or she might be playing a supporting role in the drama 
story Sam started. Yandra in lines 12 and 13 uses verbal communication to develop 
her supporting role, she help for all the players. She is taking up Sam’s proposal (line 
9) to move the drama forward. 
12. Yandra “NO” 
13. “WE NEED HELP” [stands on a chair, looks out of the cabin and 
waves] 
Yandra is making here declarative statements with the communicative function of 
expressing feelings. When she screams “NO” she might mean that it is not possible 
to have an earthquake that it could not be happening. In line 13 Yandra is requesting 
an action on the part of the others outside the plane (she is standing on a chair 
looking out of the cabin and waving), because as she said “WE NEED HELP.” She is 
using play speech given the content and prosodic cues used. These two lines (12 and 
13) are part of an interactional unit with Sam’s drama discourse previously 
described. Yandra might be constructing a gendered identity, one that supports a male 
player. She manifests her “ethos” through her screaming, shaking hands and looking 
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out. We hear Yandra supporting Sam in his drama. None of the other players take up 
Yandra’s proposal. 
In lines 15, 16, and 43 Carlos might be playing the role of a flight attendant. 
15. Carlos “I’m going to get cookies” 
16. “I’ll be back” 
43. “Who wants coffee? 
In the two statements Carlos is giving information regarding what he is going 
to do. These statements form what Green and Wallat (1981, p. 170) called 
‘interaction unit’ that is, a set of “cohesive message units.” Carlos is trying to initiate 
a topic but neither his statements, nor his question were acknowledged by the other 
players. Given the context of his utterances he is using ‘play- speech.’ It seems he is 
using the flight attendant genre. Lines 10 and 17 are thematically linked. In line 10 
Ty asks Carlos for a steering wheel “I need another one.” In line 17 Ty looks in a 
drawer in the cockpit and finds one. In line 18 Ty continues playing his role as the 
one in charge of this cockpit 
i 
18. Ty “OK we are going up” 
Again Ty is using “OK” what Green & Wallat (1981) called a “focusing 
marker” (p.197), that is an “item... that is used to hold the speaker’s place or turn in a 
conversation.” This word, “OK” can be understood as ‘stay with me.’ Here Ty is 
making a statement and at the same time informing what is happening with the plane. 
Ty keeps performing the role of the pilot. Lines 19, 20, 21 were already described, 
they form an interaction unit. In lines 22 and 23 Ty changes the topic of the 
conversation 
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22. Ty “Here is your chicken, SIR” [Ty passes Sam a plastic chicken leg] 
23. “Here is your dessert” 
Ty is making a statement and informing Sam about the food that is 
available. Ty is also initiating a new topic. The function Ty is using can be identified 
as ‘initiating interaction.’ He is positioning Sam in a superior position by naming him 
“SIR” in loud voice. He is bestowing Sam with this status. Ty is using ‘play speech’ 
given the context of his utterances. He may be using the genre of the flight attendant. 
Sam acknowledges Ty’s statements in the next lines by saying: 
24. Sam “Thank you for the chicken” 
25. “Give me a piece” 
Sam is responding and making a statement to Ty’s previous utterances. In 
line 25 he is requesting something from Ty. By saying “Give me a piece,” he is also 
attempting to direct Ty’s action. He might be making a display of pilot talk status. 
Lines 22, 23, 24, and 25 form an interaction unit. Ty completes the interaction unit in 
line 26. 
26. Ty “OK” [Ty passes Sam a‘chicken leg’] 
Ty is responding to Sam’s request for the ‘chicken leg’ by saying “OK” and 
by passing it to him. At the same time he is accepting Sam’s request. This is all done 
/ 
in ‘play speech.’ In line 27 Sam keeps developing the drama genre he started at the 
beginning of the play. This line was previously analyzed. In lines 28, 29, 30, 31, and 
33 Ty continues portraying the role of the pilot by saying: 
28. Ty “I’M taking control of the plane” 
29. “Copilot copilot, I need your control” [the ‘steering wheel’ that 
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Carlos has] 
30. “I’M taking control of the plane” 
31. OK, we are making a turn” [Ty turns the ‘steering wheel’] 
33. OK”, we are landing on Puerto Rico” [Ty makes a noise that 
symbolizes the brakes of the plane] 
In line 28 Ty is making a statement and informing that he is taking control of 
the plane. He is assuming status by saying “I’M taking control...” Ty is also holding 
the floor. He is positioning himself in a powerful way by displaying his knowledge 
of the pilot’s discourse. All these utterances are done in ‘play speech.’ 
In line 29 Ty makes a declarative statement requesting an object from Carlos. 
He gives Carlos a subject position that of “Copilot” so this is going to be starred as 
‘naming’ and ‘bestowing status.’ In line 30 Ty declares, “I’M taking, control of the 
plane” this line will be marked the same as line 28. In line 30 Ty says in a declarative 
and informative way that they are making a turn, he also uses non-verbal 
communication to give more power to his words (Ty turns the ‘steering wheel’). Ty 
is signaling the “ethos” of the pilot by making his crew and passengers, be calm by 
assuring them that he is in control of the situation, and by telling them that he is 
changing the direction of the flight. The use of prosody by Ty (using a ‘calm voice’), 
his use of proxemic behavior (moving the steering wheel) and by his lexical use, 
gives him a strong role in this cockpit. 
In line 32 Carlos comes back to the cockpit and sits. By doing this Carlos is 
assuming the status of one of the members of this cockpit. In line 34 he repeats the 
same statement Ty used in line 33. 
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34. Carlos “Everybody we’re landing” 
With this statement and informative utterance, Carlos shows agreement with 
what Ty said before. He is playing a supporting role in this interaction. In line 35 Ty 
says: 
35. Ty “Put your seat belts on” 
Ty is requesting the other members of the crew and passengers to put their 
seat belts on (I have seen children pretending to put on their seat belts by moving 
i 
their hands across their waists). Sam repeats Ty’s words in line 37. In all these 
utterances Ty is using the pilot’s genre to hold the floor. Ty is also attempting to 
control the actions of the other children. Sam acknowledges Ty’s request by 
vocalizing: 
36. Sam “I don’t have seat belts” 
Sam is making a statement and at the same time responding to Ty. With his 
utterance Sam is informing that he doesn’t have a seat belt. This message unit is part 
of an interactional unit with line 35. In lines 38 and 39 Ty announces: 
38. Ty “We are landing in Puerto Rico” [again he puts the brakes with his 
feet] 
39. “OK, we are landing in Puerto Rico” 
Both lines will be starred as informative statements as part of the genre of the 
pilot. In the next line Ty requests everybody wake up. With this statement he is 
trying to control the actions of others. Sam acknowledged this request. In line 41 he 
closes his eyes and then opens them. Sam also repeats what Ty had said in line 30. 
40. Ty “Everybody wakes up” 
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41. Sam [Closes his eyes and shortly after opens them] 
42. “OK, we are landing at Puerto Rico” 
43. Carlos “We are landing in Puerto Rico” 
In line 43 Carlos repeats what was said before (lines 38 and 42). Lines 38, 
39, 42 and 43 form an interactional unit. In line 44 Carlos introduces a new topic by 
saying: 
44. Carlos “Who wants coffee? 
Nobody acknowledges Carlos’question, as we hear Sam immediately asking, 
45. Sam “Who’s going to Puerto Rico? 
Ty acknowledged Sam’s question by saying 
46. Ty “EVERYBODY” 
In the next line Ty announces: 
47. Ty “We just made a SAFE landing” 
In line 48 Sam makes a statement, initiating a new topic of conversation, and 
presenting himself as a Spanish native speaker. 
48. Sam “It is not, Porto Rico, it is Puerto Rico” 
49. “Get it right you BLACK BUSTER HEADS” 
50. “It’s not Puerto Rico, it’s Puerto Rican” 
Sam is voicing an informative statement on how the words ‘Puerto Rico” 
must be pronounced in Spanish He is also expressing disagreement in the way these 
words were articulated, by other players. Given Sam’s linguistic background -- he 
has an English speaking mother and a bilingual father — he was able to pronounce 
the words “Puerto Rico” as a native Spanish speaker with the implications that he 
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/ 
might be bragging about his dual identity as European American and as a Hispanic 
child. In line 50 Sam is trying to control the thoughts and actions of the other 
players, by telling them to ‘Get it right you BLACK BUSTER HEADS.” It seems 
that he is reprimanding the other players for the way they talk. The message unit in 
line 50 takes the form of a statement with the function of naming and expressing 
personal feelings. Sam also is bestowing status, the one of “BLACK BUSTER 
HEADS.” Sam is making an intertextual link at the ‘word level’ changing the name 
of the video store “Block Buster Video” for “Black Buster Heads.” Sam’s use of the 
words “black buster heads” —which were forbidden in the classroom — seems to give 
him a special power, the one of daring to use these words when referring to his 
playmates. He presents himself as a transgressor of the classroom rules. Again in line 
51 Sam tries to control others’ ways of speaking by saying that is not “Puerto Rico, 
it’s Puerto Rican.” Lines 48, 49, 50, 51 and 52 seem to be vocalized in ‘normal 
voice’ and it has been coded also as ‘peer discourse’ as opposed to ‘play’s voice.’ In 
lines 51 and 52 Sam makes two informative statements. 
It is not clear if Sam is using playing or normal speech in line 51. He might 
be referring to the fact that he had been in Puerto Rico with his family or that his 
playmates and he had been in Puerto Rico before in his dramatic play. Because of 
this, a question mark is used instead of a star. 
f 
51. Sam “Duh, we’ve been to Puerto Rico” 
52. “We are in Puerto Rico” 
As we can see by analyzing this chart, children’ discourse in their play 
consists of a juxtaposition of identities, social relations, genres and discourses. Even 
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though this play was constructed by all the children, Ty and Sam played the most 
important roles by constructing more message units, Ty producing 20 message units, 
compared to 22 by Sam, 7 by Carlos and 4 by Yandra. These kindergarten players 
used different strategies to influence the course of the play, with its repercussions in 
creating power and social relations. They used the statement form more than any 
other one to define themselves and clarify the direction of the play. Ty made 18 
statements, Sam 11, Carlos 5 and Yandra 2. Carlos and Ty initiated equal amount of 
interactions. Ty was the one who initiated topics the most. From the other functions 
of the message units, informing and requesting were the others most used by these 
players. Ty gave information 12 times, compared to 7 by Sam, 4 by Carlos and none 
given by Yandra. Yandra was the one who most expressed her emotions, 3 times, 
compared to 2 by Sam, and none by Carlos or Ty. The only player who assumed 
and bestowed status was Ty and he was also the one who used most the 
“Controlling” strategy, with 8, compared to 1 by Carlos and none by the other 
players. Normal speech was used 5 times by Ty, and 1 time by Carlos, Sam and 
Yandra. Also play speech was more used by Ty with 17 ones, compared to Sam with 
11, Carlos with 4 and Yandra with 2. Taking into consideration the genre/event type 
that these players produced, announcing was the most used, 9 times by Ty, 7 by Sam, 
4 by Carlos and not used by Yandra. Also Ty instructed directions to the other 
players twice, but none of the others did. Yandra was the one who asked for help and 
who expressed fear in this dramatic play. Looking at the intertextuality dimension of 
the text, Ty made 10 proposals, Sam made 6 and Carlos 1. Yandra acknowledged one 
of Sam’s proposals, and Ty acknowledged two. Also, three of Ty’s proposals were 
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acknowledged by Sam and one of them was acknowledged by Carlos. The only 
proposal Carlos made, was not acknowledged by any player. The social 
consequences of the intertextual connections these children made position them in 
different ways. Ty had been positioned for most of the play as an authoritative 
figure, as the Captain of the plane, suggesting more intertextual links to genres and 
work discourses. Sam has also made links to genres related to the work discourse but 
in a lesser way. Carlos and Yandra on the contrary have made more often links to the 
family discourse, with 4 made by Yandra, 2 by Carlos, 1 by Sam and none by Ty. As 
we can observe the discourses these children are constructing inscribe not only the 
children’s speech but also their actions, 
g. Discourse analysis 
Following Fairclough (1998) discourse analysis involves the analysis of text, 
its description; the interpretation of discursive practices (production, distribution and 
consumption) and the explanation of how social practices influence the properties of 
text and of discursive practices. We need to analyze text in its situational, 
institutional and societal context. 
The text under analysis in the specific situation of the Dramatic Play Center 
created specific power relations, where Ty got a special status in this playing group 
by following the technical genre of the pilot, with knowledge of that technical 
discourse. This agrees with an article by Ellen Jordan et al., in that “within Socio 
dramatic play power is primarily achieved by holding a power position within the 
fantasy...” (1995, p.339) Ty was very successful in his role without having any 
major conflicts or confrontations. He did not have to struggle to get his position, nor 
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to keep it. Apart from using the drama genre to hold the floor Sam also portrays 
himself, as the ‘knowledgeable’ one in phonics. He also uses forbidden language to 
get attention in this play. Yandra plays a supporting role and her role was accepted by 
the male players in this cockpit. She is the only one who voices a word, “Senorita” 
in Spanish. 
At the beginning of the flight Carlos gets some valuable objects (the 
headphones, a pretend steering-wheel (frisbee), uses some language (repeating what 
others had said before), and performs some physical actions that allow him to be a 
member of the group. 
For the whole flight Maria and Tiana remain in the cabin. ESL students 
playing in this Dramatic Play Center speak English or do not speak at all (depending 
on their proficiency level) when they are a minority in that group. Because of this, 
ESL students not fluent in English take roles where language is not needed. These 
are usually secondary roles. ESL children often repeat in English what they just have 
heard others saying in English. ESL children have learned to interact within this 
particular social situation. They have become members in a “speech community” by 
sharing its ways of speaking in terms of knowledge of appropriate use of language 
(Dell Hymes, 1996). Along the same lines, Grimshaw says that “Social interaction is 
a reciprocal process involving communication; and most human communication 
requires the use of language” (1981, p. 19). 
ESL students use English in order to be active participants in this play. But 
because their language development in English is still limited, they do not have 
many roles available to them. ESL students do not have the opportunities for 
i 
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exploring many roles due to their lack of English fluency. As this transcript has 
shown, this Dramatic Play Center has provided Carlos (the only ESL student who 
came to the cockpit) with powerful motives for expanding his English but not his 
*> 
Spanish. This conclusion agrees with Walsh’s views on language as “impacted by the 
relations and practices of dominance and domination that take place in the social 
milieu in which one resides and participates” (1991, p.45). 
Analyzing this text in the institutional context in which it happens, means to 
look at the classroom and at the school community and see if and how they influence 
what is happening in this Dramatic Play Center. Even though the classroom teachers 
and teacher aids try to balance the use of both languages in the classroom, the culture 
of the school is dominated by the English language and this fact is influencing the 
language use in this classroom and specifically in this Dramatic Play group. As 
Walsh says the culture of the school, “provides a framework through which 
individuals are socialized into the language forms and meanings of the community...” 
(1991, p. 42) The ideology of ‘English only’ has been socially constructed. It is not 
an individual expression of feeling, “it is historical and cultural” (Giroux, 1992, p. 
154). This is the ideology of the School, with most teachers being English speakers, 
with all the special classes (Music, Computers, Gym, Science) being taught in 
English, with much more materials available in English in the School Library, and 
with school performances done mainly in English. At the societal level this language 
inclusion setting reflects the philosophy of the Transitional Bilingual program it is a 
part of: that of moving ESL students as soon as possible into English. 
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Sam’s use of the drama genre may reflect the sensationalism of the news he 
says he likes to watch on TV. Yandra’s supporting role in this play must be seen 
following Giroux, “in the context of the wider relation in which it is structured” 
\ 
(1992, p.66). The first word Yandra voices in this Dramatic Play center is a gendered 
word “Senorita” (“Miss”) and the other four words that she said were uttered to help 
Sam in his drama story. The other players did not acknowledge Yandra’s utterances, 
h. Conclusions 
These kindergarten players are engaged with the texts of popular, commercial 
and institutional cultures. These texts provide rich resources for the development of 
oral language patterns. From these texts they are constructing social identities. The 
intertextual experiences of the participants and their background knowledge 
inscribed their participation in this cockpit. These players have the schema of the life 
in an airplane, and they also have the frame to represent the crew in an airplane. 
Some of these players are also more competent users of their scripts. Some players 
have to struggle to have a position in this play (like Yandra and Carlos) while others 
like Ty have a secure position. Children use the voices of others around them and 
use these materials in constructing their own voices for their personal purposes 
(Bakhtin, 1990). The power relations that exist in the larger society are seen here. 
Through the children’s interactions in the cockpit we can see the value of the English 
language, the value of currency, the value of communication, the hierarchies in 
society, and the gendered roles in the workplace. The players in the cockpit had a 
clear understanding of the status of each character within their play and of the 
hierarchical relationships between then*. By elaborating, using and transforming 
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lives of characters, the children gained power, like the right to have a say, in this 
community of players. The discourse of these children has its determinants and its 
effects at the level of this discourse and also at the institutional and societal level. 
Yandra’s struggle to participate in this play represents the struggle of women in 
society. The way ESL students use English and do not use Spanish in their play 
represents the struggle of language and culture among minorities. Carlos and Yandra 
had to struggle to have a position in this play, because in many instances they had 
been constantly marginalized. We observe them, more than the others, as subjects 
being constituted and reconstituted through the discoursive practices they have 
access to in their daily lives. Power as Giroux states ‘is multifaceted, and it works 
not simple as a force for oppression but also as basis for resistance and self and 
social empowerment” (1992. p.139). 
There is a constant tension in childhood that comes from a struggle to be 
accepted and integrated into the social life while maintaining and representing 
oneself as an individual. To be part of the social order children need to be able to 
read situations correctly such that what is obvious to everyone else is also obvious to 
them. This is not only a cognitive process it is also a social process. Being able to 
recognize and interpret the social world implies knowing how to position yourself as 
a member of the group, and who knows what others do. If this is not achieved, 
isolation and teasing can occur as a result of social incompetence, as defined by the 
group. For example, none of the crew spoke Spanish, so unless you were an English 
speaker you could not be part of the crew. In this play the group has made some 
subjects conform to a set of norms defined by the group. There is a tension between 
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belonging to the group and the need to maintain individualism: being the same as the 
others and enjoying the membership to a social group while at the same time being 
different requires a balance that is usually difficult to hold. Young children are aware 
of the requirements placed on them by other children and by adults to be the kinds of 
persons others want them to be. Children appropriate social signs, like the use of the 
English language, to situate themselves in the social world of this playing group. The 
interactions these players are having are related to broader power structures. 
Children in this Dramatic Play center have encountered other children and have 
conceptualized their situation. The encounters of these children with each other, 
necessarily involve a process of constructing a world order in terms of their own 
categories. In constructing these social relations, these children incorporate 
frameworks from their culture and society at large. What has come into view here is 
the social dimension of the children’s existence. On some occasions the children 
have imposed their categories on others, but the permanent possibility of being 
confronted by the resurgent voices of others remains, by resistance, transgression and 
the start of a new dialogue. This dialogical view of social interaction makes it so that 
our organization of the world is never total, but instead always encounters another 
one that can in turn affect us. This agrees with Foucault’s notion of human beings as 
active bodies that exist in the midst of the world, and “to be in the world in this way 
is to wholly and inescapable open to influence and transformation by other forces, to 
be totally imprinted by history” (1984, p.83). The meanings these children have 
given to their play are closely related to affective investments and the production of 
pleasure (Giroux, 1992). They have the desire to play. The production and regulation 
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of desires must be seen as a crucial aspect of how students mediate, relate, resist, and 
create particular cultural forms and forms of knowing. 
G Validity 
t 
This study follows Maxell’s concept of validity as “the correctness or 
credibility of a description, conclusion, explanation, interpretation, or other sort of 
account” (p.87). The fact that a study follows various methods does not assure that 
the findings comprehend and explain the issues under study. The validity of a study 
needs to be considered contextual in relation to “the purpose and circumstances of 
the research” (p. 86). Qualitative researchers need to look at what strategies are 
needed to rule out validity threats. These strategies are developed as the research 
unfolds, because validity threats can happen at the different stages of the research. 
First validity threats can occur in the description of what was observed or 
heard. In an effort to prevent this from happening, this study uses video recording 
observations and verbatim transcriptions; when a laptop computer was used to record 
children’s language, the actual words said by players were recorded; and also when 
the children and their families were interviewed their exact words were recorded. 
The influence of the researcher on the participants (children or parents), also known 
as “reactivity” (Maxwell, 1996, p.91) has been thought about and dealt with in the 
following ways. When children were observed at play, the researcher avoided 
participating in the play, and just intervened to remind the students about the rules of 
the class or to discipline a students when violating these rules. Another way that was 
used to avoid reactivity was to offer the parents interviewed not to feel obliged to 
answer all the questions that were asked. 
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Second, validity threats can also happen at the level of interpretation, 
especially when the researcher4s ideological perspective is imposed over the 
participants.’ This can happen by not being conscious about our own personal 
meanings and ideological framework, and/or by not listening carefully to the 
meanings the people under study use, thus, by not taking into account the perspective 
of the people studied. 
Validity threats can also occur when the questions asked are misleading, are 
not open-ended questions, and in general when the participants do not have the 
chance to show their own viewpoints. In this study, the researcher has tried to 
distance herself from her ideological framework, by acknowledging what it is, and 
trying to use, as much as possible, the participants’ words and interpretations in 
analyzing the study. This study also uses a majority of open-ended questions that 
permit the participants to respond in their own terms. A systematic analysis of the 
participants’ actions and words will make it possible to learn about their views on 
culture and about the meanings they make. Validity threats can also occur at a third 
level, the level of results, especially by not taking into account discrepant 
information or by not looking at different possible explanation of the events. This 
study will address this issue by carefully examining the information gathered from 
different sources. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
A. Introduction and Overview 
In this dissertation I explore a) how kindergarten students from different 
social, cultural, ethnic, and language backgrounds use language to construct social 
relations, social identities and systems of knowledge; and b) how these local 
discourses are linked to broader societal discourses. Using a micro analysis of 
children’s discourse during play, and data from interviews and field notes, I will 
examine how children construct play identities at the micro level and how these play 
identities are related with ideologies in the macro level of society. Thus, this study 
will combine a micro analysis — that looks at the dynamic of language use in this 
playing group — with a macro analysis — which includes the study of the values in 
the community, media and institutional support. The findings will be grouped 
according to the play setting in the following way: Puppet Theatre, Doll House and 
Police Station. 
B. Findings in the ‘Puppet Theatre’ or ‘Teatro de Titeres’ 
1. Background Information 
The ‘Puppet Theatre’ or ‘Teatro de Titeres’ was the first scenario we had at the 
Dramatic Play center. The Puppet Theatre was part of the theme ‘The Farm.’ During 
this time the children visited a real Farm, they studied farm animals, learned songs in 
English and Spanish related to the farm, they made animal puppets, and dramatized 
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the story “Quien Puede Ser Mi Mama” (Who will be my mother). ESL children 
presented it in Spanish and Mainstream children presented it in English. The Puppet 
Theatre had a Puppet stand and some pet puppets. Children made multicultural 
masks and play dough food for this center. At one side of the Puppet Theatre we had 
a ‘red bam’ with plastic animals that the children who were in this center could play 
with. When this scenario was observed for data collection, some children were 
behind the scene, some were spectators and others were playing in the ‘red bam’ 
with the ‘animals.’ This scenario was chosen because it was the first one we had and 
I thought it would be interesting to learn how these newly arrived kindergarten 
students constmct social identities, social relations, and systems of knowledge. It is 
especially interesting to know how ESL students -- with little English proficiency -- 
participate in the play. 
2. Language Practice in the ‘Puppet Theatre’ 
Through the study of discourse we can see how children represent the world 
and how they constmct social identities and social relations. How the world is 
represented entails the study of ideologies and power. The texts the children produce 
will be analyzed looking for the other’s voices (family, community, etc.) that the 
children bring into play and transform. Frequently qualitative studies highlight 
specific events without looking at the broader context. The coding and charting 
method developed by Bloome and Egan-Robertson (1993) with the changes 
developed by Forbes (1999) will help me interpret and describe peer interactions at 
this Dramatic play center. This micro-ethnography will show us how each player 
took part in this playing community. We will see the forms their discourse have — 
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question, statement, response or other (greeting, singing or non-verbal only) — the 
different strategies children used to develop their imaginary identities -- request, 
inform, agree, disagree, name, ignore, make status reference, reject status bestowed, 
assume status, bestow status, control or explain play. This chart will also help us 
learn whether or not these players were using play speech or non-play speech and the 
intertextual links they were making. We will also learn who makes proposals and 
who acknowledges them, the social consequence of intertextuality and at what level 
or levels it was happening. Another important feature of this chart is that at the level 
of discourse, it allows us to see which kinds of discourse are drawn up -- family, 
work, peer or other discourses -- and at the level of literacy, which kinds of literacy, 
if any, are the children bringing into their play. 
The following transcript l.T.l.a (10/10) was chosen because it illustrates how 
ESL students and Mainstream students construct discourse in different ways in this 
Puppet Theatre. It also shows how these kindergarten players appropriate texts and 
how fantasy play creates a zone of proximal development in the child. The players 
this time are: Juana, Hispanic, ESL student; John, African-American, Mainstream 
student; Rosendo, Hispanic, ESL student; Ryan, European-American, Mainstream 
student; Susana, Hispanic, ESL student; and Teresa, Hispanic, ESL student. This play 
event starts with a statement made by Juana — half in English and half in Spanish - 
“I am going to the machina” (I am going to the Amusement Park) and she holds a 
‘pig.’ She is initiating interaction and topic and she is informing the audience where 
she is going. She makes intertextual links on the level of genre and topic/theme. 
Because it is not clear if she is using normal or play speech, a question marked was 
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used here. Susana also makes a statement informing where she was going, “Yo voy a 
tirar bolas” (I am going to throw balls) and she holds a ‘rabbit.’ This utterance was 
coded the same as Juana’s. Ryan uses non-verbal communication — he holds a ‘frog.’ 
Next Juana talks to the Observer stating in line 4, “Mrs. Norbis voy a ver a los 
juguetes de machina” (Mrs. Norbis I am going to see the toys in the Amusement 
Park). Juana with this statement is informing and she is naming. This line was coded 
with a question mark because it is not clear if Juana is talking in play or normal 
discourse. 
In the next line (5) Susana presents herself as a Master of Ceremony (M.C.) 
saying “Hello everybody” and she bows. After this greeting she asks a question, 
“Who wants to be my friend?” She also uses non-verbal communication when 
pronouncing this by pointing at self. Rosendo takes Susana’s proposal of 
intertextuality. He — from the audience — says out loud in Spanish “YO” (ME) 
raising his hand. The social consequence of Rosendo’s utterance is that he positions 
himself as Susana’s friend. In line 8 Susana asks the Observer a question, “Mrs. 
Norbis tu que quieres comer?”(Mrs. Norbis what do you want to eat?) The observer 
acknowledges Susana’s proposal as she responds, “Un pastel de chocolate” (A 
chocolate cake). Susana continues constructing the story and says, “Toma” (Take it) 
and she gives the Observer a ‘chocolate chip cookie.’ The next strategy Susana uses 
to participate in this episode is singing an English song. She sings, “Old MacDonald 
Had a Farm...” She could have sung some Spanish songs that she had learned 
related to the farm but she preferred this one. 
When Susana finishes singing Ryan makes an announce holding a pig, “I’m 
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building a house out of bricks.” He starts bringing the book discourse to this play. He 
is making intertextual links to the story “The Three Little Pigs” (which was read in 
English and in Spanish not long ago). He is appropriating the voice of the story but 
he starts his story where the other ends. He is building a ‘strong house’ from the 
beginning. To build excitement to his story, he adds, “And the wolf will be coming in 
10 minutes!” (Line 13) Ryan is making this statement informing what is going to 
happen. He uses play speech within book discourse. Ryan in line 14 uses the 
discourse of a M.C. greeting everybody, “Hello boys and girls!” Rosendo recognizes 
Ryan’s intertextual proposal. Rosendo states, “Here is coming the wolf.” Rosendo is 
repeating almost the same utterance Ryan said in line 13. Rosendo with his utterance 
is informing. He is using play speech within book discourse. Ryan and Rosendo 
show there is urgency in building the house before the ‘wolf’ comes. Ryan stresses 
the word ‘better’ as he says in line 16, “I better build the house out of these” and he 
points at the blocks in the Block Center. Here Ryan is making a statement informing 
what he is going to do. He makes the announcement within play speech. This 
message unit forms an interactional unit with the one uttered before. Line 16 makes 
linkages on the interactional unit level, genre and topic/theme. In line 17 Juana joins 
Rosendo and Ryan in constructing this story. She exclaims, “Un lobo!”(A wolf) 
Juana makes a statement in Spanish informing and explaining. She is using play 
speech and she is acknowledging Ryan. Juana’s utterance made intertextual links on 
the level of words, interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. 
In the next lines (18 and 19) Ryan exclaims, “The wolf is here!” and Rosendo 
states, “The wolf is coming.” Both lines have been coded in the same way. In line 20 
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Ryan uses what is called ‘tall tales.’ He says, “Five more wolves are coming” while 
he raises his hand and shows five fingers. Rosendo in line 21 continues building the 
story as he states “The wolf bite MUERDE” (The wolf bite BITES). The repetition 
of a word -- in this case a verb - in English and in Spanish might have been done for 
clarification. Rosendo wants to make sure everybody understands what the wolf 
does: ‘bite Muerde.’ Rosendo is making a statement informing and explaining play 
within play speech. He is acknowledging the story being constructed and he is 
making intertextual links on the level of interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. 
Ryan in the next line (22) uses non-verbal communication to continue acting out this 
dramatic story. He puts the ‘pig’ down as if he were dead. Juana in a sad voice 
announces next, “Se murio el corderito!” (The little lamb is dead). Juana is making a 
statement, informing and explaining play. She uses play speech and her utterance 
forms part of an interactional unit, with intertextual links also on the level of genre 
and topic/theme. In the next line (24) Juana talks to the Observer in play speech 
stating, “Mrs. Norbis lo comio el lobo!” (Mrs. Norbis the wolf ate him!”) Juana is 
making a statement, informing, naming and explaining play. She acknowledges the 
story being constructed and makes links on the interactional level. Other discourses 
were marked because she is talking to the Observer. Juana is following a pattern that 
has been noticed in these transcripts — that of ESL children using only Spanish when 
talking to the Observer. 
In line 25 Rosendo declares, “El sapo se murio” (The toad died). Rosendo is 
using book discourse but he is changing it. His message unit has been marked as a 
statement with the function of informing and explaining. He is using play speech, 
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announcing and proposing an intertextual link. His utterance creates an interactional 
unit, with links at the levels of genre and topic/theme. In line 26 Rosendo comes 
back to the ‘wolf’ story stating, “Lo comio el lobo” (The wolf ate him). This 
message unit has been coded the same as the one before. This episode ends with 
Juana blessing the little dead lamb, by saying, “El corderito bendito” (The blessed 
little lamb). 
Transcript l.T.l.a shows us children working together — especially Juana, 
Rosendo and Ryan — in constructing this episode. They use materials from popular 
culture to develop their story. Juana and Ryan made 5 statements, Rosendo made 6 
and Susana made 2. Juana and Ryan initiated the topic once and Susana 3 times. 
Juana used the informing strategy 6 times, Rosendo and Ryan used it 5 times and 
Susana once. Juana and Susana used the naming strategy twice and the other players 
did not use it. Children constructed their stories within symmetrical relationships as 
evident in the data. There were no ignoring statements, and nobody made status 
references, rejected status, assumed status or bestowed status. There were also no 
controlling statements. The children all used more play speech than normal speech — 
19 times compared with two. Susana made 6 proposals, Ryan made 4, Rosendo made 
2 and Juana made 2. Even though Susana made more proposals, Ryan’s were the 
ones that were always acknowledged. The cohesiveness of this play event can be 
seen in the ways these players made intertextual links. Ryan made intertextual links 
at the level of interactional unit 7 times, Rosendo made such links 6 times and Juana 
and Susana made them 4 times. Links were also made at the genre level (children 
using the M.C. genre within book discourse), Ryan made 7 such links, Rosendo 
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made 5, and Juana and Susana made 3 links. 
Most of the message units the children produced were within the topic/theme 
being played. Ryan produced 8, Rosendo and Susana 5, and Juana 4. Ryan was the 
only player who did not use peer discourse and his conversation was concentrated on 
developing the fantasy story. Ryan’s influential role in this episode could be seen 
also in his way of combining book discourse with M.C. discourse (Hello, boys and 
girls!) and non-verbal communication and prosodic cues- to build his story. Rosendo 
— on the other hand — constructed a short story in Spanish of a toad who died 
because a wolf ate him. He did not use non-verbal communication not prosodic cues. 
Most of the time Rosendo played a supporting role by repeating what Ryan had said 
before (lines 13 and 15 and lines 18 and 19). Juana participated in this episode by 
talking to the Observer in Spanish (lines 1 and 4) and by supporting Ryan’s story. 
Juana uses Spanish for this purpose. Susana at the beginning of the Transcript uses 
M.C. discourse “Hello everybody” and she bows. She also inquires who wants to be 
her friend. Later on she involves the Observer by asking what she wants to eat and 
giving her a ‘chocolate chip cookie.’ Susana also sings an English song “Old 
MacDonald Had a Farm...” Susana is defining herself as an English speaker when 
she does this. 
As indicated in the chart of transcript l.T.l.the following findings were 
observed: 1) that statement was the form mostly used by the children, 18 times, 
compared with 2 questions, 2 responses and 6 marked as other (non-verbal alone or 
greeting), 2) that informing was the strategy the children bring into play more 
regularly, --18 times, along with explaining play, 13 times, 3) that play speech was 
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used more often than normal speech - 19 times compared with 2, 4) that 11 of the 14 
proposals were acknowledged, 5) that these players constructed intertextuality links 
on the interactional unit level 22 times, on the genre level 18 times and on the 
topic/theme level 23 times and 6) that book discourse was the discourse most often 
brought up here. 
The following transcript l.T.2.a (10/15) will be analyzed to further 
understand how children sing English songs and use storybook characters to 
participate in this play scenario. The players in this episode are: Carlota, Hispanic, 
ESL student; Danny, European-American, Mainstream student; Joan, African- 
American, Mainstream student; Myma, Hispanic, ESL student; Shirley, European- 
American, Mainstream student and Stephen, African-American, Mainstream student. 
In this Transcript Danny initiates interaction and topic by singing an English song, 
“Five little monkeys...” The audience joins in the singing. Danny makes intertextual 
links on the levels of words, the interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. In line 2, 
Shirley starts constructing a story, “Hello my name is Froggy.” She also uses non¬ 
verbal communication to support her story (she holds a frog and a rabbit and moves 
them around). Shirley is initiating a new topic and she is greeting the audience and 
explaining about the ‘frog.’ She is announcing within play speech. Shirley is make 
intertextual links on the level of interactional unit, genre and topic theme. 
In the next line, Stephen uses the statement form to request one of Shirley’s 
‘frogs.’ With his statement, “Give me one,” Stephen is trying to control Shirley. He is 
giving orders in normal voice within peer discourse. Shirley takes his proposal by 
passing Stephen a ‘frog.’ The social consequence of this interactional unit is that it 
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shows Shirley as following orders. In line 5, Myma initiates a new topic. Her 
message unit informs what her mother is going to do, “Mi mama lo va a hacer” (My 
mom is going to cook it), and she holds a ‘turkey.’ Myma is using normal speech, 
within family discourse and she talks in Spanish. In the next two lines Shirley returns 
to the ‘frog’ story. She presents the ‘frog’ while moving him. And in line 8, she adds, 
“I live with my friend the other frog.” Shirley is making a statement with the 
function of informing and explaining. She is using play speech and is making 
intellectual links at the level of the interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. In line 9 
Myma starts a new topic explaining that the cow says ‘MOO’ and not ‘oink’ and she 
moves the ‘cow’ to the front. In the next lines (Hand 12) Myma moves the pig to the 
front and says “I don’say moo,” “I say OINK.” Myma uses verbal, non-verbal and 
prosodic cues to develop her story. She is also bringing book discourse to this 
Dramatic Play Center. 
In line 13, Stephen is presenting another ‘frog,’ and he says, “This is Kermit 
the Frog” and he shakes it. Stephen is naming and he is explaining who the ‘frog’ is. 
He talks within play speech and he is making intertextual links on the levels of 
words, interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. He is appropriating TV discourse to 
construct his story. He is probably making intertextual links with the movie “The 
Muppets take Manhattan.” Stephen explains, “He is from New York.” He is making a 
statement and informing. He uses play speech to make his announcement. He made 
intertextual links on the levels of word, interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. 
Stephen explains in the next line, “He eats bananas and apples.” This message unit 
has been coded as a statement with the function of informing and explaining. It is 
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delivered in play speech. His utterance makes links on the word (he is using the 
name Kermit), on the interactional unit (he is linking his message units with the story 
Shirley told before about a frog) on the genre (he is developing his role as an M.C.) 
and topic/theme (he is acting out a story about animals). 
In line 16, Shirley sings an English song, “FIVE LITTLE SPECKLED 
FROGS...” and next, Carlota also sings an English song, “OLD MAC DONALD 
HAD A FARM” (line 17). Both message units have been coded the same. They make 
intertextual relations on the levels of words, interactional unit (the other children join 
in the singing), genre and topic/theme (they are developing a story within the ‘farm’ 
topic). These players are bringing class discourse to their play (these songs were 
taught in the class). Shirley continues her story about frogs. Next she puts on a white 
mask and says, “This is my friend Sally.” With this statement Shirley is informing, 
naming and explaining. She uses play speech to make this announcement. She makes 
intertextual links on the level of interactional unit (her request is followed in the next 
line), genre (she is acting as an M.C.) and topic/theme (she is acting out her role as 
an M.C.). Shirley wants everybody to say hello to her friend, “Say Hello to Sally” 
and she nods. This line (20) was coded as a statement in which Shirley is naming 
within play speech. She is giving orders and tries to control the audience. 
In line 21, Stephen takes her proposal and says, “Hello.” With this greeting he 
agreed with Shirley’s request. Stephen is using play speech and makes connections 
on the levels of interactional unit (he is responding to Shirley), genre (Stephen is part 
of the audience), and topic/theme. Meanwhile Shirley is developing her story Joan 
holds a bunny. Her non-verbal act is within the topic of the story. Shirley continues 
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constructing her story, she shows a duck and states, “I have another animal” “I live 
in the farm” (lines 24 and 25). Both lines have been coded the same. Shirley’s 
message unit has been coded as statement with the function of informing and 
explaining. She uses play speech and makes intellectual links on the interactional 
unit (both of her message units are around the same topic) genre (she keeps playing 
her role as a storyteller) and topic. Carlota uses normal speech when in the next line 
she talks to Observer, “Maestra yo quiero cantar” (Teacher I want to sing). She is 
initiating a new topic, informing, naming and explaining. She makes a proposal and 
intertextual links at the level of interactional unit (her message unit is connected with 
the next ones). Immediately Carlota starts singing an English song, “Old Mac 
Donald had a Farm,” she does it in very soft voice. Carlota wants the other girls to 
sing with her and that is what she tells the Observer, “Yo quiero que ellas canten” (I 
want them to sing). Carlota is making a statement, requesting, informing and 
expressing a personal feeling. She is using normal speech and makes links on the 
interactional unit level (again her message unit is linked with the next one). The 
Observer responds to her request and starts singing “OLD MAC DONALD HAD A 
FARM...” Everybody follows in the singing. 
Analyzing each child’s participation in this event, and observing which form 
they use to utter their message units, what function or strategy they employed, the 
intertextual connections they made, and whether they used normal or play speech, 
these are the conclusions. Shirley made 8 statements, Myma made 5, Stephen made 4 
and Carlota made 2 statements. They all used non-verbal communication (they 
moved the animals they were constructing the story about). Myma and Shirley 
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initiated topics twice and Carlota, Danny and Stephen initiated a topic once. The 
function or strategy they use most often was informing and explaining play. Shirley 
informed 8 times, Myma informed 5 times, Stephen informed 3 times and Carlota 
informed twice. Shirley explained play 9 times, Myma did it 4 times, Stephen did it 3 
times and Carlota explained play once. Children — except Carlota -- used more play 
speech than normal. Shirley did not use normal speech in this play but used play 
speech 10 times. Myma and Stephen used normal speech 1 time and play speech 4 
times. Shirley had been investing all her discourse in developing the fantasy play. 
The intertextual links the players made positions Shirley as the one who 
made more links: 12 at the interactional unit level, 11 at the genre level and also 11 at 
the topic theme. Stephen made 5 connections at the interactional unit level and 4 at 
the genre and topic/theme level. Myma made 4 links at the interactional unit, genre 
and topic level and Carlota made 4 links at the interactional unit level and 2 at the 
genre and topic/levels. Myma brough family discourse 1 time but all the other 
message units were within book or class discourse. 
Transcript l.T.2.a shows children using English songs and storybook 
characters to develop their roles. They also brought material from popular culture to 
construct their stories. In this particular transcript each child developed her/his story 
without much scaffolding from the other players. Shirley, Stephen and Myma were 
the most influential players in this episode. Shirley made more statement and she 
also informed and explained more. She used more play speech than the other players 
and made more intertextual links at the levels of interactional unit and topic/theme. 
Shirley first constmcted a story about “Froggy.” She introduced him and talked about 
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his friends. She also used a controlling statement that was acknowledged by Stephen. 
At the end of the episode, Shirley started a story with a duck. Stephen participated in 
this episode by singing an English song, by making a controlling statement (that was 
acknowledged) and by introducing and talking about ‘Kermit’ the frog. Myma 
brought book discourse to the play and built her story around the ‘sounds’ the 
animals make. Carlota sang English songs to participate in this event. She also asked 
the Observer for help when she wanted the other students to sing along. The 
Observer helped her by starting singing “Old MacDonald...” and everybody join in. 
Danny, who opened this event singing an English song, soon moved to the ‘red bam’ 
to play and also did Joan — who briefly appeared in line 22 holding a bunny. 
Analyzing the totals of transcript I.T.2., we can observe that statement was 
the form most used to deliver these message units, 19 times compared with 1 
response, and 10 non-verbal and greetings. Different topics were initiated 6 times 
with the main functions of informing (18 times) and explaining play (17 times). No 
statement was marked as controlling. Children’s utterances are constructed mostly in 
play speech (18 times), compared with 4 done in normal speech. Looking at the 
intertextual dimension of the children’s discourse, 24 proposals were made and just 3 
acknowledged. Most of the links were made on the interactional unit, genre and 
topic/theme level (27 links on the interactional unit level, 23 at the genre, and 24 at 
the topic/theme). This means that most message units had intertextual connections 
where children bring book, class and TV discourses together. Children used mostly 
the discourse marked as ‘other’ that in this case includes book discourse, TV 
discourse, class discourse and M.C. discourse. 
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The next transcript -l.T.4.a - (10/21) was chosen for description and 
interpretation because it further demonstrates how Mainstream students use 
imaginative play and how ESL students use English songs as a way to construct 
social relations, identities and systems of knowledge. The players in this episode are 
Eriz, European-American, Mainstream student; Josefa, Hispanic, ESL student; 
Joselo, Hispanic, ESL student; Mia, African-American, Mainstream student and 
Sandra, Hispanic, Mainstream student. This event starts with Eriz introducing a 
‘frog.’ He says, “Hello my name is Joseph” and he holds a frog. With this utterance 
Eriz is inititating interaction and topic. He is also informing, naming and explaining. 
Eriz is using play speech and is making this announcement as an M.C. He makes 
intertextual links at the level of interactional unit (this message unit is linked with the 
next one), at the level of genre (he is using the M.C. discourse) and at the level of 
topic/theme (he is developing a story). In the next line Eriz continues constructing 
his story, “And I’m going to the swamp.” Eriz moves the ‘frog.’ This line was coded 
as a statement with the function of informing and explaining in play speech. The 
social consequence is to position Eriz as a storyteller or M.C. making intertextual 
links at the interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. Sandra in the next line states, “I 
am going to the farm to see a pig.” She is initiating a new topic, informing and 
explaining the play. Sandra uses normal speech and the intertextual links she makes 
are coded as the lines before. In the next line Eriz says, “I’m back with the frog.” 
This line was marked as the lines before. 
In line 5, Eriz uses rhyming words to deliver his next message unit, ‘I’m 
going to tell Hipity Hopity Liberty Hopity.” His utterance was marked as and 
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statement informing and explaining play in play speech. He is using the M.C. 
discourse and makes intertextual links at the level of interactional unit (it has links 
with the next message unit), genre (he is using the storyteller genre) and on the 
topic/theme level (he is developing the ‘farm’ theme). In the next line Eriz asks a 
question trying to involve the audience, “Who had a Lapity?” and he raises his arms. 
Sandra in the next line says, “Oink oink” as she holds a ‘pig’ and a ‘rabbit.’ Sandra is 
using book discourse in play speech. She is presenting herself as a storyteller and 
makes links in the same way Eriz made them in the line before. In line 8, Eriz makes 
a controlling statement when he gets closer to Sandra and tells her, “You have to 
say...” and the rest was inaudible. Eriz’s statement was marked with the function of 
requesting something and controlling. He uses normal speech when giving this order. 
In the next line Eriz also tries to control by giving this order “Look.” This was 
marked as a statement and a request, with the function of controlling. He is using 
normal speech and making intertextual links on the level of interactional unit (this 
message unit is connected with the following one), and at the genre level (he is using 
the genre of a M.C.). Eriz wants the other players to look because as he says, “The 
frog is laughing.” Eriz also uses non-verbal communication as he makes the 
statement — he moves the ‘frog’ and laughs. With this statement he is informing and 
explaining what the frog is doing. He uses play speech within the M.C. discourse. 
His announcement makes connections at the interactional unit, genre and topic/theme 
level. 
In line 11, Eriz continues his story when he says, “I’m OFF to see a pig and a 
rabbit.” Eriz uses prosodic cues by raising his voice when he pronounces the word 
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‘Off.’ This line was coded as an informative statement. Through play speech Eriz is 
announcing a fact. The social consequence is to position Eriz as an M.C. He is 
making connections at the interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. In the next line 
(12) Eriz introduces new animals, “And I went OFF to see a pig and a giraffe!” He is 
again using the prosodic cues he used earlier. This line has been coded in the same 
way the line before was. Eriz in the next line states, “I’m thinking in something.” He 
is using a statement to inform and express something personal in normal speech. He 
keeps playing the M.C. identity and making connections on the interactional unit, 
genre and topic level. In line 14 Eriz creates suspense, when he states, “We are 
missing someone. Wait!” With this exclamation Eriz is informing and explaining. He 
uses play speech within the M.C. discourse. By using the noun ‘We’ Eriz is involving 
the other players: it is not just he that is missing someone, we all are. In the next line 
Eriz unveils the suspense when he ends his story stating, “We are OFF to see a 
horse!” (Iinel5) Eriz again uses the noun ‘We’ to include the other players and raises 
his voice when saying ‘Off’ This statement was marked the same as lines 11 and 12. 
In line 16, Joselo starts singing an English song, “OLD MAC DONALD 
HAD A FARM...” and everybody joins in. Joselo is initiating a new topic and the 
social consequence is to position him as a singer, as an English singer. Joselo, a very 
limited English speaker, might not have been able to participate in English unless he 
sings an English song. Josefa in line 17 starts a new topic of conversation when she 
states, “My brother lives at the farm.” Josefa is making a statement informing and 
naming. Because it is not clear if she is using normal or play speech, a question mark 
was used. She is not making any intertextual links. The social consequence is that 
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she has a brother who lives in a farm. This episode ends in the next line with Josefa 
singing, “OLD MACDONALD HAD A FARM...” The other children follow her. 
Like Joselo, Josefa positions herself as an English speaker to construct social 
relations, identities and systems of knowledge. ESL children are bringing the power 
of the English language from society at large in a ‘natural’ way to this Puppet 
Theatre. 
At the situational level, Eriz dominated the discourse in this episode 
(transcript l.T.4.a). He made more statements- 12 compared with 1 made by Josefa 
and Sandra and none made by Joselo. Eriz also asked 1 question and the other 
children did not ask any. All the children used non-verbal communication. Eriz was 
the only one who initiated interaction and all the players initiated topic once each. 
Eriz informed 11 times compared with 1 time done by Josefa and Sandra. Joselo did 
not inform. Eriz was the only player who expressed personal opinion once, and made 
2 controlling statements. Eriz explained the play more than the other players — 9 
times compared with 1 done by Sandra. Josefa and Joselo did not explain the play. 
Eriz used play speech 10 times and normal speech three times. He used normal 
speech to control and to explain. Sandra used play speech twice. The other players 
did not use play speech neither normal speech, they participated through singing 
English songs. The way the proposals were not acknowledged shows us that these 
players built a story without much participation of the other players. Children made 
intellectuality links in the following way: Eriz made 13 links on the level of 
interactional unit, 13 on the level of genre and 11 links on the level of topic theme. 
Sandra made 2 links on the level of interactional unit, 2 on the genre level and 2 on 
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the topic/theme level. Josefa and Joselo made 1 link on each level. Eriz brought other 
discourses 11 times, Sandra 2 times and Josefa and Joselo 1 time. Eriz used peer 
discourse twice and Josefa once. 
The previous analysis illustrates how Eriz had a dominant role in this 
episode. He constructed his story using linguistic and non-linguistic strategies. He 
developed his story using almost only play speech. He played with words to make 
them rhyme and surprised the other players with a question. Eriz presented himself 
as a strong storyteller who displayed knowledge on how to create suspense to keep 
his audience interested. Sandra on the other hand -- participated in this play by 
repeating most of the sentence Eriz uttered before (lines 2 and 3) and by making the 
‘sounds’ pigs make (for this she is bringing book discourse). Josefa and Joselo in this 
episode were constructing themselves as English speakers by singing English songs. 
They created social relations when the children join them in their singing. The 
language these ESL children used is reproducing the ideology of ‘English only,” 
within everyday practices. ESL students were making the intertextual links that were 
suitable for this context. This follows Lemke (1995) in the sense that the people’s 
selections of texts is not limitless, it is constrained by the ones that are favorites in a 
given community. ESL children could have been singing Spanish songs that they 
know but they understood that these ones are not the favorites in this community. 
Examining chart 1 .T.4.a, and looking in the totals column, we can conclude 
that statement was the form most children used -- 14 times, compared with 1 
question asked and 4 marked as other (greetings, singing, or only non-verbal). The 
functions used mostly were informing (13 times), and explaining (10 times). There 
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were egalitarian power relations among storytellers as nobody made status reference, 
reject, assume or bestow status. Children used more play speech than normal speech 
--12 compared with 3. These players did not make any acknowledgment. Children 
make intertextual links at the level of interactional unit, genre and topic/theme. They 
make links with the storyteller discourse, book and class discourse. 
The following transcripts — l.T.S.a and l.T.5.b — were selected for 
description and interpretation because they illustrate how Mainstream students start 
constructing stories and how ESL students participate in the development of these 
stories. They also show how ESL students sing English songs as a way to participate 
in this event. The players in this episode are Juana, Hispanic, ESL student; John, 
African-American, Mainstream student; Rosendo, Hispanic, ESL student; Ryan, 
European-American, Mainstream student; Susana, Hispanic, ESL student and Wilma, 
African-American, Mainstream student. This event starts with John developing his 
role as an M.C. by saying, “Hello” and he bows and smiles. This message unit has 
been marked as ‘other’ in the form category (because it is a greeting). John has 
initiated interaction and topic. He is using play speech. He is building intertextual 
connections at the level of interactional unit (this message unit has links to the next 
ones), at the level of genre (he is using the conversational style of an M.C.) and at 
the topic theme level (John is starting to develop a story). Here John uses prosody 
and proxemics to develop the role of an M.C. in what Fairclough (1998, 167-168) 
calls the ‘ethos.’ John is constructing the ‘persona’ of a storyteller. John in the next 
line asks the other students if they like to play with ‘them’ (meaning with him and 
Susana). Because it is not clear if John is using normal or play speech, this message 
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unit, “Do you like to play with us?” has been coded with a question mark. Here John 
is making a proposal in the M.C. discourse. He is making linkage on the interactional 
unit (this utterance is connected with the next one), on the genre level (John is 
conversing as a M.C.), and on the topic level (he is developing a story). 
In the next line (3) Susana is introducing the ‘celebration’ theme to this 
Puppet Theatre when she announces, “We are having a Party.” Here Susana is 
initiating a new topic, she is informing and explaining. Susana is using play speech 
within the M.C. discourse. She uses prosodic cues by raising her voice when she 
mentions the word ‘Party.’ She might have used this strategy to put emphasis on the 
word, with the intention of making the other children enthusiastic about the party 
topic. Susana might be constructing a supporting role here, wanting the other 
children to join her and John in the play. After her announcement Susana starts 
singing loudly, “DEN DEN THE MOST DELICIOUS,” (the last words are from a 
song taught in class) and in the next line she sings, “NA NA NA THE MOST 
DELICIOUS.” Both lines have been marked the same. In the form category has been 
marked as ‘other’ (singing). Susana is proposing others to join her. She positions 
herself as an English speaking person. She made links on the interactional unit level 
(other students sing with her), on the genre level (she is using the discourse of a 
singer), and at the topic/theme level. In line 6, John continues singing, “WHERE 
WAS NICE AND COOL...” and the other children sing along. John’s participation 
here has been coded the same as Susana’s in the line before. In the next line (7) John 
is making an announcement, “OK the party is over!” With this statement John is 
informing and controlling. He is acting as an M.C. and makes intertextual 
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connections on the interactional unit level (this message unit is connected with the 
next 3 ones), at the genre level (he is developing his role as an M.C.), and at the 
topic/theme level. John uses here the word “OK” that Green & Wallat categorize as a 
“focusing marker” (1981, p.197). We often use a ‘focusing marker’ to take or 
maintain the speaker’s turn in a talk. John constructs the two next message units (8 
and 9) to make sure the other players understand that the party is over. He states, 
“See you later” waves and says, “We are going to sleep.” John and Susana close their 
eyes. Here again Susana is playing a supporting role, and she might be constructing a 
gendered identity, the one that supports a male player. Both lines have been coded 
the same, as informative statements, with the function of explaining. John is using 
play speech to make this announcement. He is acting out the position of a M.C. He is 
making links at the interactional unit level (these message units are connected to line 
10) , at the genre level (he is playing the M.C.) and at the theme level. 
In the next line Susana makes an announcement, “We wake up!” She is 
initiating a new topic and explaining. Susana uses play speech, and the intertextual 
linkages have been coded the same as the previous utterance. Susana is voicing the 
choice she is making, “We are going into the pool” and she jumps up and down (line 
11) . In this line she is initiating a new topic (about going to the pool) and she is 
informing in play speech. She makes this announcement as an M.C. and makes 
connections to the interactional unit, genre and topic level. In line 12, Rosendo greets 
the other players. He adds in the next message unit “The party is Over.” Here 
Rosendo is using prosodic sign when he raises his voice saying the word ‘Over.’ 
Rosendo is repeating what John said in line 7. This line was coded in similar way as 
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line 7 with the difference that that line was initiating a new topic and this one is not. 
In the next line (14) Wilma also greets the other players with, “Hello Everyone!” and 
she smiles. With this greeting Wilma is making a proposal that is acknowledged by 
the other players (in the next lines, all of them say ‘Hello’ to Wilma). Lines 15, 16 
and 17 have all been coded the same. In line 18 Ryan introduces a new topic putting 
the ‘frog’ on the top of the stage and saying, “I can’t move.” Here Ryan is making an 
informative statement explaining in play speech. He is also making a proposal that is 
not acknowledged. Ryan is making intertextual links on the genre level (he is 
positioned as an M.C.) within the topic of the story being played out. In line 19 
Wilma makes the ‘sound’ of a ‘pig’ while holding one. Her intertextual links were 
coded as the line before and for the same reasons. In this episode and for the first 
time Juana comes to the stage and uses non-verbal communication to participate — 
she holds a ‘rabbit.’ 
In line 21, Ryan starts a new topic informing, “I see a shark there.” He holds 
a ‘frog’ and points. Ryan is informing and explaining in play speech. He is uttering 
this announcement as an M.C. with connections at the genre level (he is developing 
the M.C. role) and at the level of the theme being acted out. In the next line Ryan 
makes an informative statement in normal voice, “I’ll be right back” and he moves 
away from the stage. He is using peer discourse. In line 23 Wilma talks to Susana 
and says, “Let’s shake hands.” Wilma is making a statement requesting something. 
Because it is not clear if she is using play or normal speech, a question marked was 
used. She is probably using peer discourse. In line 24, Juana sings “LA LA LA...” 
With this creative singing Juana is developing her role as an M.C. and is making 
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links at the genre and topic level. Ryan in line 25 brings the celebration theme as he 
states, “Let’s have a party.” Ryan is informing, and explaining in play speech. He 
makes this announcement within the discourse of an M.C. and constructs intertextual 
links at the genre level, and at the topic level. Next, Ryan talks in baby’s voice and 
says, “Shake my tail.” Ryan is making a statement with the function of requesting 
something. He is using play speech to give this order. His proposal is not 
acknowledged by anyone. He is playing the M.C. role with linkages on the genre 
level and topic. Juana in the following line is making an informative statement and 
she is requesting something from the audience, “Look at mi hermano!” (Look at my 
brother!). And she points to a mask that she is holding. Juana is developing the role 
of an M.C. She probably did not say the whole sentence in English because she did 
not know the English word for brother. In the next line (28) Ryan uses normal speech 
in peer discourse to talk to Wilma. He states, “You took one of mine” [referring to 
one of the masks Wilma has]. This message unit has been marked as an informative 
statement. Ryan is disagreeing with Wilma having one of his masks. 
In line 29, Ryan again brings up the topic of the ‘pool’ (which Susana had 
started in line 11). He is informing others that his friends are jumping off while 
holding 2 masks. Ryan is making this statement announcing what is happening. He 
acts as an M.C. and makes intertextual links to the interactional unit level (this 
message unit is connected with line 11 and with lines 31, 32 and 33) and to the theme 
being constructed. Next Juana brings family discourse as she says “Yo estoy 
cocinando” (I am cooking) as she holds a ‘rabbit’ and a ‘pig.’ She is making a 
i 
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statement and informing in play speech. She is developing the M.C. position but 
using family discourse. 
At the end of this episode (lines 31, 32 and 33) Wilma keeps developing the 
story Ryan started in line 29 when he says that his friends are jumping off. Wilma 
starts her story holding some puppets that she put on the top of the stage and says, 
“We are up here.” Wilma is making a statement informing and explaining in play 
speech. She is acknowledging the story Ryan initiated before. She is making 
intertextual links at the interactional unit level (this utterance is connected with the 
one mentioned before and with the following ones), at the genre level (she is 
developing the M.C. role), and at the topic level. The next message units she 
delivers, “We are trying to jump off the bridge” while she holds a baby doll and “She 
wants to be eaten by the sharks” were coded in the same way. Wilma makes 
informative statements, with explicatory function in play speech. She is building 
connections on the level of interactional unit (these three message unit are linked 
with each other and with line 29), and genre (she is using the M.C. genre). 
Summarizing the information given by transcripts l.T.5.a, and l.T.5.b (10/22) 
we can point out that John, Ryan, Susana and Wilma have a powerful role in this 
playing episode. They develop their M.C. role by constructing different stories and 
scaffolding in others’ stories. These players also sing English songs — especially ESL 
students -- to play a part in this Dramatic Center. They have been constructing social 
identities as they bring different discourses: as storytellers developing the M.C. 
discourse, as singers within the class discourse and as classmates within peer 
discourse. The use of discourse — as opposed to just non-verbal communication — 
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has given these four students an influential position. These players have been using 
different discursive strategies as charts l.T.5.a and l.T.5.b show us. They have been 
making statements - Ryan made 7, John and Susana made 3, Wilma made 4 and 
Juana and Rosendo made 1. They have also been using the ‘other’ form that includes 
greetings, singing and non-verbal alone. John and Susana used it 3 times, Rosendo 
and Wilma and Juana 2 times. John initiated topic 3 times compared with 2 times 
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initiated by Susana and by Ryan. The main functions of these statements were to 
inform and to explain. Ryan informed 6 times, John and Susana and Wilma informed 
3 times, Juana informed 2 times and Rosendo informed 1 time. Ryan explained 4 
times, John, Susana and Wilma explained 3 times, and Juana and Rosendo explained 
once. Play speech was used more often than normal speech. John and Ryan used play 
speech 5 times each, Susana and Wilma used play speech 4 times each, Rosendo 
used it 3 times and Juana 2 times. Ryan was the only player who used normal speech. 
Children made proposals in the following way, John made 4, Ryan and Wilma made 
2, and Susana, Juana, Rosendo made 1. Susana, John, and Rosendo acknowledged 1 
time. 
Children made intertextual links at the interactional unit level in the 
following way: John made 7 links, Susana 6, Wilma 4, Rosendo 3, and Ryan 1. 
These players also made links on the genre level with John making 7 links, Susana 
making 6, Ryan and Wilma making 5, Juana making 4 and Rosendo making 3. 
Children made links on the topic/theme level, as well. John made 7, Susana made 6, 
Ryan and Wilma made 5, Juana made 4 and Rosendo made 3. Children have become 
communicative competent in this Puppet Theatre by appropriating the genre (singing 
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English songs, and making up stories with TV characters) that matches the 
expectations of this specific social situation. Mainstream students have used 
language in a more creative way than the one used by ESL students. 
Examining the totals in chart 1.T.5, we find out that the form most used was 
statement, with 20 made in this play episode, compared with 12 marked as ‘other’ 
(non-verbal only, greetings or singing), 3 responses and 1 question. Children 
constructed 18 informing message units and 15 explaining ones. There were 
symmetrical relations as nobody made a status reference, rejection, assumption or 
bestowed status. There were no controlling statements and there was just one 
disagreement. Children use more play speech (23 times) than normal speech (2 
times). These players made intertextual links on the level of interactional unit 21 
times, on the genre and topic/theme level 30 times. Children brought ‘other’ 
discourses 28 times (book, storyteller, M.C., or class discourse), peer discourse 3 
times and family discourse 1 time. 
3. Summary Findings in the ‘Puppet Theatre’ 
This scenario was a particularly challenging one for the children, first 
because was the first one they had and secondly because the children -- confronted 
with an audience — had to do something if they wanted to have a participation in this 
theatre. The summary of what and how these players did shows them in the 
following ways. 
a. Findings about identities and social relations 
Children - especially Mainstream students- constructed a variety of stories in 
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this scenario and ESL students helped develop these stories. To be active participants 
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in this theatre, children needed to use discourse, non-verbal communication and 
prosodic cues simultaneously. Here are some examples of how children established 
social relations with the audience. In transcript l.T.l.a (10/10) Susana says, “Hello 
everybody,” “Who wants to be my friend?” (Lines 5 and 6) Rosendo responds, “Yo” 
(Me). Ryan in the same transcript says, “Hello boys and girls!” and “Here is coming 
the wolf.” Ryan’s story is taken up by some of the other students who start 
announcing, “Here is coming the wolf’ “Un lobo” (A wolf), “The wolf bite Muerde” 
among other statements. 
In transcript 1 .T.2.a Shirley involves the other students when she says in lines 
6, 7 and 8, “Hi,” “My name is Froggy” “I live with my friend the other froggy.” 
Shirley’s story scaffolds the story constructed by Stephen about ‘Kermit’ the frog in 
the next lines (13, 14 and 15). Shirley again involves the audience in the same 
transcripts in lines 19 and 20 when she announces, “This is my friend Sally,” (puts a 
white mask on) and adds, “Say Hello to Sally” nodding. Stephen acknowledged 
Shirley by saying, “Hello.” 
In transcript 1.T.3, Matilde starts social relations with the audience by saying, 
“Hello” while holding a ‘rabbit’ and looking at a ‘frog.’ She gets a response from the 
spectators who respond, “Hello frog” and “Hello rabbit” (lines 7 and 8). In the same 
transcript, line 17 Joy asks the audience, “Sirs how are you doing?” In the next line 
Abraham, also an M.C., asks, “How are you doing everybody?” and Gabriela 
answers, “Good” and she smiles. In transcript 1.T.3 Joy involves the spectators by 
asking them who wants to come to a pizza party. The audience members raise their 
hands excitedly and respond, “Me, me.” (Lines 26, 27 and 28) 
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In transcript l.T.4.a Eriz starts his M.C. discourse by greeting the audience 
with “Hello my name is Joseph” while holding a ‘frog.’ After this introduction he 
constructs his story. Eriz also uses the verb “Look” to keep the spectators interested 
and he utters the noun “We” to include the audience (“We are missing someone, 
Wait!” and “We are off to see a horse!”). 
In transcript l.T.5.a John begins his story by greeting the audience and 
asking, “Do you like to play with us?”(Lines 1 and 2) In line 12, Rosendo also says, 
“Hello” before adding that the party was over. Wilma in the same transcript, line 14, 
also uses a greeting before starting her story. She says, “Hello Everyone!” while 
smiling. In the next line John, Susana and Rosendo respond, “Hello.” 
Another strategy the children used to participate and sometimes get the other 
children join them, was to sing English songs. In transcript 1 .T. 1 .a, Susana sings, 
“Old MacDonald Had a Farm...” and Danny in transcript l.T.2.a sings “Five little 
monkeys...” (Line 1), this time the audience joins him. In the same transcript Shirley 
sings, “FIVE LITTLE SPECKLED FROGS...” (Line 16) Carlota in lines 17 and 27 
sings, “Old Mac Donald Had a Farm.” In transcript 1.T.3, Joy announces, “I am 
going to sing a song with my friends” and in the next line she starts singing “OLD 
MAC DONALD...” and everybody joins in. (Lines 21 and 22) In transcript l.T.4.a, 
line 16, Joselo sings, “OLD MACDONALD HAD A FARM” and so does Josefa at 
the end of the episode. In transcript l.T.5.a Susana sings, “DEN DEN THE MOST 
DELICIOUS” and “NA NA NA THE MOST DELICIOUS.” (Lines 4 and 5) In the 
same transcript in line 6 John sings, “WHERE WAS NICE AND COOL” and the 
other players join in. In the same episode Juana sings, “LA LA LA...” In the next 
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paragraphs I will analyze the social circumstances that made children use this 
strategy of singing English songs. 
These players also introduced book and TV characters in this scenario. In 
transcript l.T.l.a Ryan brings the story “The Three little Pigs” and develops it with 
the help of other players. They constructed their story in a slightly different way, and 
the ESL students introduced some words in Spanish like Tobo’ (wolf), and ‘muerde’ 
(bite). ESL children also made changes in Spanish to the original story, as Juana 
says, “Se murio el corderito!” (The little lamb is dead) or Rosendo says, “El sapo se 
murio” “Lo comio el lobo” (The toad died, the wolf ate him). These very limited 
English proficient players find a way to participate by using Spanish with the 
knowledge of the story they had. In transcript l.T.2.a, Stephen brings the character 
Kermit to his play and builds a story around him. 
The children almost always used non-verbal communication to reinforce their 
utterances. Among these non-verbal tactics are holding and moving animal puppets 
and masks, bowing, raising hands and pointing, smiling, giggling, nodding, yawning 
and patting their stomachs. Prosodic and proxemic cues were also frequently used 
along with verbal-communication. The children raised their voices when saying 
certain words, or when singing, and they lowered their voices when they wanted to 
show sadness. At times the storytellers have moved closer to the audience, or to other 
storytellers, to suggest inclusiveness, 
b. Findings about meanings 
ESL players usually try to construct their social relations and identities as 
English speakers through developing their roles in English and singing English 
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songs. The exception has occurred on very few instances when ESL players — the 
very limited English proficient - have used some Spanish to participate in the play 
(scaffolding in stories being told in English). This was the case when Rosendo and 
Juana, at the end of transcript l.T.l.a, make changes in Spanish to the story “The 
Three Little Pigs.” But the most proficient ESL children have only constructed 
stories in English with Mainstream children, and they have in a few instances started 
stories, for example, Susana in transcript l.T.5.a, who invites the children saying, 
“We are having a Party” and the other children co-construct her story. 
ESL students, regardless of their English proficiency have always spoken in 
Spanish to the Observer. For example, in transcript l.T.2.a, Carlota says, “Maestra yo 
quiero cantar” (Teacher I want to sing). She adds, “Yo quiero que ellas canten” (I 
want the girls to sing), or “Mrs. Norbis lo comio el lobo” (Mrs. Norbis the wolf ate 
him!). This pattern that started here will continue throughout the data in this center. 
Children brought the ‘celebration’ theme for the first time to this scenario. In 
transcript 1.T.3, Joy makes a statement announcing that they are going to have a 
“pizza party” and asks who wants to come (lines 26 and 27). In transcript 1.T.5 
Susana also announces, “We are having a Party” (line 3). Ryan in the same transcript, 
line 25, states, “Let’s have a party.” This celebration topic will also be present later 
on in this center, 
c. Macro analysis of interactions 
Because this study is based on the assumption that children are social beings, 
that they construe the world in relation to the meanings of the different cultures they 
belong to, I will focus now on how these meanings influence the way the children 
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have been playing. I will explain how power relations at the situational, institutional 
and societal level affect the way play are constructed. When children appropriate 
other voices, they also appropriate the ideologies embedded in them. In the macro¬ 
analysis we will learn the kind of member’s resources that children bring to construct 
text and if they challenge the present order (Fairclough, 1998). 
Through an explanation of the texts in this Puppet Theatre I will try to 
understand its historical value in this context, and how previous and present events in 
children’s lives shape the way power relations are constructed here. One salient 
intertextual link children made during this scenario was at the level of English books, 
characters and songs. Why are children — Mainstream students as well as ESL 
students — bringing these English texts and not any Spanish ones? What social 
conditions have determined the properties of the discourse at this Puppet Theatre? To 
answer these questions, children were interviewed to learn more about their 
preferences regarding singing. Parents were also interviewed to learn about their 
language use and their everyday life at home, among other things. 
In the next paragraphs I focus on how and why children who played at this 
dramatic play center used English songs as a way to participate. As we have noticed, 
these children seldom sang songs taught to them in Spanish. When interviews about 
singing were analyzed, singing in English was preferred by the majority of the 
children. The reasons children gave for the preference was varied. First I will 
describe the interviews with some Mainstream students and then the interviews with 
ESL students. Ryan said he likes to sing in English because he wants to. Elba — a 
Hispanic child -- said she likes to sing in English because as she says, “I speak in 
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English.” Elba added that her favorite singer is Selena. Elba said that her mother 
sings “in English and in Spanish.” Wilma also prefers to sing in English because “it 
is pretty to hear.” Wilma’s favorite song is “Row, row, row your boat.” In Spanish 
she likes to sing “El Coqui.” Danny — whose ancestors came from Jamaica — also 
prefers to sing in English because as he says, “at home my mother sings in English.” 
His favorite song is a Jamaican song “Anv Rack.” Joy also stated her preference for 
English songs. Her favorite one is “I believe I can fly.” She says she likes it because 
she has seen the movie and also because she has the CD. 
It is clear from interviewing ESL students that there is also a preference to 
sing in English. According to Manuel he prefers to sing in English and his favorite 
song is “I believe I can fly,” the song from the film ‘Space Jam’ with Michael Jordan. 
Myma says she likes to sing in English. Her favorite song is “I love you, you love 
me we are a happy family” and she adds, “de Barney” (a Barney song). She also 
likes the song from the film “The Little Mermaid.” Susana likes to sing both in 
English and in Spanish, but she added, “Me gusta mas cantar en Ingles” (I like to 
sing in English more). Susana prefers to sing in English so she can learn the 
language, in her own words “porque asi se el Ingles” (so I learn English) and also 
because her mom sings in English. Her favorite song is “Come here, come here,” a 
song a friend taught her. Matilde says “A mi me gusta cantar en Ingles y en Espanol 
(I like to sing in English and in Spanish). She adds that her favorite song is “en 
Espanol” (in Spanish). Rosendo declares that he likes to sing a little bit. He says he 
likes to sing the songs that he sings in Church in Spanish. Maria prefers to sing in 
English because her mother sings in English. She adds “A mi me gusta la cancion de 
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Pocahontas” (I like the Pocahontas song). Annabel says she likes to sing in English 
because she sings in English with her father. 
According to Josefa she likes to sing “and in English” because as she says, 
“Porque a mi me gusta hablar en Ingles” (Because I like to speak in English). She 
adds, “Mi mama escucha canciones en Ingles en la radio” (My mom listens to 
English songs on the radio). Juana also likes to sing in English. Her favorite song is 
“The More We Get Together.” Ramon says he likes to sing in English, because his 
mom sings in English. His favorite song though is in Spanish ~ “Luz Clarita” — (the 
song of a Spanish soap opera). Ramon also says he likes the “Rainbow song.” Carlos 
says he likes to sing in English and in Spanish. His favorite song is “Yo Quiero Paz” 
(I Want Peace). Carlos adds that at home he sings in English. 
When examining children’s interviews on singing, we can see clearly why 
they like to sing in English. Most of their favorites songs are from movies like 
“Barney,” “The Little Mermaid,” or “Pocahontas” -- among others. Even when a 
student mentioned that his favorite song was in Spanish — “Luz Clarita” -- this too 
was a song heard from the media. Many of these children interviewed also 
mentioned the fact that their parents -- especially their mothers -- sing in English or 
listen to English songs on the radio. We can hear in children’s interviews ‘cultural 
texts’ with its ideological content. In sum, children prefer to sing in English because 
they like the English songs they are hearing in movies, in CD’s, and in tapes. 
Children present themselves as consumers of popular culture. When children sing 
English songs they are constructing intertextuality for the purpose of creating 
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‘particular’ kinds of social relations and ‘particular’ kinds of identities. They too 
want to be a part of the mass media culture that surrounds them. 
Another source of information, regarding children’s use of language in the 
/ 
home — and specifically regarding which was the child’s favorite TV program ~ 
comes from the interviews with parents. Parents mentioned that their children like to 
watch “munequitos” (cartoons) like Tom and Jerry, Scooby Doo, and Rugrats and 
movies like Barney, Beethoven, Power Rangers, and Sesame-Street. Hispanic parents 
also mentioned that sometimes their children watch soap operas in Spanish. Some of 
the parents of ESL students interviewed, stated that their children watch TV in 
English and in Spanish, but others said that the children watch only English TV. 
These interviews with the parents corroborate some of the findings that came from 
the interviews with the children. The power of the English language is a force 
“behind” discourse (Fairclough, 1996). Discourses are produced within relations of 
power. 
C. Findings in the ‘Doll House’ or ‘Casa de Munecas’ 
1. Background Information 
The ‘Doll House’ or ‘Casa de Munecas’ was part of the theme ‘The Family’ 
o ‘La Familia.’ During this time children drew and wrote about their family 
members. Families were invited to school to share stories. Several of these families 
brought small babies, which was a joy for the students. We used this opportunity to 
compare and contrast babies with children their age. The students also heard fiction 
and non-fiction stories about different kinds of families and about the lives of 
families in Puerto Rico. Before the holidays, we sent home large pieces of paper, 
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markers, glue, glitter and sequins and we asked families to portrait a family 
celebration. Some parents came to share the work they did with their children and 
some of them even brought chocolate chip cookies, others brought ‘polvorosas’ 
(typical Puerto Rican cookies) or flan (vanilla custard) to share with the class. These 
colorful and detailed works on family ‘celebrations’ or ‘celebraciones,’ were on 
display in the hallways for the enjoyment of the school community. 
The Doll House center as the other centers that were designed in this 
classroom, contained furniture and equipment that tried to promote group 
interactions (e.g. four chairs placed around a table, two telephones, suitcases, many 
pots, pans, utensils, plates, fruits, vegetables, etc.). Materials to encourage literacy 
were added to the Doll House, with paper and pencils to make lists, telephone books, 
TV guides, books, calendars and recipes that would allow children to write and read 
in a natural way. The Doll House was in a comer of the Rainbow Room with a 
rounded table and four chairs. On the table there were four place mats with numbers 
in one side and the English Alphabet on the other side. The center also had one child 
sized wooden refrigerator, two sets of cabinets, a stove and a plastic microwave 
oven. There were dolls representing the different races and one wooden baby chair. 
The refrigerator had plastic vegetables, fruits, meats and dairy products inside. There 
was also a large basket with different kind of plastic breads, muffins and bagels. 
Children brought empty boxes of cereal, rice and pasta from their homes to put in the 
cabinets. The Doll House had four sets of cutlery, plates, and cups. On one of the 
sides there was a chalkboard with the names of the children in each group posted. 
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2. Language Pracflces in the ‘Doll fjouse’ 
a. Children name themselves or others 
A common language practice observable throughout the data was that of 
children naming themselves or naming others by their fantasy titles. This naming 
helps children establish social relationships and identities in their play. This process 
of taking and giving names was noticeable in most of the transcripts. The following 
transcripts illustrate the giving or taking of family identities in their play. 
Transcript 2.D.2.a (12/8) 
Transcript 2.D.2.b (12/8) 
1. John “I will be the father” [raises hand] 
2. John “This time I will be the father, OK” 
18. Wilma “This is my baby” 
19. Susana “I am the mother” 
20. Wilma “No, I AM the mother, and YOU ARE THE 
STEPMOTHER” 
21. John “And I am the father” 
22. Rosendo “I am also the father. We are two fathers” 
Transcript 2.D.3.a (12/9) 
Transcript 2.D.3.b (12/9) 
1. Manuel “YO SOY EL PAPA” (I AM THE FATHER) 
2. Myma “Y YO SOY LA MAMA (AND I AM THE 
MOTHER) 
3. Manuel “VERDAD QUE YO SOY EL PAPA, OSCAR?” 
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(ISN’T TRUE THAT I AM THE FATHER 
OSCAR?) 
Transcript 2.D.6.a (12/15) 
1. Eriz “I’ll be the doggy” 
2. Eriz “Woof, Woof’ 
Transcript 2.D.7 (12/17) 
1. Joan “I am the mother” 
2. Joan “Shirley is the daughter” 
3. Joan “Danny is the Daddy” 
4. Joan “Amy and Carlota are daughters 
5. Shirley “And this is my baby sister” 
6. Shirley “Her name is Kate” 
These transcripts illustrate the importance of this practice of ‘naming.’ 
Children use it to establish an identity for themselves and sometimes for others 
within their play. Usually this practice takes place at the beginning of the play. If the 
fantasy roles were not established at the beginning, as soon as a player assumes a 
playing identity, the others start assigning themselves or others playing identities. 
Often during the naming children negotiate the subject positions and relationships 
they would have. The following transcripts are examples of how children negotiate 
their fantasy roles. 
Transcript 2.D.2.a (12/8) 
21. John “And I am the father” 
22. Rosendo “I am also the father. We are two fathers” 
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Transcript 2.D.13 (2/4) 
1. Susana “I am the Mom” 
2. Wilma “I am the mother” 
3. Susana “I am the mother 
4. Teresa “I am the mother too” 
5. Teresa “We are three mothers” 
The act of naming can have different purposes: l.to assume status “I am the 
mother” line 19 (Transcript 2.D.2.a); 2.to bestow status “And Carlota is the father” 
line 4 (Transcript 2.D.9); 3.to reject status given to us: Carlota “NO I AM THE 
DAUGHTER” line 5 (Transcript 2.D.9). 
The roles these children performed were largely determined by their status. 
Girls often bestowed the status of daughters or stepmothers onto others, but they 
kept the status of mothers for themselves. When girls played mothers in this play 
they functioned within their relationship to their family, especially by serving men 
and their children. This fact makes them powerful in this setting, as is recognized by 
Davies (1989). According to Davies “motherhood is almost universally regarded as a 
positive feature of female identity” “...it is also often an area of undisputed control 
in family settings” (1989, p.78). In this play scenario just once a child played to be a 
baby. In general, babies were ‘play dolls.’ In Benjamin Forbes’ study, powerful 
players use to play being babies to “get attention” and to “direct the flow of the play” 
(Forbes, 1999, p.256). The present study found that girls - as in Walkerdine’s study - 
(1990) got power by playing the role of the mother. The preferred identity here was 
to be a mother and we often see children negotiate for this position. 
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When girls were asked which role they like to play in the Doll House, the 
majority said they like to play the mother; the reasons they gave were many but all 
highlighted the power mothers have. The different things their real mothers do make 
them very appealing to these female students. According to these girls: “Las mamas 
no lloran, a veces lloran pero no mucho” (Mothers don’t cry, sometimes they cry, but 
not much), “.. .se rien cuando los papas la hacen reirse” (.. .they laugh when the dads 
make them laugh), “care for babies,” “play with their children,” “talk on the phone” 
or “go out with friends.” 
Accordingly, boys bestowed the status of sons or brothers and kept the status 
of fathers for themselves. Fathers in this Doll House used controlling voices with 
their children, have the right to use the ‘video camera’ and to ‘drive’ — among other 
things. As we can observe children reworked and reshaped their relationship with 
each other by adapting their relationships to cultural symbols as the following 
dialogues illustrate. 
Transcript 2.D. 11 (2/11) 
1. Seth [gets the video camera] 
2. Abraham [tries to get the video camera from Seth] 
3. Seth ‘You are the son” [talks to Abraham] 
4. Seth ‘And sons don’t have video cameras’ 
5. Abraham “I am the DAD’ 
6. Abraham “And you the son” [pointing to Seth] 
7. Seth “I am the Dad’ 
8. Seth ‘And I Have the video camera’ 
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9. Seth [keeps videotaping] 
Transcript 2.D. 11 (2/11) 
10. Seth “Now let’s make a bus” 
11. Abraham [starts arranging chairs in rows] 
12. Abraham “I am the driver” 
13. Seth “No” 
14. Seth “I am the driver” 
15. Abraham “I am the dad and I drive” 
16. Seth “I am the Husband” 
17. Abraham “No” 
18. Seth “You are the son” 
When boys were asked which role they like to play in the Doll House, they 
answered their favorite role was being a father. The reasons they gave for choosing 
this role were varied but all involved important things fathers can do, like “drive,” 
“play with kids and take them out,” “lleva a los nenes a comprar los juguetes,” (he 
takes the kids to buy toys) or “make breakfast for kids.” Children sometimes assume 
more than one play identity. For example in Transcript 2.D.6 (12/6) Stephen says, “I 
am the Dad” and later presents himself as a brother (lines 5 and 23). Other times 
children take one identity such as Amy, “Daughter” (2.D.6) and then she assumes the 
status of a mother by saying, “I need a Pamper for my daughter” (lines 4 and 10). In 
this case, Amy makes an intertextual link to the mother’s discourse and assumes the 
play identity of a mother. 
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b. Children use language 
To have a status in the play means to affect the play, to say what others will do 
or say and the relations that other players have to develop. Dramatic play relies 
heavily on language, in its different registers-conversation, monologue-to state the 
course of the plot and the characters. Drama integrates and orchestrates the elements 
of narrative, description and exposition. The following examples show how children 
develop their roles through the use of language. 
Transcript 2.D.4.a - 2.D.4.C (12/15) 
17. Annabel “Bana al bebe” (Give the baby a bath) 
18. Joselo “Voy a banar al bebe” (I am going to bathe the baby) 
57. Annabel “Lo banaste al bebe?” (Did you give the baby a bath) 
58. Joselo “Si y muy bien” (Yes and very well) 
In this transcript, Annabel plays her role of the mother asking the father if he 
had given the baby a bath. She asked him twice during the play and Joselo first said 
he was going to give the baby a bath and after the second question he replied “Si y 
muy bien” (Yes and very well). 
Transcript 2.D.6 (12/16) 
1. Carlota “What are you doing?” [talks to Danny] 
2. Danny “Dressing up my baby” 
3. Joan “Mother” 
4. Amy “Daughter” 
5. Stephen “I am the Dad” 
6. Carlota “Yo soy la hija” (I am the daughter) 
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7. Amy “Mother, mother can I go” [talks to Joan] 
8. Joan [nods] 
14. Amy “Mother you have a phone call” 
15. Amy “Here” 
16. Amy “Take it there” [hands the phone to the mother] 
17. Amy “Mother said I can go over my friend’s house” 
[looks at Stephen] 
18. Stephen “OK” 
19. Stephen “But don’t watch too much TV” [shaking finger] 
This transcript begins with a question asked by Carlota to Danny to what 
he was doing. Danny replies that he is dressing up the baby. Immediately children 
start taking playing identities and once this is established Amy starts playing the 
role of the Joan’s daughter when she asks, “Mother mother can I go?” (line 7) and 
later, “Mother, you have a phone call” (line 14) and then she directs her speech to 
her dad by saying, “Mother said I can go over my friend’s house” (on line 17). 
Stephen also assumes the identity of the father by saying “OK” (on line 18) and 
adds, “But don’t watch too much TV” (on line 19). Children playing the identity 
of the father have been performing certain activities that used to be done by the 
mother, especially in Puerto Rican culture, where children’s nurturing was a 
woman’s responsibility (Vazquez-Nuttall & Romero-Garcia, 1989). 
c. Hispanic Children: “Tengamos una fiesta” 
Hispanic children often bring the theme of ‘una fiesta’ (a party) to this 
Doll House to gain access and to develop the play. The idea of having ‘una fiesta’ 
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or ‘a party’ makes other children get involved immediately. Thus ‘the party’ 
theme was a successful strategy used first by Hispanic children, to participate 
actively in the play. Later on other children started using the theme ‘tengamos una 
fiesta’ or ‘let’s have a party.’ Girls brought up this topic more often than boys. The 
following transcripts illustrate this point. 
Transcript 2.D.l.b (12/3) 
42. Josefa “Say Happy Birthday to Sandra” 
43. Josefa “It is her birthday Today” 
44. Sandra “Sit down” [talks to Joselo] 
45. Sandra “Sientate” (Sit down) [talks to Joselo] 
46. Sandra “Come on everybody” 
47. Josefa " [walks carefully with a plate with a 
muffin] 
48. Josefa “Look at your cake!” 
49. Sandra [pretends she is blowing the candles] 
50. Mia “Do you want cake?” [asks the Observer] 
51. Observer “Yes I want cake” 
In this example, Josefa announces that it is Sandra’s birthday by saying 
“Say Happy Birthday to Sandra” adding in the next line, “It is her birthday Today.” 
She emphasized the word ‘Today’ by raising her voice. Sandra joins her and says, 
“Come on everybody.” Josefa meanwhile brings a ‘muffin’ (supposedly the cake) for 
the celebration, saying, “Look at your cake!” Sandra the ‘birthday girl’ pretends to 
blow the candles. Mia offers me a piece of the cake. And I accept it. 
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Transcript 2.D.3.a (12/8) 
7. Myma “Estamos haciendo una fiesta” (We are having a party) 
8. Manuel “Ay, me voy a sentar a comer” (I am going to take a sit and eat) 
Transcript 2.D.8 (12/20) 
50. Myma “Quieres venir a una fiesta?” (Would you like tocome to a party? 
[looks at Manuel] 
51. Manuel “Oh si!” (Oh, yes!) 
These transcripts illustrate how Myma and Manuel used specific linguistic 
and nonverbal communication in their social interactions. Myma invites Manuel both 
times to come to “una fiesta” (a party) and these invitations appeal to Manuel. The 
first time, he says he is going to sit and eat and the second time he quickly answered 
with excitement “Oh si!” (Oh yes!). 
Transcript 2.4.c (12/15) 
63. Sandra “That is supposed to be a birthday cake! 
64. Elba “It is her birthday today” [she points to Lisa] 
65. Eriz “FOR REAL?” 
66. Josefa “No For Fake” 
67. Eriz “IT IS MY BIRTHDAY TODAY” 
68. Eriz “Also” 
Sandra introduces the celebration theme, by pointing out that ‘a muffin’ 
was a birthday cake. Elba responds that it is Lisa’s birthday. In line 65 and surprised 
Eriz asks if it is for real. Josefa in the next message unit adds, “It is for fake.” Finally 
Eriz announces loudly that it is his birthday today. He adds, “Also.” The result of this 
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exchange is that they all are constructing the birthday theme. Elba and Eriz 
acknowledged and recognized the proposal Sandra made and move the story 
forward. 
Transcript 2.D.10 (2/4) 
12. Teresa “Let’s have a party” 
13. Teresa “Everybody sit at the table” 
14. Teresa “Would you like some coffee?” [to everyone] 
15. John “I would like some coffee” 
16. Susana [holds one baby doll] 
17. Teresa [holds another baby doll] 
18. Susana “I am coming to the party” 
In this transcript, Teresa introduces the theme “Let’s have a party,” she 
offers coffee to everyone and John accepts her offer. Susana also plans to join them 
by saying “I am coming to the party.” In the same transcript, lines 68, 69, 70 and 72 
children again construct the “party” theme. 
Transcript 4.D.10 (2/4) 
68. Teresa “I am going to make a party for you” [points to Wilma] 
69. Wilma “I am making some tea for the Tea party” 
70. John “We need to have some food for the party” 
72. Wilma “I made some tea” [smiling] 
Teresa brought up the ‘party’ topic this time. She made an intertextual link 
that was accepted and developed by the other players. In this instance, as in the 
instances described above, children have been making intertextual linkages at the 
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level of genre in which they have played out events representative to family 
discourse. The next excerpt 2.D.11 (2-11) further shows how Hispanic children bring 
the celebration theme to this playing center. It also shows how this kind of proposal 
gets acknowledged immediately. In line 30, Seth starts a new topic when he says, 
“We are going on a picnic.” Another example on how boys use language to get out of 
the house. His proposal is ignored. Claudio on the contrary introduces a new topic 
“We are going to a party.” Seth acknowledges Claudio and says “OK.” In line 41 
Claudio insists, “We are going to the party.” Abraham also acknowledges Claudio by 
saying, “Yes we are going.” They start building the story. They prepare the baby to 
go and start ‘riding’ on the bus to the party. Claudio is the driver and he gets excited 
when he says “I FOUND the house.” Abrahams also gets excited when he states, 
“There is cake!” 
These Hispanic children are aware of the importance of celebrations in their 
culture. Their community provides them with the demonstrations that the children 
bring to their play. Puerto Ricans always find a reason to celebrate. As a Puerto 
Rican friend told me once, “Si estamos alegres lo celebramos y si estamos tristes 
tambien lo celebramos asi nos sentimos mejores” (If we are happy we celebrate it 
and if we are sad we also celebrate to make us feel better). Sharing is also very much 
a part of the Puerto Rican culture. In Puerto Rico when somebody says “mi casa es 
su casa” (my house is your house) it is really meant, and people try to share 
something with their guests and even with unexpected guests. There is a spirit of 
companionship and sharing that is manifest in different ways. In Spanish we call this 
feeling of “projimidad,” (Agrait, 1994, p.19), which roughly translates to human 
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companionship. This feeling of human companionship makes the family and the 
barrio or neighborhood very strong traditions for Puerto Ricans on the Island and 
also here. The bonds created in the ‘barrio’ and in the ‘family’ help Puerto Ricans 
develop a sense of stability whether they are here or in Puerto Rico. Children’s 
t 
discourse in this Dramatic Play has been shaped by what is happening at the 
community level. 
d. Boys change the ‘Doll House’ scenario 
On several occasions, male characters in this play, look for ways to avoid 
being in the house. They do this by changing the scenario or by changing the theme 
being acted out. The organization of language practices in these new scenarios the 
boys constructed, allow them more opportunities to have access to these practices 
and thus create more powerful playing identities. There have been many instances 
where boys decide to change the Doll House into another scenario, as revealed by the 
following transcripts. 
Transcript 2.D.8 (12/20) 
31. Oscar [‘irons’ a napkin in a nearby chair] 
32. Myma [starts picking things up and putting them 
away] 
33. Manuel [talks on the phone to Brady] 
34. Brady “Is your phone number five, six seven?’ 
35. Manuel “That is it’ 
36. Manuel “Lapiz” (Pencil) [as if talking to himself] 
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37. Manuel [opens a drawer] 
38. Oscar “ What do you want to buy Manuel? 
39. Manuel “No esta es mi casa” (No this is my home) 
40. Oscar ‘Wo esta es una tienda ” (No this is a store) 
41. Brady [holds a phone and pretends he is talking] 
42. Manuel [moves to one side of the table] 
43. Oscar “7o compro esto ” (I buy this) [he holds the plastic iron] 
44. Manuel “7wo dollars” 
This has been one of the instances when a male student has changed the 
scenario in the Doll House. Oscar was doing some housework (ironing a napkin) 
when he decides to change the house into a store. He introduces the new scenario by 
asking Manuel, “What do you want to buy Manuel?” (line 38) and when Manuel 
responds, “No esta es mi casa” (No this is my home” Oscar insists, “No esta es una 
tienda” (No this is a store). To continue with this ‘store’ scenario he takes the identity 
of a buyer by saying, “Yo compro esto” (I buy this), holding the plastic iron. Manuel 
physically moves himself to the other side of the table -- as if he was the seller -- and 
says to Oscar, “Two dollars” for the plastic iron Oscar wants to buy. 
In the next transcript John introduces the word ‘police,’ which changes, the theme 
in the Doll House. John positions himself within work discourse, ‘the police 
discourse,’ and this opens up the possibility for a more challenging position for him 
in this playing community. He asks Wilma to call the police and he immediately adds 
that he is going to be the police. 
Transcript 2.D.10 (2/4) 
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54.John “You call the police” [looks at Wilma] 
55.John “/ am going to be the police” 
59. Wilma “A man stole my baby” [looks anxious] 
60. John “How did it look” 
61. John “What color is she?” 
62. Susana “A little brown” 
63. Teresa “Here is Your Baby Susana!” 
64.John “I FOUND YOUR BABY UNDER THE TABLE 
[he gets a baby doll which was under the table] 
John is resisting the discourse in the Doll House by asking Susana to call 
the police and adding that he is going to be the police. From now on the language the 
children use is related to a police investigation. John starts interrogating Wilma, who 
says, “A man stole my baby.” In line 64 John excitedly and loudly asserts that he 
found the baby, he is the hero in the story! This heroic ending was never seen in the 
Doll House scenario before. The power relations in the police scenario are different 
from those existing in the Doll House. As we can observe, the power relations 
children construct are closely related to the intertextual links the participants create. 
The next transcript 2.D.3.b (12/9) was chosen because it illustrates other 
ways children- especially boys- change the Doll House scenario. It also shows how 
by changing discoursive practices boys get more power in the new roles they 
develop. In general, when boys use the work discourse or the family discourse 
outside the Doll House, they constructed themselves or were constructed as more 
powerful players. The following sample shows how Manuel finds a way to move out 
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of the Dolls House by using linguistic and nonverbal strategies. 
39. Manuel “Nos vamos pare el tag sale, Oscar, verdad?” 
46. Manuel 
(We are going to a tag sale, Oscar, aren’t we?) 
[He moves chairs and puts them in rows] 
47. Manuel “Come on Myma” 
48. Manuel “Vamos para un tag sale” (We are going to a tag sale) 
49. Oscar “Todos en el carro” (Everybody in the car) 
50. Myma [She sits in a chair on the back of the ‘car’ and she moves her 
arm pretending to put on her seat belt] 
51. Myma “Ponte el seat belt” (Put your seat belt on) [Looks at Oscar] 
52. Manuel “Everybody sits in the car” 
Manuel proposes to go to a ‘tag sale’ and starts making ‘a car.’ He invites 
Myma to go, insisting that they are going to a tag sale. Oscar aligns himself with 
Manuel by asking everybody to get in the car. Myra uses nonverbal communication 
to construct the play theme that was introduced by Manuel. She sits in the ‘car’ and 
puts a ‘seat belt’ on. These three children are constructing a coherent story in their 
fantasy play. Manuel uses family discourse as a way to leave the house. He does it in 
a ‘natural’ way that is appealing to all the players. John in transcript 2.D.10 (2/4) 
announces, “We are going to the Zoo” while looking at Teresa. He adds, “Would you 
like to come with us?” Teresa acknowledges John’s invitation and together start 
making a ‘car’ with chairs. Susana also acknowledges the invitation to go to the Zoo 
and says, “I am the driver.” John — as Manuel did before — also uses family 
discourse to get out of the house. The invitation he made was attractive to the other 
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players who jointly constructed the new theme. 
The following sample 2.D.5 (12/15) illustrates some of the few instances, 
when a girl changed the Doll House scenario. Susana in line 18 starts constructing 
the theme ‘the police are coming,’ as she states, “THE POLICE VIENE PORQUE 
ESTAMOS PELEANDO” (The police are coming because we are fighting). Ryan in 
lines 23 and 24 acknowledges what Susana said by adding, “We are fighting bad 
guys.” Susana constructs boys as the bad ones when she says in line 29, “Elios son 
los malos” (They are the bad ones). She assumes status in lines 31 and 33 by saying, 
“I am the Police.” Susana chases Danny with a milk container and says out loud, “I 
AM GOING TO THROW HOT MILK ON YOU.” Danny runs to avoid being ‘hurt.’ 
Susana and Danny construct the ‘police scenario’ using verbal and nonverbal 
communication. This transcript shows how a girl looks for ways to assume a more 
controlling role by changing the theme in the Dolls House. This is another example 
of how changes in discourse, affects children’s play identity and power relations 
among players, 
e. “They are the bad ones” 
In this study, children particularly girls, often give boys a negative position 
by calling them “bad boy” or by portraying men as robbers and as criminals in 
general. These children are dividing the world by gender and they are giving males 
the negative roles. The use of this linguistic form “bad boy,” constructs at the same 
time a gendered and a negative category. The next excerpts illustrate this position 
taken by the children. They are examples on how the dualistic gender is represented 
by young kindergarten children through discourse. In transcript 2.D.2.b (line 37) 
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Rosendo brings a drama discourse to the Dolls House and he says that he is calling 
the police because there is a murder. In line 40 he says, “...I beat him up.” Rosendo 
by using the word ‘him’ is constructing the criminal as a male. Rosendo is giving the 
role characteristics of maleness that society gives through cultural artifacts. In 
transcript 2.D.4.b (lines 37 and 52) Annabel calls Eriz the ‘dog’ “You bad boy,” and 
later she says loudly “YOU BAD BOY” Annabel must have heard this language, 
which position boys as the bad ones. This ‘bad’ qualification is constructed here as a 
playful category, as if being bad was a positive thing for boys. Because Eriz was 
positioned as a bad male, he begins developing a ‘bad’ relationship with Annabel. 
The language used here produced action and found a material expression in the 
actions. It seems that Eriz wanted to materialize the identity he was given. He found 
a desirable category to take up. 
In transcript 5.D.5 (12/15) the children’s discourse showed its gendered 
nature. In line 23 Ryan started constructing a story, “We are fighting bad guys.” In 
line 29 Susana said “Elios son los malos” (They are the bad ones). Susana is using 
the noun “Elios” (They) that in Spanish means you are talking about males. Boys are 
being constructed as the ‘bad ones” by Susana. This procedure has been called 
‘nominalization’ by Fairclough (1992). Through this process information is 
compacted and hidden. Why are these boys, called bad boys? There is not an 
explanation for that. Once a person is given the status ‘bad one,’ he or she does not 
have many possible identities available. This status with so many negative meanings 
associated with it makes it likely the person will behave in a negative manner. 
A similar finding of children — especially girls -- constructing males as ‘bad’ 
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is found in transcript 2.D.10 (2/4). This practice within the text constructs identities 
and social relations that classify who we are and what the positions available to us 
are. There is a public construction of boys being ‘bad,” as opposed to girls. This 
theme starts in line 52 when John asks Wilma to call the police because he is going 
to be the police. Wilma agrees to be the victim and states, “A man stole my baby.” 
Wilma and the children described above are constructing their fantasy, around the 
idea of man being bad. 
f. Micro-analysis of some transcripts 
A micro-analysis of some transcripts in the Doll House will help us 
understand how children constructed social relations, play identities and meanings at 
the micro level of this Dramatic Play center. Through this analysis we can learn 
which language form was used more frequently (question, statement, response or 
other); which function or strategy was used more often (naming, assuming status, 
rejecting status, bestowing status, controlling, explaining play, among others); if 
children were using normal or play speech; who proposed, recognized or 
acknowledged intertextual links and at what level this was happening (words, 
interactional unit, genre, topic/theme or other); the kinds of discourses that were 
brought up by the children (family, work, peer, or other); and whether or not 
literacies were used. 
The next transcripts -- 2.D.l.a and 2.D.l.b -- (12/3) were selected for a close 
analysis because they show how these kindergarten players used verbal and non¬ 
verbal communication to construct social identities, social relations and meanings. 
They further illustrate how children bring different discourses — family, peer and 
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class — to develop different play identities; how children use classroom rules to 
exclude others from coming to the Dramatic Play center; how they bring the theme 
‘celebration’ and how boys look for ways to get out of the house. 
The children who played at this event were: 
Annabel, Hispanic, ESL student; Elba, Hispanic, Mainstream student; Eriz, 
European-American, Mainstream student; Josefa, Hispanic, ESL student; Joselo, 
Hispanic, ESL student; Mia, African-American, Mainstream student; and Sandra, 
Hispanic, Mainstream student. This transcript (2.D.l.a) starts with Eriz using non¬ 
verbal communication and he gets one of the phones. With this act he is initiating 
interaction and topic. Joselo also uses non-verbal communication to participate in 
this play — he holds a baby doll and writes. Eriz also wants to write and asks for a 
pencil (line 3). Eriz constructs an interactional unit by relating his question with a 
statement “I just had it.” In lines 3 and 4 Eriz uses normal speech -- as opposed to 
play speech — within peer discourse. In the next message unit, (5) Josefa requests 
Mia to cook. Josefa’s proposing intertextuality was recognized and acknowledged by 
Mia in line 8 when she brings a plate with plastic rice and says “Here.” In lines 6 and 
7 Eriz talks on ‘the phone’ with his father and writes. Eriz uses play speech within 
family discourse. Elba’s request for coffee was not acknowledged (line 9). Elba 
proposes and intertextual link, but none of the players took it. In lines 10 and 11 
Sandra and Josefa use non-verbal communication to participate in the play - one 
cooks, and the other talks on the phone. All these message units from 6 to 11 have 
been coded in the Discourse section as family discourse. Next Annabel makes a 
statement announcing that she is going to school (Line 13). Eriz acknowledges 
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Anabell’s proposal when he says, “Go” (line 14). Both statements create an 
intertextual unit at the level of ‘topic/theme’ with the next line (15). 
In line 16, Annabel starts a new topic of conversation by telling Eriz that if, 
he brakes his watch, his mother will be sad. Annabel also uses non-verbal 
communication to make her point more strong — she shakes her finger. Her statement 
was coded as normal speech within peer discourse. In the next message units (lines 
17 and 18) Annabel shows she knows who is in her playing group, and she tells 
Susana that she is not in this group. Annabel uses a class norm to exclude Susana for 
playing in this group. She says, “You are not here Susana,” and adds in the next line, 
“You are not in this group Susana.” The class norm is that you have to work and 
play with members of your group. Susana acknowledges the norm and she moves 
away to the center where her group is playing. In the next lines (20, 21, 22 and 23) 
Elba and Annabel begin an interactional unit when Elba offers food, Annabel 
accepts, Elba serves Annabel some food and Annabel thanks her. The intertextual 
link in these message units happens at the level of topic/theme, because their 
interaction happens at the level of developing a story. Annabel and Elba draw upon 
family discourse to develop their story. In line 24 Annabel talks to herself and says, 
“I need to call her.” She gets one of the phones and pretends talking to Amanda. 
Annabel’s utterances on lines 24, 25, 26, 27 were coded as ‘play speech’ happening 
within ‘family discourse.’ In the next line (28) starts transcript 2.D.l.b. This line is 
also coded as ‘play speech’ in family discourse. In line 29, Annabel tells Eriz that 
one of the telephones is hers. She also uses non-verbal communication when she 
points to the wooden phone. She adds in line 30, “And This is Yours” while pointing 
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to the plastic phone. Annabel with these announcements is violating a class rule, the 
one that states that all the materials in the class are to be shared. These message units 
are coded as constructing an intertextual unit in ‘normal’ speech within peer 
discourse. Annabel’s language has the function of controlling. In line 31, Annabel 
talks to Joselo in Spanish, “Toma Joselo” (Take Joselo) and passes him a pink 
booklet. Here Annabel is initiating a new topic and she is naming. The function of 
her utterance is to hold the floor and she uses ‘normal’ speech within peer discourse. 
Lines 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 39, construct an interactional unit. The 
proposal of intertextuality is done explicitly through statements and actions. Line 32 
starts with Eriz telling Joselo not to touch anything. With his utterance Eriz is 
making a statement, he is initiating a new topic. He is giving orders and this shows 
him as a controlling person. Line 32 is marked as ‘normal’ speech occurring within 
‘peer discourse.’ In line 33 Eriz again tells Joselo “Don’t touch any stuff.” Eriz is 
holding the floor, and still controlling the actions of other player. He uses normal 
speech as opposed to play speech, and this happens also within ‘peer discourse.’ The 
social consequence of Eriz utterances is showing him as a violator of a class rule — 
the rule that everybody has to share. In line 34 Joselo uses non-verbal 
communication to show surprise at what he has been told to do, he raises his 
eyebrows. In line 35, Eriz presents himself as the benevolent one, stating, “I let you 
have these things for a little bit” [the phone, the paper and the pencil]. Eriz is again 
taking the floor and controlling the environment, he uses normal speech, and he is 
speaking as a peer. He also uses non-verbal communication in the next line (36) to 
control and hold the floor. Eriz leans on the table and with his body covers the 
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objects that are on it. In line 37 the Observer has to intervene and tells the children, 
“We need to share” “Necesitamos compartir.” Eriz immediately removes himself 
from the table and Joselo gets the telephone, pencil and paper. He starts talking on 
the phone and uses family literacy practices (lines 38, 39 and 40). In line 41, Annabel 
initiates a new topic announcing, “I forgot to call my mom.” Her message is not 
recognized nor acknowledged. She presents herself socially as a forgetful person. 
Annabel is using play speech within family discourse. 
Josefa makes an intertextual proposal in lines 42 and 43, “Say Happy 
Birthday to Sandra,” “It is her birthday Today” which is taken up by Sandra and Mia. 
Josefa introduces a celebration, which is a main theme recurring in the data at the 
Doll House. In line 42 Josefa is introducing a new topic and at the same time she is 
requesting everybody to say happy birthday to Sandra. With her utterance Josefa is 
holding the floor and controlling others. Her utterance is done in play speech, with 
intertextual links at the word, interactional unit and topic/theme level. Her discourse 
is coded as ‘family discourse.’ Josefa uses prosody -- she raises her voice when she 
says each word in the sentence. In line 43 Josefa follows the same idea with ‘there is 
a birthday today.’ She is holding the floor while she is announcing this event and she 
is using play speech. Socially, Josefa presents herself as a knowledgeable player: she 
knows it is Sandra’s birthday today. Josefa makes intertextual links at the 
interactional unit level, and at the topic/theme level. She is using family discourse. 
Sandra asks Joselo in the next lines to sit down. First she addresses him in 
English “Sit down” and then she says, “SIENTATE.” Sandra uses two special 
features in this line, she changes to Spanish and she raises her voice. She wants to 
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make sure Joselo understands and follows her orders. These lines were coded as 
normal speech within peer discourse. Sandra in line 46 calls everybody to come to 
the party. Here Sandra is giving orders, holding the floor and controlling. This line 
forms and interactional unit with the lines said before and after. In line 47, Josefa 
walks carefully with a plate with a ‘muffin,’ as she says to Sandra, “Look at your 
cake!” (Line 48) Josefa uses the pitch of her voice to call Sandra’s attention. Sandra 
jointly constructs this party theme by pretending to blow the candles. Sandra is 
taking the identity of a birthday girl, calling attention to her. In line 50 Mia makes 
one proposal by asking the observer if she likes cake. The observer acknowledged 
Mia’s utterance by responding that she does like cake. Children have been making 
intertextual links to family discourse from line 47 to line 51. In line 52, Mia asks 
Joselo to sit down. This utterance has been coded as a way for Mia to control the 
actions of a person, done in normal speech, within peer discourse. Eriz at the end of 
this transcript (lines 54 and 55) tells Sandra they are going out to eat. This is another 
instance where a boy is making a proposal to do an activity outside the house. Eriz is 
using language within play speech and family discourse. 
Chart 2.D.1 (which summarizes all the information in charts 2.D.l.a and 
2.D.l.b) will be analyzed to get a clear picture of how social relations and identities 
were constructed and how power relations shaped them at the situational level of this 
Doll House. The first noticeable information that the data give us is that children 
constructed their social relations and identities using the statement as the main form 
of communication. Annabel used it 9 times, Eriz used it 6 times, Sandra used it 5 
times, Josefa used it 3 times, and Elba and Mia used it 2 times. Joselo did not use this 
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statement form. Children also use non-verbal communication to develop their roles - 
with or without verbal communication. Joselo, a non-fluent English speaker, ESL 
student used mainly non-verbal communication to develop his role (he holds a baby 
doll, he raises eyebrows surprised, and he pretends talking on the phone). Joselo also 
used more family literacy than the other children (in different occasions during this 
play he is writing). Looking at who initiated interactions and topics, Annabel 
initiated interactions 4 times, compared with 1 time initiated by Eriz, Elba and 
Josefa. Joselo, Mia and Sandra did not initiate interactions. Annabel initiated topic 7 
times, Eriz 5 times, Elba and Josefa 2 times and Sandra, Mia 1 time. Joselo did not 
initiate topic. Among the strategies used more often by the children we had 
informing, requesting, controlling and naming. Annabel informed 6 times, compared 
with 4 times by Eriz, 2 times by Josefa and Sandra, and 1 time by Mia. Neither of the 
other players -- Joselo or Elba -- gave any information. Looking at who agreed or 
disagreed, we have Annabel, Sandra and Susana who agreed once each one. We also 
have Annabel, and Sandra who disagreed once. The naming strategy was used 4 
times by Annabel, compared to 2 times used by Eriz and 1 time used by Josefa and 
Sandra. Joselo and Mia did not use this strategy. Nobody used the ignoring strategy 
neither made status reference, rejected status, assumed status or bestowed status. Eriz 
made 6 controlling statements (“Don’t touch anything Joselo,” “Don’t touch any 
stuff,” “I let you have these things for a little bit,” “Come on,” “We are going out to 
eat dinner.” Eriz also used non-verbal communication to control Joselo (He covers 
with his body the things that are on the table so Joselo cannot use them. Sandra made 
4 controlling statements (When she tells Susana that she is not in this group, when 
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she tells Joselo to sit down, - first in English and in the next line in Spanish, and 
when she calls everybody to come to the party). 
Annabel made 3 controlling statements (“You are not here Susana,” “You are 
not in this group,” “This is my phone,” and “And this is yours”). Josefa also made 3 
controlling statements (the first one when she asks Mia to make rice, then when she 
asks the other children to say ‘Happy Birthday” to Sandra and Josefa’s last 
controlling statement happened when she asks everyone to look at Sandra’s cake). 
Mia made 1 controlling statement when she also tells Joselo to sit down. In this 
episode nobody explained the play. Children used more often play speech than 
normal speech. But the difference here is not significant. Annabel used play speech 8 
times, Eriz used it 5 times, Josefa used it 4 times, Elba and Mia used it 2 times, and 
Sandra 1 time. Joselo did not use this strategy. Children used normal speech in the 
following way: Annabel and Eriz used it 5 times, Sandra used it 4 times, Elba, and 
Mia used it 1 time. Josefa and Joselo did not use normal speech. In these transcripts 
children use normal speech to ask for something or to give orders (e.g., “Where is 
the pencil?” “I just had it,” “You are not here Susana,” “You are not in this group 
Susana,” “Don’ touch any stuff’). Looking at the intertextual dimension of the 
students’ discourse, Annabel made 3 proposals and Elba, Eriz, Josefa and Mia made 
1 proposal. Children’s message units were acknowledged 5 times by Annabel, and 
one time by Elba, Eriz and Sandra. Neither Mia nor Josefa make any 
acknowledgment. Intertextuality was constructed more often at the level of 
interactional unit and topic/theme. Annabel’s message units constructed 12 
interactional links at the level of interactional unit, Eriz constructed 9, Josefa and 
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Sandra constructed 5, Elba constructed 2, and Joselo and Mia constructed 1. Most of 
the message units produced in these transcripts were within family discourse 
(Annabel made 10, Josefa made 6, Eriz made 5, Mia and Sandra made 2). The next 
discourse more often brought up by the students in these episodes was peer 
discourse. Eriz, did bring it 6 times, Annabel and Sandra did bring it 5 times, and 
Elba, Mia and Susana 1 time. Looking at literacy practices children use during this 
play Joselo and Eriz used them. Joselo used it 2 times and Eriz used it once. 
The column with the totals in Chart 2.D.1 shows us that statement was the 
form mostly used, (29 times compared to 20 non-verbal communication, 6 questions, 
and 2 responses). Children initiated new topics 19 times, they made 15 requests, they 
name 8 times, and they made 18 controlling statement. Children in general used 
more play speech than normal speech (23 compared to 17). Children, made links at 
the level of interactional unit 38 times, and at the level of topic/theme 32 times. 
In this episode Annabel and Eriz seem to be dominating the Doll House, but 
they did it in different ways. Annabel used more play speech than normal speech; on 
the contrary, Eriz used the same amount of play than normal speech. They both had 
intertextual linkages at the interactional unit level but Annabel had more links to the 
topic/theme of the story being played out. Eriz used the controlling strategy more 
than Annabel and within peer discourse. She uses more the narrative of the story to 
get others involved and help her develop her story. In summary this is what these 
players were doing: Eriz had been talking on the phone, holding a baby and writing. 
He had also been making controlling statements to Joselo. Annabel had been has 
been playing the role of a student, using classroom rule to exclude Susana and 
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talking on the phone. The other players in this episode were Elba, Josefa, Mia, and 
Sandra and this is what they were doing: Elba used non-verbal communication as she 
‘cooked’ and ‘served’ Annabel some food; Josefa asked Mia to make rice, and she 
did. Mia also served Annabel the rice she cooked. As we can see both Elba and Mia 
had been cooking for Annabel and they had been serving her food. Josefa brought the 
celebration topic to this play and she constructed this theme with Sandra and Mia. 
All the children in this event had been doing housework at one point or another in 
this play episode. ESL students with little English proficiency — like Joselo — had 
been using non-verbal communication as the main strategy to participate in this 
Dramatic Play center. 
The next transcripts -- 2.D.2.a and 2.D.2.b (12/8) -- were selected for 
microanalysis because they further illustrate how children use naming as a strategy 
to take a fantasy subject-position, or to reject a position given to them. The 
transcripts also show how ESL children use singing as another verbal strategy to 
participate in this Dramatic Play, how male students bring other discourses and 
embed them within family discourses and how ESL students use Spanish when 
talking to the Observer. The players in this episode were: John, African-American, 
Mainstream student; Rosendo, Hispanic, ESL student; Susana, Hispanic, ESL 
student; Ryan, European-American, Mainstream student; Teresa, Hispanic, ESL 
student; and Wilma, African-American, Mainstream student. 
This transcript 2.D.2.a starts with John assuming the identity of the father. In 
the first line he makes a statement “I will be the father.” With this utterance John is 
initiating interaction and topic, he is assuming status, taking the floor, and explaining 
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the play. John proposes an intertextual link at the level of interactional unit and 
topic/theme. John uses a ‘normal’ voice and is speaking as a peer. John also uses 
non-verbal communication - by raising his hand. Because nobody acknowledges his 
statement he adds in the next line “This time I will be the father, OK.” This line is 
coded in the same way as the line before. In line 3 Susana talks on the phone and 
says, “Wait a second.” Here she is making a statement and initiating a new topic. 
Susana carries a baby doll as she talks. This seems to mean that she is taking care of 
a baby. She is making intertextual links at different levels - the interactional unit, 
genre and topic/theme. She is using play speech within family discourse. Rosendo 
uses non-verbal communication in line 4. He tries to use the telephone Susana has. 
His non-verbal act constructs an interactional unit with the line before and with the 
following line. 
In the following line (5) Susana makes a clear statement, “Don’t use the 
telephone.” She is holding the floor and controlling. She is using normal speech 
within peer discourse. In line 6 Susana uses non-verbal communication to participate 
in this play -- she gives John a plastic cookie. This non-verbal communication act is 
followed by another non-verbal communication behavior acted out by John who 
pretends he is eating the cookie. Both actions construct an interactional unit and are 
within the topic/theme of the story. In line 8 Wilma says, “Give me this dish for my 
coffee.” With this message unit she is initiating a new topic and she is controlling. 
This utterance was done as play speech within family discourse. Nobody 
acknowledged her. 
Next line (9) shows us how Wilma initiates a new topic by asking who wants 
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to make pasta today. Wilma is taking the floor using play speech. She is proposing an 
intertextual link that is acknowledged by everybody when they say: “Me” and all 
raised their hands excitedly (line 10). Lines 11, 12, 13, and 14 show the children 
cooking and actively constructing this theme. In line 11 Wilma says, “Here is some 
Sauce.” Susana in line 12 cooks, and in line 13 she asks Rosendo for a wooden 
spoon. In Line 14 Susana announces that she is cooking. All these actions — verbal 
and non-verbal -- make Susana hold the floor. She construct with Wilma and Sandra 
intertextual connections in play speech with family discourse. In line 15 Teresa 
initiates a conversation in Spanish with the Observer. She asks, “Tu estas escribiendo 
lo que estamos diciendo? (Are you writing what we are saying?). Teresa with this 
utterance initiates interaction and starts a new topic of conversation. She uses normal 
speech within class discourse. Teresa makes a proposal of intertextuality that was 
acknowledged by the Observer who replies, “Si” (Yes). In line 17 Teresa offers the 
Observer a ‘cookie.’ She says “Tengo esto para ti” (I have this for you). Teresa 
passes the Observer the ‘cookie.’ As these examples show, there has been a recurrent 
pattern in the data showing ESL students speaking only in Spanish with the 
Observer. ESL students purposefully select the language they are going to speak 
depending on whom they are talking to at a given moment. 
In the next lines -- 18 to 22 — children are assuming playing identities. It 
starts with Wilma saying that “This is my baby,” and Susana adds, “I am the 
mother.” Wilma argues, “No, I AM the mother, and YOU ARE THE 
STEPMOTHER” and points to Susana (line 20). The two students are constructing 
an interaction unit around the topic of who is the mother. They are assuming status 
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and in line 20 Wilma is bestowing the status of stepmother onto Susana. Wilma uses 
in this line a higher pitch “I AM... and YOU ARE...” bringing prosodic signals 
(using a loud tone of voice) to make a stronger point. We have seen a pattern running 
through the data of girls wanting to play mother. Girls see the role of mother as a 
highly desirable position. The role of stepmother is considered less attractive. These 
girls want to be as powerful in their group play as the assertive women they see in 
their lives. 
In the next lines John and Rosendo position themselves as fathers. In line 21 
John says, “And I am the father” and in the next line Rosendo states “I am also the 
father” and “We are two fathers” (22). Rosendo is making a statement and he is 
responding to John. He is agreeing with John, both are fathers. Rosendo uses 
different strategies when given his message unit. He informs, agrees, names, assumes 
status, bestows status, takes the floor, and explains the play. He uses play speech 
within the topic of the play. In the next line, Susana sings “Clean up, Clean up.” 
Because it is usually sang, after the bell rings, the Observer states, “No todavia” (Not 
yet). Susana says, “De embuste porque vamos para el parque” (It is a joke because 
we are going to the park). From line 26 to line 31 children perform household 
duties, doing the dishes and putting them away in the drawers. 
Transcript 2.D.2.b begins on line 28. The children continued using non¬ 
verbal actions to develop their identities as fathers and mothers (lines 28 to 31). In 
line 32 John assumes the identity of the father by bestowing status onto Rosendo. 
John says, “Here son” and he passes Rosendo some dishes. Rosendo acknowledges 
the proposal John made by taking the dishes and putting them in the drawers (line 
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33). In the following lines (34 to 36) girls and boys keep performing non-verbal 
events within the domain of family discourse. In line 37, Rosendo introduces drama 
to this Doll House. He says, “I am calling the police” and he adds, “There is a 
murder here.” The introduction of this topic surprised the Observer who asks, “Is 
there a murder here?” Rosendo responds with a statement, “Not now, I beat him up.” 
Rosendo uses different strategies to construct his identity as the ‘hero.’ First he 
announces an event, the murder, which occurred and next he positions himself as the 
person who beats up the murderer. There is a pattern in the Doll House of boys 
proposing an intertextual link with the police discourse, or with the drama discourse 
and then taking the position of the rescuer. In this way, boys are positioning 
themselves as active agents in control of the situation. 
From line 41 to line 48 children continue performing household duties, 
Wilma sits and dresses a baby doll, Teresa pretends to eat an ‘orange’, Susana talks 
on the phone and writes, and John and Rosendo also write. In line 49 Teresa uses 
normal speech- as opposed to play speech and asks the Observer “Es hora de recoger 
Mrs. Norbis?” (Is it time to pick up Mrs. Norbis?). This message unit again 
illustrates how ESL students use Spanish when talking to the Observer. As the 
Observer nods her head, Susana and Teresa start singing loudly “CLEAN UP, 
CLEAN UP, EVERYBODY CLEAN UP.” These ESL students use the singing genre 
to tell others what to do. Their voices are giving a command “CLEAN UP, CLEAN 
UP.” This singing discourse might have been part of a preschool discourse that one 
or more of the students learned before coming to Kindergarten. ESL students use 
singing in English as one of the strategies to construct themselves as English 
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speakers in this Doll House. 
Taking a close look at chart 2.D.2 (it is a summary of charts 2.D.2.a and 
2.D.2.b) we learn how each student participates in this episode and the frequency of 
their participation. We also see what forms they use most often, what strategies they 
use, if play speech or normal speech was used more, the intertextual links they made 
and at what level, the kinds of discourse they bring up, and if they use literacy during 
play. As observed in previous episodes, children use the statement form the most. 
Rosendo and Susana used it 6 times each, John used it 5 times, Wilma 4 times and 
Teresa one time. Some of them also use the response form (Rosendo and Susana 2 
times, and Wilma one time). The ‘other’ form -which includes greetings, singing and 
just non-verbal- was also frequently used by these players. Looking at who initiated 
topic and how often we can see that Teresa initiates topic 5 times compared to 3 
times initiated by Susan and Wilma, 2 times initiated by John and 1 time initiated by 
Rosendo. These players also made some requests: Susana requested 3 times, and 
Rosendo and Wilma requested once. Children sometimes produced message units 
with the function of informing, Rosendo and Susana informed 5 times, Wilma 4 
times, John 3 times, and Teresa once. Other times, these players use naming, John 
named 4 times, and Rosendo, Susana and Wilma named twice. John assumed status 3 
times, Wilma twice and Rosendo and Susana one time. John made status reference 
more often than the other students (4 times compared with 2 times made by Wilma 
and 1 time made by Rosendo and Susana). Examining the controlling function, 
Susana produce 6 utterances controlling, John and Rosendo produced 4 utterances 
controlling, and Wilma 2. Teresa did not use this function. Children in this play made 
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a number of ‘explaining play’ statements, Rosendo made 5, John made 4, Susana 
made 3, Wilma made 2 and Teresa did not make any. As shown by chart 2.D.2, 
children produced more utterances within play speech rather than in normal speech 
(19 to 12). In this episode they constructed intertextuality in the following way: 
Susana and Wilma made 2 proposals, and Rosendo and Teresa made 1. Some of the 
message units the children produced were acknowledged by the other players. 
Susana acknowledged twice, and John and everybody acknowledged once. Children 
made intertextual links at the level of interactional unit, with John and Rosendo 
♦ 
making 10 links, Susana making 9, Teresa making 6, and Wilma making 4. Rosendo 
and Susana were the only ones who propose 2 intertextual links at the level of genre 
(making phone calls). Most of the children’s utterances were within the topic/theme 
of the story. John and Rosendo made 8 message units within the topic/theme of the 
story, Susana made 7, Wilma made 6 and Teresa made 5. Children made intertextual 
links to family discourse more often than to other discourses. Susana made 7 links, 
John made 6 links, and Rosendo and Teresa made 5 links. Looking at peer discourse, 
John brought it 4 times, Susana 3 times, Rosendo 2 times, Teresa 1 time and together 
Teresa and Susana also 1 time. Some children -- John, Rosendo and Susana brought 
family literacy into the play. 
Looking at the totals in Chart 2.D.2, we can find that statement was the form 
most used by these players (24 times); informing was the function mostly used (21 
times), followed by controlling (17 times), explaining (15) and naming (10). Play 
speech was used more often then normal speech (19 times as opposed to 12 times). 
Children made 6 proposals of intertextuality and 5 times were acknowledged. Taking 
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into account the intertextuality dimension/level, these players made more linkages on 
the level of interactional unit than to any other level (45 compared to 36 at the 
topic/theme level, 4 at the genre level and 1 at the word level). These children 
produced 30 message units within family discourse, and 11 within peer discourse. 
No child held a powerful position within this episode. Rosendo, John, 
Susana, Teresa and Wilma developed their roles in a collaborative way. They made 
about the same number of statements and responses. They all initiated the same 
amount of topics - with the exception of Rosendo. Susana and Wilma gave more 
information and made more proposals than the other players. Susana and John made 
more controlling statements and they explained more than the other players. In this 
event children spent time assuming, bestowing and negotiating status. We could also 
see ESL students talking in Spanish with the Observer, a male student calling the 
police, and two female ESL students chanting “Clean up, Clean up” at the end of the 
episode. These players made intertextual links, especially at the level of interactional 
unit and topic theme. Susana, John and Wilma made the most links at the 
interactional unit and topic level. The players in this episode brought family 
discourse more often that the other discourses. In these transcripts we can see also 
boys and girls doing household work. Susana had been cooking, writing and talking 
on the phone. John, Rosendo and Teresa had been cleaning dishes and putting them 
in the cabinets. Teresa had been holding a baby doll and feeding her and Wilma had 
been dressing up another baby doll. Teresa also involved the Observer by asking her 
some questions in Spanish and by offering her a ‘cookie.’ 
A detailed analysis of transcripts 2.D.3.a and 2.D.3.b (12/9) will also 
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illustrate some of the forms, strategies, events, and intertextuality links children use 
to construct their social identities and relations. The children in this play episode 
were: Janet, Hispanic, Mainstream student; Manuel, Hispanic, ESL student; Myma, 
Hispanic, ESL student; Oscar, Hispanic, ESL student and Ramon, Hispanic, ESL 
student. The first strategy being used here is naming (already found in previous 
transcripts). This transcript 2.D.3.a starts with Manuel making a statement “YO SOY 
EL PAPA” (I AM THE FATHER” (Line 1). Manuel with this message unit initiates 
interaction and topic, he informs of his play identity, he names, he assumes status, he 
takes the floor and explains the play. The social consequence is to define Manuel as a 
Spanish speaking person who wants to play the role of the father. Myma in the next 
line says out loud “Y YO SOY LA MAMA” (AND I AM THE MOTHER). This 
message unit was marked in the same way line 1 was. In line 3 Manuel wants Oscar 
to support him in his identity as a father. He asks in loud voice, “VERDAD QUE YO 
SOY EL PAPA, OSCAR?” (IT IS TRUE THAT I AM THE FATHER, OSCAR, 
ISN’T IT?). Manuel is requesting Oscar’s confirmation that he is a father. Oscar 
ignores his plea and says, “Mira un ice-cream” (Look an ice-cream). In this message 
unit Oscar initiates a new topic, he uses play speech and he is announcing. He uses 
the story line of family discourse. In line 5 Manuel proposes an intertextual link on 
the level of genre (phone call). He talks to Myma and she invites him to a party. 
They construct the party theme when she says, in line 7, “Estamos haciendo una 
fiesta” (We are having a party). Manuel announces that he is going to sit and eat, in 
his words, “Ay, yo me voy a sentar a comer.” Their message units were uttered in 
play speech within family discourse. 
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In line 10, Ramon also makes an intertextual link on the level genre/speech 
event (telephone greeting). In the next lines -12 to 19 -- the children perform 
household work, like cleaning the house and specifically cleaning the refrigerator. As 
it was pointed out before, the use of verbal and non-verbal communication, (in this 
case taking things out of the refrigerator and putting them back in an organized way) 
help children develop their roles in a natural way. In line 20, Manuel in normal 
voice complains, “Mrs. Norbis he took my ‘ice-cream.” This is an exception to the 
norm of ESL children talking in Spanish to the Observer. Manuel in the next lines 
keeps complaining, “Janet me quito mi jugo” (Janet took my juice), “Janet me quito 
mi helado” (Janet took my ice-cream). Manuel utters these lines in normal speech. In 
the next lines children keep performing domestic work like cooking and cleaning the 
refrigerator. 
Line 39, demonstrates how Manuel initiates a new topic of conversation. He 
uses the statement and question form, “Nosotros vamos para el tag sale, Oscar, 
verdad?” (We are going to a tag sale, Oscar, aren’t we?). Manuel is informing they 
are going to a tag sale, and at the same time wants Oscar’s approval. With this 
utterance Manuel is taking the floor and explaining play. Manuel constructs 
intertextuality at the levels of interactional unit, (he gets Orlando immediately 
involved) and topic/theme (develops a storyline related with the house theme). 
Manuel uses family discourse as a way to get out of the house. Manuel invites Myma 
to come by saying, “Come on Myma.” His proposal was acknowledged and accepted 
by Oscar and by Myma. Oscar invites everybody to come to the tag sale, and says, 
“Todos en el carro” (Everybody in the car). Myma acknowledges Manuel using non- 
verbal communication. She sits in a chair on the back of the ‘car’ and she moves her 
arm pretending putting a seat belt on. Myma in line 51 looks at Oscar and states, 
“Ponte el seat belt” (Put your seat belt on). With this statement, Myma is making a 
request and she is taking the floor. She uses play speech to give orders within 
domestic discourse. She made intertextual links at the level of interactional unit and 
topic/theme. In line 52, Manuel insists that everybody sits in the car, he is repeating 
what Oscar had said before in Spanish (line 49). This is a common pattern 
throughout the data, of ESL children saying a sentence — especially when given 
orders — in one language and then repeating in the other. I believe this is done for 
clarification, to make sure everybody understands the command. 
In line 44, Ramon talks to the Observer in Spanish, “Mira maestra” (Look 
teacher), “Estoy haciendo Quick” (I am making Quick). In line 42, he pretends he is 
talking on the phone. With this non-verbal action he constructs intertexuality on the 
level of event type (talking on the phone) and on the level of thematic content (his 
action is within the play story). Next, Ramon moves to another center, the Water 
Table. Susana, who is playing with her group there, brings a class rule when she 
says, “Ramon, you are not here” and she adds in the next message unit, “You have to 
move.” Here Susana is disagreeing with what Ramon is doing. She is naming and 
controlling. She uses ‘normal’ voice (as opposed to play voice) within peer 
discourse. Ramon acknowledges Susana and comes back to the Doll House. This 
episode ends when Oscar in line 53 makes a statement informing, “Vamos de vuelta 
para la casa” (We are going back home). With this utterance, Oscar explains the 
course of the play, in play speech within the family domain. His message units form 
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an interactional unit with the previous lines and his speech was said within the 
topic/theme of the play. 
Chart 2.D.3 (which summarizes the information of Charts 2.D.3.a and 
2.D.3.b) shows us with numbers how the different players participated in the 
discourse in this play episode. Regarding the form most used here, statement was it, 
Janet used it once, Manuel used it 19 times, Myrna and Ramon used it 6 times, Oscar 
used it 5 times, Susana used it twice and Janet used it once. Looking at the ‘Other’ 
forms used (which includes non-verbal communication, greetings or singing) it was 
used in the following way: Janet used it 4 times, Ramon used it 4 times, Manuel used 
it 3 times, and Myrna and Oscar used it 1 time. Looking at initiated interaction, 
Manuel initiated it 3 times and Myrna and Ramon initiated it one time. The other 
players did not initiate interaction. In relation to new topics introduced, Manuel 
introduced 6, Myrna, Ramon and Oscar introduced 2. Manuel made 3 requests, 
Ramon made 2 and Myrna and Oscar made 1 each. Children in this episode have 
been constructing message units with the function of informing in the following way: 
Manuel informed 18 times, Ramon did 6 times, Myrna and Oscar 5 times, Susana 2 
times and Janet once. Some children use the disagreement strategy. Susana disagreed 
2 times, and Janet and Ramon 2 times. As indicated by Chart 2.D.3 these players 
used naming as another function of their message units. Manuel named 7 times, and 
Myrna, Ramon and Susana named 1 time. Janet did not name. Manuel and Oscar 
used the ‘ignoring’ strategy once. Manuel assumed status twice and Myrna once. 
Oscar made 4 controlling statements, Manuel made 3, Ramon and Susana made 2, 
and Myrna made 1. Janet did not have any controlling statement. Manuel made 15 
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statements explaining play, compared with 5 made by Ramon, 4 by Myma and 
Oscar, 2 by Susana and 1 by Janet. 
This data shows us how children use many more message units to explain 
play rather than to control it. In this event boys used the controlling strategy more 
often than girls. Looking at how children used normal speech versus play speech, we 
can see that children used their ‘play’ voices more than their ‘normal voices.’ They 
did this in the following way: Manuel used his ‘normal’ voice 5 times, Ramon used it 
3 times, and Myma and Susana used it 2 times. Janet and Oscar did not use their 
‘normal’ voice. Regarding ‘play’ speech, Manuel used it 14 times, Oscar and Ramon 
used it 5 times, Myma used it 4 times and Janet used it 2 times. Taking into account 
the intertextuality dimension Manuel made 5 proposals, Ramon made 3, Myma made 
2, and Oscar made 1. Neither Janet nor Susana made any proposals. Manuel, Myma 
and Oscar acknowledged once. Manuel’s message units constructed interactional 
units 18 times, Myma 7 times, Ramon 5, Janet 3 times and Susana 2 times. There 
were also intertextual links at the level of genre. Manuel made 3 of these links and 
Janet and Myma made 1. The other players did not make any links on the level of 
genre. Children in this play keep the topic/theme of the story in the following way: 
Manuel made 17 message units within the topic/theme, Ramon made 9, Myma made 
6, Oscar made 5 and Janet made 4. Children use in this episode more family 
discourse than any other discourse. Manuel constructed 14 message units within the 
family discourse, Ramon constructed 6, Myma constructed 5, Oscar constructed 4 
and Janet constructed 3. Peer discourse was brought up 8 times by Manuel, 5 times 
by Ramon, and 2 times by Myma, Oscar and Susana. Janet did not use peer 
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discourse. Usually — as in this case — boys bring more peer discourse than girls. 
Looking at the family literacy category, Janet was the only player who used it, using 
it only once. 
The discourses produced by these players in these transcripts - 2.D.3.a and 
2.D.3.b - as described and interpreted above show Manuel as a leading member of 
this peer group. He used many strategies to construct his role of ‘el papa’ (the father). 
He asked more questions and made more statements. He also used non-verbal 
communication along with verbal communication to convey message. Manuel 
initiated more interactions and more topics. He produced more message units with 
the function of informing, requesting, naming, making status reference, assuming 
status and explaining play. He developed his position not so much by controlling (3 
message units) but by informing (18 message units), explaining play (15 message 
units) and naming (7 message units). He also used more play speech than normal 
speech (14 to 5). These findings point to the fact that to construct a preeminent role 
in this play you need to develop the flow of the play through play speech. You need 
to participate in other’s stories and build your own with the help of other students 
and get the other children to build the story together. Manuel joined and developed 
with Myma the celebration theme. The microanalysis of these transcripts shows 
students creating fairly symmetrical relations, where nobody bestowed status and 
there were few disagreements. Manuel also made more links than the other players at 
the interaction, genre and topic level. He also brought family and peer discourse 
more often than the other players. 
The next transcripts 2.D.4.a/2.D.4.b and 2.D.4.C (12/15) will be the last to be 
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analyzed through microanalysis in this Doll House. We will learn more about the 
linguistic and paralinguistic strategies children bring to this peer group. A close 
description and interpretation of the texts produced by the students will allow us to 
see the forms of speech the children use, the functions or strategies they construct, 
the genre/event type being used, the social consequence of intertextuality, the 
discourse they draw upon and the literacy they bring. We will also learn more about 
the power relations created at the micro level of the group and how children get 
attention and or control their peers. The texts to be described and interpreted next 
were produced by six children: Annabel, Hispanic, ESL student; Elba, Hispanic, 
Mainstream student; Eriz a European-American, Mainstream student; Josefa, 
Hispanic, ESL student; Joselo, Hispanic, ESL student; Mia, African-American, 
Mainstream student and Sandra, Hispanic, Mainstream student. Mia had to leave 
shortly after the center started. This episode starts with Eriz constructing the identity 
of a dog for himself. He announces, “I’ll be the doggy.” With his statement Eriz is 
initiating topic and interaction and he is also informing. He is assuming status and 
explaining play. His speech is done in ‘play’ voice. Eriz starts playing his role. He 
barks and crawls. Annabel acknowledges Eriz playing identity by saying, “Doggy 
give me that” while pointing to a phone. Annabel is making a statement, she is 
requesting something, she names and she makes status reference. She is also taking 
the floor and controlling Eriz. She uses ‘play’ speech within family discourse. Eriz 
acknowledges Annabel’s request by passing her the phone. Eriz’s non-verbal 
communication activity constructs intertextuality at the level of interactional unit and 
topic/theme. Meanwhile Eriz and Annabel construct this story about a dog Elba does 
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solitary play with a ‘baby doll.’ Annabel in line 7 gives Joselo a directive “Joselo ya” 
(Joselo enough). Annabel in line 11 tells Joselo, “Please sit down.” Joselo ignores her 
request and keeps walking around holding a baby doll. In line 17, Annabel tells 
Joselo, “Baiia al bebe” (Give the baby a bath). With her utterance Annabel is making 
a statement, initiating a new topic and she is requesting something. Annabel is using 
‘play’ speech. She is giving orders within family discourse. Annnabel makes 
intertextual links at the level of interactional unit and topic/theme. Joselo is 
complying because he announces in line 18, “Voy a banar al bebe” (I am going to 
bathe the baby). Here Joselo is informing, agreeing, and explaining what he is going 
to do. He did not question the command that was given and on the contrary he says 
he will do it. Joselo uses family discourse. Eriz in line 18 keeps performing his role 
as a dog by crawling and barking. Annabel and Josefa are doing household chores 
(cooking and putting some food on the table). 
In line 22, Annabel announces, “Ten o’clock” and in the next line she states, 
“Es la hora para irse para la escuela” (It is time to go to school). Annabel is making a 
statement, with the function of informing. She also controls and explains play. 
Annabel is using family discourse. She keeps holding the floor by giving orders, 
“Everybody eat while we are at school.” Here Annabel takes the identity of a student 
because she includes herself among those ones going to school. In line 27 Mia makes 
a dramatic statement, informing, “We ate poison stuff.” Immediately she added “Just 
for fake Mrs. Norbis.” With this utterance Mia wants to make it clear that what she 
said before was simply a joke. From line 30 to line 34 Annabel and Sandra use the 
telephone genre to communicate. Annabel starts the event by saying, “Hi Sandra.” 
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She also uses non-verbal communication to involve Sandra - she passes her the other 
phone. Sandra makes a statement requesting Annabel to stop phoning. She finishes 
the phone call by saying, “Bye.” Annabel returns in the next lines to play with ‘the 
doggy.” She calls him, “You bad boy.” Annabel is informing and naming. She is 
taking the floor, using play speech within family discourse. This is another example 
on how girls bestow the status of ‘bad’ onto boys. After this assertion, Eriz starts 
behaving as a ‘bad’ boy by pulling Annabel’s necklace. Annabel starts talking in 
Spanish with Eriz without realizing he is not, understanding her. She says in line 39, 
“Tu vas a romper mi cadena” (You are going to brake my necklace). Annabel is 
making a statement and she is disagreeing with what Eriz is doing. She uses ‘normal 
speech,’ and she is telling a consequence of what is going to happen with her 
necklace. She uses peer discourse. 
In line 41, Elba also takes the identity of a dog. She barks and crawls. 
Nobody acknowledges her ‘dog’ identity. On the contrary, when Annabel brings 
‘food’ she gives it to the other ‘dog’ (Eriz). Annabel gets out of her playing frame 
and in line 48 she announces, “Todos los dias vamos a jugar aqui!” (We are going to 
play here everyday!). Here Annabel is informing what it is going to happen. She uses 
normal speech within peer discourse. She presents herself as a person who likes to 
come to the Doll House. In line 49, Elba also steps out of imaginative play. She 
states in ‘normal’ speech, “I was doing like him” (she means she is playing ‘dog’ like 
Eriz). Elba wants to be acknowledged in her role as a ‘dog,’ but she is not. Elba even 
presents herself in a subordinate way when she says, “I was his puppy” (she means 
she was Eriz’s ‘puppy’). Annabel ignores Elba ‘the puppy,’ but does propose an 
intertextual link with Eriz ‘the dog’ when she asks him, “What’s on doggy?” She is 
bestowing status onto Eriz and taking the floor. Annabel is using play speech, 
making a proposal of intertextuality and makes intertextual links at the level of 
interactional unit and topic/theme. Her utterance is within family discourse. In the 
next line Annabel calls Eriz, “YOU BAD BOY” again. Annabel is making a 
statement with the function of, informing, naming and bestowing status. She uses 
play speech making intertextual links at the level of interactionsl unit and topic. She 
draws on family discourse. Eriz acknowledges her proposal and starts ‘barking’ 
loudly. In line 54, Annabel walks carefully around Eriz, ‘the dog’ and says, “Excuse 
me doggy.” Annabel makes this statement with the function of informing, naming 
and bestowing status. She is also taking the floor by using ‘play’ speech. She shows 
herself as a person who is polite towards a ‘bad dog.’ She makes links at the 
interactional unit and topic levels. She uses family discourse. Eriz keeps playing his 
role and crawls around. He is getting attention by assuming the identity of a ‘dog.’ 
Eriz was asked informally why he played being a dog, and his answer was, “So I can 
be mean to people and chase them around.” Eriz takes the position of a dog because 
it allows him to do things that he could not do, if he was a person. Eriz thinks being a 
dog is a powerful identity. He knows the rules of the class were created for children 
and not for ‘dogs.’ 
In line 57, Annabel asks Joselo, “Lo banaste al bebe?” (Did you give the baby 
a bath?). With her utterance Annabel is bringing a topic she used before (lines 17 and 
18) and is taking the floor and controlling. She is using play speech, within family 
discourse. Annabel defines herself as a mother who wants to know if her baby had a 
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bath. Joselo accepts Annabel’s proposal of intertextuality when he responds, “Si y 
muy bien” (Yes and very well). Joselo is informing the others about what he did. He 
is taking the floor and explaining. He uses play speech that forms part of an 
interactional unit within the topic/theme of the story. Joselo and Josefa in the next 
lines use non-verbal communication -- they pretend they are drinking and eating. 
In line 61, Sandra introduces the party theme when she says, “She messed it 
up” and shakes her head. The Observer gets curious and asks, “Why?” Sandra 
responds, “That is supposed to be a birthday cake!” With her utterance Sandra is 
proposing an intertextual link that is recognized by Elba. Elba, Eriz and Sandra 
construct the party theme jointly as the next message units will show. In line 64, Elba 
announces that is Lisa’s birthday today. Eriz is curious and asks, “FOR REAL?” He 
uses a high pitch in his voice when uttering these words, as if he was surprised. 
Josefa answered this question in ‘normal’ voice within peer discourse. She responds 
that it is not for real. She says, “No For Fake.” Josefa is informing Eriz. She is taking 
the floor and explaining play. Her message unit forms an interactional unit with the 
previous and the following units. In line 67, Eriz makes a statement informing in 
loud voice, “IT IS MY BIRTHDAY TODAY.” With this assertion Eriz is taking the 
floor and explaining. He uses play speech and his utterance constructs intertextual 
links at the level of interactional unit. He frames his speech within family discourse. 
He adds immediately “Also.” Eriz statement is also a ‘fake’ one because Eriz knows 
when his birthday is. He is doing what Hatch (1987) defines as self-promotion. In 
line 70, Annabel names, “Doggy” and looks closely at the ‘dog’ (Eriz). She is 
initiating a topic, naming, making status reference, bestowing status and taking the 
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floor. She talks to the ‘dog’ in play speech, creating intertextuality at the interactional 
unit and topic/theme level. She frames her utterance in the domain of family 
discourse. In the next line, Annabel makes another statement informing ‘the dog’ that 
she is right here. She uses a sweet voice to frame her speech. With her utterance 
Annabel is explaining. She uses play speech when she talks to ‘the dog.’ She 
constructs and intertextuality at the level of interactional unit and topic/theme. Her 
message unit is uttered within family discourse. In the next line (71), Annabel wants 
to know something and asks, “What happened doggy?” Here Annabel is naming, 
making status reference, and bestowing status. She uses play speech when talking to 
the ‘dog’ and her utterance construct an interactional unit. Annabel is within the 
topic/theme being played out in the frame of family discourse. In line 72, Elba is 
making a statement giving orders. She is initiating a new topic and she is explaining 
play. She takes the floor and controls. She is using normal speech within peer 
discourse. Sandra does not acknowledge Elba’s statement. Annabel does 
acknowledge Elba and she says in line 74, “Clean up time.” With her utterance 
Annabel is making a statement and informing. She takes the floor, controls and 
explains play. She uses normal speech when she gives the order. Her utterance forms 
and interactional unit within peer discourse. Line 75, was coded in the same way. In 
it she says, “Now.” This message unit forms an interactional unit with the line uttered 
before. In the next line, Annabel announces, “I see you tomorrow” while looking at 
everybody. She is informing in normal speech, and makes intertextuality at the level 
of interactional unit. She frames her speech in the peer domain. This episode ends in 
lines 77 and 78. In the first one, Eriz complains to the Observer, “Nobody even paid 
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attention TO ME.” He uses verbal and prosodic cues as he raises his voice when he 
says “...TO ME.” Eriz is announcing that he is not happy. His utterance forms an 
interactional unit with the next message unit. In it he adds, “Nobody patted me! Both 
texts are said within peer discourse. 
At the situational level, Annabel dominated the discourse in transcripts 
2.D.4.a, 2.D.4.b and 2.D.4.C. The form that she used the most to deliver her message 
units was the statement. Annabel made 26 statements, Eriz made 5, Elba and Sandra 
made 4, Mia made 3 and Joselo made 2. Annabel also asked more questions that the 
other players. Annabel asked 3 questions and Eriz asked 1. Annabel initiated topic 6 
times, compared with 5 initiated by Sandra, and 1 initiated by Elba and Eriz. The 
other students did not initiate any topic. Annabel named 15 times and Mia named 1 
time. The other students did not use this strategy. Annabel also informed more than 
the other players, 19 times compared to 5 times done by Eriz, 4 times done by Elba 
and Sandra, 3 times done by Mia, 2 times done by Joselo and 1 time done by Josefa. 
Annabel also made status reference 5 times, compared with 1 made by Elba. The rest 
of the players did not make any status reference. Nobody rejected any status. Elba 
and Eriz were the only two players who made statements assuming status. Both 
announced they were going to be ‘dogs.’ Annabel was the only who made statements 
bestowing status (she gives Eriz the status of ‘bad boy’ on several occasions). She 
made 14 statements controlling the thoughts or actions of the other players, 
compared with 2 made by Sandra and 1 made by Elba. She explained the course of 
the play 12 times, compared with 4 by Elba, 3 by Eriz, Mia and Sandra, 2 by Joselo 
and 1 by Josefa. Children in this peer group, use play speech more often than normal 
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speech. Looking at play speech, Annabel constructed, 20 message units within play 
speech, Sandra constructed 5, Eriz 3, and Elba, Joselo and Mia constructed 2. 
Children in this group use normal speech within peer or class discourse on some 
occasions. Annabel used normal speech 9 times, Eriz used it 3 times, and Elba, 
Josefa and Mia used it 1 time. The event types, more used were announcing, non¬ 
verbal or giving orders, in that order. Taking into account the intertextual dimension 
of the discourse, Annabel made 13 proposals, and Sandra made 1. The other players 
did not make any proposals. Some children have also acknowledged what others 
have said or done. Joselo acknowledged twice, and Eriz did once. The social 
consequence of intertextuality was to define children as mother (Annabel), student 
(Annabel), father (Joselo), dog (Eriz), puppy (Elba) or ‘birthday girl’ (Josefa) or 
‘birthday boy’ (Eriz). Some other children play in this episode with no specific role 
taken or bestowed onto them. Links were made on the levels of interactional unit, 
genre and topic theme. Annabel had 22 connections on the interactional unit level, 
Eriz had 11, Elba and Sandra had 5, Joselo had 4, Mia had 3 and Josefa had 1. 
Children played within the topic/theme of the story. Annabel played 22 times, Eriz 
and Joselo 7 times, Elba and Sandra 6 times, Mia 3 times and Josefa 2 times. These 
players used family discourse more than any other. Annabel used it 21 times, Joselo 
7, Sandra 6, and Elba, Eriz, Josefa and Mia 2 times. Work discourse was not brought 
to this play episode. Peer discourse was used 11 times by Annabel, 4 times by Eriz, 3 
times by Elba, and 1 time by Josefa, Joselo and Sandra. Sandra was the only player 
who used family literacy once. This analysis shows us how children used different 
strategies to develop their identities and social relations in the Dramatic play. 
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Through the microanalysis described above we can see how Annabel constructed her 
status as a leading player. She acknowledged Eriz identity of a dog and together they 
constructed a story. Annabel played the role of the mother and wanted the father to 
give the baby a bath. Then she switched roles and became a student going to school 
and asked everybody to eat while in school. She also gave Eriz the identity of ‘bad 
boy’ but she tried to please him anyways by bringing him food, by carefully walking 
around him and saying, “excuse me.” Sandra — who did not have any significant 
participation at the beginning of the episode - became powerful when she brought 
up the ‘celebration story’ and got the other players involved. What happened here is 
an example that shows how discourse shapes relations of power. Being powerful or 
powerless is not a static situation but it changes with the discourse. 
Looking at Chart 2.D.4 (summary of information of transcripts 2.D.4.a, 
2.D.4.b and 2.D.4.C) we can observe that statement was the form most used by the 
children (44 times), followed by the one marked as ‘other’ which includes non¬ 
verbal communication, greetings and singing (27 times), and by questions (5 times) 
and responses (3 times). The use of these forms allowed children to inform (38 
times), to explain play (28 times), to control (17 times) and to name (16 times) - 
among other things. Play speech was the voice the children used most - 34 message 
units compared with normal speech 16 message units. Children made 14 proposals 
of intertextuality and 3 of these proposals were acknowledged. As for the intertextual 
links, 52 message units were constructed at the level of interactional units, 5 at the 
level of genre and 53 at the topic/theme level. Most of the utterances were produced 
within family discourse (42), 21 were produced within peer discourse and 3 within 
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other discourses. 
3. Summary Findings in the ‘Doll House’ 
The players in this scenario acted out stories through the use of language and 
non-verbal communication. They constructed meanings according to the roles they 
were developing and the social relations they were taking a part of. Children have 
been positioned in certain roles through the use of rituals, and they have developed 
these roles through performing a series of routines that were accepted by the other 
members of the playing group, 
a. Findings about identities and social relations 
Children in the ‘Doll House’ organized themselves through the use of 
different practices, which we can call communal practices. The roles they play were 
in certain way limited by the social conventions at the macro-level of society. 
Sometimes children - particularly ESL students with limited English proficiency — 
used non-verbal communication to start developing their playing roles. For example 
they would hold baby dolls and dresses them up, ‘cook,’ ‘serve food,’ ‘pretend to be 
eating,’ ‘do the dishes’ or ‘arrange the cabinets.’ Other times these players used 
language to state the role they wanted to play or to bestow or reject the status 
bestowed on them. The favorite role in this scenario was to play mothers or fathers. 
Children used language to say for example, “I will be the father,” “This time I will be 
the father, OK” or “Yo soy el papa” (I am the father). Girls also often announced, “I 
am the mother,” “I AM the mother, and YOU ARE THE STEPMOTHER” or “Y yo 
soy la mama” (And I am the mother). These players often reached an agreement 
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when many children wanted to be mothers and fathers. The children would say, “I 
am also the father. We are two fathers” or they would simply accept having different 
fathers and mothers with specific sons or daughters. 
These players would use language to develop their roles by making dynamic 
coherent discourses. Girls and boys in general tried to hold the floor by organizing 
pleasant activities where all participated in a fairly egalitarian way. Children — 
especially Hispanic girls -- often invited other children to come to a party. They 
would say for example, “Estamos haciendo una fiesta” (We are having a party) or “It 
is her birthday today” and they would bring a ‘cake,’ “Say Happy Birthday to 
Sandra,” “Look at your cake!” or “Quieres venir a una fiesta?” (Would you like to 
come to a party?) In a similar way, boys would invite other children to go out in 
order to leave the house. For example boys would say, “We are going out to eat,” or 
“Nosotros vamos para el tag sale” (We are going to a tag sale) or “Todos en el carro” 
(Everybody in the car) or “We are going to the Zoo.” From the interviews with 
Hispanic parents I learned that boys often join their fathers, male friends or male 
relatives in doing things outside the house, like washing the car, repairing it, or 
talking. In their words, “A veces las mujeres nos quedamos y los hombres arrancan” 
(Sometimes (we) the women stay and men take off) or “Si estamos en reunion 
familiar ponemos musica ... Los hombres hablan aparte, hablan de carros, de trabajo 
y se ponen a limpiar los carros. Joselo va con ellos” (If we are having a family 
gathering we put on music...Men talk on the side, they talk about cars, about their 
work and they start cleaning the cars. Joselo goes with them). It seems that in this 
community males often have conversations or do things among themselves and 
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sometimes the boys join them. The behavior of boys trying to go out of the Doll 
House - very often just boys — may reflect something that they are seeing in their 
communities. 
Apart from assigning themselves or others to specific roles, these players also 
organized themselves by bringing classroom rules into their play. For example 
Annabel tells Susana in transcript 2.D.l.a, “You are not here Susana,” “You are not 
in this group Susana,” and Susana moves away. In another episode Susana invokes 
the same rule saying, “Ramon you are not here” “You have to move” (transcript 
3.D.3.b). In transcript 2.D.9 line 36 Carlota tells Stephen, who did not want to share 
the video camera, “You need to share.” 
Some ESL players, especially girls, often sang, “CLEAN UP, CLEAN UP” at 
the end of the play episode and the other children chanted along as they all began 
cleaning up. Because children are supposed to clean up before they move to another 
center, with this singing, ESL children are also enforcing a class rule. These rules 
were a ‘natural’ part of the class discourse and therefore they were not easily 
confronted. Children were also aware that to play a role they must follow the proper 
behavior that corresponds to that role. For example in transcript 2.D.10 Susana states 
“I am the driver” and in the next line Wilma tells her, “You cannot drive the car and 
hold the baby.” When Oscar sits in the car to go to a tag sale, Myma says, “Ponte el 
seat belt” (Put on your seat belt). On occasion children believed that playing certain 
roles should restrict their actions. Transcript 2.D.10 demonstrates this point in lines 
18,19 and 20. In line 18 Susana announces, “I am coming to the party,” in the next 
line Wilma tells Susana, “But you are the mother!” In the last line Susana responds, 
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“I am not a mother now.” 
Children also had ‘valuable’ objects in this Doll House - they often asked for 
them and tried to secure them - as soon as they get into the house. These objects 
helped children developed social relations. One of these ‘valuable’ objects was the 
telephone. It was considered a valuable object because of the use the children gave to 
it. They often initiated conversations over the phone with another ‘family member’ 
or they would pretend to be talking on the phone with others. These excerpts show 
the importance of the phone in the play. On one occasion Eriz entered the house and 
immediately got one of the phones and began talking on it (2.D.l.a). Another 
example is when Annabel in the same transcript announces, “I need to call her” and 
she gets one of the phones (lines 24 and 25). Followed by Eriz telling Joselo that he 
will let him have the phone for a little bit. In another event (2.D.2.a) the first thing 
Susana did as she arrived in the house was to get the phone and start talking. In 
transcript 3.D.3.a Ramon goes to the phone and begins talking. In transcript 3.D.4.a, 
Annabel asks Eriz, “Doggy give me that” as she points to a phone. John at the 
beginning of the episode of transcript 2.D.5.e asks, “Can you pass me the phone?” 
and he starts talking. In transcript 2.D.6 Amy tells her mother, “Mother, you have a 
phone call” and passes her the phone. In the next transcript - 2.D.7 line 14, Shirley 
announces, “I am going to call my old grandmother” as she picks up the phone. The 
importance of the phone in this scenario may be a reflection of the importance of it 
in society. 
b. Findings about meanings 
Through analyzing the roles the children took, the discourse they used to 
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construct their roles and the social relations involved, we could learn about the 
meanings that are created in these intersections. One meaning that clearly stands out 
is that boys and girls assumed the roles which society expected of them. Girls have 
\ 
been playing mothers, daughters and sisters and boys have been playing fathers and 
sons. These kindergarten players are aware of their gender identity, and they have 
been portraying roles and using language that helps maintain their ‘correct’ 
personhood. This point is illustrated in the following excerpt. In the beginning of the 
episode 2.D.9 (1/6) the children are taking up play identities and Shirley says, “And 
Carlota is the father.” Immediately Carlota states, “NO I AM THE DAUGHTER.” 
Carlota is conscious that she needs to maintain what she has learned in the social 
order. She knows she cannot take the position of father because that is not ‘normal.’ 
She positions herself as a girl, which cannot be a father. Carlota instead prefers to 
assume the identity of the daughter, a safe role for her gender. She uses verbal and 
prosodic cues when making her statement (she raises the pitch of her voice). Gender 
categories and the social relations that they carry were maintained through the use of 
discourse. We can see here the ideological power of language in keeping gender 
categories separate and making it look, ‘natural.’ Children get this dualism — male 
and female - through “the storylines of their culture” (Davies, 1993, p.41). 
There were no gender differences in the way children shared household work. 
Both girls and boys shared housework activities (holding baby dolls, dressing them 
up, cooking, doing dishes, organizing them in the cabinets, cleaning the refrigerator 
and cleaning the house). Both fathers and mothers nurtured their ‘children,’ fed them, 
brought them to school and put them to sleep. A European-American student 
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introduced the role of the dog in this scenario, by pretending to be one. This may 
reflect the importance of animals in a European-American family. When children 
were interviewed to learn who was a part of their family, most of the European- 
American children included pets as part of their family. None of the Hispanic 
children included pets as part of their family. They would not even mention pets in 
their conversations, 
c. Macro analysis of interactions 
The next transcripts will be examined to look for power relations at the 
situational, institutional and societal level. This analysis will also look at how 
children’s discourses maintain or challenge these power relations and how that 
happens. Looking at the situational level of this Doll House we have seen patterns of 
behavior that supports the expectations children hold for each other. The following 
findings were noticeable at the situational level: 1.) A need for organization and 
structure (children use naming, and classroom or play rules to achieve this.) 2.) A 
need for a quiet and relaxing place to play (expressed by compromising in the roles 
and in the activities they are going to construct, for example Stephen and Joan in 
lines 41 to 51 in transcript 2.D.6 both want to feed the baby but at the end Stephen 
says “OK” “I will do the dishes.”) 3.) A need to have a neat place to play (articulated 
for example by Joan in line 11, of transcript 2.D.6, “Please start picking things up,” 
or by Susana singing in line 23, of transcript 2.D.2.a, “Clean up, Clean up” or Myma 
saying in line 17, of transcript 2.D.3.a, “Hay un reguero aqui! (This is a mess!), or 
Myma telling the other children in line 25, of Transcript 2.D.8, “Nadie puede hacer 
reguero” (Nobody can make a mess) and Susana commenting in line 92, of transcript 
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2.D.10, “Lo vamos a hacer lindo” (We are going to leave it nice.) 4.) A need for good 
behavior: hitting, even when in pretend was unacceptable (articulated by Teresa in 
line 44, of transcript 2.D.10, after John punches a baby doll: “Oh my God!” she 
screams while looking at him angrily), or when Ryan in transcript 2.D.5, lines 23 and 
24 states, “We are fighting bad guys” but then adds, “We are pretending we are 
fighting bad guys.” 5.) A need, on the part of the boys, to get or keep equipment. The 
following examples show how this occurs. One ‘valuable’ object in this Doll House 
(that was brought to the Center in January) was a plastic ‘video camera.’ Boys 
usually find a way to have it and to keep it. In transcript 2.D.9 (1/6) Amy is playing 
with the video camera and Stephen comes and takes it from her and he begins 
‘videotaping’ (Lines 7and 8). In line 10, David asks for the video camera but Stephen 
continues videotaping. After the Observer tells Stephen that he has to share, he gives 
the camera to Danny. Other times, boys rush to this center to get the video camera 
first. For example when the episode of transcript 2.D.11 (2/11) begins, Seth rushes to 
obtain it. In line 8, Seth also uses verbal communication to state, “And I Have the 
video camera.” As we see here, children usually use a mixture of discursive and 
physical strategies to control equipment. 6.) A need to share expressed clearly by 
Carlota to Stephen in line 36, of transcript 2.D.9, “You need to share” (When 
Stephen was using the plastic video camera). When power is exercised, it often finds 
voices to contest it. Carlota uses a class rule -- you need to share — to challenge 
Stephen. This finding agrees with what Jordan et al., (1995) found in the sense that 
knowledge of the rules can be a powerful tool to control other behaviors and avoid 
one’s being controlled. 
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Analysis of the transcripts reveals that linguistic and non-linguistic 
discourses were constructed differently by boys and girls. Boys often try to position 
themselves as rescuers (Rosendo in line 40, of transcript 2.D.2.b, “Not now, I beat 
him up” or in line 64, of transcript 2.D.10.) After Wilma complains that a man stole 
her baby, John as to the policeman shouts excitedly, “I FOUND YOUR BABY 
UNDER THE TABLE.” Boys often -- as was pointed out before -- try to use 
discourse to get out of the house or to change the theme being played out. When 
boys used discourse outside the house, they generally put themselves in a position of 
greater power. 
The children’s play text generally constructed traditional gender relations. 
Even though at the situational level of this Dramatic Play boys and girls shared the 
housework and they both nurture the ‘children,’ ‘fathers’ exercised more power over 
their children than ‘mothers’ did. One important aspect of parenthood that the 
children pointed out is that fathers tell them what to do and they have to do it. They 
/ 
know parents have power. Boys are constructing in this play what they are seeing in 
the home. Girls on the other hand, have been playing mothers and doing the things 
they see their mothers doing. Analyzing the interviews with the girls, they say they 
have seen their mothers cooking, cleaning the house and caring for babies. They also 
said mothers play and work with children and they go out with friends. Both boys 
and girls portrayed their real fathers and mothers and in doing so they are reflecting 
their relationships with their parents. Children are constructing their play according 
to the larger discourses of their communities (Gee, 1989). 
By analyzing the interviews with the children regarding who makes the 
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decisions at home, I gained another insight on why they choose certain fantasy roles 
and why they did not choose others. Wilma, Teresa and Carlota say it is their mother 
who makes decisions at home. When asked who makes the decisions in her home, 
this was Carlota’s response, “Mi mama. Yo le pregunto cosas y ella me responde.” 
‘Mi papa vive en Puerto Rico.” “Yo vivo con mi mama, mi otra hermana y mi 
hermano.” (“My mom, I ask her things and she answers.” ‘My dad lives in Puerto 
Rico.” “I live with my mom, my other sister and my brother”). David and Shirley 
find that both, mom and dad make the decisions in the house. Abraham states that his 
mom is the one who give orders (he lives with his mom and dad). Stephen says his 
mom makes the decisions and that his father does not live with them. Manuel was 
the only child interviewed that says his father makes more decisions. In his words, 
“Yo creo que mi papa manda mas, porque el es el mas grande de la casa, el tiene 36 y 
mi mama 27” (I think that my dad is the one that gives the orders because he’s the 
oldest. He’s 36 and my mom is 27). In general these children see mothers as the ones 
who made the decisions in their homes but some of them don’t have a father living 
with them. The two European-American children interviewed David and Shirley — 
who lives with both parents -- said that both parents make decisions in their homes. 
Even though this Doll House scenario was a setting where the children used 
some Spanish, the use of English in most of these transcripts reveals the ideological 
force of discourse and its materiality. ESL children have been constructing 
themselves as English speakers. They have been aware of the power of English, in 
the school, the media and in society at large and they bring this power to the 
Dramatic Play in a ‘natural’ way. The children have been identifying themselves with 
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the importance of speaking English. As we have seen power relations are constructed 
and legitimized without people being aware or even conscious of it (Pierre Bordieu, 
1991). 
D. Findings in the ‘Police Station’ 
1. Background Information 
The ‘Police Station’ or “Estacion de Policia” was part of the theme ‘Our 
Community’ or ‘Nuestra Comunidad.’ During this time children heard fiction and 
non-fiction stories about different communities, and about community helpers. We 
also made a class mural interrelating, this theme with the five senses: things we can 
see, smell, hear, taste, and feel in our community. People from the community were 
invited to share their experiences with the class, among them a police officer. 
I will comment on the police officer’s visit because I think it was an 
important part of this unit. When the police officer came to the room he talked to the 
children about how they could recognize a police officer (by the badge) that children 
should not be scared of a police officer, that police officers are supposed to be their 
friends and he gave examples of how an officer could offer help. He also talked 
about and showed the children the different parts of his uniform (especially his bullet 
proof vest). The police officer showed the children his walkie-talkie, handcuffs, and 
baton while explaining how and when each was used. Children were able to try on 
his bulletproof vest. The officer passed his handcuffs and baton so the children could 
take a closer look. During his visit this police officer also emphasized that guns are 
dangerous and that they hurt. He explained that if the children see bullets or a gun on 
the street they should not touch them but instead tell an adult. The police officer — to 
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everyone’s surprise - used his walkie-talkie to talk to the Police Station. This police 
officer also explained to the children how and when to dial 911 (we had already read 
some books about it). During this visit many children raised their hands to say they 
wanted to be police officers. One girl said, “I want to be a police woman.” 
Before the police officer left, he explained to a small group of students (one 
from each play group) how to play Police Station. Children learned the Station, 
needs to have a Chief of Police. The police officer told the children that the Chief is 
‘the big boss,’ the one in charge. This time a girl was appointed to be the Chief of 
Police. Because this was going to be a small Police Station, there was no need for a 
captain or lieutenant. The Station does need to have a Sergeant. So a sergeant was 
appointed. The rest of the children were going to be patrolmen (gendered word) or 
dispatchers. The police officer explained this group of students the functions each of 
these persons have. He also talked about the need to have different phones and some 
‘police cars’ available. With his help we arranged the Police Station with one desk 
with a phone and some writing material for the Chief of Police, another desk with 
two telephones for the dispatcher and also some writing material, two different 
arrangements of chairs for the ‘police cars’ and another phone for the person calling 
the Police Station (a little further away from the Police Station). These players have 
one ‘police’ uniform with a hat to use and share. The children in this small group 
later on taught the other children in their playing group how to play here. 
2. Language Practices in the ‘Police Station’ 
A micro-analysis of a few transcripts in the Police Station will help us realize 
how children use language and non-verbal communication to construct social 
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relations, play identities and systems of knowledge. This analysis will show us which 
forms were most frequently used; which function was used more often; if children 
used more play speech versus normal speech and with which purposes; the 
intertextual links children made and at what level (interactional unit, genre or 
topic/theme), which kinds of discourse the children use (family, work, peer or other); 
and if they employed literacy in their play. 
The next transcripts — 3.P.2.a and 3.P.2.b — (4/16) were chosen for a detailed 
examination because they show how girls sometimes want to be the ‘bad ones,’ and 
how at the same time children -- but especially girls -- consider males as the ‘bad 
ones.’ These transcripts also show how children by using certain language, by sitting 
in some specific places and by wearing some special attire get to play different roles. 
The players in this episode were: Carlos, Hispanic, ESL student; Maria, Hispanic, 
ESL student; Sam, mother European-American, father Hispanic, Mainstream 
student; Tiana, Hispanic, ESL student; Ty, European-American, Mainstream student; 
and Yandra, African-American, Mainstream student. 
Transcript 3.P.2.a starts with Ty, who uses non-verbal communication to 
assume the role of Chief of Police. He puts on the uniform and the police hat. Ty is 
initiating topic and he makes connections on the levels of interactional unit (this line 
is connected with line 3), and theme (Ty is playing out the theme of this play center). 
Next, he sits in one of the ‘police cars.’ This action was marked as ‘other’ in the form 
section because it is non-verbal, with the social consequence of position Ty as a 
patrol person. He is making links on the levels of interactional unit (this line is 
connected with the next one) and topic/theme. In the next line (3) Yandra tells Ty, “If 
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you are a police officer you have to stay at the desk” (she means Chief of Police’s 
desk) and she points to it. For the children to play a certain role they need to be in a 
specific place - in this case the Chief of Police’s desk. After this comment Ty 
returned to the Chief’s desk. Line 3 was marked as a statement, with the function of 
informing, disagreeing and naming. Yandra is also explaining play in normal speech. 
With her announcement she is telling others what to do. Yandra makes links on the 
interactional unit level (her utterance is linked to the previous ones). She is using 
peer discourse. 
In line 4, Yandra takes the role of the ‘victim,’ and talks on the phone with the 
police announcing that somebody is entering her house. Her utterance was marked as 
a statement with the function of initiating a new topic and informing. Yandra is also 
naming in play speech. The social consequence of her action is to position Yandra as 
a person who needs help. She is making connections on the interactional unit (the 
next lines are connected to this one), genre (she is talking on the phone as a ‘victim’) 
and topic (she is acting out the police theme). Yandra is using a ‘victim’s discourse’ 
and that is why ‘other’ discourses were marked. In line 5, Maria acknowledges 
Yandra’s proposal by giving an order, “Car one go.” This message unit has been 
coded as a response to Maria’s plea, and as a request for Car one to go. Maria is 
agreeing that Yandra needs help, and she is also explaining what needs to happen as a 
consequence. Maria is using play speech and she is playing the role of a dispatcher. 
She is making links on the interactional unit level (this message unit is linked with 
the one before), at the genre level (Maria is on a phone call) and at the topic level. 
Maria is using work discourse, the police discourse. Yandra and Maria are 
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constructing a story using the proper discourse and behavior the role requires. Each 
one has developed a defined play identity. 
In line 6, Yandra starts a new topic saying, “I shot him,” she shot the ‘robber.’ 
With this statement Yandra is initiating a new topic, and she is informing. Yandra 
uses play speech to make this announcement. She is confessing to a ‘murder.’ She is 
making intertextual links on the level of interactional unit, genre and topic. In the 
discourse category this message unit has been marked as ‘other’ by being a 
‘confession.’ Yandra is assuming the subject position of a person who defends 
herself. She is positioned by this action as a brave person. This role has usually been 
played in this data by male students. In the next line (7), Carlos plays a supporting 
role by saying, “He died.” With this statement, Carlos is informing and agreeing with 
Yandra. He uses play speech. He makes links on the interactional unit level and 
topic. By using the noun ‘he’ Carlos has given the robber a male identity. In line 8, 
Yandra makes a statement, “I am killing you.” This message unit has been coded as a 
controlling announcement in play speech. Yandra is telling that she is going to kill 
and makes connections on the levels of interactional unit and topic. Yandra in play 
frame is positioned as the bad one. Carlos — who seemed powerless -- because he 
was going to be killed, announces in the next line (10), “I am not dead.” This 
utterance shows Carlos making a statement and informing. He is also disagreeing 
with Yandra. The social consequence is that he is not ‘dead.’ Carlos is making 
intertextual links on the levels of interactional unit and theme (fantasy police play). 
In the next lines, 11 and 12, Tiana initiates a new topic when she announces, 
“I want to be the bad guy” and she points at herself. With these statements Tiana is 
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informing and naming. She is using play speech. Tiana is making links on the levels 
of interactional unit and theme. She seems to be using peer discourse. This is another 
instance when a girl wants to be portrayed as a ‘bad guy.’ In line 13, Ty sits at the 
dispatcher’s desk. With this physical activity, Ty is changing roles - he is no longer 
the Chief of Police but a dispatcher. This line was quoted as the ‘other’ in the form 
category, and as making links on the interactional unit (it is related with the next 
line) and at the topic level. Ty is using non-verbal work discourse. In line 14, Tiana 
sits at the Chief’s desk. With this physical behavior Tiana is assuming a new role. 
Tiana also writes. It is interesting to see that children have to write as they play the 
role of Chief. This line has been marked as ‘other’ in the form category, for non¬ 
verbal. And the social consequence is to position Tiana as the Chief of Police. With 
her behavior Tiana is making links on the interactional unit and topic level. 
In line 15, Yandra continues the previous discussion about Carlos being dead 
or not. Yandra tells Carlos, “Yes you are dead.” She makes this statement with the 
function of controlling, in play speech. With her announcement, she positions Carlos 
as ‘dead.’ Carlos ignores Yandra’s utterance. In line 16, Yandra uses normal voice to 
state, “This is mine” as she points to the phone Ty has. Yandra is violating a class 
rule, which states that the toys in the classroom don’t belong to anyone in particular 
but belong to the class. Yandra’s message unit has been marked as a statement with 
the function of informing and controlling. Yandra is using normal voice with 
intertextual links at the levels of interactional unit (is linked with the next one). She 
is using peer discourse. In her next message unit (17), Yandra asks Ty to give her the 
phone. She is making a statement with the function of requesting and controlling. 
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Yandra is using normal speech while giving this order. She is making connection at 
the level of interactional unit. Yandra’s utterance is within peer discourse. Ty does 
not acknowledge her and keeps the phone. 
In line 18, Maria initiates a new topic, when she announces, “My baby girl, 
my baby girl!” and puts her hand up to her face and pretends she is holding a phone. 
Maria is using a high- pitched tone to show how desperate she is. This utterance has 
been done with the purpose of informing. Maria is talking in play speech and makes 
intertextual links on the levels of interactional unit (her utterance is taken by Ty in 
the following lines), genre (she is acting out the role of a victim on the phone), and 
topic/theme (she is developing the police fantasy theme). The social consequence is 
to position Maria as a desperate mother. 
Ty acknowledges Maria and he says, “Hello 911.” With this utterance Ty is 
starting to construct a new story with Maria. This response has been marked as an 
informative one, in play voice. Ty positions himself and is positioned as a dispatcher 
(by sitting at the dispatcher’s desk and talking on the phone with the ‘victims’). He 
makes intertextual links on the levels of words (he says 911), interactional unit (this 
line is linked to the one before and to the ones after), genre (a dispatcher on the 
phone), and topic/theme. Ty is using work discourse. In line 20, Ty develops his role 
by interrogating Maria, “Your address?” Maria is now positioned in an unequal 
relation, she is now what Foucault calls, ‘an object of documentation’ (1979). With 
this question Ty is requesting information as a police officer. He is making 
intertextual links on the level of interactional unit, genre and theme. Ty is using work 
discourse, ‘police discourse.’ Maria in line 21 responds, “196 State St.” Maria’s 
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message unit has been coded as a response with the function of informing. She is 
using play speech when making this phone call. She is acknowledging Ty by giving 
this information. The social consequence of this message unit is to position Maria as 
a desperate mother looking for help. In the next line (22), Ty gives an order, “Car one 
go to 196 State Street.” Ty is requesting something and he is informing. At the same 
time, he is controlling and explaining in play speech. The social consequence of his 
message unit is to position him as a dispatcher. He is making intertextual connections 
on the levels of interactional unit, genre and topic. Ty is using work discourse. 
In line 23, Carlos is sitting down at one of the ‘police cars.’ With this non¬ 
verbal message he is positioned as a patrol person. He is making connections at the 
levels of interactional unit (this message unit has links with lines 25, 26, 27 and 28), 
genre (a dispatcher talking on the phone) and topic. In line 24, Ty gives another order 
as he says, “Car two to 196 State Street.” This order ends the interactional unit that 
started in line 18. Ty has been playing dispatcher answering phone calls and 
transmitting the information to a patrol person. Lines 22 and 24 have been coded in 
similar way. They are both statements with the function of requesting something and 
informing. They also try to control the behavior of the patrol person. Both message 
units have been done in play speech. They make links on the interactional unit, genre 
and topic level. They were uttered within work discourse. 
In the next message unit, Carlos talks to Maria in Spanish. He asks her, “Cual 
es el problema?” (What is the problem?) Carlos is asking a question with the 
function of requesting information. He is also trying to control in play speech. The 
social consequence is to define Carlos as a patrol person. He is making 
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intertextuality on the levels of interactional unit, genre and topic theme. Carlos is 
using work discourse. Carlos is initiating an interactional unit with Maria as she 
answers him, “Somebody stole my baby” (line 26). Maria is playing the same role 
she played before with Ty (when Ty was a dispatcher). She is playing the role of the 
victim whose baby has been stolen. Line 26 has been marked as a statement and a 
response with the strategy of informing and explaining. It was uttered in play speech. 
This message unit makes links on the levels of interactional unit (it has links with the 
previous one and with the ones after), genre (a victim talking on the phone) and topic 
(Maria is developing the theme of the play). In the next line (27) Maria uses Spanish 
to keep developing her role, “Tu tienes que ayudarme” (You have to help me). Maria 
is making a statement and she is also responding to the question Carlos asked her in 
line 25. With her utterance Maria is informing that she needs help. She is using play 
speech in the discourse of an anxious mother. Maria is making links on the level of 
interactional unit, genre (she is talking on the phone) and story theme. In line 28, 
Maria explains what happened, “Vinieron unos hombres malos a robarme mis cosas 
y mi bebe” (Bad men came to steal my things and my baby). Maria is making a 
statement informing and naming. The result of this statement is that men are 
portrayed as the ‘bad’ ones, as the ones who came to steal her things and her baby. 
She is positioned as a mother in need of help. She is making connections on the level 
of interactional unit (as we have seen this unit is linked with the ones before), genre 
(a frantic mother on the phone) and on the topic of the story being played out. 
In line 29 - where transcript and chart 3.P.2.b start -- Carlos moves from the 
dispatcher’s desk to the Chief of Police’s desk. With this move Carlos is changing his 
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identity. This non-verbal message unit has been coded as ‘other’ for its form, with 
links on the interactional unit, genre and topic. Maria in the next line (30) supports 
Carlos’s new role as Chief of Police by putting the police hat on his head. This non¬ 
verbal message unit has been coded as ‘other’ in the form section, with the function 
of agreeing with Carlos’ new position. Maria’s non-linguistic behavior makes links 
on the interactional unit, genre and topic theme levels. Meanwhile this is happening 
between Carlos and Maria, Ty is ‘driving’ one of the ‘police cars.’ Ty’s non-verbal 
communication action positions him a ‘patrol person’ according to the way these 
playing children are constructing this play. This line (31) was marked as ‘other’ (for 
non-verbal), with intertextual links on the interactional unit, genre and topic. In line 
32, Tiana also constructs for herself the identity of a patrol person by ‘driving’ the 
other ‘police car.’ Lines 31 and 32 have been coded in the same way. They have been 
marked as ‘other’ for its form (non-verbal) with links on the genre level (for their 
actions there are positioned as patrol people) and on the topic (they are playing out 
the story). 
In line 33, Maria begins a new topic. She starts developing her role as a 
dispatcher when she asks Sam, “What happen?” (She talks on the phone). Maria uses 
play speech to make this proposal. This message unit makes intertextual links on the 
interactional unit level (her question is followed by Sam in the next lines), on the 
genre level (a dispatcher using ‘police discourse), and on the topic/theme level 
(Maria is acting out the fantasy police theme). In line 34, Sam responds with a 
statement announcing, “A bad man broke my wall.” Sam is informing and naming. 
He is also explaining in play speech. The social consequence of this message unit is 
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to position him as a person who needs help, as a ‘victim.’ His utterance makes 
connections on the interactional unit (this line has connections with the previous and 
following ones), on the genre level (a victim asks for help) and on the topic level. 
Sam is using gender language when he uses the word ‘man’ and qualifies him as bad. 
Sam’s assertion has been a pattern throughout the data in this study of categorizing 
men as ‘bad.’ In the next line (35), Sam explains, “He just came” as he points to a 
pretend wall. Again Sam continues with his assertion that the robber was a ‘he.’ Sam 
made this response with the function of informing. He uses play speech. He is gjving 
information and this forms part of work discourse (police interrogation). 
In line 36, Sam continues explaining, “And went into my neighboors house!” 
He is making a statement and he is responding. The function is to inform what 
happened. Sam uses an exclamation sentence to deliver his speech. With it he wants 
to emphasize where the robber went after he left his house. Sam is using play speech 
as he gives this information. He is making intertextual links on the levels of 
interactional unit (his message unit is linked with the next ones), on the genre level 
(as a victim talking on the phone), and on the topic level. Maria — as the dispatcher — 
responds, “OK.” With this word she might have meant “I understand you” or “I am 
following you.” Maria’s message unit has been coded as a statement with the 
function of agreeing with Sam. She is making links at the level of interactional unit, 
genre and topic. Maria is using work discourse. Maria pretends she is writing as she 
talks. Maria keeps interrogating Sam when she asks him, “What is your house?” 
(Line 38) Maria in this story is positioned as more powerful than Sam. She has the 
right -given her position- to interrogate Sam. And Sam knows that as a ‘victim’ he 
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does not have the same right, as we have not heard him interrogate Maria. In the next 
line, (39) Sam responds, “Number 01.” Sam is here making a statement and 
responding. He talks in play speech when he gives this information. The social 
consequence is that Sam is defined as a person who is looking for help from the 
police. He is making intertextual links on the levels of interactional unit, genre and 
topic. Again in line 40 Maria responds, “OK.” this message unit has been coded in 
the same way as number 37. Here the interactional unit ends because in the next line 
(41), Sam gets out of his play character to ask Maria in normal voice, “Get me that 
paper.” This utterance has been coded as a statement with the function of requesting 
something and controlling. Sam uses normal speech to give this order. He is trying to 
control using peer discourse. 
Chart 3.P.2 (which sums up the information of charts 3.P.2.a and 3.P.2.b) will 
be examined to look in detail at how each player participated in these playing events. 
We will learn how many questions, statement, responses or others (non-verbal only, 
greeting or singing) each child uttered, what was the function or strategy for this 
utterance — initiating interaction, topic, requesting, informing, naming, expressing 
personal, assuming, bestowing or rejecting status, controlling or explaining play -- 
among others. Was the child using play or normal speech? Were the proposals 
acknowledged? This chart will help us understand the intertextual links the children 
made and at what level and the kinds of discourse that were brought up during this 
playing event. Finally by analyzing the chart we will learn if children used literacy in 
the play. Looking at the form children used, statement was the one mostly used. 
Yandra used it 7 times, Maria used it 6 times, Sam used it 5 times and Carlos, Tiana 
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and Ty used it 2 times. Children also asked questions during this play in the 
following way: Maria asked 2 questions and Carlos, Ty and Yandra asked 1 each. 
These players also responded, Sam did 4 times, Maria did 3 times and Ty did once. 
Looking at the strategies children used to participate in this event, Maria and 
Yandra initiated topic twice and Ty once. The children constructed the message unit 
primarily to request, inform, control and explain. Maria and Ty requested 3 times, 
Yandra 2 times, and Carlos and Sam once. Children gave information in this way: 
Yandra 6 times, Maria and Sam 4 times each, Ty 3 times, and Carlos and Tiana 2 
times. Maria explained 3 times, Tiana and Ty 2 times, and Yandra 1 time. Children 
used mostly play speech (28 times) compared with 4 times that they used normal 
speech. Maria used play speech 10 times and did not use normal speech, Yandra used 
play speech 5 times and used normal speech 3 times, Sam and Ty used play speech 4 
times each, and Sam used normal speech 1 time but Ty did not use it at all, Carlos 
used play speech 3 times and did not use normal speech and Tiana used 2 times play 
speech and did not used normal speech. Analyzing the intertextuality links the 
children made, Maria and Yandra made 7 proposals, Ty made 5, Sam made 3 and 
Carlos and Tiana made 2. Their message units were acknowledged 5 times by Maria, 
2 times by Sam and 1 time by Carlos, Ty and Yandra. Children made connections at 
the levels of interactional unit in this way” Maria made 11 connections at this level, 
Yandra made 8, Ty made 7, Carlos made 5, Sam made 4 and Tiana made 3. The links 
on the level of genre were made in the following way: Maria made 9 links, Ty made 
5, Carlos and Sam made 3, Yandra made 2 and Tiana made 1. On the level of topic 
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theme these were the connections: Maria made 11 connections, Ty made 8, Yandra 
and Carlos made 5 and Sam and Tiana made 4. 
These players drew on work discourse, peer discourse and in the discourse 
marked as ‘other’ (which includes the victim’s discourse). The children brought work 
discourse in this way, Maria and Ty brought it 5 times, Carlos did twice, and Tiana 
did once. Sam and Yandra did not use work discoure. Yandra used peer discourse 3 
times, Tiana used it 2 times and Sam used it 1 times. Maria and Ty did not use peer 
discourse. They developed the flow of the play through ‘work’ discourse and Maria 
also used ‘other’ discourses 5 times (when she played the role of the ‘victim’). 
‘Other’ discourses were also used in this way: Yandra used it 5 times (when she 
made up the story that she shot the robber that was entering her house), Sam used it 4 
times (when he played the role of the victim denouncing that a bad man broke his 
wall) and Carlos used ‘other’ discourses 2 times (when he supported Yandra in her 
role in line 7 and when he said he is not dead in line 10). Maria and Tiana also 
brought workplace literacy into the play. 
Looking at the totals of chart 3.P.2, we can conclude that statement was the 
form children used the most -- 24 statements — compared with 9 marked as ‘other’ 
(greetings or non-verbal only), 8 responses and 5 questions. The children initiated 
topic 5 different times. They requested 10 times, they informed 21, they named 7 
times, they controlled 8 times and they also explained play 8 times. Play speech was 
used much more often than normal speech (28 compared to 4). Children’s proposals 
(26) were acknowledged 10 times. Most of the message unit made linkages on the 
levels of interactional unit (38 times), genre (23 times) and topic/theme (37 times). 
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The players in this event, brought work discourse 13 times, peer discourse 6 times 
and ‘other’ discourses 13 times. 
The discourses constructed by these players in this event, show Maria, 
Yandra, Sam and Ty playing active roles. They did it in different ways. Maria first 
played the role of a worried mother whose baby had been stolen and she also played 
the role of a police officer trying to help Sam at the end of the episode. When playing 
both roles, Maria used the rules of behavior appropriate for each role. As the victim, 
she was interrogated and she answered all the questions. Ty and later Carlos 
acknowledged Maria and they helped her in constructing the role of the ‘victim.’ 
When Maria acted as a police officer, she used proper work discourse, to create her 
new play identity. She started the role by asking a question on the phone, “What 
happened?” And Sam started telling her his ‘problem.’ 
Carlos first participated in this episode by playing a supporting role. Carlos 
announced, “He died,” after Yandra said she had killed the robber. Carlos also used 
language to defend himself after Yandra declared she had killed him. He said, “I am 
not dead.” Carlos also used non-verbal communication to construct playing 
identities. He sat down in one of the “police cars’ and he was considered a patrol 
person. Later he sat at the Chief’s desk and was the Chief of Police (Maria supported 
him in this new role as she put the Chief’s hat on his head). Carlos also constructed 
with Maria and Ty the story where Maria was the victim. He asked her in Spanish, 
“Cual es tu problema?” (What is the problem?) Maria acknowledged his proposal 
and they constructed a story. Sam participated in this episode by developing the role 
of the ‘victim.’ He constructed a story about a bad man who broke his wall. He 
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started his story when Maria asked him, “What happened?” This story had a male 
character playing the role of the ‘victim’, a pretty unusual thing in this scenario (lines 
33 to 40). 
Tiana was the only player in this group, who did not participate actively in 
constructing stories with other players. In lines 11 and 12, Tiana made the 
announcement, “I want to be the bad guy” “I want to be the bad guy.” This is another 
instance in this episode when a girl mentioned she wants to be a ‘bad guy.’ The other 
players did not acknowledge her statements. After Ty left the Chief’s desk, Tiana sat 
there and took the role of Chief of Police. Tiana was also writing while she was the 
Chief of Police. Ty was the player who used more non-verbal communication to 
assume roles. First he puts on the ‘uniform’ and the ‘police hat’ to take the role of the 
Chief of Police. Later he moves from the Chief’s desk to the dispatcher’s desk and 
becomes a dispatcher answering phone calls. And at the end he ‘drives’ one of the 
police cars and becomes a patrol person. He answered Maria’s phone call looking for 
help and together they started constructing one of the stories in this play (lines 18 to 
22 and line 24). 
Yandra was the player who used more peer discourse to tell others what to do 
in normal voice (“If you are a police officer you have to stay at the desk,” “This is 
mine” and “Give me that.” Yandra also played the role of the victim when she 
announced that somebody had entered her house. Her role as a victim ended soon 
when she declared that she killed the robber. Here Yandra positions herself as doing 
something brave. Boys have usually played the role of the rescuer. Both Maria and 
Yandra used more strategies than the other players to develop their roles. They made 
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more statements, and they informed and explained more. They also constructed more 
message units in play speech than the other players. The other players acknowledged 
their proposals and help them construct their stories. Maria drew on work discourse 
and other discourse to build up her roles and Yandra drew on peer discourse and 
other discourses to develop hers. 
The next transcripts - 3.P.3.a, 3.P.3.b and 3.P.3.C - (4/27) were chosen for a 
microanalysis because they further show how these kindergarten players use class 
rules, and specific verbal and non-verbal communication to construct certain play 
identities and social relations. These transcripts also show us how girls construct 
boys as being ‘bad,’ how boys try to defend themselves and how girls want to be 
‘bad girls.’ The players in this episode were: Maria, Hispanic, ESL student; Sam, 
mother European-American, father, Hispanic, Mainstream student; Tiana, Hispanic, 
ESL student; Ty, European American, Mainstream student and Yandra, African- 
American, Mainstream student. Carlos who belongs to this group was absent. 
Transcript 3.P.3.a begins with Ty using verbal and non-verbal communication 
to take a role, “I want to be the Chief of Police” and he raises his hand. With this 
statement Ty is initiating interaction and topic. He is informing, expressing personal, 
naming, making status reference and assuming status. Ty is also explaining play in 
normal speech. The social consequence of these linguistic and non-linguistic 
strategies is to position Ty as the Chief of Police. He is makings links on the levels of 
interactional units (this message unit is linked with the following ones) and topic. Ty 
is using peer discourse. In line 2, Yandra announces, “Chief police” as she raises 
hand. With this utterance Yandra is informing and expressing a personal want. She is 
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also naming, making status reference and assuming status. Yandra makes her 
announcement in normal speech within peer discourse. She makes intertextual links 
on the levels of interactional unit (this line is linked with the previous one and with 
the next one), and she is choosing a role in the theme of the play center. 
In the next line, Yandra brings a class rule into her discourse (the one that 
says children need to take turns playing the different roles and sharing the ‘police’ 
uniform). Yandra announces, “It is my turn” (last time Yandra was going to be the 
chief the lights went off). She also uses non-verbal communication as she puts the 
police uniform on and sits at the Chief’s desk. In this line she is making a statement, 
with the functions of informing and expressing personal. She is also disagreeing with 
Ty and making status reference. The social consequence of this verbal and non¬ 
verbal strategy is to position Yandra as the Chief of Police. She uses normal speech 
and she makes connections on the level of interactional unit (this line is connected 
with line 8), genre (she puts the uniform and sits in the Police Chief’s desk) and 
topic. She is using peer discourse when she delivered this message unit. In line 4 
Maria is writing. This non-verbal act has been marked as ‘other’ for its form, within 
family literacy. Lines 5 and 7 show us Ty and Tiana sitting at the dispatcher’s desk. 
Both lines have been coded the same, as non-verbal strategies, with the social 
consequence of given Ty and Tiana the play identity of a dispatcher. Both acts make 
connections at the levels of interactional unit (Ty and Tiana will be answering phone 
calls and developing their roles in the next lines), genre (they act the dispatcher role), 
and they are playing out the theme of this center. 
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Line 6, shows us Sam sitting in ‘car’ number two. With this non-verbal 
behavior Sam is taking the fantasy role of a patrol person (according to the way these 
children are playing). Non-verbal communication and proxemics are very important 
strategies to be used in this scenario to signal playing identities. In line 9, Yandra as 
the Police Chief writes (a common pattern in this scenario is that children who play 
Chief Police write). She is making intertextual links on the level of interactional unit 
(this message unit is linked with the previous ones and with line 17), on the level of 
genre (Yandra is playing the role of Chief of Police) and on the level of the topic. 
In line 9, Maria is initiating a new topic, using the greeting form to start 
developing her role, “Hello Police.” Maria raises her voice as she says the word, 
“Police.” Maria is using a phone call to assume a role. Maria is naming, in play 
speech. The social consequence is that Maria is positioned as a person who requests 
help. Her utterance is making intertextual links on the levels of interactional unit (has 
connections with the following ones), genre (she is portraying the role of a victim 
talking with the police on the phone), and she is also developing the theme being 
played out. In line 11, Maria makes a statement trying to involve Ty as a police, 
“Calling you” and she touches him to call his attention. Maria with this utterance is 
making a statement informing and trying to control. She uses normal speech and she 
is making intertextual links on the level of interactional unit (this line is related with 
the next one). Maria is using peer discourse. In line 12, Ty acknowledges Maria’s 
proposal when he greets her on the phone, “Hello.” Ty is using play speech. The 
social consequence is to position Ty as a dispatcher. He is making connections on the 
level of interactional unit (this line is linked to lines 13, and 14), genre (he is using 
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the dispatcher discourse) and topic. Ty is using work discourse. In the next line (13), 
Ty continues drawing on ‘police discourse.’ He starts interrogating Maria, “Yes what 
is your problem?” This is a question with the function of getting information from 
the ‘victim.’ It positions Ty as a dispatcher and he makes the same intertextual links 
as the previous line did. Maria responds to Ty’s question with a statement, “A boy 
hurt me” (Line 14). With this message unit Maria is informing, naming and making 
status reference. Maria is using play speech to accuse a ‘boy’ of hurting her. Maria is 
defining herself as. a victim and uses the victim’s discourse. She is making 
connections at the level of interactional unit (this message is linked to the two next 
ones), genre (Maria is developing the role of a victim talking on the phone with the 
police) and she is developing the theme of this center. In line 15, Sam calls, “Car one 
Car one.” He is using play speech. The social consequence is to define Sam as a 
patrol person (he is still sitting at ‘car number two’). He is making linkage on the 
levels of interactional unit, genre and topic. Sam is using work discourse, and more 
specifically police discourse. In line 16, Sam tells Maria, “We’ll help you.” With this 
statement Sam is responding and informing. During this ‘phone call’ Sam is using 
play speech. The social consequence is that Sam is a patrol person. The links he 
makes were coded the same as the previous line. He is still using work discourse. 
In line 17, Ty uses normal speech when he tells Yandra, “It is my turn to be 
the Chief Police” (he wants the uniform Yandra has). This utterance has started a new 
topic. Ty is here informing and expressing personal. He is disagreeing with Yandra 
and he is naming and making status reference. Ty is trying to control Yandra by using 
normal speech. Ty wants to be the Chief of Police because it is his turn. He is using 
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peer discourse and he makes no links. Yandra ignores Ty’s message. She continues 
talking on the phone as she says, “One three seven.” Yandra is using play speech. 
She is still the Chief of Police. Her message unit has links on the level of genre (she 
is talking on the phone) and is within the topic of this story. Yandra is using work 
discourse. In line 19, Ty employs non-verbal communication to get a play identity - 
he is sitting in one of the ‘police cars’ and makes noises as if it were sirens. This line 
has been marked as ‘other’ in the form category. The social consequence is to 
position Ty as a patrol person and he makes links on the level of topic/theme. In line 
20 Sam is sitting down in the other ‘police car’ and is also making noises. Both lines 
have been coded in the same way. In line 21 Maria is apparently not playing any role 
while she is writing (family literacy). In the next line Yandra looks upset it seems she 
wants to drive a ‘police car’ but there is no one available. 
In line 23, Yandra announces, “Some kids are robbing.” She is making a 
statement, informing and naming. She is using play speech to make this 
announcement. The social consequence is that she is denouncing some kids as 
‘robbers.’ Yandra is making linkage on the levels of interactional unit (this line is 
linked with the next ones), and genre (she is denouncing something bad is 
happening) and topic level. In line 24, Yandra starts a new topic. She asks Sam, 
“Why are you That bad?” as she looks at him. With her message unit Yandra is 
making a statement and at the same time asking a question. She is also expressing 
personal, bestowing status and trying to control. Yandra is using play speech. The 
social consequence is that Yandra defines Sam as ‘bad.’ This line has been coded as 
making intertextual links on the levels of interactional unit (is connected with the 
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next ones), genre (Yandra is talking as the Chief of Police) and topic/theme. Yandra 
emphasizes the word That’ by raising her voice. In line 25, Yandra accuses Sam as 
she says, “You rob something!” She uses exclamation to stress her point. With this 
message unit Yandra is making a statement, she is bestowing Sam with the status of a 
robber, and she is trying to control him. Yandra uses play speech to convey her 
message. Yandra makes links at the level of interactional unit (this line is linked with 
the ones before and after), genre (she is acting as the Chief of Police) and topic. 
In line 26, Sam tries to defend himself by telling Yandra, “I am a Police” as 
he shakes his head. This statement implies that if you are a Police you are not bad. 
This line has been marked as a statement with the function of informing, disagreeing, 
naming and explaining. Play speech is used here. The social consequence of this 
utterance is to position Sam as a police. He is making connections at the levels of 
interactional unit (this message is linked with the one before and with the one after) 
and genre (he is speaking as a police) and topic. Sam is using work discourse. In line 
27, Yandra makes a statement disagreeing with Sam, “No you are not the police” and 
she shakes finger. Yandra is responding to Sam, she is also informing, naming and 
making status reference. Yandra is trying to control. She is using play speech and is 
making this announcement with linkages on the interactional unit, genre and topic 
level. In line 28, Yandra keeps accusing Sam, “I saw you robbing.” Here Yandra is 
explaining Sam why she called him ‘bad’ before. This message unit has been marked 
as a statement and a response. With it Yandra is informing, disagreeing with Sam, 
making status reference and controlling. Yandra uses play speech when accusing 
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Sam. This line makes intertextual links on the levels of interactional unit, genre and 
topic. Yandra is using work discourse. 
Line 29 - where transcript and chart 3.P.3.b start - continues the topic 
Yandra initiated in line 23. She asks Sam, “Why you did it?” With this interrogation 
Yandra seems to be trying to get a confession from Sam. She keeps bestowing the 
status of ‘robber’ on him. She is controlling. This statement and question has been 
uttered in play speech. It makes links on the levels of interactional unit (has links 
with the previous and next lines), genre (Yandra is using the police discourse), and 
topic. In line 30 Sam continues defending himself, as he says, “No I didn’t.” Sam is 
making a statement and responding. He is also disagreeing with Yandra and rejecting 
the status of ‘robber.’ Sam is making intertextual links on the levels of interactional 
unit, genre and topic. In line 31, Yandra keeps accusing Sam when she states, “Yes I 
saw you did it.” With this message unit Yandra is informing, bestowing status and 
controlling. She is using play speech. The social consequence is to define Sam as a 
‘robber.’ This utterance makes connections on the levels of interactional unit, genre 
and topic. In line 32, Sam brings a TV character to avoid being called a robber. He 
says, “I am the Spider Man.” Sam is making a statement informing who he is. He is 
disagreeing with Yandra in that he is not a robber and that he is Spider Man. He is 
also naming and assuming the status of Spider Man. Sam is using play speech to 
make his announcement. He constructs links at the levels of words (he says Spider 
Man), interactional unit (this message is linked with line 35), and topic. Because 
Sam is using TV discourse, the ‘other’ discourse is marked. 
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In line 33, Yandra carries on her police role when she orders Sam to sit and 
she points to a chair. With this utterance Yandra is controlling Sam in play speech. 
She is making connections on the levels of interactional unit, genre and topic. Given 
the context in which this discourse is happening, we can say that Yandra is using 
‘police’ discourse. In the next line, Yandra uses verbal and non-verbal 
communication to keep accusing Sam. She states, “I saw you rob This,” and she 
shows a pair of headphones. With this statement, Yandra is making her ‘accusation’ 
more powerful and concrete. She is positioning Sam as a ‘bad’ one, not only because 
she saw him robbing, but because she saw him robbing a specific object. With this 
utterance Yandra is informing, she is bestowing status and controlling. She is using 
play speech. The social consequence is that Sam is defined as a robber. This 
utterance makes links at the interactional unit, genre and topic level. Yandra 
continues using ‘police’ discourse. To negate the idea that Sam is Spider Man (line 
32), Yandra now says, “I have Spider Man here” as she touches her pocket. With this 
utterance Yandra is informing, and naming. She is also controlling and explaining in 
play speech. The social consequence of this utterance is that Sam is not the Spider 
Man. Yandra has Spider Man in her pocket. This utterance makes links at the word, 
interactional unit, and topic. Yandra is using TV discourse. In line 39 Yandra persists 
in accusing Sam to the other players, “He is the robber,” she says as she points to 
him. Here Yandra is bestowing status and controlling using, play voice. The social 
consequence is that Sam is portrayed as a robber. This line makes linkage at the 
interactional, genre and topic level. Yandra is using work discourse. The next three 
lines (40, 41, 42 and 46) have been marked in the same way. Yandra gives Sam 
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orders: “Come here,” “Stand up,” “Stand up,” and “Stand up.” They are controlling 
statements with the function of telling Sam what to do. They make links on the levels 
of interaction, genre and topic. Yandra continues using police discourse. Sam shields 
himself by standing up and saying out loud, “NOW I AM A POLICE.” With this 
statement Sam is informing who he is. He talks in play speech. He is making links on 
the levels of interaction, genre and topic. It seems that by choosing the role of the 
police he is trying to avoid being categorized as a robber. Yandra did not contest this 
play identity that Sam has taken. 
In lines 48 and 50, Maria starts a new topic as she calls Eriz, ‘Batman.” Both 
lines have been coded the same. This statement has the function of informing, 
naming and bestowing status. They make links at the levels of interactional unit and 
topic. Because Maria is using TV discourse ‘other’ discourse was marked. Next, in 
line 51 Maria sits at the Chief Police’s desk. She stays there and when she leaves, Ty 
comes and sits. Ty also uses verbal communication to position himself as the Chief, 
“I’m the chief of police” (line 53). This statement has been uttered to inform, to 
name, to assume status and to explain. It was done in play speech. The social 
consequence is that it positions Ty as Chief Police. In line 54, Tiana orders Sam, 
“Come on Sam.” This utterance has been coded as a request, with the function of 
naming and controlling in normal speech. It makes links at the level of interaction 
(this message unit has connections with the next ones). In the next line Tiana tells 
Sam, “You are the Bad guy.” Tiana is using a high pitch when she utters the word 
‘Bad,’ probably to emphasize it. With this utterance she is informing, naming, 
bestowing status and controlling. The social consequence is that Sam is depicted as 
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a ‘bad guy.’ In the next line Sam says, “I don’t want to be the Bad guy.” Sam is 
making a statement. He is disagreeing with Tiana in that he doesn’t want to be the 
‘bad’ guy. Next Sam adds, “I want to be the Good Guy” (line 57). Sam here 
emphasizes the words ‘Good’ and ‘Guy’ by raising his voice. In this line, Sam is 
making a statement and responding. He is informing, expressing personal and 
disagreeing. He is also rejecting the status bestowed on him and explaining. Sam is 
making intertextual links at the level of interaction. In the next line, Sam explains, “I 
want to be the good guy so they don’t put my hands like this and backed me” as he 
puts his hands behind him (line 58). With this statement Sam is explaining why he 
does not want to be a ‘bad’ guy. This message unit has been coded the same as the 
one before. Sam concludes this interaction by saying, “I don’t like to be arrested!” 
(line 59) Here Sam is making a statement and he is responding. He informs and 
expresses personal opinion and he is disagreeing with Tiana. Sam presents himself as 
the ‘good’ one. He is making links at the level of interactional unit. All these 
message units from line 55 to line 59 have been coded as play speech. In line 57 
starts transcript and chart 3.P.3.C. 
Line 60 shows us Yandra starting a different topic, as she makes a statement 
saying, “I like to be a Bad girl!” She emphasizes the word ‘bad’ by raising her voice. 
Yandra’s remark has been uttered before in this data. The fact that girls want to play 
‘bad girl’ seems interesting, especially if we think that boys in this data don’t want to 
play ‘bad guys.’ Probably girls want to draw attention when making this 
announcement. Here Yandra is making a statement to inform, express personal, 
name, and assume status. She is also explaining what she wants to be in play speech. 
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This utterance makes linkage on the level of interaction. In line 61 Yandra explains 
why she wants to be a ‘bad’ girl, “So I can rob money!” Yandra is informing, and 
explaining. She is also making intertextual links at the interactional unit level. She is 
using play speech. In the next line, Yandra explicates why she needs the money, 
“With money I can buy food.” Yandra is making a statement, informing, expressing 
personal and explaining. She has been using play speech and making links on the 
interaction level. Yandra with this statement is letting us know she understands the 
value of money. 
Chart 3.P.3 (which recapitulates information of charts 3.P.3.a, 3.P.3.b and 
3.P.3.C) will be analyzed to learn in detail the forms, strategies, links, discourses, and 
literacy children use to construct their play identities, social relations and meanings. 
Looking at the forms children used, statement was the form most used — Yandra used 
it 21 times, Sam 10 times, Maria 8 times, Ty 5 times and Tiana 2 times. Children 
developed a coordinated game where children respond to each other, Sam responded 
6 times, Yandra 3 times, and Maria 2 times. Children also used the ‘other’ form (it 
includes greetings and non-verbal only), Maria used it 5 times (she writes, she says 
hello police, she screams for help and she sits in the Chief’s desk), Ty used it 3 times 
(first he sits at the dispatcher’s desk, later he sits in a ‘police car’ and also makes 
noises as if it were sirens), Sam used it 2 times (he sits in car number 2 and he later 
makes noises as if it were sirens), Yandra used it also 2 times (she writes and she 
looks upset) and Tiana used it 1 time (she sits in a ‘police car’). Children asked 
questions as well - Yandra asked 2 times and Maria 1 time. The other players did not 
ask questions. 
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Examining the functions/strategies the children brought into their play, they 
initiated topic in the following way: Maria did 3 times, and Ty and Yandra 2 times. 
These players also make requests. Yandra did 5 times and Tiana 1 time. The rest of 
the players did not make any requests. Informing was the function children used the 
most followed by naming, controlling and explaining play. Yandra informed 15 
times, Sam 10 times, Maria 8 times, Ty 5 times and Tiana 1 time. Children named in 
this way: Yandra and Sam named 6 times, Maria and Ty named 4 times and Tiana 
named 2 times. The controlling statements were uttered as follows: Yandra uttered 14 
controlling statement, Tiana and Ty 2, and Maria 1. Sam did not utter any controlling 
statement. Yandra explained play 8 times, Sam 5 times, Maria 3 times, Ty 2 times 
and Maria did not explain play. Children also used the disagreeing and the assuming 
and bestowing status strategies. Sam disagreed 7 times, Yandra 6 times and Ty 1 
time. Regarding who assumed status: Sam assumed 5 times and Ty and Yandra 3 
times. Maria and Tiana did not assume status. Looking at who bestowed status, 
Yandra did 7 times, Maria 2 times and Tiana 1 time. Children used these strategies 
mainly in play speech. 
Taking into account the intertextual dimension of discourse, children made 
connections mainly at the levels of interactional unit, genre and topic. The links at 
the level of interactional unit were done in this manner: Yandra made 22 links, Maria 
made 12, Sam made 11, Ty made 7 and Tiana made 3. The links at the level of genre 
were as followed: Yandra made 18 links, Sam and Ty made 6, Maria made 4 and 
Tiana made 1. And the links at the topic theme were done in the following way: 
Yandra made 24 links, Sam 12, Maria 11, Ty 8 and Tiana 2. Examining the 
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discourses children brought to his play, work discourse was the one they used more 
often. Yandra used it 17 times, Ty 5 times, Sam 4 times and Tiana 1 time. Maria did 
not use work discourse. The next discourse children used more was peer discourse. 
Yandra and Sam used it 5 times, Ty 3 times, Tiana 2 times and Maria 1 time. 
Children also brought ‘other’ discourses into their play, especially the victim’s 
discourse. Maria used it 9 times, Sam 2 times and Yandra 1 time. Tiana and Ty did 
not bring any ‘other’ discourses. Maria used family literacies 2 times and Yandra 
used work literacy once (she filled out a form). Exploring the totals in chart 3.P.3 we 
can see that statement was the form children used more often — 46 times — compared 
with 13 ‘others’ (greetings, and non-verbal only), 12 responses and 4 questions. 
Children made message units with the main function of informing - 39 times - 
compared with 22 naming statements, 19 controlling, 18 explaining, 14 disagreeing, 
11 assuming status and 20 bestowing status, among others. Children used more play 
speech than normal — 45 times compared with 6 times. Taking a close look at the 
intertextual dimesion of their links, children made 57 links at the level of topic, 55 at 
the level of interactional unit and 35 at the levels of genre. 
In this episode, all the players seem to have been actively participating. I will 
be summarizing how they constructed playing identities, social relations and systems 
of knowledge. Children have been using different discourses, that have taken them to 
different positions (as a police person, as a desperate mother, as a classmate, among 
others). Through this fiction stories, we can unveil meanings that will help us 
understand the children and their communities. 
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Maria, at the beginning, was writing and taking a passive stance in the play. 
But soon she started developing a story by talking on the phone and saying, “Hello 
Police,” “Someone hurt.” Maria tells Ty, “Calling you” and touches him to get him 
into the story. And he does as he says, “Hello.” Maria constructs the story of a boy 
hurting her. She also played the role of the ‘victim,’ when in line 36, she asks for 
help. Later she introduced Batman and said Batman’s name is Eriz (a classmate). 
Maria momentarily sat in the Chief police’s desk. 
Sam started as a patrol person, as he sat in one of the ‘police cars.’ He 
constructed the story with Maria and Ty about a boy hurting Maria. In this 
opportunity, he sent a police car to help her and told her, “We’ll help you.” When he 
declared in line 26, that he was a police officer, he started a long discussion with 
Yandra. He defended himself, when he was accused of not being a police, but being a 
robber. He insisted he did not rob anything. He also looked for ways to avoid being 
called a robber, like saying, he was Spider Man and later announcing loudly, “NOW 
I AM A POLICE.”(Line 47) Sam also had a disagreement with Tiana who told him 
he was the bad guy. Sam refused to be placed in that category, and emphatically 
stated, “I don’t want to be the Bad guy,” “I want to be the Good Guy.” He also gave 
reasons why he wanted to be a good guy and not a bad one. Tiana started playing the 
role of a dispatcher by sitting at the dispatcher’s desk. She did not develop her role. 
Later she accused Sam, “You are the Bad guy” at the end of the episode. She did not 
give the reason for such accusation. 
Ty, in the first line, stated that he wanted to assume the identity of the Chief 
of Police, as he announced, “I want to be the chief of police.” Because he had to give 
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up this position to follow a class rule (that children need to take turns playing the 
role of the Chief) he sat at the dispatcher’s desk and took up that identity. As such he 
answered phone calls. Later he tried to use the class rule to be the Chief of Police 
and he announced, “It is my turn to be the chief police.” Yandra ignored his plea. Ty 
also took the identity of a patrolman when he sat in one of the ‘police cars,” and 
answered phone calls. At the end when Maria leaves the Chief’s desk Ty sat there 
and stated, ‘I’m the Chief of Police.” 
Yandra also wanted to be Chief of Police. As she entered the center she 
announced, “Chief police,” and raised her hand. She added, “It is my turn.” And she 
put the police uniform on. Yandra as a Chief of Police writes. This is a pattern here. 
If you are in the Chief’s desk, you need to write. Perhaps the use of literacy here 
makes the job seem even more important. When Ty invoked it was his turn to be 
Chief of Police, Yandra ignored him and kept talking on the ‘phone.’ Soon after, she 
started constructing a story about some kids that were robbing. And she looked at 
Sam and asked him, “Why are you That bad?” She accused him of being a robber, 
because she saw him robbing a pair of headphones. As a police officer, Yandra tried 
to control Sam, through interrogation and accusations. At the end of this event, 
Yandra announced, “I like to be a Bad girl!” and she explained the reasons why she 
wanted to (Lines 61 and 62). There seems to be a pattern of boys being called ‘bad’ 
and they strongly resisting that characterization, and girls wanting to be ‘bad’ 
without any one calling them that. Girls appear to find the ‘bad’ qualification 
appealing and funny. 
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Transcripts 3.P.l.a, 3.P.l.b, and 3.P.1.C (4/5) will be described and interpreted 
to learn more about which children take up roles in this ‘Police Station’ and how 
these role are taken. We will also leam about which roles are most appealing to these 
children and the themes that emerge from the data. The players in this event were: 
Amy, African-American, Mainstream student; Carmen, Hispanic, Mainstream 
student; Carlota, Hispanic, ESL student; Joan, African-American, Mainstream 
student; Luisa, Hispanic, ESL student; and Shirley, European-American, Mainstream 
student. Luisa is absent today. 
Transcript 3.P.l.a starts with Carlota using non-verbal communication to take 
up the role of the Chief of Police, she sits at the Chief’s desk and she puts the police 
hat and uniform on (Line 1). This message unit has been coded as ‘other’ in the form 
category, with links at the interactional level (has links with lines 8, 9 and 10), genre 
(Carlota is developing her role as a police), and topic. The writing they usually do 
here includes copying literacy around the room (the names of the centers, their 
names, the alphabets (English and Spanish) and the months of the year, among other 
things. In the next line, Shirley initiates a conversation with a police officer, in which 
she says, “Police somebody broke into my house while I was sleeping.” This line 
illustrates one of the ways children take the identity of the ‘victim.’ This message 
unit has been coded as a statement with the function of informing and naming in the 
context of play speech. It has links at the levels of interactional unit (has links with 
the next lines), genre (she is talking on the phone as a victim), and within the topic of 
this play. Next, Shirley uses normal speech to tell the Observer, “That really 
happened” (line 3). This is a statement with the function of informing a real event. In 
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line 4, Shirley also uses normal speech in peer discourse to inform, “I will be right 
back.” Then Shirley talks to Joan and asks, “OK What happened?” She is here 
requesting information. Because it is not clear if Shirley uses play or normal speech, 
a question marked was used. She is making links on the level of interaction (this 
question makes Joan and her laugh in the next lines). The next lines (8 and 9) show 
both Shirley and Joan vying for the Chief of Police’s uniform to play the role of the 
Chief. They tell Carlota, “It is my turn,” “It is my turn.” These lines have been coded 
as statements with the function of requesting, informing, and explaining. They use 
normal speech when they bring a class rule into their play. They make connections at 
the level of interaction. Shirley and Joan are using peer discourse. Based on the way 
children hurry to sit at the Chief’s desk and put the uniform and/or announce it is 
their turn to put the uniform, the role of Chief Police is a first choice for these 
players. Knowing the rule that children need to share the uniform, Carlota takes the 
uniform and the hat off and gives them to Joan and consequently stops being the 
Chief of Police. 
In line 11, Carlota starts a new topic when she announces, “Somebody stole 
my Baby.” By raising her voice when she pronounces the word, ‘Baby,’ she tries to 
demonstrate how desperate she is. Carlota is talking on the phone with Shirley (the 
police), and she is requesting help, informing and explaining. The social 
consequence of this interaction is that Carlota is defined as a ‘victim.’ She is 
constructing intertextuality on the levels on interaction (this line is linked with the 
next ones), genre (she is a victim asking for help on the phone), and topic. In the next 
line (12) Carlota continues carrying out her role as she says, “OK I will be right 
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over (she means she is going to the police station). Carlota is making a statement 
informing and explaining. She is using play voice and makes linkages on the levels 
of interactional unit, genre and topic. Carlota is using the ‘victim’s discourse. 
Shirley playing the role of a police officer, starts questioning Carlota. Her 
first question is, “Did you hear anything when your baby was stolen?”(14), Shirley 
makes this message unit with the strategy of requesting information. She is in the 
play frame and constructs links on the levels of interaction (this line is linked with 
the previous and next ones), genre (a police interrogating on the phone) and theme. 
Shirley is using work discourse. Carlota takes up Shirley’s proposal as she responds, 
“Yeah a noise” (line 15). She is using play voice to give information and explain. 
Carlota is making linkages on the levels of interaction, genre and topic. In line 16 
Shirley continues interrogating Carlota, “Which kind of noise?” With this question 
Shirley is demanding information, in play voice. The social outcome of this utterance 
is to position Shirley as a police officer and Carlota as a mother who needs to find 
her baby. This message makes links on the interaction, genre and topic level. Shirley 
uses the ‘police’ discourse in this interaction. And Carlota keeps using the ‘victims’ 
discourse as she answers, ‘Boom boom like a robber” (line 17). Carlota is informing, 
naming and explaining. She is using play speech to give this information. Carlota 
constructs links on the levels of interaction, genre and topic. In the next line, Shirley 
makes a controlling statement, “We need to go to the police station.” With this 
utterance Shirley is giving orders and explaining. Socially Shirley is still the police 
and Carlota is the victim. The discourse they are using positioned them as such. 
Through language, these players assert the different roles they are playing. In line 19, 
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Shirley tries to soften her previous utterance by asking Carlota, “Will you come with 
me?” Here Shirley is requesting Carlota to come, and at the same time she is trying 
to control her. This utterance is done in play speech. This message unit makes links 
on the levels of interaction, genre and topic. Shirley is using work discourse and 
more specifically police discourse. Next, Carlota responds agreeing to go, she 
informs, “Yeah” and she shrugs shoulders (line 20). This interactional unit that 
started in line 11 ends here. 
Line 21, shows us Shirley announcing, “I am going to call the police.” With 
this statement, Shirley is informing that she is going to take the identity of a ‘victim.’ 
She is using normal speech within peer discourse. In the next line, Shirley starts 
developing the role of a desperate mother as she says, “Hello police a Man stole my 
baby.” Shirley raises her voice as she pronounces the word ‘Man.’ Shirley wants to 
emphasize that was a man and not a woman stole her baby. With this gendered 
message unit, Shirley is conceptualizing a man as doing something bad. This is a 
pattern that has emerged throughout the data — of children but especially girls — 
accusing man of doing something wrong to them or to their ‘families.’ Shirley is here 
making a statement and informing, naming and explaining. She is using play voice to 
give this information in the ‘victim’s’ discourse. This line makes links at the levels of 
interaction, genre and topic. In the next line, Shirley keeps talking with the police on 
the phone and she says she is coming to the police station. In line 24, Amy takes the 
identity of a police as she says, “OK WE’LL GO.” Amy is making a statement 
responding to Shirley and she is agreeing that she needs help. Amy frames her 
utterance in play voice and she is socially positioned as a dispatcher. This message 
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makes linkages on interaction, genre and topic. In line 25, Joan plays the role of the 
Chief of Police (she is sitting at the Chief’s desk) and she writes. The use of non¬ 
verbal actions and literacy are the strategies Joan is using to assume her role. Other 
children have also used this combination of behaviors to take the Chief of Police’s 
identity. The next line shows us Carlota also writing (copies names from the board 
on a piece of paper), but because she is not occupying any specific physical position 
(Chief’s desk, dispatcher’s desk or ‘police cars’) she seems not to be involved in any 
kind of play activity. 
In line 27, Joan gives the police uniform to Amy. With this non-verbal action 
Joan is given up her position as Chief or Police. She announces next, “I want to call 
the police.” Joan is making a statement informing that she wants to be the ‘victim.’ 
Joan uttered this message unit in normal voice within peer discourse. Shirley 
acknowledges Joan’s proposal and answers, “Hello this is the dispatcher” (line 29). 
They both are going to construct a story about things that were stolen and how the 
police will try to help the ‘victim.’ Line 29 - who marks the beginning of Transcript 
and chart 3.P.l.b- was coded as a response and an informative statement. In it Shirley 
is naming (that she is a dispatcher) she is making status reference, assuming status 
and explaining. Shirley is using play speech to make this announcement. She is 
making intertextual links on the levels of word (she mentioned the word dispatcher), 
genre (she is developing the police role) and topic. In line 30, Joan explains why she 
is calling the police, “Somebody stole my sink.” Joan is constructing an informative 
statement in play speech. The social consequence is that Joan is the victim. She is 
making links on the levels of interactional unit, genre and topic. Joan is using the 
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victim’s discourse. Shirley responds surprised, “What?” and “Your sink?” This 
message unit has been marked as a question with the strategy of requesting 
information. It was uttered in play voice and positions Shirley as a dispatcher. It 
builds connections at the levels of words (Shirley repeats the work ‘sink’), 
interactional unit (this message is linked with the previous one and with the next), 
genre (Shirley is playing the police role) and topic. Joan in line 32 responds with a 
“Yeah.” Joan is informing and explaining. This utterance positions Joan as the 
‘victim.’ It makes connections at the interaction, genre and theme level. In line 33, 
Shirley makes a statement informing that the fact that a ‘sink’ was stolen was a funny 
thing. Shirley is using normal voice within peer discourse. She makes connection on 
the level of interaction. 
Next, Shirley assumes the role of a patrol person as she sits in one of the 
‘police cars’ and makes siren noises. She still keeps talking on the phone with Joan 
and she reassures her by saying, “OK we will try to find your sink” (line 35). Shirley 
is here making an informative statement and explaining. She makes this 
announcement with links on the interaction, genre and topic. Shirley is using police 
discourse. To continue developing her fantasy police role, in line 36, Shirley states, 
“OK but you need to come with me.” Shirley is requesting Joan to come with her to 
the police station, and at the same time she is informing, explaining and controlling. 
Shirley is using play speech to give the order. The social consequence is that she is 
still a patrol person. She makes links in the same way the previous line did. In the 
\ 
last line of this story Joan adds, “And my kitten was also stolen.” Until the end Joan 
keeps portraying the role of a ‘victim’ who has lost many things. Both players - 
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Shirley and Joan- have been constructing this drama drawing on the discourse of the 
persona they are portraying. The power relations were asymmetrical with Shirley as 
the ‘police’ interrogating. Joan as the ‘victim’ responds. The children portrayed their 
roles following the stereotypes of society. 
Shirley assumes the role of the Chief or Police (lines 40 and 41). She does it 
using non-verbal communication (she puts the ‘police’ hat on) and she announces 
loudly, “OK I AM THE CHIEF POLICE.” She also sits in the Chief Police’s desk. In 
these message units Shirley is assuming in the ‘proper’ way (according to the 
patterns established in this scenario) the role of Chief of Police. In line 43, Joan 
announces, “I am going to be the caller.” With this statement Joan is informing and 
naming. She is using her normal voice in peer discourse. Carmen gets to be the caller 
first (line 44), as she states, “A man stole my child.” Carmen is now initiating a new 
topic, informing, naming and explaining. She is in the play frame and is portraying 
the role of a ‘victim.’ She is making connections on the levels of interactional unit 
(this message is linked with the next ones), and genre (a victim this center). Again a 
child is accusing a ‘man’ of stealing her child. This is a theme running through the 
data of children — especially girls -- using gendered language to take the subject 
position of ‘victim.’ Carmen’s proposal of intertextuality was acknowledged by Joan 
when she asks, “What is your phone?” This message unit was coded as a question 
with the function of requesting information. It is uttered in play speech. The social 
consequence is that Joan is a dispatcher. She is interrogating using ‘police 
discourse.” In the next message units, Joan keeps constructing her role of dispatcher, 
as she gives Amy orders to sit in the ‘police car.’ She tells Amy, “Come on lady” 
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(line 47) and Sit in the car” (line 48). The first line has been coded as a statement 
with the function of requesting something, naming and controlling. Joan used play 
speech with links on the word, interaction, and genre and topic level. Joan is still in 
work discourse. The next line (48) has been marked, as a statement, with the function 
of requesting, informing and controlling. It was uttered in play speech, within police 
discourse. Amy does not acknowledge Joan’s proposal and does not sit in the ‘police 
car.’ 
In lines 51, 52 and 53 Carmen takes the police role in a particular way, she 
does by repeating a ‘conversation’ she is having on the phone with a ‘victim.’ She 
says, “Somebody stole your baby and your boyfriend.” Carmen is ‘talking’ on the 
phone with a ‘victim’ that she is constructing. In the next line, she ‘repeats,’ “Your 
number 778521.” And she ends this pretend conversation with a victim, saying, “OK 
/ 
Thank you” (line 53). The first two lines were coded the same, as ‘other’ for its form. 
Carmen is echoing a pretend talk, in play speech. The social consequence of her 
utterances is that she is positioned as a police, and more specifically, as a dispatcher 
(following the patterns that have been established in this community). She is making 
connections on the interaction level (these units are linked with the next one), genre 
(Carmen is using the phone to represent the role of a police) and topic (she is acting 
out the theme of this center). Line 53 has been also coded as ‘other’ in the form, is a 
thank you in play voice. Carmen with this utterance finishes the phone call with the 
‘victim.’ What it is interesting about this interactional unit is that Carmen is 
constructing this story alone, with nobody on another phone talking to her. It is very 
different from the traditional story we have seen of two children constructing a story 
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one as the police and the other as the victim, and that we will continue seeing in the 
next lines. 
In line 56, Shirley talks on the phone to Amy and asks, “Where do you live?” 
This conversation could mean the use of family discourse (two people in a party 
chatting), work discourse (a person asking information), peer discourse (one student 
asking other for his address), or other discourse (for example a teacher asking a 
student where she lives). All these different kinds of discourses could have been used 
at some point in this dramatic play center, with the different meanings they carry. But 
looking at the context in which these children are playing, and reading the next lines 
it does not seem probably that Shirley asks Amy this question as a classmate. 
Instead, she is uttering it, in the context of a ‘police station.’ Shirley is requesting this 
information, as a ‘police,’ in the ‘police’ discourse and not within peer or family 
discourse. In line 57, of transcript and chart 3.P.1.C, Shirley keeps asking Amy, “In 
an apartment or in a house?” This line has been coded as a question, with the 
function of requesting information in play speech. Socially, this sentence positions 
Shirley as a police interrogating a ‘victim,’ Amy. It has links on the levels of 
interaction, genre and topic. Amy acknowledges Shirley’s proposal when she 
answers, “In an apartment.” This message is a statement and an informative 
response. Amy is giving information in play speech. The social consequence is that 
Amy is placed as a ‘victim’ in need of help. Amy makes links on the levels of 
interactional unit (this line is linked with the previous ones and with the next one), 
genre (Amy is a ‘victim’ talking on the phone with the police) and in the theme of 
the story. Amy gives the ‘police’ more information when she adds, “In a red 
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building.” This message unit has been marked the same as the previous one. This 
) 
interactional unit that started in line 56, ends here, when Shirley responds, “I will be 
right there.” With this utterance,. Shirley as a ‘police,’ is making an informative 
statement and responding. She is using play speech to make this announcement. The 
social consequence is that the police will go to help the ‘victim.’ This message unit 
has links at the levels of interaction, genre and topic. 
In line 61, Joan makes a statement informing, “I want to be the caller now.” 
To be the ‘caller’ in the context of this play means to be the ‘victim,’ because the 
‘caller’ will start saying the bad things that has happened to her or him. Joan is 
expressing personal, naming and explaining. She is using her normal voice to make 
this announcement. She is making links at the level of interaction within peer 
discourse. Next, Joan starts developing her role as the caller, by giving information 
of what happened to her. She says, “A man stole my bed” (line 62). Joan is making a 
statement initiating a new topic, a new story. She is using gendered language when 
pointing to a ‘man’ as the person who robbed her bed. This message unit is an 
informative and explanative statement. It was uttered in play speech. Joan is 
portraying the role of a ‘victim’ who needs help. She is using the victim’s discourse 
and she is making connections at the levels of interaction, genre and topic. Carlota 
positions herself and is positioned as a police through the next message units. In lines 
64 and 65 Carlota tells Joan, “Come on let’s go,” and “Come on here.” Both message 
units have been marked as statements, with the function of requesting, informing, 
controlling and explaining. They were uttered in play speech. In both, the police are 
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giving orders, with links at the interaction, genre and topic level. Carlota is using in 
both lines police discourse. 
In line 66, Shirley uses non-verbal communication, to take up a role and she 
sits in the Chief of Police’s desk. This behavior has the meaning in this play, that she 
is the Chief of Police. In the next line, she begins constructing her role, when she 
asks Amy on the phone, “Do you have a phone number or not?” Her question sounds 
a bit hard, like if she was pressing for an answer. 
Later on (line 69) Shirley is conversing as she says, “I need to put in the mail 
this” and she shows an envelope. Shirley is now making an informative statement, in 
play speech. She is making intertextual links at the levels of genre (with this act 
Shirley is developing the role of the Chief) and topic (she is playing out the theme of 
this center). 
Lines 70 to 74 show us children joking on who was stolen. All have been 
marked the same. In lines 70, 71 and 72 Joan teases as she says, “Somebody stole 
Amy!” “Somebody stole Mrs. Norbis!” and “Somebody stole Mrs. Santiago! Shirley 
interrupts Joan in the next line and tells, “Somebody stole Shirley!”(73). Amy adds, 
“Somebody stole Mrs. Norbis!” All these message units have been coded as 
informative statements, with the function of making a joke. They are given in play 
speech, and make intertextuality on the levels of words (they repeat the words said in 
line 70, and just changing the name of the person stolen), interaction (these message 
units are linked), genre (they are using the joke style) and topic. In line 75, Shirley 
ends the previous interactional unit by saying, “The phone is ringing.” With this 
statement, Shirley is probably going to start developing the police role. She is here 
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informing and explaining in play speech. The social consequence is to position 
Shirley as a police. She is making links on the levels of interaction (this line is 
connected to the next one), genre (a police on the phone), and topic. The episode 
ends in the next line, as Shirley says, “Hello Hello.” With this message, Shirley is 
starting a phone call in play speech. The social consequence is to position her as a 
police. She is making connections at the levels of interaction, genre and topic. 
Because the lights goes off this episode ends here. 
Chart 3.P.1 (which summarizes the information of transcripts and charts 
3.P.l.a, 3.P.l.b and 3.P.l.c) will be analyzed, to learn how each players constructed 
message units, the forms they used, with what function or strategy, the intertextual 
links they made, the kinds of discourse they conveyed and the kinds of literacy they 
bring into their play. These transcripts have the particularity that this time only girls, 
were playing. Shirley and Joan as we will see next developed powerful positions. 
Let’s examine how they did, and also, how less powerful players participated in 
constructing discourse. Observing which form was most used, we can see that 
statement was the most used. Shirley uttered 18 statements, Joan uttered 16, and 
Amy and Carlota 4 and Carmen 2. These players also used other forms to deliver the 
message units, like responses, questions, greetings and non-verbal behavior only. 
Children responded in the following way: Carlota responded 5 times (what is a lot 
compared with the few statements she made), Shirley responded 4 times, Amy 3 
times, and Carmen 1 time. Taking into account the questions these players asked, 
Shirley asked 8 questions, and Carmen and Joan asked 1. Amy and Carlota did not 
ask any questions. Analyzing the section of function/strategy of the message unit, 
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informing and explaining were the ones used the most followed by requesting and 
naming. Shirley informed 17 times, compared with 14 times done by Joan, 7 times 
done by Carlota, 4 times done by Amy and 2 times done by Carmen. Shirley 
explained play 11 times, Joan 9 times, Carlota 6 times and Amy and Carmen 1 time. 
Children requested in this way: Shirley did 11 times, Joan 5 times, and Carlota and 
Carmen 1 time. Amy did not make any requests. These players named in this 
manner: Shirley and Joan 5 times. Carmen 2 times and Carlota 1 time. Amy did not 
use this strategy. 
Most of the message units were delivered within the frame of play speech 
rather than normal speech. Shirley produced 20 message units in play speech 
compared with 7 in normal speech, Joan, produced 13 in the play speech and 5 in 
normal speech, and Carmen, produced 5 in play speech and 1 in normal speech. The 
other players — Amy and Carlota — did not construct any message unit in normal 
speech and produced the following ones in play speech: Carlota 7 and Amy 4. The 
coordination of the children’s play can be seen in the way they made intertextual 
links. Children made proposals and acknowledgments like this: Shirley proposed 12 
times and acknowledged 5 times, Joan proposed 8 times and acknowledged 4 times, 
Carlota proposed 4 times and acknowledged 3 times, Carmen proposed 2 times and 
recognized 1 time and Amy did not make any proposals and acknowledged 2 times. 
The connections these players made were at the word, genre, topic level, but 
especially at the levels of interactional unit. Shirley made 31 connections at this 
level, Joan made 19, Carlota made 9, Carmen made 6 and Amy made 4. At the topic 
level Shirley made 26 links, Joan made 14, Carlota made 8, Carmen made 5 and 
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Amy made 4. The links at the genre level were as followed: Shirley made 24, Joan 
made 14, Carlota made 8, Carmen made 5, and Amy made 4. Some links were also 
made at the word level: Shirley and Joan made 3, and Amy made 1. 
Examining the different discourse they children used to constitute their 
playing role and their relations of power in this particular scenario, we can learn that 
the players in these episodes - 3.P.l.a, 3.P.l.b. and 3.P.1.C ~ did not bring any family 
discourse into the play. They brought instead work discourse, ‘other discourses’ (like 
the ‘victim’ discourse) and peer discourse. Shirley used ‘other discourses’ 6 times, 
Joan 9 times, Carlota 5 times and Amy and Carmen 3 times. Looking at work 
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discourse, Shirley brought it 14 times, Joan 4 times, Carmen 3 times, Carlota 2 times 
and Amy 1 time. Peer discourse was brought up 6 times by Shirley and 5 times by 
Joan. The other players did not bring peer discourse into the play. Taking into 
account the ‘literacy’ category, Carlota was the only player who used family literacy 
twice. 
As observed, Shirley and Joan were the leading players here. They made 
more statements, asked more questions and responded more. They also gave more 
information, and named more. And both explained play much more often than the 
other players. At the intertextual level, they both made more proposals and they were 
acknowledged more often. Their discourses made more links at the levels of words, 
interaction unit and topic that the one constructed by the rest of the players. They 
both also made more connections at the levels of work discourse and peer discourse. 
Next, I will summarize the ways these players participated in this play (I will 
describe it in alphabetical order). 
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Amy was the player who participate the least in this playing scenario. First 
Amy assumed the position of a police when she answers a phone call saying (line 
24), “OK WE’LL GO” (the police will go to help the victim). Amy after this 
utterance got the Chief’s uniform from Joan. At the end of this playing session she 
repeated a joke some other children were saying as she exclaims, “Somebody stole 
Mrs. Norbis!” (74) Amy responded many questions especially compared to the 
number of statements she made. 
Carlota started as the Chief of Police (she sat at the desk, she put the police 
uniform on and she was writing). Here Carlota used the proper non-verbal 
communication (according to the expectations of the other players) to take the role 
even though she did not use language. Later on the play (line 11) and after she took 
the uniform and moved off the Chiefs desk, she began constructing the role of the 
victim, “Somebody stole my Baby” (line 24). Then, she gives the police all the 
information they were asking. For a little while, she was not creating any story but 
sitting on the floor copying some names from the board. Next, in lines 64 and 65, 
and after Joan called for help, she assumes the role of the police by saying, “Come 
on let’s go” and “Come on here” while she holds Joan’s hand and moves her to the 
‘police car.’ In this interaction, the fact that Carlota used non-verbal communication - 
- along with the verbal one — helps us understand she is playing the role of a police. 
Otherwise, she could have been using for example family discourse. 
Carmen in line 44, took the role of a victim as she said, “A man stole my 
child.” Her proposal was acknowledged and the ‘police’ started interrogating her. 
Carmen answered the question she was asked. Later, she used discourse in a very 
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innovative way to take the role of the police acting alone. Carmen is echoing a 
conversation she was having with a pretend ‘victim.’ Carmen said, “Somebody stole 
your baby and your boyfriend!” [she was writing while talking on the phone] and 
later, and “Your number 778521.” After she uttered these 2 message units echoing 
the voice on the other side of the phone, she said “OK Thank you.” This message 
was supposedly her voice as the police. 
Joan’s first intervention in this play was to announce it was her turn to be the 
Chief of Police, “It is my turn” and she pointed to the police uniform and to the hat. 
Joan is invoking the class rule that makes the children take turns playing the different 
roles. Carlota (who was wearing the police uniform) passed it to Joan. She is now the 
Chief of Police. As such, she writes (line 25). Next, Joan gave up her position by 
passing the uniform to Amy. Immediately, Joan announced, “I want to call the 
police” (line 28). She starts constructing the role of the victim as she announced, 
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“Somebody stole my sink” and she added, “And my kitten was also stolen.” Joan 
was interrogated, and she replied as part of her role of a ‘victim.’ Again in line 43, 
Joan expressed her desire to be the victim as she said, “I am going to be the caller.” 
But this time, she did not develop the role instead as Carmen announced her child 
was stolen, Joan takes the role of a police and starts interrogating her (lines 44 to 46). 
Next, Joan as still the police, ordered Amy to sit in the ‘police car.’ Amy did not 
acknowledge her. In line 61, Joan insisted, “I want to be the caller now.” This time, 
she constructed her role as she said, “A man stole my bed” and she further said, 
“And then they walk away.” Carlota came to help her (lines 64 and 65). Almost at 
the end of these episodes, Joan started joking as she announced, “Somebody stole 
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Amy!” “Somebody stole Mrs. Norbis!” and “Somebody stole Mrs. Santiago!” (70, 
71 and 72) 
Shirley, at the beginning of this episode, started playing the role of a victim, 
as she stated, talking on the phone, “Police somebody broke into my house while I 
was sleeping.” Nobody acknowledged this plea for help. Next, Shirley talked in 
normal voice to the Observer, saying that that really happened to her. Later, she 
invoked a class rule, when she announced, “It is my turn” (line 8). Shirley wanted to 
wear the police uniform and become a Chief of Police. Shirley did not get the 
uniform but Joan did. Shortly after, Shirley uses non-verbal communication to take 
the role of a patrol person — she sits in one of the ‘police cars.’ Right away, she starts 
constructing her role as a police. She interrogates Carlota (the victim) and at the end 
of the interrogation, she asks Carlota to go with her to the police station. Shirley is 
using the appropriate discourse to correctly position her as a ‘police.’ In line 21, she 
revealed, “I want to call the police.” And in the next line, she begins portraying the 
role of a victim, as she stated, “Hello police a Man stole my baby” and “Come.” 
After Shirley portrayed the role of a victim, she switched her role, and is now a 
dispatcher. As such, she started asking questions to get information from Joan, the 
victim. The questioning Shirley submitted the victim, was a clear example of police 
discourse, at the end of it, she tries to soften it, as she said, “OK we will try to 
find...” (35). Shirley — as the other children who played police — was using the 
knowledge she had on the police discourse, and applied it, to exercise power over the 
victim. 
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Examining the totals of chart 3.P.1 (which sums up the information of charts 
3.P.l.a, 3.P.l.b and 3.P.l.c) we learn that statement was the form these players used 
the most — 44 times compared with 30 ‘other’ (greetings, non-verbal only or 
singing), 15 responses and 10 questions. Children used these forms with the main 
functions of informing, 44 times; of explaining, 28 times; of requesting, 18 times; 
and of naming, 13 times. Children made 26 proposals and 16 of them were 
acknowledged. They made intertextuality on the levels of interactional unit 70 times, 
topic theme 57 times, genre 55 times and word 7 times. Children brought up ‘other 
discourses’ (victim’s discourse) 26 times, work discourse (police discourse) 24 times 
and peer discourse 11 times. This information helps us understand how children co¬ 
constructed stories in a collaborative way, reaching out at different interactions, 
discourses, genres and words, to acquire, maintain or develop the different roles. 
3. How do children assume roles in the ‘Police Station’ 
a. Children occupy certain physical spaces and use certain objects 
The first thing that comes to my attention, when analyzing the transcripts in 
this scenario, is the way in which these players take the different roles. Children have 
to occupy specific physical position that was different for each role. For example, if 
you play to be a Chief of Police you have to sit at the Chief’s desk. 
Transcript 3.P.l.a (4/5) 
1. Carlota [sits at the Chief’s desk and she puts the police hat and the uniform on] 
Transcript 3.P.1.C (4/5) 
66. Shirley [sits in the Chief’s police desk] 
Transcript 3.P.2.a (4/16) 
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14. Tiana [sits at the police Chief’s desk] [she writes] 
Transcript 3.P.3.a (4/27) 
1. Ty “I want to be the Chief Police” [raises hand] 
2. Yandra “Chief police” [raises hand] 
3. Yandra “It is my turn” [puts the uniform on and sits at the Chief’s desk] 
Transcript 3.P.3.C (4/27) 
51. Maria [sits in the Chief Police’s desk] 
52. Maria [leaves the chair and Ty sits] 
53. Ty “I’m the Chief of Police” 
Transcript 3.P.5 (5/11) 
8. Ramon [sits in the chair of the Chief of Police] 
9. Ramon [starts writing] 
If you play to be a dispatcher, you have to sit at the dispatcher’s desk, as the 
next transcripts illustrate. 
Transcript 3.P.l.b (4/5) 
29. Shirley “Hello this is the dispatcher” [at the dispatcher’s desk] 
Transcript 3.P.2.a (4/16) 
5. Maria “Car 1 go” [from the dispatcher’s desk] 
13. Ty. [moves from the Chief’s desk and is now at the 
dispatcher’s desk] 
19. Ty “Hello 911” 
If you play the role of a patrol person, you have to sit in one of the ‘police 
cars,’ as the following examples show. 
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Transcript 3.P.l.b (4/5) 
34. Shirley [goes to one of the ‘police cars’ and starts making 
siren noises] 
35. Shirley “OK we will try to find..[on the phone] 
Transcript 3.P.2.b (4/16) 
31. Ty [‘drives’ one of the police cars] 
32. Tiana [‘drives’ the other police car] 
Transcript 3.P.3.a 
6. Sam [sits in car number 2] 
15. Sam “Carl Carl” 
Making the ‘wrong’ choice of places was immediately noticed, as for 
example in transcript 3.P.2.a (4/16), when Ty in line 1, puts the Chief’s uniform and 
hat on, but in line 2, sits in the ‘police car.’ Yandra addressed Ty saying, “If you are a 
police officer you have to stay at the desk” (she meant if you are the Chief of Police 
you have to sit at the desk). 
Also, to start portraying a certain role, these players need to have certain 
objects. For example, if you are going to develop the role of the Chief of Police, you 
need to wear the ‘police uniform’ and the ‘police hat.’ These were very valuable 
objects in this scenario, because there was just one of each. Usually, the first child to 
come to this scenario, was the one who put the police uniform on (Carlota in 
transcript 3.P.l.a, Ty in transcript 3.P.2.a or Matilde in transcript 3.P.4.a). On the 
other hand, if you are planning to start the role of a victim, dispatcher or patrol 
person, you need to have access to a telephone. The victim needs a telephone to 
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phone the police station. The dispatcher needs one, to answer phone calls and send 
patrol people to different destinations. And the people in the ‘police cars,’ also need 
phones to communicate with the police station or with the victims. Some children 
also considered important to have badges. In transcript 3.P.4 (5/4), Abraham says, “I 
need a badge” (line 8) and he starts making and passing them out. This need for a 
badge might be connected with the visit of the police officer. In that occasion, he told 
the children that a police officer need to have a badge. Also, when children required 
an object but did not have it, they pretend through non-verbal communication to 
have it. For example, in one of the episodes the ‘police’ have to put handcuffs on the 
‘robber’ and the players pretend to have them by ‘showing’ they were opening the 
handcuffs and then pretending to put them on the ‘robber’ (Transcript 3.P.5), 
b. Children use language 
Besides the importance of taking specific physical places to develop certain 
roles, and the need to have certain objects, these players are required to use language 
in a certain way, to start and develop their playing identities. Children who want to 
play the role of the ‘police,’ sometimes answered a ‘phone call.’ The next transcript 
will illustrate this. 
Transcript 3.P.l.a (4/5) 
11. Carlota “Somebody stole my Baby” [on the phone] 
12. Shirley “OK I will be right over” 
44. Carmen “A man stole my child” [on the phone] 
45. Joan “What is your phone?” 
Transcript 3.P.2.a (4/16) 
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4. Yandra “Police somebody is entering my house”[on the phone] 
5. Maria “Car 1 go” 
18. Maria “My baby girl, my baby girl!” [on the phone] 
19. Ty “Hello 911” 
Transcript 3.P.2.b (4/16) 
34. Sam “A bad man broke my wall” 
35. Sam “He just came” [points to a pretend wall] 
37. Maria “OK” [and pretends she is writing] 
Transcript 3.P.3.C (4/27) 
36. Maria “Help!” 
37. Ty “This is the Police!” [talks on the phone] 
In these transcripts, the police (the dispatchers and patrol personnel) respond 
to phone calls from people who are calling for help. Children use the proper 
discourse that positioned them as ‘victims’ or as ‘police.’ These players are sharing 
the meanings of what it means to be a police and a victim to co-construct different 
stories. Other times, the ‘police,’ start the phone call as in the following examples. 
Transcript 3.P.l.a (4/5) 
29. Shirley “Hello this is the dispatcher” 
30. Joan “Somebody stole my sink” 
Transcript 3.P.2.b (4/16) 
25. Carlos “Cual es el problema?” (What is the problem?) 
26. Maria “Somebody stole my baby” 
27. Maria “Tu tienes que ayudarme” (You have to help me) 
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As soon as someone starts telling a dramatic story, the police begin an 
interrogation process. The police try to learn more about the victim or about the 
circumstances that surrounded the drama. The next excerpts illustrate how this 
questioning happened. 
Transcript 3 .P. 1 .a (4/5) 
11. Carlota “Somebody stole my Baby5’ 
12. Shirley “OK I will be right over” [talks on the phone] 
13. Shirley “Did you here anything when your baby was stolen?” 
14. Carlota “Yeah a noise” [talks on the phone] 
15. Shirley “Which kind of noise?” 
16. Carlota “Boom boom like a robber” 
Carlota initiates here interaction by announcing a dramatic event, Shirley as a 
police officer responds and offers to help. To learn more about how the baby was 
stolen the police officer starts asking questions, a typical situation that could be 
happening in real life. Children are here following not only the rules of the play, but 
also the rules of the playing behavior. They are following the behavior of the police 
(Shirley) and of the victim (Carlota). These children show knowledge of the societal 
world and how people in it develop their roles, in this particular case the role of a 
police officer and the role of a victim. 
Transcript 3.P.2.a (4/16) 
18. Maria “My baby girl, my baby girl! 
19. Ty “Hello 911” 
20. Ty “Your address?” 
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21. Maria “196 State St.” 
22. Ty ‘Car one go to 196 State St. 
After Maria made an exclamation about her baby, Ty answers the phone from 
the police station. He begins interrogating Maria, and she starts answering him. 
Maria’s starting story depends very much to develop, on how Ty will approach her, 
after he heard her first utterance. Dramatic play, as a social activity, depends as much 
as on us, as on others, as these examples are showing us. 
b. 1. Police and victims 
When children wanted to play the role of the ‘victim,’ they also used the 
phone, to develop their roles. Here are some examples, on how children — especially 
girls — assume the role of the victim. 
Transcripts 3.P.l.a — 3.P.l.b and 3.P.1.C (4/5) 
2. Shirley “Police somebody broke into my house while Iwas sleeping” 
11. Carlota “Somebody stole my Baby” 
22. Shirley “Hello police a Man stole my baby” 
44. Carmen “A man stole my child” 
62. Joan “A man stole my bed” 
Transcripts 2.P.2.a and 2.P.2.b (4/16) 
18. Maria “My baby girl, my baby girl!” 
34. Sam “A bad man broke my wall” 
Transcript 3.P.3.a (4/27) 
9. Maria “Hello” 
10. Maria ‘Someone hurt’ 
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Transcript 3.P.5 (5/11) 
2. Myma “Hello ...this is an emergency” 
3. Myma “911, 911...brring...bring...” 
11. Myma “Hello” 
12. Myma “Fighting, a lot of fighting” 
When playing victims, these players use drama, to assume their roles. These 
‘victims,’ use a special kind of discourse — one that shows suffering and loss. 
Sometimes these ‘victims’ — trying to add tragedy to their roles -- use prosodic cues, 
like raising their voices, when pronouncing certain words. For example, when 
Carlota raises her voice, when she said the word, ‘Baby’ in the message unit, 
“Somebody stole my Baby” or when Shirley also raises her voice, when mentioning 
the word ‘Man’ in the statement “Hello police a Man stole my baby.” These 
‘victims,’ also use exclamation, to signal their anguish. The police answered these 
phone calls for help, in a very helpful way, offering to be there immediately, or 
offering to bring the ‘victim’ to the police station. These — among others — were the 
‘police’ words. In this first transcript, Shirley as the police, asks the ‘victim’ to come 
to the police station. The ‘police’ frame the question in a nice way (line 19). 
Transcript 3.P.l.a (4/5) 
18. Shirley “We need to go to the police station” 
19. Shirley “Will you come with me” 
The next transcript also shows us the police approaching the victim in a nice 
way. In this case, after the police echoe the number the victim, the police ends the 
phone call with a thank you. 
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Transcript 3.P.l.b (4/5) 
52. Carmen “Your number 778521” 
53. Carmen “OK Thank you” 
Again, in the next lines, we can see how gentle the police are with the 
victims. 
Transcript 3.P.3.a (4/27) 
14. Maria “A boy hurt me” 
16. Sam “We’ll help you” 
In the previous lines, we have observed the discourse among ‘victims’ and 
the police. The victims positioned themselves, or are positioned, as people in need of 
help and the police as their rescuers. Very different kind of discourse will be 
constructed, when police confront robbers. Police don’t give thanks or offer to help 
robbers, but speak to them in a coercive and forceful way. The next transcripts will 
illustrate this point, 
b. 2. Police and Robbers 
In transcript 3.P.5 (5/11), the children are role-playing robbers and police. In 
this event, as in others part of the data, nobody wanted to play the role of ‘the 
robber.’ The next excerpts illustrate this point. 
30. Janet “Who is going to be the robber” 
31. Manuel “Oh I want to be the robber” 
32. Manuel “You be that” 
33. Manuel [sits in one of the ‘cars as a patrol person] 
34. Janet [sits with the phone as a dispatcher] 
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In this sample, Janet, asks who is going to be acting out the role of the robber. 
Manuel, first says, he wants to be the robber, but then, he passes the role to Janet, as 
he says, “You be that.” Janet does not acknowledge Manuel’s statement, and plays 
the role of dispatcher. In the next lines, again Manuel tries to bestow the status of the 
‘robber’ on Myma. She emphatically rejects the status. In the next line, Janet 
explains, that the play needs a robber. Manuel, again, bestows this status on Myma 
and she again rejects it. Manuel then, uses non-verbal communication to bestow 
Myma, with the status of a ‘robber.’ He pretends to put handcuffs on Myma and 
moves her to the ‘police car,’ and sits her in the back seat. Myma resists the identity 
bestowed on her, by pretending to open the handcuffs and getting out of the car. This 
episode ends with Myma (now a police officer) pretending to handcuff Manuel, and 
putting him in the back of the police car. 
48. Manuel “Myma is the robber” [gets out of the ‘police car’] 
49. Myma “I don’t want to be the robber” 
50. Janet “We need somebody to be the robber” 
51. Manuel “Yeah you are!” 
52. Myma “NO” 
53. Manuel [pretends to put the handcuffs on Myma] 
54. Manuel [moves Myma to the police car and sits her in the back sit] 
147. Myma [pretends to drive] 
148. Myma [gets out of the car, and pretends to handcuff Manuel] 
149. Myma [puts Manuel in the back of the car] 
150. Myma “And stay under arrest!” 
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151. Manuel Dumps up from his seat] 
In these message units, Myma through non-verbal and verbal actions, 
constructs for herself the identity of a police officer, and for Manuel, the identity of a 
‘robber.’ Myma takes the position of a police by pretending to drive a ‘police’ car, 
and then to arrest Manuel. He resists his positioning by jumping out of the police car. 
These players are skillfully playing different subject positions and resisting being 
constructed as robbers. Another example, on how children resisted being constmcted 
as ‘bad,’ is shown in the next transcript. Tiana starts the interactional unit by telling 
Sam, he was going to be the ‘bad’ guy. Their whole conversation evolves around the 
theme of being the bad guy and not wanting to be one. 
Transcript 3.P.3.C (4/27) 
55. Tiana “You are the Bad guy” 
56. Sam “I don’t want to be the Bad guy” 
57. Sam “I want to be the Good Guy” 
58. Sam “I want to be the good guy so they don’t put my hands like this and 
backed me” [he puts his hands behind him] 
59. Sam ‘I don’t like to be arrested’ 
In this episode, Sam is resisting the position Tiana gives him. These children 
are using the dualism good versus bad to bestow and resist status. It is interesting to 
see how Tiana uses the verb ‘to be,’ meanwhile Sam uses the verb ‘want.’ To the 
statement that he is a ‘bad guy’ Sam does not respond “I am not the Bad guy,” 
instead he says, “I don’t want to be the Bad guy’ and he adds, “I want to be the Good 
Guy.” Later, he explains the reasons why he wants to be the good guy. An exception 
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to this pattern, of children wanting to be good and to play good guys, is represented 
in the next excerpts. In them, Tiana first and later Yandra, announce they want to be 
the ‘bad guy’ of the ‘bad girl.’ 
Transcript 3.P.2.a (4/16) 
11. Tiana “I want to be the bad guy” [points at self] 
12. Tiana “I want to be the bad guy” 
Transcript 3.P.3 (4/27) in the Police Station 
60. Yandra “I like to be a Bad girl!” 
61. Yandra “So I can rob money! ” 
62. Yandra “With money I can buy food” 
This is an example, of how and why, a girl wants to assume the status of a 
‘bad girl.’ Perhaps, these girls, with these assertions, want to be considered insiders, 
in what they considered the ‘bad guy’ world. Or perhaps, these girls, feel a desire to 
act in what they think is the ‘male’ way of behaving. Here — as in the Doll House — 
the favorite roles the children wanted to play, were largely determined by their status. 
Most of the children interviewed, said, in the police station they wanted to be a 
police officer. The reasons they gave varied -- some said because they like to wear 
the police uniform and the police hat or because they get to drive in the ‘police cars.’ 
In general, children considered police officers helpful as they said, “Police check to 
see if the lights of the cars are working,” “Police take people out of the cars after a 
crash,” “The police comes if there is an emergency.” Within the police force, the 
favorite role, was to play the Chief of Police, because of the power she/he has it. 
Stephen, Joy and Manuel clearly stated this. These were their words. 
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Observer: “What role did you like to play in the Police Station?” 
Joy: “The Police Chief because he helps people” 
Stephen: “The Police Chief so you can help people” “Sometimes Police Go to 
Restaurants to get coffee” 
Manuel: “El boss,” “El que manda a los policies a trabajar, y el que chequea si 
todos tienen el uniforme y las pistolas.” (The boss, he tells the police to work and 
checks if everyone has a uniform and a gun). 
These players, at the Police Station, understand the hierarchical organization, 
of having a Chief of Police at the top, a Chief who helps people, but at the same time 
‘bosses’ people. Nobody mentioned in these interviews, that they wanted to play the 
role of the ‘victim’ or in their words, ‘the caller’ neither the role of ‘the robber.’ 
• 4. Summary findings in the ‘Police Station’ 
Looking at peer interactions, and how children constructed playing identities, 
at the micro level of this scenario, we can observe that the children organize their 
‘Police Station’ using verbal and non-verbal strategies. Children have maintained a 
coherent discourse, each speaker has kept the discourse going while at the same time 
confirming to the others that she/he has followed what has gone up to that point, 
a. Findings about identities and social relations 
Children in this Police Station organized themselves by using different 
approaches. For example, they had a limited number of players, for each role. They 
understood that there was going to be one Chief of Police. You could play his role if 
you get to the center first, put the police uniform on and sit at his desk. Children did 
not necessarily have to announce that they were going to be the Chief, even though 
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sometimes they did. Children could also invoke the rule, “It is my turn” meaning that 
they have to take turns playing the role of the Chief (so everybody could use the 
uniform). Or if one started to play the role and the lights went off in the last session 
they could continue to play that role the next session. Because of the limited number 
of phones in the dispatcher’s desk, there could not be more than two dispatchers at 
one time. Usually children assume the role of the dispatcher by sitting down at the 
desk and start using the phone (to talk to the ‘victims’ or to direct where the patrol 
people would be going). Sometimes, children would announce, ‘I am going to be the 
dispatcher” but this was not a condition to take the role. Also, because there were just 
two ‘police cars,’ the number of patrol persons was limited. To become a patrol 
person you had to sit in one of the ‘patrol cars,’ pretend you were driving, and use 
the phone. This police station also had people playing the roles of ‘victims’ and 
‘robbers.’ Girls usually played the role of ‘victim’ — with the exception of Sam in 
lines 34 and 35 of transcript 3.P.2.b and Manuel in lines 143 and 144 of transcript 
3.P.5. Children in general did not like or want play the role of ‘robber.’ Looking at 
how the victim communicates his or her drama, we see that the victim usually used a 
phone to call the police. These conversations, almost always, ended with the police 
saying they would help the victims and that they have to come to the police station. 
To develop their playing identities and establish social relations these players 
conveyed different discourses. For the most part, the children establish the police 
station as a place to receive phone calls from victims, and by doing this, relationships 
were establish among police officers and victims, with the consequence of 
asymmetrical relations of power. In trying to help the ‘victim’ the police submitted 
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him or her to interrogation, making the victim a subject of ‘documentation.’ Another 
type of relationship was formed when the story was constructed around the theme of 
cops and robbers. As the following excerpt shows, very asymmetrical power 
relations were established in scenarios involving robbers and the police. 
Transcript 3.P.5 (5/11) 
94. Manuel “Come over here” 
95. Manuel [pulls Myma towards the ‘cage’] 
96. Manuel “Get in the cage” 
97. Manuel “Get in the cage” 
125. Manuel “Robber! Robber!” [holds Janet] 
126. Manuel “You are in the cage” 
Because Janet resists Manuel insists: 
129. Manuel “C’mon you are going to the cage” 
130. Manuel [pulls Janet towards the‘cage’] 
Transcript 2.D.5 (12/15) 
31. Susana “I am the Police” 
32. Susana [chases John and Ryan with a milk container] 
33. Susana “I AM GOING TO THROW HOT MILK TO YOU” 
In this kind of discourse — between the police and the robbers — the police 
feel empowered to hold, pull, handcuffed, chased and even throw hot milk at the 
robbers. This verbal and non-verbal discourse shows ‘the robbers’ being pushed 
around but at the same time resisting the position they are given. These excerpts also 
show us, how important the physical space is, in relation to certain roles. Here, 
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Manuel brings the ‘cage’ scenario by symbolically representing it with his hands. 
The ‘cage’ is the place where the police will confine the ‘robber.’ 
b. Findings about meanings 
The first thing that comes to my attention when reading these transcripts is 
how little Spanish the children have used. As the year progressed, less Spanish was 
heard at this center. ESL students are becoming more fluent and confident in the use 
of English and they are asserting themselves as English speakers. As we noticed in 
the previous scenarios, children show how important a role in the play is for them. 
As Bateson states, even though play is something that is not real, children can 
experience intense emotions in relation to the constructed fantasy (1982, p. 209). 
Transcript 3.P.5 (5/11) shows us an example of how a player uses words as a weapon 
to tell another child, she can’t play, when he feels defeated. The precedent of the next 
dialog begins when Myma pretends to unlock the handcuffs she has on. Myma is the 
‘criminal’ and Manuel is the ‘police.’ 
64. Myma [pretends to bite through the ‘handcuffs’] 
66. Manuel “Nuh-uh that lock is hard’ 
67. Manuel “Nuuh-uh cause I have the key” 
68. Manuel 
69. Manuel 
70. Manuel 
71. Myma 
72. Myma 
‘Remember the gold key can open it” 
‘I got it right here” 
‘In my pocket” [taps his pocket] 
[touches Manuel’s pocket] 
[lifts her hand pretending she got the key] 
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In this scenario, Myma has been struggling to free herself. She does this 
through non-verbal communication. She pretends to take the ‘gold key’ from 
Manuel’s pocket and she ‘shows’ it by lifting her hand. Manuel, feeling 
overpowered, begins to offend Myma as he says: 
73. Manuel “You can’t get it...” 
74. Manuel “You can’t play” 
75. Manuel “You don’t know how to play Myma” 
76. Manuel “She doesn’t know how to play” [point at Myma] 
77. Manuel “Myma you don’t know how to play” 
After using different strategies to keep Myma arrested, Manuel decides to 
construct her as a person ‘who can’t play,’ and ‘who doesn’t know how to play.’ He 
not only tells her this, but he also announces, to the other players, that she doesn’t 
know how to play. The fact that nobody says anything to the contrary, may give 
Manuel’s assertions validity. Because Manuel could not win as a player, he moves 
out of his play frame, and attacks Myma as a person and specifically as a player. 
Here we can observe the importance of play, being used as ‘weapon’ to hurt others. 
Another meaning that has emerged in the intersection of the social relations 
/ 
and roles these players have being constructing, is that the police force is good and 
helpful with the victims and tough and strong- willed with criminals. This can be 
seen, in the way they children playing the role of the police acted with the ‘victims’ 
and with the ‘criminals.’ For example, when the police officers talked to the victims 
they said things like, “I will be right back,” “OK we’ll go,” “OK we will try to 
find...” or “We will help you.” The police have also been harsh when dealing with 
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criminals (forcing people to get into the police cars, telling people what to do and 
pulling people towards the ‘cage’). These findings agree with what the children said 
in the interviews about the police force. The children in these interviews explained, 
“La policia viene si hay una emergencia” (The police come if there is an emergency), 
“The police help children if they get lost,” “The police and the firefighters come if 
there is a fire” “Los policias sacan a la gente de los carros cuando chocan” (Police 
take people out of the cars if they crash.) These players also mentioned, “Police 
chase people and put them in jail,” “Los policias arrestan a los hombres que matan a 
las mujeres” (The Police arrest men that kill women), “La policia mato al papa de 
l 
Ariso” (The Police killed Ariso’s father), “Police handcuff people and put them to 
jail” “La policia se llevo al papa de mi prima para la carcel y era bueno!” (The Police 
took my cousin’s father to jail and he was good!), “Police scared people with their 
guns.” From these interviews, we learn how children think police do helpful things 
but sometimes take people that they love away, scare people or even kill them, 
c. Macroanalysis of interactions 
When children play the role of the victim they develop this identity by telling 
the police the bad things that happened to them. Their initial statement shows the 
drama that is unfolding in their lives. In this statement children -- but particularly 
girls — often bring up the topic of ‘men’ ‘doing bad things’ to them or their families. 
These girls portray a stereotype of females being victims of male violence. Nobody 
challenged their assumptions, it seems that what they were saying of men stealing 
babies, or beds or braking walls was acceptable and made common sense. Children 
blame ‘men’ or they blame ‘somebody’, but they do not blame girls for anything bad 
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that happened to them. Thus, masculinity has often been construed in this scenario as 
a negative form of being. It is possible that these players bring messages from 
society into their play. For example, analyzing the video with the visit of a police 
officer, children made comments like: “One time, I was out playing with my friends, 
and somebody jumped this girl” and then he adds, “He beats her up.” Another child 
mentions, “I saw two boys fighting and I went inside the house, and told my mom” 
or “When my step father was in jail, I went to meet him...” All these comments give 
us the message of ‘man’ or at least ‘a certain man’ doing bad things in their lives. 
When children were interviewed about what they know about police officers, some 
of them said, “Police arrest men who kill women.” Another child stated, “La policia 
se llevo a un hombre que rompio una ventana” (The Police took a man who broke a 
window). It is also possible these players have observed more males than females 
being portrayed as negative characters in the media. Girls have been constructing the 
role of victims more often than boys. Through discourse they are asserting 
themselves as powerless in many of these episodes. In a way, these girls are learning 
and rehearsing through acting out the narratives of the hopeless. They are developing 
an identity, which is constructed around powerlessness. These players pretending to 
be mothers are constructing motherhood as a difficult role. 
Children in this play -- especially the ones playing the roles of the victims — 
portrayed the real ‘victims’ as the youngest in society. For example they said, 
“Somebody stole my Baby,” “Hello police a man stole my baby,” “A man stole my 
child,” “My baby girl, my baby girl!” among others. Through this kind of discourse, 
these players are meaning that the ones hurt most in society are ‘babies’ or ‘children,’ 
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in this case because they had been taken away from their families. This may reflect 
an existing pattern in the larger society that the youngest children are the most 
vulnerable. 
Despite their different levels of proficiency in English, children have created 
a playing community -with certain rules to follow, one main language and the use of 
the proper discourses pertaining to their playing persona. The community the 
children constructed was not kept by the players themselves but rather by common 
meaning, and heteroglossic repertoires of social practice (Lemke, 1995). 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
A. Conclusions 
The rationale for this study was to explore how kindergarteners from 
different social, cultural, ethnic, and language backgrounds construct social relations, 
social identities and social meanings through discourse during their play at the Socio 
Dramatic center. The play community is not constituted solely by individuals, but by 
relationships and practices that interact in a dynamic way constructing meanings that 
are appropriate in the community. This study also tries to examine and relate what is 
happening at this dramatic center with events that are happening or have happened at 
the macro level of society. In this sense, the study of language will make it possible, 
to learn about social issues, and the “complex interrelation of language and power” 
(Fairclough, 1996, p. 1). The conclusions will be organized around these topics of 
inquiry and will be linked with similar studies done previously. 
1. Children Bring Different Discourse 
This section will present the conclusions on how children from different 
social, cultural, ethnic and language backgrounds construct social relations through 
discourse during dramatic play. 
Children in this play center structured their play in different ways depending 
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on their play scenario, though as we will see later, there were many strategies in 
common among the different scenarios. Generally, in the different scenarios, the 
children more often brought up the discourses that best fit that scenario. As we 
observe children construct playing roles in terms of the social relations, and “cultural 
meaningful behavior patterns” (Lemke, 1995, p. 81). Through the study of social 
relations we can learn about social power if and how it was exercised in this 
particular setting. 
In the Puppet Theatre, children constructed social relations with the other 
storytellers and with the audience through playing the role of a storyteller or of an 
M.C. Looking at how the relationships developed among storytellers we can see that 
these relationships varied depending on the different episodes. Most often an English 
proficient speaking player started constructing a story, for example Ryan with the 
story of “The Three Little Pigs” and some other students would join in the 
construction of the story (transcript l.T.l.a). Another example was when Shirley 
started the story about ‘Froggy’ and then Stephen linked this idea with the story of 
Kermit the frog (transcript l.T.2.a). On another occasion, Ryan created a story about 
seeing a shark and Wilma continued this story (transcript l.T.5.b). Susana, an ESL 
student, in another episode invites the children to come to a party and to go into the 
pool. The children go into the pool until John and later Rosendo stated that the party 
is over. The relations among storytellers were cooperative but the child who started 
the story often leads in its development and the others simply support his or her plot. 
In this sense the ‘author’ of the story has a more powerful position in relation to the 
other storytellers. 
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The social relations between the M.C., storytellers and the audience were 
very important. To start these relationships the storyteller had to use some linguistic 
and non-linguistic devices to involve the audience. The successful storytellers would 
greet the audience enthusiastically and the audience responded cheerfully. The most 
engaging storytellers also asked questions like, “Who wants to be my friend?” or 
“Sirs how are you doing?” or “How are you doing everybody?” and the audience 
would answer. In a few instances the storyteller used an imperative command like, 
“Say Hello to Sally” and the audience responded. Some storytellers have used the 
pronoun “we” inclusively, to refer to the audience and him or herself, creating a kind 
of false solidarity. For example, when Eriz says, “We are missing someone, Wait!” 
and “We are off to see a horse.” The audience is being made a partner in what was 
missing and in where they are going. The social relation between storytellers and 
audience in this play scenario can be categorized as asymmetrical in the sense that 
the audience only speaks when the storyteller opens the possibility for it. Otherwise 
it was a passive listener. Children who were playing the role of the storyteller had to 
use the storyteller’s discourse otherwise their discourse went unrecognized by the 
other storytellers and by the audience. Examples of the storyteller’s discourse are 
when Juana says, “I am going to the machina” (I am going to the Amusement Park) 
and she holds a pig, or when Susana tells others, “Yo voy a tirar bolas” (I am going 
to throw balls) and she holds a rabbit or when Myma says, “Mi mama lo va a hacer” 
(My mom is going to cook it) as she holds a turkey. These storytellers did not 
involve anyone and no one was very interested in their statements. To be an effective 
storyteller the player had to use some conventions related with the entertainment 
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world. Children who had the knowledge to do this had the power in this setting 
(Foucault, 1982). Another way that the children created social relations in this 
scenario — particularly ESL children — was through singing English songs. Once 
they started singing other children often sang along. Susana sang in transcript l.T.l.a 
line 11, Shirley and Carlota in transcript l.T.2.a, Joy in transcript 1.T.3, Joselo and 
Josefa in transcript l.T.4.a and Susana, John and Juana in transcript l.T.5.a and 
l.T.5.b. The meanings behind this behavior will be discussed later. 
In the Doll House, children constructed different kinds of social relations as 
they brought different discourses into their play. Children constructed social relations 
using family discourse but they also brought peer discourse, class discourse and in 
some instances work discourse. Children in this scenario mainly constructed 
relations between parents and children and among friends. Examining the relations 
between fathers and their children, the transcripts show that they did things together 
like going out on trips, cleaning dishes and storing them, cleaning the refrigerator, 
and cooking. When fathers had small babies (the baby dolls) they held them, gave 
them a bath, dressed them, fed them, and protected them when robbers tried to take 
them. But fathers also exercised power over their children, by allowing them or not 
allowing them to go over their friends’ house (transcript 2.D.6). Sometimes fathers in 
this data told their children in a controlling way that they could not have certain 
objects or do certain things because they are sons. The next examples illustrate this 
point. At the beginning of the event Seth gets the video camera, next Abraham tries 
to get the video camera. Seth announces, “You are the son” and he adds, “And sons 
don’t have video cameras” (transcript 2.D.11 lines 1, 2, 3 and 4). In the same 
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transcript a couple of lines ahead Abraham and Seth argue about who is going to be 
the driver. The discussion ends when Abraham says, “I am the dad and I drive.” As 
we can observe these fathers are entitled to some privileges just by having that 
subject position. 
Examining the relations that mothers, constructed with their babies (baby 
dolls), we see mothers holding babies, feeding them, dressing them up and putting 
them to sleep. Mothers have also been preparing food, sitting at the table with their 
daughters and taking them to school. Mothers and fathers exercised their power by 
deciding whether or not to let their children go out. In one instance (transcript 2.D.6) 
Amy as the daughter asks the mother if she can go, “Mother mother can I go?” then 
asks the father, “Mother says I can go over my friend’s house.” It seems that the 
mother’s permission to go out was not enough, the father also had to approve. These 
transcripts have not shown mothers making the kinds of restrictive comments fathers 
did, such as if you are the son you cannot have, or do something. What is interesting 
in these filial relationships in this scenario is that ‘mothers’ have been constructing 
more relationships with ‘daughters’ and vice versa and that ‘fathers’ have been 
constructing more relationships with ‘sons’ and vice versa. Children in some 
instances constructed friendly relationships. Some players — especially Hispanic 
girls ~ try to create pleasant relationships by inviting others to their celebrations and 
birthday parties or offering them food or coffee. Other times, these girls also try to 
establish relationships by inviting others to prepare food together or helping them 
with their babies. Boys on the other hand, invited others to go to a tag sale, the zoo, 
or the park. The other players usually accepted these invitations. 
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Sometimes children in this Doll House have used the rules of the class or the 
rules of the play to organize the play. Children have used the rule that if you are a 
member of this group you can play to include or exclude some players. Another rule 
these players used to get some power was invoking the rule that you need to share. In 
this setting, girls were the ones who invoked classroom rules more often - especially 
against boys. Some players -- particularly female ESL students — brought up the rule 
“Clean up, clean up, everybody clean up” (singing) at the end of the play session. 
These singers often had the other children join them in singing and in cleaning up the 
center. Other times, children invoked certain play rules to make sure the other 
players were following the proper behavior of the fantasy roles they were 
developing. These players are following what Vygotsky (1978) observed and stated, 
that play cannot subsist without rules. 
In some instances boys try to establish very different sets of social relations 
in the Doll House by using work discourse and making some physical changes in the 
arrangement of the house. For example in transcript 2.D.8 Oscar and Manuel 
changed the house into a store, and in transcript 2.D.10 John with Wilma and 
Susana’s help changed the house into a Police Station. Social relations in this Police 
Station implied relations of power among the police and the ‘victims’ or among the 
police and the ‘criminals.’ In other instances children have brought the police to the 
house using drama as Rosendo did in transcript 2.D.2.b, “I am calling the police,” 
“There is a murder here.” Another example is in transcript 2.D.5 when Susana 
announces, “The Police,” “THE POLICE VIENE PORQUE ESTAMOS 
PELEANDO” (The police are coming because we are fighting). In many of these 
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instances boys end up having a brave and sometimes heroic role. For example, 
Rosendo in transcript 2.D.2.b says: “Now I beat him up” (line 50), Ryan in transcript 
2. D.5 says, “We are fighting bad guys” (23) and John as the policeman exclaims 
loudly “I FOUND YOUR BABY...” (line 64). 
In the Police Station scenario, the players constructed social relations 
between the police and the ‘victim,’ between the police and the robbers, and between 
the players as players and classmates. Taking a look at the relation between the 
police and the victim, we clearly see an unequal status. Even though the police 
treated the victims gently, the roles place the players acting as police in a position of 
power and they control the way the interview develops. For example in transcript 
3. P.l.a after Carlota explained that somebody stole her baby, Shirley as the police 
interrogated her with questions like: “Did you hear anything when your baby was 
stolen?” and “Which kind of noise?” Another example of the ‘police’ controlling the 
dialogue occurred when Carmen as the victim says that a man stole her child and the 
police officer interrogating her asks, “What is your phone number?” Other questions 
asked by the police here were “Where do you live?” “In an apartment or in a house?” 
“Where is your house?” “What’s your street?” “How did he look?” or “What color is 
she?” On some occasions, the police thank the victim for the information given but 
usually they did not. Almost always, at the end of the conversation the police 
finished the phone conversation by offering to help the victim and asking him/her to 
come to the police station. For example in transcript 3.P.l.b Shirley as the police 
states, “OK we will try to find...” and adds, “OK but you need to come with me.” 
Sometimes this request was elaborated in a way that hid the power in it, like when 
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the police say, “We need to go to the police station” and adds, “Will you come with 
me?” These ‘invitations’ to come to the police station are really meant as a command 
to the victims who apart from having a ‘trauma’ in their lives now have to obey what 
is asked of them by the police. Usually when somebody requests someone to do 
something it is because there are specific power relations in place. 
The ‘victims’ -- usually ‘mothers’ - call the police to denounce that their 
‘babies’ were “robbed” or “stolen” most of the time. These girls are aware that young 
children are the most fragile age group. These babies are considered powerless, and 
therefore subject to different kinds of mistreatment. These female players also 
understand that for these babies to survive they need to get support and assistance. In 
a sense these female players go against the main ideology that adults “control the 
lives of children only for their own good” (Lemke, 1995, p.140). On the contrary 
these ‘moms’ believe that adults, especially men can and will hurt the youngest ones. 
The social relations between the police and the robbers differed from the 
police/victim relations because of a greater inequality in the relationships 
constructed. The next examples will show this point. Yandra as the police accuses 
Sam, “I saw you robbing,” “Why you did it?” Sam insists that he did not do it but the 
police kept insisting, “Yes I saw you did it.” And in another episode Manuel as the 
police pretends to put the handcuffs on Myma, (the robber) moves her to the police 
car and sits her in the back seat. Manuel also uses linguistic behavior as he tells her 
“I want to put you in the cage” and later “Get in the cage, get in the cage.” Later in 
the episode Myma as the police pretends to handcuff Manuel, puts him in the back of 
the police car and exclaims, “And stay under arrest.” The police in these 
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relationships are in control of the situation by using discourse in an imperative and 
coercive way and through the use of non-verbal communication. The nature of the 
relationship between the police and the robbers determines the kinds of discourse 
that was used. At the same time the use of this kind of discourse (controlling, 
imperative and impersonal), sustains the relationships between police and robbers. 
These children playing police clearly distinguished the discourses they were going to 
draw upon depending if they were dealing with a victim or with a robber. This is 
what Fairclough (1996) contended, that “social conditions” determine properties of 
discourse (p.19). 
Children in this Police Station also constructed social relations as peers and 
as players. One of the ways the children organized themselves was by invoking 
classroom or play rules. Rules were also invoked by the children in Jordan’s study 
(1995). By knowing the class or play rules and using them, children in some 
instances, controlled others’ behavior. Children in this scenario — for different 
reasons — prefer to play the role of the Chief of Police. When that role was played 
out by one player for too long, the other players invoke a class rule. The following 
excerpts are examples of what happened in this situation. Carlota was playing the 
role of the Chief and both Shirley and Joan tell her, “It is my turn,” “It is my turn” 
(transcript 3.P.l.a, lines 8 and 9) and Carlota takes the uniform off and gives it to 
Shirley. In another instance, Ty announced that he wanted to be the Chief of Police, 
and Yandra invoked, “Chief Police” and she adds, “It is my turn” and she puts the 
police uniform on. Another way children organized their play was by enforcing the 
rules of behavior for each role that is being played. For example when Ty plays the 
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Chief of Police and instead of sitting at his desk, he sits in the ‘police car,’ Yandra 
announces, “If you are a police officer you have to stay at the desk” and she points to 
the Chief’s desk. Another example happened after Yandra accused Sam of being a 
robber. Sam defends himself saying he was a police, and Yandra emphatically states, 
“No you are not the police,” “I saw you robbing.” In this case, because you were 
considered a robber, you could not be a policeman at the same time (transcript 
3.P.3.b). Sam seems to agree with Yandra’s statement because he ends up saying he is 
Spider Man. These players were also aware of who was in their playing group, and 
they used this knowledge to exclude others from coming to their group or from 
getting special objects their group had. For example, in transcript 3.P.4.b, Abraham 
spends most of the event making ‘police badges’ and when he was giving them away 
Gabriela says, “Give one to Juana,” and Abraham responds, “Juana is not in our 
group” as he shakes his head. 
In sum, children in these three scenarios constructed social relations which 
were in some aspects determined by the social conditions in which they were 
happening. In the Puppet Theatre, the players mainly build relationships between 
storytellers and the audience and these relationships were built upon the use of the 
storyteller discourse. The most effective storytellers were the ones who dominate the 
English language to create interactive stories and who were even able to play with 
words making them sound funny and rhyme. The social relations constructed here 
were in their vast majority asymmetrical relations where the audience was silent 
unless it was ‘invited’ by the storyteller to express itself. The storyteller was the one 
who controlled the audience. 
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In the Doll House the main social relations were constructed between parents 
and their children or between friends. The play language the players used in these 
interactions helped them develop their roles and maintain the relations among family 
members or friends. Mothers and fathers portrayed the identities of nurturing people, 
concerned about the well being of their children. In a few instances, fathers exerted 
power through controlling statements or requests. The players also established 
friendly relationships. Girls -- especially Hispanic girls -- invited others to their 
‘fiestas,’ ‘parties,’ or ‘birthday parties.’ Boys invited their friends to go to tag sales, 
the zoo, the park or to a picnic. In some of these situations when a player made one 
of these invitations, he or she established some conditions, making the relation 
slightly asymmetrical. For example in transcript 2.D.l.b Josefa asked the children to 
say Happy Birthday to Sandra. Josefa asked Sandra to look at the cake and told 
Joselo to sit down to have the cake (lines 12 to 48). Another example of how children 
constructed asymmetrical relations can be seeing in transcript 2.D.3.b. Manuel and 
Oscar co-construct a story inviting people to go to a tag sale, “Vamos para un tag 
sale” (Let’s go to a tag sale). Then they started giving orders like, “Todos en el carro” 
(Everybody in the car) and “Everybody sits in the car.” Oscar is the one who decided 
when to come back as he said, “Vamos de vuelta para la casa” (We are going back 
home). According to Bloome & Egan-Robertson (1993), the children who make 
these invitations have ‘entitlement rights’ and they can exert power to make different 
intertextual relationships (p.312). In general, the Doll House was the scenario where 
more relationships of cooperation happened. This was defined as power “with” the 
others (Bloome & Willet, 1991). 
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In the Police Station the main social relations were established among the 
police force and the victims and in some instances between the police force and the 
criminals. The discourses the children used to start and maintain these social 
relations followed the ‘discoursal’ conventions (Fairclough, 1996, p. 29) required for 
this kind of relationships. Children have been developing in this scenario the types of 
practices they think police have. In general they have developed unequal power 
relations, where the police force — through verbal and non-verbal communication — 
has been able to control others. These ‘police officers’ have been using the discourse 
of interrogation, of making an arrest and of accusing a suspect and in doing so they 
have positioned others (the victims and the robbers) in particular relations of power. 
Discourse functions “ideologically... to support and legitimate the exercise of power 
and to naturalize unjust social relations” (Lemke, p. 20, 1995). 
ESL students in this Dramatic Play center almost always addressed the 
Observer in Spanish when talking to her in normal or play speech. Teresa in 
transcript 2.D.2.a, asks her, “Tu estas escribiendo lo que estamos diciendo?” (Are 
you writing what we are saying?” Then Teresa switches to play voice and says, 
“Tengo esto para ti” (I have this for you) and she passes a ‘cookie’ (lines 15 and 17). 
When Susana starts singing in the middle of the session “Clean up, Clean up” and 
the Observer says, “No todavia” (Not yet), Susana announces, “De embuste porque 
vamos para el parque” (It is a joke because we are going to the park). In transcript 
2.D.3, Manuel tattles in English and then in Spanish: “Mrs. Norbis he took my ice¬ 
cream” and later says, “Janet me quito mi jugo” (Janet took my juice) and “Janet me 
quito mi helado” (Janet took my ice-cream). In transcript 2.D.5 Susana in line 21 
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states in play speech, “Esta comida es para ti Mrs. Norbis” (This food is for you Mrs. 
Norbis). Also in transcript 2.D.5 Juana tells, “Maestra mira mi bebe” (Teacher look 
at my baby). The social relationships these children have with the Observer 
determined the kind of language they use with her. In talking to her in Spanish they 
construct themselves as Spanish speakers. Children were often constructing social 
relations and practices “characteristic” (Lemke, 1995, p.85) of their communities. 
Those relations and practices built special subjects. 
2. Children Construct ‘Ethos’ 
This section will make conclusions on how a group of kindergarten students 
from different social, cultural, ethnic, and language backgrounds construct social 
identities through discourse during their play. 
Children in this center organized the play by taking “social roles” in which 
they constructed a specific discourse with a set of agreed purposes (Fairclough, 
1996, p.38). By doing certain things and/or using certain discourses, children occupy 
different positions. Through their verbal and non-verbal comportment they 
constructed the ‘ethos’ of an M.C., of a mother, a father, a son or daughter, of a 
victim, of a police officer -- among others (Fairclough, 1998, p.166). In this sense 
‘ethos’ is built by language and by the whole body (Bourdieu, 1984). When 
occupying these subject positions the children in this study were reproducing them. 
The things these players did and said was what differentiated the role they were 
acting out. As Lemke points out, the definitions of the roles are specific to one 
activity structure. For example, if you were going to play the role of a mother or of a 
police officer, you would need to develop all the activity structure in which you 
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expect a mother or a police officer to take part of. Children as we have seen, 
construct what Lemke calls “embodied participants” (Lemke, 1995, p. 86). Children 
develop imaginative roles by doing specific activities that make them noticeable in 
particular ways. Once participants selected a discourse the conventions implied in 
this discourse applied to the others involved in that dialogue. Children in this 
dramatic center have constructed fantasy positions that were considered valid and 
valued for the corresponding scenario. 
For example in the Puppet Theatre children constructed their roles as 
spectators, storytellers or as peers. The physical location of the player had a major 
significance in whether they were spectators (in front of the stage) or actors (behind 
the stage). Once these players positioned themselves, they were required to behave a 
certain way to legitimize their role. For example if you were in the audience you 
were suppose to be quiet, and to clap or talk if you were asked to. To construct the 
role of a storyteller or M.C. these players had to use particular narratives and special 
non-verbal and prosodic communication to relate with the audience. These 
storytellers had also being using some devices like raising their voices to show 
enthusiasm, lifting their arms to show dynamism and getting close to the audience to 
show inclusion. As we have seen in this Puppet Theatre there were constrains on 
what people could or could not do. The audience was submitted to the power of the 
storyteller or M.C. who was the ‘author’ of what he/she said, and who in some 
occasions interacted with the audience by giving audience members the opportunity 
to speak. These subjects were constituted in the practices of this particular scenario. 
In general Mainstream students were the most effective storytellers. They 
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communicate effectively by using book discourse in English (for example 
developing a story based on “The Three Little Pigs), TV discourse (bringing Kermit 
the frog to the play), or using the English language to create narratives (Shirley 
making a story of her living in the farm, Abraham making a story of his animals 
jumping in the mud, or Eriz telling a story about going to the farm). Mainstream 
students have “entitlement rights,” they make the intertextual links in certain ways 
and have the ‘right’ to develop the story. According to Bloom & Egan-Robertson, the 
dissimilarities in entitlement rights may reflect different status among individuals 
and the construction of particular social relations, in this case ascribing power 
because of the language being used (1993, p.312). ESL students find a way to be 
storytellers mainly through the use of English songs, they sang animatedly over and 
over in the different episodes, “Old MacDonald Had a Farm” or they just made up 
songs in English, “Den Den The Most Delicious” and “Na Na Na The Most 
Delicious.” The other students often joined in. 
In the Doll House children constructed different identities in different ways. 
These players used family discourse most of the time to position themselves as 
fathers, mothers, sons, daughters, sisters, students or friends. As the interviews with 
the children revealed, children preferred to play family roles that were important in 
their communities. In some instances children have brought to this center work 
discourse or other discourses to take roles outside of the family domain. One 
important way they used to specify their role, was naming. Children spent time 
assigning themselves, bestowing, rejecting or negotiating some identities — 
especially that of fathers and mothers. Often children would assume the identity of a 
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parent by introducing their son or daughter. For example saying, “This is my baby” 
“Esta es mi hija” (This is my daughter), “Give me that son” or “Here son” and the 
father would pass him something. Other times children assumed an identity by 
performing an activity, like holding and feeding babies or dressing them. Sometimes 
their sons or daughters were baby dolls. Other times they named their sons or 
daughters as we have seen before or children said, “Daughter,” or “Yo soy la hija” (I 
am the daughter). To properly construct these identities children had to use the 
meanings they know about these identities and construct the social relations 
corresponding to these identities. Sometimes children contested the ways others 
constructed their social identity as in the following passage, when Susana says that 
she is going to a party and Wilma replies, “But you are the mother!” Susana ends the 
dialogue saying, “I am not a mother now” (transcript 2.D.10, lines 18, 19 and 20). 
Here Wilma’s interpretation of what a mother should be was imposed on Susana. 
These players have been developing different identities -- sometimes more than one 
at the same time -- through the use of a wide range of discourses. These players 
knew well how to develop the ‘script’ of a mother, father, daughter, son or friend 
(Fairclough, 1996, p.159). These scripts guided the way social interactions were 
going to be constructed among participants in discourse. Certain topics were 
developed according to if you were a mother, a daughter or a friend. These players 
usually developed their play identities in the Doll House by conversing informally 
and by performing social routines associated with the role. In general, solidarity has 
governed the interactions in this Doll House, where relationships were characterized 
by social equality. On a few occasions power was openly expressed like when Seth 
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in transcript A.D.ll says, “You are the son,” “And sons don’t have video cameras” 
and adds, “I am the Dad,” “And I have the video camera” (lines 3 to 8) or when 
Abraham in the same transcript says, “I am the dad and I drive.” These players - 
Seth and Abraham — assumed that because they occupied a particular position they 
were entitled to certain privileges excluding others from them. Statements like these 
help sustain existing power relations by constructing asymmetrical relations. The 
powerful roles constructed by some children not only reflect their cultural 
background, but are also a source of social power during play and a way to influence 
the other peers. 
In the Police Station the roles the children played were defined by the 
specific situational context of this scenario. Also this context determined the kinds of 
activities that happened, the language that was used and the social relations that were 
constructed. Here children constructed fantasy identities mainly as police, victims, 
and criminals. To take the role of a police officer, children occupy a certain physical 
position (at the chief’s or dispatcher’s desk or at the police cars). Children also 
developed activities that were typical of this kind of setting. They answered phones, 
made arrests, interrogated victims and criminals, and so forth. These activity types 
that the police constructed, limited the topics being brought up and also the purposes 
of the exchange (Fairclough, 1996, p.148). When the police asked questions for 
example, they were expecting responses, which gave them the information they 
needed. In this sense the police discourse constructs victims as well as criminals in 
varied asymmetrical relations of power. The police had the right to ask questions, to 
tell people to come to the police station and to handcuff people while the victims or 
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criminals were obligated to answer and do what was asked of them. What we are 
seeing in the police discourse is what Fairclough calls ‘power in discourse’ where 
more powerful participants limit the contributions of less powerful participants by 
controlling the topic and enforcing explicitness (Fairclough, 1996, p. 135). Power has 
been in place in these asymmetrical relationships where one of the subjects is 
subordinate to another. In sum, discourse and material practices position subjects in 
specific ways (Kamberelis, 1992, p.361). 
In these three different scenarios, the use of certain objects helped develop 
certain identities and relations. Kantor et al., (1993) arrived at the same conclusion in 
her study of a playing group in a preschool classroom. These objects varied with the 
scenarios, for example in the Puppet Theatre the valuable objects were the Puppets; 
in the Doll House, the plastic video camera and the telephones; and in the Police 
Station, the police uniform, the police hat, the ‘police cars’ and the telephones. These 
objects had to be used in particular ways according to the role you were developing. 
When one of these objects was very limited in number — for example one police 
uniform, one police hat or one video camera — the most powerful participants used 
different strategies to control or keep them. Usually boys tried to get these valuable 
objects first and to keep them. Girls had to use the rules of the class to avoid this. 
Another important strategy children used to get an identity was to occupy space. In 
the Puppet Theatre children positioned themselves in the stage as M.C. or 
storytellers. In the Doll House, while girls preferred to stay in the house, boys tried 
to get out of the house or change the house into another scenario. In the Police 
Station, children tried to occupy the Police Chief’s desk as their favorite position. 
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Even though the possession of the valuable objects, or the occupying space was 
important in creating the particular “ethos” (Fairclough, 1998), it had to be 
accompanied by the use of language if it was to be powerful. 
3. Children Bring Meanings Relevant to their Communities 
This section concludes what social meanings are constructed through discourse 
in this Dramatic Play center. 
The social meanings that people construct are not always fixed and they 
varied with the contexts in which they are embedded. These meanings are sustained 
by the power of ‘relevant experts’ (Fairclough, 1996, p. 95). They are usually hidden 
as common sense assumptions and are often implicit in the discourse people use or in 
the activities in which they participate. Children’s construction of meanings is 
usually based on the acceptance of the others. They will construct meanings that are 
important in this play community and in the different communities in which they 
participate. The meanings people construct are linked to the context in which they 
are happening. The meanings do not arise in individual acts of will but originate in 
and function as part of social dialogue. The influence of context on meaning 
construction derives from a linking of the social and the psychological in the inner 
consciousness of the individual. The meanings these players are constructing have 
been available because they are part of culture, and culture is “public” (Geertz, 
1983). 
As we have seen in the various scenarios, the power of the English language 
has controlled the way these players construct social relations and identities. This 
power has come to this play through the use of English songs, book characters in 
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English, TV characters like Kermit the Frog, Batman, and Spider Man, and in 
general, the use of English narratives. The media, (TV programs and CDs) the school 
setting (with most of the library books being in English, with most of the 
performances being acted out in English and with most of the teachers being only 
English speakers) and even the family setting of Hispanic families (parents singing 
English songs and listening to English radio stations) are perpetuating the power of 
the English language to the detriment of the Spanish language. ESL children are 
subconsciously being persuaded to like and promote English. Nobody is making 
these ESL players speak English, but the social circumstances in which they live 
makes them choose English. In this case, the power is exercised to constrain the use 
of Spanish in favor of English. Because ESL students make the ‘choice’ to speak in 
English, they are favoring English characters, English songs, English narratives, with 
the consequence of having to adhere to the ideologies these characters, songs and 
narratives carry with them. Fairclough (1996) calls this ‘hidden power,’ in the sense 
that the power is exercised without people realizing it. These ESL players don’t 
realize that the use of English is mandated by powerful forces (political, cultural and 
economic), interested in just one language being used. This agrees with Fairclough in 
that, “...media can be regarded as affecting the ideological work of transmitting the 
voices of power in a disguised and covert form” (1998, p. 110). Ideology is 
positioning ESL students as the ones who need to discard their language and to leam 
another. Ideology is positioning ESL students through English songs, English book 
characters and English TV programs. As in Orellana’s study (1999), English is 
visible in more public areas, and in more materials, in the voices of school personnel 
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and especially in the voices of their favorite TV characters. In conclusion, these ESL 
children have received the message that the knowledge that is socially valued is the 
knowledge of the English language. Vazquez et al, (1994) arrived at the same 
conclusion in their study of “La Clase Magica” (The Magic Class) where children 
thought they should speak English because English dominated most of their 
everyday experiences, and it was the language of choice at school (p.164). Another 
reason that might influence ESL students to choose English could have been the low 
status that Spanish has in schools and in the society at large (Commins, 1991). 
Children, even young children quickly understand that it is more prestigious to speak 
in English than to speak in Spanish. The child internalizes pieces of realities from 
two opposing worlds (the school and the home), and this can produce a collision of 
voices. ESL children are making ‘choices’ that have more meaning than they think of 
(Bordieu, 1991), and with consequences that far exceed this Dramatic Play Center. 
The ideological workings of language made the children consent to use English 
(Fairclough, 1996). The ‘choices’ these ESL children made are not individual but 
political and historical (Commins, 1991, Crawford, 1989). 
The way children in this scenario played police and constructed routines in 
the Police Station taking what police do as ‘natural’ (Fairclough, 1998, p. 92) reveals 
the power of the police force. Special kinds of subjects are created through police 
discourse, portraying the police as more powerful than the ‘victims’ or ‘criminals.’ 
According to Fairclough (1996), this kind of power comes from the assumption that 
the police help people. Because people think that the police will help, people — 
especially victims submit to different kinds of demeaning activities (interrogation, 
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inspection). The natural assumption of the power of the police inevitably constrained 
the actions of other subjects especially that of victims or criminals. Through the 
bureaucratic police discourse, some people have been made objects to be 
interrogated, checked, and incarcerated. Fairclough (1998) calls this, “discourse 
technologies” (p.215), where the state uses different strategies to control people’s 
lives, sometimes without them noticing. 
Some children -- especially girls -- in this playing group have constructed 
men as violent, as ‘bad.’ The existence of this idea is a form of power exercised by 
these girls, who are in some ways aware of the social conditions of society. This act 
of naming has been called “nominalization” by Fairclough (1998, p.182) and 
condensation by Lemke (1995, p.60). When these girls qualify men as ‘bad’ they are 
turning the description of a situation into a word. The meanings implied in the word 
“bad” are omitted and condensed. It is up to the listener to interpret and evaluate 
what these meanings are. In this Dramatic Play center girls portrayed some men as 
kidnapers, as adults harming children. This meaning is relevant because it goes 
against the ideology of adults acting positively in the lives of children and looking 
out for their best interest. This idea of ‘men’ being bad was mentioned in some 
questionnaires that the parents filled out. The questions were designed to reveal if 
parents talk to their children about community events. One of the parents said that 
she talks to her son and daughter about rapists. She said, “Por si acaso esto puede 
pasarle a mi hijo e hija, como por ejemplo, los violadores” (Just in case this can 
happen to my son or daughter, for example, the rapists). In this passage the parent is 
targeting men as possible criminals. Another parent says, “We talk about violence in 
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the community. How can we get together and stop violence, especially young men 
killing each other. Here this parent is worried about violence in the community and 
how could it be stopped. She shares her views with her children, and what she sees 
is, young men killing each other.” As we can see the meaning of ‘men are bad’ is 
also constructed within the children’s communities. Children have probably seen this 
meaning being built. These players are creating texts in this Dramatic Play center 
that reflect other texts that they hear in their communities. According to Lemke what 
we mean by “saying and doing, deploys the meaning-making resources of our 
communities” (1995, p.19). 
On the other hand, boys in this Dramatic Play center have resisted being 
constructed as bad. Davies (1993) arrived at the same conclusion in her study, where 
boys wanted to be good and obedient. Nevertheless, boys in the present study often 
transgressed rules especially by not sharing materials or by occupying other’s space, 
as will be discussed later. According to Davies, when boys transgress the boundaries 
of “goodness” they experience “danger, excitement and even pleasure” (1993, p. 92). 
Some girls have been trying to construct themselves as ‘bad,’ perhaps, trying to 
behave and feel like they perceive boys do. 
Hispanic girls have often brought up the celebration theme to this scenario. 
These girls’ storylines show they feel pleasure in being with friends having a good 
time. This theme might be considered a reflection of what is happening in their 
communities where people enjoy sharing a good time with friends and family. The 
celebration theme not only came up in the dramatic play center but also in the 
interviews with the parents. In one of the interviews the mother says, “Mi papa 
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tocaba la guitarra, otros en la familia tocaban el cuatro, el giiiro, las maracas y 
cantaban. Lo hacian para las Navidades” (My father played the guitar, other 
members in the family played the cuatro, the guiro and the maracas, and they sang. 
They did it for Christmas). Another mother comments the following, “En nuestra 
casa celebramos juntos la familia, muy feliz. Cocinamos pasteles, morcillas, arroz 
con gandules, lechon asado y ensalada de papas. De postre tenemos arroz con leche y 
dulce de papaya. Abrimos los regalos que hay en el Arbolito y despues visitamos a 
los demas familiares y amigos.” (In our home we celebrate Christmas with the 
family. We are all very happy. We cook cakes and blood sausages, rice with beans, 
pork and potato salad. For dessert we have sweet rice and papaya in syrup. We open 
the presents that are under the tree and we go to visit relatives and friends). This kind 
of comment about how a Puerto Rican family celebrates Christmas represents what 
most Puerto Rican families do. The Christmas season for Puerto Rican families starts 
in early December and goes through January 8. Throughout this Christmas season 
people go from house to house singing ‘villancicos’ (Christmas carols). This 
preference of the Puerto Rican community for socializing and celebrating is 
according to Bourdieu, embodied in the person and she or he acts in ways that 
strengthen this disposition (1984). 
Children — especially Hispanic children -- sang English songs as a medium to 
participate in this play center. Music and singing are very important elements in 
Puerto Rican culture. Hispanic parents in the interviews described the importance of 
the music in their lives. They often mentioned that family members play musical 
instruments or that they listened to music when they had visitors. In their words: “Si 
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estamos en reunion familiar ponemos musica...” (If we are having a family 
gathering we play music...), “Cuando tenemos una celebration oimos musica y 
bailamos” (When we have a celebration we listen to music and we dance). Most of 
these Hispanic families in this study, knew people who sang different kinds of music, 
“Conozco a un senor Puertorriqueno que canta musica jibara, Andres Gimenez y al 
merenguero Mari Manuel” (I know a gentleman from Puerto Rico that sings jibaro 
music, Andres Gimenez and the merengue singer Mari Manuel). They said they 
know and enjoy singers from their homeland like “Ricky Martin,” “Marc Anthony,” 
and “Jose Feliciano.” 
Boys have in some instances been developing heroic subject positions 
through narratives and non-verbal behavior. These male players developed roles 
where they achieved heroic status in which they have power over others. According 
to Davies heroic storylines “appear to be a central feature of the process of exploring 
(masculine) subjectivity in imagination and later in action” (1993, p. 91). On other 
occasions boys showed themselves to be powerful by controlling powerful 
equipment. Also boys try to find ways to increase their power by changing the setting 
of the play (Doll House) and changing it into a store, or a restaurant, or by asking 
other players to go on trips to the zoo, to the park or to a tag sale. Girls — especially 
in the Police Station — played the role of the victim more often than boys did. 
Playing this role, girls positioned themselves in asymmetrical relations where 
authority was exercised by the police. The relationships between ‘victims’ and the 
‘police force’, is a relationship where the victim “... is treated not as a person but as 
the bearer of a problem...” (Fairclough, 1998, p. 165) These roles girls played, locked 
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them into traditional gender conceptions, where women do not have agency in the 
world. The stories these players are constructing proclaimed them as members of 
specific communities, as Dyson & Genishi say, “...these stories and their content tell 
about their cultural membership'’ (1994). These players constructed roles that reflect 
characters and storylines of life. The meanings the children are making have to be 
analyzed by looking at the social, historical, and political context in which they 
happea The next paragraphs will further illustrate the way the discourse at this 
micro level of the Dramatic Play center might be shaped by the discourses of the 
broader society (Gee, 1989). 
4. Linking the Dramatic Play Center with the Broader Context 
This section is based on the assumption that discourse forms part of a social 
process, that is in some cases conditioned by social structures and in some other 
cases challenge them. Here I will try to explain the underlying ‘conventions’ of 
discourse (Fairclough, 1996). These conventions carry with them ideologies, which 
are determined by relationships of power in the society. The macro analysis tries to 
clarify the relations between the social interactions at the situational level and the 
social structures. These relations are not transparent in most of the cases, especially 
if we think of ideologies as meanings often hidden in discourse. 
The societal context in which this language inclusion classroom operated did 
not allow space for the development of any other language but English. As in Moll’s 
study (1992) and Hruska’s study (1999), this study found that bilingualism is not 
valued in the American society. The voices of the American society I heard as a 
Bilingual teacher expressed the following, “Why do these children have to learn in a 
> 
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language other than English, they are in THIS country” and “If they don’t like it 
(learning English) they should go back” or “Why are we wasting our money in these 
bilingual programs? The children NEED to learn English.” Also in social gatherings 
when I was asked about my occupation and I said “Bilingual Teacher” somebody 
would frequently say, “I think these children (ESL) should learn English” or “I 
/ 
learned English when I came, nobody spoke to me in my native language in school 
back then.” These comments make some important points such as the perception that 
these are not our children and we should therefore not be investing money in them. 
These conversations also exposed the belief that these children need to learn only 
English and as soon as possible. As we can observe from these remarks, many people 
do not consider it necessary or worth keeping the language of these ESL students and 
consequently their culture. On the other hand, when I said, “I teach Spanish in 
Kindergarten,” to see what people would say, people enthusiastically announced, 
“That is great!” “Children should learn another language when they are young” 
“What is the school system that offers that?” also “Children are sponges, they learn 
so fast what you teach them.” These voices in society agree that it is a worthwhile 
investment to spend resources on teaching certain children another language. This 
sector of the society believes that some children are worth investing in to have 
fluency in two languages while others — Puerto Rican children for instance — are not 
worth that same investment. This situation has been described by Crawford as 
“additive bilingualism for English speakers and subtractive bilingualism for language 
minorities” (1989, p. 164). These discourses are being constructed differently for 
Puerto Rican and foreign children, giving them different rights. These voices from 
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society don’t understand that these Puerto Rican and foreign children are human 
beings and they have the right to get the best education possible. 
Next I will examine and discuss the texts of the Hispanic community 
regarding bilingual education, trying to understand the meanings they are 
constructing. Families of ESL students constructed Bilingual Education in a 
different way. Bilingual Education, as an object of Education (Foucault, 1972) was 
viewed by these Hispanic parents, as the learning of two languages. These parents 
advocate maintaining Spanish as part of their children’s education. The following 
excerpts illustrate some of the views Hispanic parents have about Bilingual 
education. The first parent interviewed talks about the positive effect of Bilingual 
education on the emotional and educational well being of her child. She states that it 
is a positive experience for her child to speak Spanish at school while learning 
English. This mother does not want to exchange Spanish for English in the education 
of her child. According to her “Los nenes se sienten mas comodos porque pueden 
hablar su lenguaje y a la vez aprenden Ingles” (The children feel more comfortable 
because they can speak in their own language and at the same time learn English). 
This mother also states the need for her child to be bilingual by saying she would 
like her child to keep learning Spanish even if she is not in the Bilingual program 
anymore. She says emphatically that she does not want her to be moved out of the 
Bilingual program if she is not ready. This was her explanation: “No quiero que a mi 
nena la mueven sin estar preparada porque ella va a pensar que no sabe, no se da 
cuenta que no esta preparada” (I don’t want my child to be moved out of the 
Bilingual program if she is not ready because she would think she doesn’t know 
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enough). 
Another mother interviewed responded that the Bilingual program has been 
beneficial for her child because it has helped him learn English. She says, “El no 
sabia nada de Ingles cuando llegamos aqui y ahora ya el se defiende bastante bien. 
Nosotors siempre quisieramos que el siempre cogiera Espanol aunque este fuera del 
programa” (He did not know any English when we got here and now he can manage 
pretty well). We would like him to take Spanish even if he is not in the Bilingual 
program). This trend has been noted by Sonia Nieto (2000) when she stated “Puerto 
Ricans are an example of a group no longer willing to trade in its native language 
and culture for new ones...” (Introduction, xii) This parent also understands that the 
Bilingual Program has been helpful to his child. She recognizes that when they came 
to this country her son did not know any English and now he understands the 
language pretty well. She wants her child to keep learning Spanish, even after he is 
removed from the Bilingual program. The main concern of this parent is that her 
child should not be moved out of the bilingual program if he was not ready. She 
doesn’t want her child to feel that his English is not good enough to function in the 
Mainstream program. As with the previous parent this parent is concerned about the 
emotional well being of her child. 
Some other parents want their children to continue learning Spanish because 
one of the parents speaks only Spanish and they want their children to be able to 
communicate with their families in Puerto Rico. These were some of their 
statements. When a parent was asked, “Quiere agregar algo mas?” (Do you want to 
-V / 
add something else?), he added, “Me gustaria que los ninos aprendieran los dos 
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idiomas, por mi esposa que habla Espanol y para mi que hablo mas Ingles” (I would 
like the children to learn both languages, because my wife just speaks Spanish and I 
speak more in English). He added that “Si van a Puerto Rico se pueden entender con 
mi familia.” (If the children go to Puerto Rico they can understand the family). 
Also, some parents think about the possibility of their children going back to 
work in Puerto Rico when they grow up. In these cases the parents believe Bilingual 
education will allow their children to be fluent in both languages. Bilingual speakers 
in Puerto Rico earn a higher income. The next dialogues will illustrate this. 
Observer: “Quiere agregar algo mas?” (Do you want to add something else?) Parent: 
“Yo quisiera que Oscar siguiera con sus dos idiomas, por si alguna vez quisiera 
volver a Puerto Rico. Alla el que sabe Ingles gana mas” (I would like Oscar to 
continue learning both languages in case one day he wanted to go back to Puerto 
Rico. There if you know English you earn more). Being bilingual in Puerto Rico 
means more than simply earning higher income — as this parent states -- it also 
means doing better in school and truly being accepted as a Puerto Rican (Reyes, 
2000). In a study done by Colon (1988) of return migrants to Puerto Rico, the drop 
out rate of these migrant students is high due primarily to language and cultural 
problems. 
It does not make “common sense” (Fairclough, 1998, p. 87) for these parents 
that their ESL children learn only English. Parents of ESL students understand the 
role of the Spanish language in maintaining the Puerto Rican identity and values. I 
am using the term “common sense” following Fairclough, for whom “ideologies 
become naturalized or automatized in common sense” (1998, p. 92). Looking at the 
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social context of the lives, neither the families of ESL children nor the ESL children 
themselves will benefit from an English only education. Two different positions are 
being drawn on this issue. On one side the school and the curriculum in this language 
inclusion classroom emphasize the importance for ESL children to learn English and 
on the other side the parents of ESL students emphasize the importance for their 
children to learn both English and Spanish. Regarding bilingual education these 
different texts represent as Lemke says, a “political act,” in the sense that they 
represent “a polarization of the community” (1995, p.38). Clearly, the voices of the 
parents of ESL children are not integrated in the decisions of how the curriculum 
should be constructed. The curriculum is constructed by the voices of the powerful. 
Another interesting point to look at is the way ESL students have often been 
positioned, as “non-vocal” by some school personnel. Parents of ESL children, on 
the contrary contest, “Mi nene habla mucho” (My child speaks a lot) or “Cuando 
empieza nadie lo para” (When he starts he doesn’t stop). What these school 
personnel mean is “non-vocal” in English. They have not realized that these children 
are “vocal” in their first language, Spanish, the language they know better. Thus 
these children are being positioned according to their knowledge of English. This 
positioning is not ‘natural’ but political for the decision of what counts, as 
knowledge, is political. This is what Lemke calls, “textual politics,” the meanings the 
school personnel and Hispanic parents are making depend “on where we situate 
ourselves among the discourse viewpoints of our community” (Lemke, 1995, p.55). 
For some school personnel how proficient a child could be in their native language 
do not count, what counts is how proficient they could be in English. When some 
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school personnel evaluate ESL children as “non-vocal” they are making a 
“nominalization” (Fairclough, 1998, p. 182). ESL children are being evaluated 
according to the meanings these school personnel make. 
The way some children -- more often girls -- have represented men as ‘bad’ 
and violent can also be seen at the level of feminist discourse and occupies an 
important step in the agenda of feminists to combat. The children’s perspective of 
viewing men as ‘bad’ is indeed a reflection of what is happening in the larger society. 
According to a study by the Justice Department’s Bureau of Justice Statistic, as of 
December 31, 2001, the number of males incarcerated was 5.037,000 or 4.9 percent 
of the male population, compared with 581,000 females or 0.5 of the female 
population. The study also reports that more Hispanic males are in prison than 
Hispanic females, 911,000 or 7.7 of Hispanic males are in prison compared to 86,000 
or 0.7 of Hispanic females. According to the report, “At every age, men have higher 
chances of going to prison than women, and blacks and Hispanics have higher 
chances than whites” (The Boston Globe, August 18, 2003, p. A- 2). As we can 
/ 
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observe, some Hispanic girls are constructing the social meaning of ‘men’ as being 
bad. It is a projection of what is happening in their community. Taking into account 
what Lemke states that, “There is no autonomous semantic of thought”, what these 
Hispanic girls are saying about men is what they must be thinking of them. This 
example shows us how the subject — man, in this case -- is being constructed as 
social subject through discourse. The social practices in the Hispanic community are 
influencing how Hispanic girls construct men. 
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When the children play police, they give the police force an important role in 
helping people. This fact reflects the importance of the ideological role of “the state” 
in people’s lives (Gramsci, 1971). There is an ideological persuasion of the people on 
the part of the state for the need of some special forces - in this case the police force. 
The state-affiliated institutions, in Gramsci’s conception, rule through both ideology 
and force. When we had a visit from the police officer, he emphasized that police 
officers are friends and that they are supposed to help. We can see this role of police 
officers as helpers, on police cars with slogans like “Community First,” “Courtesy, 
Respect and Professionalism” or “Community and Commitment.” Power as we can 
see is constructed through discourse. The “idelogical functioning of discourse,” 
works to establish “truth claims” (Lemke, vii, 1995). Through for example, a 
friendly visit of a police officer to a school setting or from messages inscribed in the 
police cars, the meaning of a helpful police force is being constructed. This meaning 
will support the power of the police force to dominate other groups. This agrees with 
Foucault, who attributes a major role of discoursive practices in the constitution of 
social subjects (1984). The power of the police force is often invisible because it 
looks ‘natural.’ The evaluation that the police force make of itself, has power because 
it is recognized and accepted by the general population. Such hegemony is never 
total, as we have seen in the interviews with the students, some of them having 
contradictory views on how the police force works. The police discourse with its 
specific rules positions those who are ‘police’ and those who are ‘victims’ or 
‘criminals.’ 
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Hispanic children - usually girls - often participated in the Doll House by 
inviting their friends to come to ‘a party’ or ‘una fiesta.’ Puerto Rican families enjoy 
having celebrations ‘fiestas’ with family and friends. As mentioned earlier they 
celebrate Christmas, birthdays, christenings, las quinceaneras (the fifteenth birthday), 
among other festivities. Many Puerto Rican ‘fiestas’ (parties) are related with the 
Catholic Church, for example “La Fiesta De San Juan” (The Feast of St. John the 
Baptist). Also each town on the Island has its own patron saint, and each saint’s day 
is another occasion for a fiesta (feast). Another kind of celebration related to the 
church is “El Dia de los Tres Reyes Magos” (The Day of the Three Wise Men) when 
children receive gifts. The ’celebration’ theme the Hispanic children are often 
constructing, defines them as members of a specific community. As Lemke states, “It 
is how different kinds of people talk and act differently that enables us to define 
genders, social class, age groups, etc” (Lemke, 1995, p. 103). 
B. Implications 
1. Implications for Teachers 
a. Play versus Academics 
The curriculum should not contrast play and academics as two separate 
entities. Play should be integrated into academics and vice versa. This study shows 
how much children learn during play. Through play children socially construct 
learning. Play has been observed in the classroom as an effective learning strategy, 
which children use to advance their skills and ability to make sense of their world. To 
coordinate play with a classmate, a child must communicate clearly, pay attention to 
and understand the perspective of the other, agree more often than disagree, and the 
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child needs to know how to manage disagreements. Since new knowledge is learned 
only when it relates to prior knowledge, playing is a sound way to create bases for 
new learning. Allowing children to use their own knowledge as a springboard for 
learning is also a way to build the curriculum on diverse strengths. Play is also an 
effective learning strategy because it allows children to take risks. In formal lessons, 
only the most confident children take risks, but in the safe context of play even low- 
achieving students take on intellectual challenges. Through play, children 
spontaneously design activities that make them take responsibility for their learning. 
Because dramatic play is child-directed, and child-selected, it often motivates 
children to stretch their skills in order to keep the play going. During play children 
are in a risk-taking environment in which they can test predictions and hypotheses 
about language without feeling threatened. Children under these circumstances are 
finding out and organizing their knowledge of the world and of language. During 
play children learn language naturally in the process of exploring and discovering 
their personal and social world. And play itself is a mean — as it has been observed - 
- to promote “cross-group contact” (Ramsey, 1998, p.31). 
When planning for and facilitating dramatic play, adults must consider what 
themes and props are familiar to children. In order to make a rich play experience 
possible, adults should provide a play setting that facilitates the enactment of familiar 
themes. Teachers also need to consider what tools should be available to promote 
literacy through play. Adding print to dramatic play - books, note pads, lists, 
calendars, postcards, and phone books — will allow children to experience reading 
and writing in a meaningful way. When planning the structure of a Dramatic Play 
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center, teachers should consider having different scenarios, because as we have seen, 
children can feel more powerful in some scenarios than in others. By having multiple 
scenarios the children are able to construct different roles that they would otherwise 
not have the opportunity to develop if presented with just one scenario. There are 
many concerns about play, one of them is that play creates chaos. On the contrary, 
play flourishes in classrooms where teachers provide structure and guidance. Another 
concern raised is that when teachers allow children to play in school, they may be 
depriving students of the benefits of instruction. While this is a possibility, formal 
instruction and play work best when used in conjunction. Recognizing the 
importance of play, teachers must try to link play to all their “academic” goals for 
young children. 
b. Play as a political arena 
Teachers typically think of play as something that comes from the inner self. 
What is clear in this study is that children’s play is situated within their social and 
ideological lives. During play, children are drawing from the discourses of the 
different communities they belong to. Teachers have to understand that through 
playing children become aware of ideologies and of community participation. 
Children’s participation in dramatic play is constrained by the socio cultural contexts 
in which it happens. The identities children construct during dramatic play are 
shaped by cultural practices in their play, in the classroom, in the school and in 
society. Specific practices value certain competences and not others making some 
traits desirable and others less desirable. During play children construct meanings 
that are often related to events in the macro-world. 
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Teachers often think they don’t have a role in play, but in fact play can help 
teachers create new meanings. Through play teachers need to help children to create 
innovative categories in order to gain new spaces for resistance, to establish new 
identities, or to construct new knowledge/power relations. For example, teachers can 
help children question the authority of the police, and help children see how that 
authority can be used to help or to harm people. Also, teachers can explore with 
children why it is not good to make generalizations about people, to say for example 
that, “men are bad.” Children need to be aware that with nominalizations they are 
condensing a whole process in a word. Children also need to understand that it is as 
much up to the speaker as it is to the listener to interpret meaning, in this case of the 
word “bad.” Observing play can also give teachers topics from where to integrate 
reading and writing. As Giroux points out “...questions about education must 
include issues of power, history, self-identity, and the possibility of collective agency 
and struggle” (1992, p.74). Teachers should take into consideration the political and 
the contextual when looking at issues of culture, language and play. 
Because often during play children may feel powerful or powerless these 
concepts should be made relevant to children in discussions. These concepts should 
be explored in terms of the children’s own experiences of being powerless or 
powerful, and how other’s discourses position them in powerless roles. Children feel 
attached to traditional expectations and desires. And even though these expectations 
and desires are supported, condoned, and approved by social structures, we can teach 
children to see themselves as subjects who can make choices for what they do and 
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who take responsibilities for those choices. We need to teach children to develop new 
ways of speaking that reconstitute the world in significant ways, 
c. Play as a tool for learning about the students 
By observing young children at play, teachers can see their families, 
religions, feelings, and cultures that give children a distinctive voice. Teachers need 
to recognize that dramatic play is a learning tool for everybody, the students learn 
through playing and we learn about them, observing their play. Thus, close 
observation of socio dramatic play can give teachers accurate perspectives on young 
children across the developmental domains of communication and cognition, and the 
aesthetic, social and emotional domains. By observing children at play, teachers will 
also gain insight into the socio-cultural values in their discourse. Portfolio 
assessments should include documentation of children’s socio dramatic play. 
Teachers’ observations can be documented by means of checklists, anecdotal records, 
photographs, and audio or videotaping. Following Giroux, “teaching is...more 
complex that mastering a body of knowledge and implementing curriculums. The 
thing about teaching is that the “specificity of the context is always central” (1992, p. 
17). There is a need for a ‘critical pedagogy’ (Giroux) that takes into consideration 
“how students’ identities, cultures, and experiences provide the basis for 
learning...”(p. 182) We need to learn as much as possible about all these elements 
that form part of the students social lives and subjectivities. Meaning, pleasure and 
.. ... V 
emotional investments are all part of who students are, and on how they view 
themselves and their future. 
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d. Language as a medium to construct social relations and identities and meanings 
While most teachers understand the importance of language as a set of 
social skills to be learned, many do not understand the importance of language in 
constituting and reproducing, societal meanings, social relations and identities. As 
Lemke states, “...our discourses, our ways of talking about and looking at the world 
shape the patterns of our society” (Lemke, 1995, p.130). The language we use is 
formed at the intersection of a social relationship between ourselves as speakers and 
our addressees, between our own psyches (inner meanings) and the words, and the 
cultural signs available to us. Language should not be taught only as a set of skills to 
be learned but as an important tool for social change. Children also need to learn ^ 
more about the importance of the social aspects of language and how they can 
impact their lives. As Fairclough (1996) said, “...education is not just passing things 
on, it is developing the child’s critical consciousness of her environment and her 
critical self-consciousness, and her capacity to contribute to the shaping and 
reshaping of her social world” (p.239). The focus here would be to teach children to 
be conscious about the social impact of meanings in the way they produce and 
interpret discourse. Children need to learn to acknowledge and accept others not just 
because they are alike but especially because they are different. The curriculum must 
be permeated with respect and appreciation for differences in background and life 
experiences. If this happens all children should value bilingualism and 
multiculturalism. Teachers themselves need to be aware of the importance of 
language as a medium to acquire culture. When ESL children learn English they are 
also learning another culture (Crago, 1992). This process sometimes involves 
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contradictions between the home culture and the new culture that educators must be 
aware of. 
2. Implications for researchers 
a. Studying cultural practices in different communities 
This study has been done in a specific kind of bilingual classroom, the 
language inclusion model. It would be useful to research another kind of settings 
where ESL students participate. Researchers need to look at the importance of the 
social context in the lives of all children, but especially in the lives of ESL children. 
The social context influences not just the construction of identities, but also impacts 
on intellectual processes. Studying the cultural practices in these language-diverse 
communities would help teachers to discover new ways to respond to the needs of 
these learners. Researchers have to keep in mind that children’s identities are 
constructed not just as an individual process but as a social process. These children’s 
identities determines the kind of social relations and the systems of knowledge that 
will be available to them, and in the end the kind of learning that is taking place. 
Also, to comprehend the social events in the lives of ESL children requires us 
to look not just at the present context but to look to past language use. This agrees 
with Bakhtin’s views on utterances as being dialogical in the sense that they are 
constructed in tension between the voices of the past and the voices of the future. 
The voices ESL students construct are especially interesting to study because we can 
see how this dialogicality, this participation in a “communicative chain” works in the 
lives of these children. The tensions of ESL children’s voices are dramatic and 
researchers must study them and make them known to teachers and other adults that 
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are in contact with ESL children. It would be especially interesting to know how the 
language policies at school influence language socialization at home. 
b. Researching teachers’ and staff views of ESL children 
Because this study shows that ESL children with little English proficiency 
participate less and often take secondary roles at play, a future study might focus on 
the views teachers and staff, have of these ESL players. Taking into consideration 
that children are positioned not just from what they say or do but also from what 
others say or do to them, it would be useful to understand the metrics with which 
teachers and staff compare and contrast children in relation to particular standards. 
Schools give children identities that are in part related to what others say or do. 
Sometimes how ESL children are seen “in terms of their academic, physical, 
behavioral and social competence overlapped considerably with how they were seen 
as language learners” (Toohey, 2000, p. 71). The way these different competencies 
interact may result in different identities being constructed. 
c. Researching classmates’ views of ESL children 
Taking into account the importance of what classmates say or do in 
positioning ESL children as social beings, it would be very valuable to learn how 
classmates view ESL children. Identities are constructed as the classroom 
community interacts, and it would be useful to learn how classmates’ views on ESL 
children impact their identities. Because language competence may be considered as 
an indicator of social competence, other students might be judging ESL students as 
having less social competence. Do the views of Mainstream students on ESL 
children impact the way they scaffold him/her to allow the conversation to continue? 
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How teachers shape/scaffold classmates’ views of ESL studentes? The positions 
i 
other children and adults in the classroom community give ESL children will impact 
their access to different learning opportunities. Also there is the possibility of 
children internalizing others’ views about them. Learning about the influence of 
these views on identity formation can help teachers work with children on how to 
deconstruct these identities given to them, 
d. Researching and comparing societies’ use of language 
It would be useful to study societies in which more than one language was 
expected to be learned by the students, and how this expectation affects their 
bilingualism or multilingualism. Once this study is done, there should be a 
comparison with the expectations of the American society related to bilingualism or 
multilingualism and how this impacts the learning of more than one language in the 
United States. Language literacy in American public elementary schools basically 
means the mastery of the English language, so any possibility of implementing a 
bilingual or multilingual literacy program at this level has to deal with meanings at a 
societal level. Literacy as Lemke states, “is a critical arena for cultural domination 
and social control” (1995, p.143). It would not be enough to try to implement, for 
example a bilingual program if the ideology of society for only English is claimed as 
a true value. Children in this case would not feel the need or the pleasure to learn any 
language other than English because the meanings they construct in relation to the 
importance of learning other languages are related with the meanings the society has. 
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3. Implications for policy-makers 
This qualitative ethnographic study and others done in similar ways (Hruska, 
1999; Forbes, 1999; Willett, 1995) have shown the importance of the context on how 
children, especially ESL students construct social identities, relations and meanings. 
Often, policy-makers look at the macro-level without taking into account the 
specificity of the micro. To develop appropriate policies policy-makers need to look 
at both — the micro and the macro. 
When making policies, policy-makers need to consider the unique status of 
Puerto Rican students -- they are citizens of the United States since 1917. As Sonia 
Nieto (2000) states, “Puerto Rico and the United States are connected through 
colonial ties, and this gives the migration a unique character” (p. 8). Because they 
are U.S. citizens Puerto Ricans can come and go without restrictions from the United 
States. This fact makes Puerto Ricans a group of people in constant move to and 
from the Island. Puerto Ricans need to maintain the Spanish language in their 
children to keep their ties with the Island. Schools in the United States need to plan 
their curriculum to fulfill the needs of one important group of citizens, the Puerto 
Ricans. The curriculum should focus on promoting bilingualism and biculturalism as 
a way to promote success for Puerto Rican children. It is imperative to encourage a 
strong sense of self for these children and that means validating and affirming what 
and how they are as human beings. The curriculum cannot be oriented to promote 
just English and the values and ideologies English carries with it. Policy-makers 
have a responsibility to offer a curriculum that meets the needs of all students. For 
Puerto Rican children “that includes access to the linguistic codes of their parents 
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and of the larger society... and access to the ways of knowing, doing, and being of 
their ethnic community and of American society” (Luis O. Reyes, page 79). Teaching 
and learning should be based on the students’ language and culture if it is to be 
significant (Freire, 1972). Policy-makers should consider the gravity for Hispanic 
families to not be able to communicate with their children because of a loss of their 
primary language. Because most of the Hispanic parents in this study do not speak 
English and the children will with time become more comfortable speaking in 
English, it is likely that the parents will be speaking in Spanish and the children will 
understand it but respond in English. Parents who are not proficient in English 
would not be able to understand their children and communication would be 
damaged. This pattern was described by Wong-Fillmore in her study of language 
practices in the homes of children of immigrant parents where preschool-aged 
children who were enrolled in English-only programs or bilingual programs were 
susceptible to the loss of their primary language (1991). It is true that Hispanic 
parents can learn English, but this will take time especially given their socio¬ 
economic and educational circumstances. 
C. Summary 
The findings of this study show how a group of Kindergarten students from 
different language, ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds use language during 
dramatic playing time to construct different play identities, social relations and 
meanings. These playing identities and relations were complex and they often 
reflected identities and relations and meanings in the real world. For example, these 
players in general choose to play roles that had power in the real world. In the Doll 
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House children wanted to play mothers, fathers, and friends, as opposed to 
stepmothers, or siblings. And in the Police Station children preferred to be the Police 
Chief rather than another kind of police officers like a patrol person or a dispatcher. 
Also, children did not want to play the role of a criminal. And boys seldom play the 
role of a victim, which was often portrayed by girls. 
This study has shown that the creativity these players constructed depended 
very much on the social conditions where the play occurred and in the social 
conditions where the children themselves live. This is what Fairclough (1996, p.172) 
calls “the social nature of individual creativity.” Social circumstances facilitate 
creativity and in some ways limit it. For example, ESL children in this setting have 
increased their language development in English given the social conditions in which 
they live (Vygotsky, 1978). ESL players have seen the need to learn English, mainly, 
to be included as English speakers in the playing community, and they have the help 
of the other playmates. Together these players often constructed a “zone of proximal 
development” (Vygotsky, 1978, p.89), where ESL students advanced their English 
skills through demonstration from the other players. ESL students have been learning 
English in a risk free environment. They have been experimenting with how the 
English language works without constrains for correctness. On the other hand the 
ESL students’ language abilities in Spanish have not found a reason to be used or 
developed. 
The texts these children constructed in play made intertextual links at 
different levels, mainly to family discourse, work discourse, peer discourse, class 
discourse and in some instances to other discourses (victims’ discourse, teacher- 
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student discourse- among others). Through the juxtaposition of various words, 
genres, discourses, these players have created playing identities, social relations and 
systems of meanings. The study of these different links allows us to see the social 
world of its users and how that word is sustained or changed. The juxtapositions they 
constructed reflected the society at large. These players were aware of the 
juxtapositions they were making taking into account the activities and roles they 
were going to develop. These players were invoking societal contexts sometimes 
implicitly and some other times explicitly. The children implicitly use English to 
develop most of their roles, and they also implicitly brought themes from their 
communities like the celebration theme, and the music and singing. Explicitly they 
brought their mother’s discourse, their father’s discourse, the ‘police,’ ‘victim,’ and 
‘criminal’ discourse, among others. By building these discourses in particular ways 
these players are shaping their future discourses. Children, particularly Hispanic girls 
and boys, used language to create a ‘mosaic’ (Lemke, 1995, p. 121). They 
constructed their discourse by using meanings of their Hispanic community and 
meanings of the American community. These children are creating a different 
discourse in which new meanings are being constructed. 
The use of the three levels of analysis described by Fairclough (1996) — 
description, interpretation and explanation — helped me to organize the study of 
language use in this play center. Description helped me notice what was happening 
in the Dramatic Play center, interpretation made me understand the meanings at the 
situational level and explanation helped me situate some of these meanings at the 
macro society level. Through the study of discourse we could see its social nature. 
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Discourse has constructed social identities in this play group, for example showing 
us girls as powerful in the Doll House, and often as victims in the public domain, 
Police Station. Boys, on the other hand find themselves looking for power outside 
the Doll House, and exerting power in the Police Station. We could see ESL students 
constructing English identities first by singing English songs and gradually starting 
to develop English narratives with the help of more proficient English speakers. 
Discourse has also constructed social relations, children as peers, as players, as 
classmates. The main playing relationships children constructed were between the 
M.C. and the audience, between parent and child, between friends, or between the 
‘police’ and the ‘victims’ or between the ‘police’ and the ‘criminals.’ Children also 
constructed peer relations by among other things invoking class or play rules, and 
constructed relationships with the Observer. These different relationships “depended 
upon a consistency and durability of patterns of speech...” (Fairclough, 1998, p.65) 
Children constructed these relationships with the knowledge of how these different 
institutions (theatre, family, police, and school) work. Social practices at the societal 
level have guided the construction of these relationships. Discourse has also 
constructed meanings and relations of power. We found power relations between the 
M.C. and the audience, between parent and child, between the police and the ‘victim’ 
or the ‘criminal.’ Through discourse, many of these power relations were seen as 
‘natural.’ The ideological force of language and play has been revealed to us in the 
identities these players considered taking, in the discourses they chose to bring up, 
and in how meanings were constructed as webs that guided the player’s actions. As 
we have seen, any study of discourse need to consider broader social and cultural 
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contexts. To look just at the micro world would not be enough to understand why 
social relations, identities and meanings are constructed in special ways and not in 
others. In the present study children spoke in English as characters and as peers. In 
Orellana’s study (1999) children preferred to speak in English when they were in 
their fantasy roles and in Spanish when they were themselves. Similarities between 
both studies happened at the level of gender where boys constructed more powerful 
positions at the public level. As in her study, the present one considers that even in 
fantasy play, children constructed social relations, identities and meanings within the 
expected social order. 
As we observed through the microanalysis of the transcripts, on some 
occasions, girls acted in similar ways, but other times they acted differently. The 
same happened with boys. As Davies says, there is not, “one masculinity or one 
femininity, but many versions of each both within and across class and cultural 
boundaries” (Davies, 1993, Prologue X). Hispanic girls for example, often brought 
the theme of ‘celebration’ to this Dramatic Play while European-American girls or 
African-American girls seldom brought it up. Girls with limited English proficiency 
also acted differently from the more proficient ones. The former used more non¬ 
verbal communication and more singing in English to participate in this Dramatic 
Play while the latter constructed or co-constructed stories in English. On the other 
hand, even though boys have had powerful roles — especially at the Police Station — 
Limited English proficient boys had a less visible role, and they also used -- as 
Limited English proficient girls — more non-verbal communication and singing in 
English. 
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Through my research I have been doing ‘social scientific investigation’ 
(Fairclough 1996). I have used the discourse of interviewing, questionnaires and 
observation, to learn about people and in certain ways to categorize them. As a way 
to empower the families in the interviews I asked them their opinions regarding how 
the school and the teachers could better serve the children. The first of these 
questions was “How will your children benefit from school?” or “Como se 
beneficiarian sus ninos de la escuela?” The second question was, “What do you feel 
is the role of teachers in your children’s education?” or “Cual usted cree es el rol de 
los maestros en la educacion de sus ninos?” and the third question was, “What are 
your major concerns about the education your children are receiving?” or “Cuales 
son sus mayors preocupaciones sobre la educacion que sus ninos estan recibiendo?” 
Through these questions I wanted the parents to have a direct input in what they 
thought was happening and what they wanted to see happening with the education of 
their children. Their ideas in this respect have been helpful in guiding my teaching 
practices. By doing my research around the children’s voices, I believe I have 
empowered them. The children’s voices guided my research at the community level. 
Through interviews, questionnaires, newspaper articles I tried to make meaning of 
what was happening at the level of this Dramatic Play Center. The more I learned 
about the students in their communities the more sense I made of what was occurring 
at the micro-level. 
This study shows that children used discourse in different ways according to 
their gender, English language proficiency, and life experiences to create a new 
culture with special rules and special meanings that reflected the rules and meanings 
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of the different communities the children were a part of. According to the meanings 
these children had of what it is to be a girl, a boy, a Hispanic, a Spanish or a English 
speaker, some possibilities were available and some others were not. There is as 
Lemke says, “an interdependence of cultural practices and material processes” 
(Lemke 1995, p.107). The relations of power in the society at large had influenced 
the way social identities, social relations and meanings were constructed at this 
Dramatic Play center. The values and beliefs that children’s discourses carried with 
them were constructed not as individual ones but as societal ones. The value of the 
English language, the value of TV discourse and its characters (Superman, Batman, 
Kermit the Frog, Little Mermaid, Pocahontas), the value for Hispanic children of 
companionship and doing things together with others, the nominalization of “men” 
as bad, and the importance of the police force in helping people are social 
constructions in the sense that they are messages that the children are receiving from 
society and they internalize as their own. These socially constructed beliefs and 
values would shape future meanings and discourses unless people learned to do what 
Lemke calls, “critical praxis” (1995, p.131). Through “critical praxis” we make 
ourselves aware of how societal patterns and practices influence the way our 
discourse, actions, values and beliefs are being constructed. This process is difficult 
because often we don’t see it and we take what we do and say as natural and not as a 
construction usually serving powerful interests. Through play though, children can 
practice “critical praxis,” by constructing and reconstructing new meanings. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS USED IN CODING CHART 
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Speaker: The speaker is the person who makes the utterance or performs the non¬ 
verbal action. It is the person who produces the message unit, whether verbal or non¬ 
verbal. 
Addressee: The addressee is the person or persons to whom the speaker directs the 
verbal utterance or non-verbal behavior. 
Form: The Form describes the specific form, in which the message unit is delivered, 
the form could be, a Question, Statement, Response or Other. 
Question: A question is an interrogative statement, which is signaled by grammatical 
structure or by a rise in pitch at the end of an utterance. 
“How are we going to take off?” 
“Who is going to Puerto Rico?” 
“Do you want to be a CAPTAIN GIRL?” 
A question can take the form of a tag question following, a statement, as in: 
“We are going to Puerto Rico CAPTAIN, RIGHT?” 
Statement: A statement is a declarative statement. The statement is a message unit, 
which can take the form of a sentence, phrase, or word. 
“NO” 
“WE NEED HELP” 
Response: An utterance or action, which is a direct reply to another person’s 
utterance or non-verbal action. 
“Tell them I’m calling back” [in response to a statement, “Dr. Woodward 
it’s for you, for you”] 
Some utterances can be coded as both a statement and a response, as in: 
“I don’t have seat belts” [in response to the statement “Put your seat belts 
on”] 
Other: Refers to non-verbal behavior, prosodies used to hold floor or express 
emotion. 
[Yandra stands on a chair and she looks out of the cabin and waves] 
[Sam closes his eyes] 
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Function/Strategy: A speaker’s utterances or actions achieve specific communicative 
functions or strategies. They can cataloged in the following ways: 
Initiating Interaction: A move, by producing an utterance or action, which results in a 
conversation or other communicative response from another person or persons. 
“Everyone in the plane”[The children get in the plane] 
“OK we are landing on Puerto Rico” 
[The other student repeats what was just said] 
“Bring a chair” 
“I am going” 
Initiating Topic: Establishing a new topic of conversation. It can occur when 
initiating an interaction, or when changing the subject in the midst of a conversation 
that is already occurring. Examples of new topic at initiation of an interaction: 
“HURRY UP the plane is going up” 
“The plane is going up” 
“Wait for the girl!” 
Examples of new topic as result of changing the subject: 
“You don’t MAKE THE RULES!” 
“GET OUT OF HERE” 
“I make THE RULES! 
“I make the RULES” 
“And say this plane CRASHED” 
Requesting: A question or a statement that elicits for some sort of information or 
action on the part of another person. 
“Copilot, copilot, I need your control” 
“Can I pass out the food?” 
Informing: Presenting information regarding to the speaker, addressee, or the subject 
of the conversation. 
“An earthquake a powerful one” 
“We are landing in Puerto Rico” 
“We just made a safe landing” 
Expressing personal feelings and emotions: Communicating one’s own feelings, 
emotions and opinions 
“WE NEED HELP” 
“I want to be a Captain!” 
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Agreeing: Expressing agreement with what another person has said or done. 
“We are landing in Puerto Rico” 
“You are right” 
“I want to be a Captain” 
“YOU ARE A CAPTAIN NOW!” 
Disagreeing: Expressing disagreement with what another person has said or done. 
[Yandra walks toward the plane with some headphones] 
“No you can’t” 
“But you can’t you can’t” 
“This is 3 persons!” 
“You can’t fit” 
[Claudio pretends he is eating] 
“PILOTS DON’T EAT” 
“THEY DRINK TEA!” 
Naming: Referring to another person by name, subject position, or relationship 
“Dr. Woodward it’s for you” 
“For you” 
“Senorita” 
“PILOTS DON’T EAT” 
Ignoring: Intentionally refusing to respond to another person’s utterance or other act 
of communication. 
“Everybody be quiet!” 
“Shut up!” 
“I make the RULES” 
“And said this plane CRASHED” 
“We are landing in Puerto Rico” 
Bestowing status: Assigning another person what subject position, status, or other 
attribute to assume in peer play. 
“YOU ARE A CAPTAIN” 
“NOW” 
“We are going to Puerto Rico CAPTAIN” 
“RIGHT” 
Assuming status: Allocating oneself a subject position, status, or other attribute in 
peer fantasy play. 
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“I AM A POLICEMAN” 
“I AM A POLICEWOMAN” 
“I AM A POLICEMAN” 
“I AM A POLICEWOMAN” 
Rejecting status bestowed: Rejecting subject position, status, or other attribute 
assigned by another person in peer fantasy play. 
[Yandra tries to sit in the cockpit in the same chair with Sam] 
“That’s my chair” 
Making status reference: Addressing another person (or referring to oneself) 
according to a subject position or other status-marker taken, up in peer fantasy play. 
“PILOTS DON’T EAT” 
“Copilot, copilot I need your control” [moves the ‘steering’ wheel] 
Take/hold floor: Utilizing an utterance or prosodies to take or maintain one’s place in 
a conversational exchange, or to give oneself time to plan the next utterance. 
“IT IS A HURRICANE” 
“I’M taking control of the plane” 
Controlling: Seeking to direct the thoughts or actions of another person. Controlling 
statements can be made within the frame of play -- that is, while acting out a fantasy 
subject position, as in the next examples: 
“Thank you for the chicken” 
“Give me a piece” 
“You can’t fit here” 
Controlling statements can also be made in one’s ‘normal voice’ 
“It is not Porto Rico it is Puerto Rico” 
“You can’t fit” 
Explaining play: Utterances made to others (both players and non-players) about the 
present peer fantasy play. These include “And then” statements and other prompts to 
direct the other players on plot and ‘story line’. Also include commentaries and 
questions that are made about various aspects of peer play events, characters, etc. 
“We lost control we’re going to CRASH!” 
Other: Utterances that include interruption, greetings, threats, teasing, insulting, 
name-calling, making sounds and parodies, and other functions/strategies that fall 
outside the categories previously list 
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“Wait” 
“Hello Hello OK” 
Normal Speech: One’s normal voice, as used in peer conversation when not 
participating in role-playing during peer fantasy play. I have often heard children 
saying: 
“You are not in this group go to your center” 
Play Speech: One’s voice used in play-acting a part during peer fantasy play-that 
can be recognized, by content and contextualization cues such as register and 
prosody (pitch, intonation, rhythm, synchronization, etc.) 
“We are going to Puerto Rico CAPTAIN” 
“RIGHT” 
“PILOTS DON’T EAT” 
“THEY DRINK TEA” 
For speech, which is ambiguous, in that it is difficult to determine whether it is ‘play’ 
or ‘normal’speech, a question mark is used in coding. 
Genre/event type: Refers to the type of discourse, or type of conversational event, 
that is being acted out in peer fantasy play (e.g. pilot asking people to do something, 
business phone call, police conversation) and in peer‘non-play’interactions,(e.g., 
exchanging insults). 
“Put your seat belts on” 
“Dr. Woodward is for you” [passing the phone to Dr. Woodward] 
“Drop off your stuff’ 
Intertextuality dimensions/level: Following the framework developed by Bloome & 
Egan-Robertson (1993) and Forbes (1999) we find that participants can make a 
proposal of intertextuality explicitly through statements (on the word level) or 
implicitly through actions. In response, participants may recognize and acknowledge 
such proposals by making explicit statements or by using behaviors that imply 
recognition and acknowledgment. By being intertextuality a “sociolinguistic 
process” (Bloome & Egan-Robertson, 1993, p. 308), intertextuality can be done at 
the word level, at the level of interactional unit or genre, topic/theme, or other textual 
dimension. The social consequence(s) of intertextuality, will look at social 
positioning (at how we position ourselves, others, and how others position 
themselves and ourselves) and a how intertextuality works. 
“We are landing on Puerto Rico” 
“You’re right” 
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“Hello hello OK” [Ty talks with a microphone] 
“Give use money, three thousand or else” 
“One zillion million bucks” 
“I got a couple of dollars” [Yandra shows some ‘money’] 
“I have a chocolate donut” [shows a ‘chocolate donut’] 
[Tries to get the donut] 
In this play event, Ty, Carlos, Yandra, Sam and Martin are playing in the 
cockpit, where they play out different crewmembers. Ty is mentioning that the plane 
is landing in Puerto Rico. Sam acknowledges this by saying “You’re right.” 
Meanwhile Ty talks with a microphone “hello OK” Martin introduces a new 
intertextuality at the word and topic level, “Give us money, three thousand or else.” 
This intertextuality is also part of an interactional unit, by what, follows next. Ty 
“One zillion million bucks,” and Yandra “I got a couple of dollars,” “I have a 
chocolate donut.” This is part of a conversation event type, which can be labeled as 
“I have...” “I got...” The use by Ty of “One zillion million bucks” can be typified as 
television script. Ty, Yandra and Carlos recognize and acknowledge Martin’s 
proposal for constructing intertextuality by their statements following Martin’s. The 
social consequence of these children’s construction of intertextuality is to define 
themselves as boys who like to have things (money, food). Martin positions Ty as the 
rich one in the play by saying “Give us money, three thousand or else.” Ty at the 
same time positions himself as having “One zillion million bucks.” Yandra on the 
contrary presents herself as being in a more realistic situation by saying “I got a 
couple of dollars.” Carlos adds, using family discourse “I have a chocolate donut.” 
The intertextuality made by Carlos, is accepted by Ty, when he tries to get the donut. 
Discourse: This section was not in the Egan-Robertson coding and was added by 
Forbes (1999). By coding the different types of discourse the children draw upon in 
their conversations during peer play, we can get a more clear idea on what links they 
are making with the adult world. The term discourse is used here, by Forbes, 
following Fairclough (1992, pp. 124-130), to include ‘discourse types’ and genres 
associated with the realms of the family, work, peer discourse, and other (e.g., TV). 
When children bring to the conversation more than one kind of discourse at the same 
time, more than one category will be marked on the chart. 
Example of Family Discourse 
“I have a chocolate donut” 
Example of Work Discourse: 
“Everybody we are landing” 
“Put your seat belts on” 
“EVERYBODY! We just made a SAFE landing” 
Example of Other Discourse: 
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“Give us money three thousand or else” 
“One zillion million bucks” (TV discourse) 
Example of Peer Discourse: 
It has been often heard in other transcripts 
“You need to share” 
Literacies: Message units are coded whenever they carry the use or references to 
written language. 
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APPENDIX B 
TRANSCRIPTS IN THE ‘COCKPIT’ 
FLIGHT 002 
1. Carlos “HURRY UP” 
2. “The plane is going up” 
3. Yandra “The plane is going up” 
4. Sam “Wait for the girl!” 
5. Carlos “Bring a chair” [Carlos looks at Sam] 
6. Sam “I am going” [Sam gets to get a chair] 
7. Yandra [Walks towards the plane with some headphones] 
8. Carlos “No, you can't” 
9. “But you can't, you can't” [Carlos shakes his head] 
10. “This is 3 persons! Of this” 
11. Yandra [Yandra brings one chair inside the cockpit] 
12. Carlos “YOU CAN’T FIT” 
13. Ty “We’re taking off’ 
14. Sam [Sam brings a chair inthe cockpit and 
he pretends he is driving] 
15. “Where is another thing?” [Sam points to the sterling wheel] 
16. “Do you have another one of those?” 
17. Yandra [Yandra gets up] 
18. Carlos [Carlos gets up and moves the chair Yandra 
brought to the back of the plane] 
19. Ty “I can take CONTROL, MYSELF” 
20. Yandra [Yandra comes back with a cup of water and 
sits in the same chair with Sam] 
21. Sam “NO, IT'S MY CHAIR” 
22. Yandra “WAIT! I'M DRINKING” 
23. Sam [Samuel pushes her out of the chair] 
24. “That’s my chair” 
25. Ty “We have a customer” 
26. Ty to Sam “Talk through this” 
27. “We’re going to take off’ 
28. Ty “We’re going to blast off without you” [looks at Yandra] 
29. Yandra “You don’t MAKE THE RULES!” 
30. “GET OUT OF HERE” 
31. Sam “Oh no! We lost control!” 
32. Yandra “We lost control” 
33. “We’re going to CRASH!” 
34. Ty “I make THE RULES” 
35. Carlos “Everybody is land...” 
36. “Everybody hurry up before...” 
37. Ty “We are going to land in 25 more days” 
38. “Everybody be quiet” 
39. Yandra “Shut up!” 
40. Sam “25 DAYS?” 
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41. Martin to Ty “Can I pass out the food?” 
42. Ty “Yes, YOU can be the waiter” 
43. Sam & Yandra [They push each other] 
44. Yandra 
45. Martin 
46. Yandra 
[Yandra gets up and leaves the cockpit] 
[Martin starts passing out the food] 
[Yandra comes back with a chair and places it 
to left of the cockpit] 
47. “Wait right here” [Yandra sits in the 
48. Yandra 
49. Dr.Wood 
50. 
51. Carlos 
52. 
53. Ty 
54. Sam 
55. Yandra 
56. Sam 
57. Ty 
56. Martin 
57. Yandra 
58. Ty 
59. Yandra 
60. 
61. Carlos 
62. Ty 
63. Yandra 
64. Ty 
65. Sam 
66. Martin 
67. Ty 
68. Yandra 
69. 
70. 
cockpit and gets the phone] 
“Dr. Woodward it's for you, for you” 
“Tell them I'm calling back” 
“Because I'm videotaping. OK” 
“I make the RULES” 
“AND SAY this plane CRASHED” 
“We are landing on Puerto Rico” 
“You’re right” 
[Yandra passes phone to Sam] 
[Sam talks on the phone] 
“Hello, hello OK” [Ty talks with a microphone] 
“Give us money, three thousand or else” 
[Yandra gets up] 
“One zillion million bucks” [Ty talks on the phone] 
“I got a couple of dollars” [Yandra shows the money] 
[Yandra puts the money in a drawer] 
“I have a chocolate donut” 
[Ty tries to get the donut] 
[Yandra gets up] 
[Ty gets up] 
“Get out of here!” [Sam comes back] 
[Martin sits in one of the sits in the cockpit] 
[Ty comes back and Martin gets up] 
“I AM A POLICEMAN” 
“I AM A POLICEWOMAN” 
“I AM A POLICEMAN" [Yandra talks to Sam and Ty in the 
cockpit] 
71. Yandra “I AM A POLICEWOMAN” [Yandra takes off her police hat and 
puts it on Sam and later on Ty] 
72. 
73. Yandra 
74. 
[Yandra puts it on] 
“Drop off your stuff’ [Yandra talks to Sam] 
“Drop off your stuff’ [Yandra talks to Ty and 
takes off Ty's microphones] 
75. Sam “Drop off your weapons, LADY” 
FLIGHT 003 
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1. Claudio 
‘stirring wheel,’ 
he is eating] 
2. Abraham 
3. Claudio 
4. Abraham 
[Comes in the cockpit,sits in one of the front seats, moves a 
and moves his leg as if he was putting the brakes] [Claudio pretends 
“PILOTS DON'T EAT, THEY DRINK TEA!” 
[Claudio looks at Abraham, gets up and 
moves to a passenger's chair] 
[Abraham sits in the chair Claudio just used] 
1. Myma 
2. Manuel 
3. 
4. 
5. Myma 
6. 
7. Manuel 
FLIGHT 004 
“I want to be a Captain!” [Myma looks at Manuel] 
“YOU ARE A CAPTAIN” 
“NOW” 
“Do you want to be a CAPTAIN GIRL?” 
“YEAH” 
“We are going to Puerto Rico, CAPTAIN, RIGHT?” 
“Right” 
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TRANSCRIPTS IN THE ‘PUPPET THEATRE’ 
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PUPPET THEATRE 
1. T. 1. a (10/10/1997) 
1. Juana 
2. Susana 
3. Ryan 
4. Juana 
5. Susana 
6. Susana 
7. Rosendo 
8. Susana 
want 
9. Observer 
10. Susana 
11. Susana 
When Susana 
12. Ryan 
13. Ryan 
14. Ryan 
15. Rosendo 
16. Ryan 
17. Juana 
18. Ryan 
19. Rosendo 
20. Ryan 
21. Rosendo 
22. Ryan 
23. Juana 
24. Juana 
25. Rosendo 
26. Rosendo 
27. Juana 
“I am going to the machina” (I am going to the Amusement Park) [she 
holds a pig] 
“Yo voy a tirar bolas” (I am going to throw balls) 
[she holds a rabbit] 
[holds a frog] 
“Mrs. Norbis voy a ver a los juguetes de machina” 
(Mrs. Norbis I am going to see the toys in the Amusement Park) 
“Hello everybody” [she bows] 
“Who wants to be my friend?” [points at self] 
“YO” (ME) [from the audience] [raising hand] 
“Mrs. Norbis tu que quieres comer?” (Mrs. Norbis what do you 
to eat) 
“Un pastel de chocolate” (A chocolate cake) 
“Toma” (Take it) [she gives me a ‘chocolate chip cookie’] 
“Old Mac Donald Had a Farm...” [she sings] 
finishes singing 
“I’m building a house out of bricks”[holds a pig] 
“And the wolf will be coming in 10 minutes” 
“Hello boys and girls!” 
“Here is coming the wolf!” 
“I Better build the house out of these” [he points at the blocks in the 
Block Center] 
“Un lobo” (A wolf) 
“The wolf is here!” 
“The wolf is coming” 
“Five more wolves are coming” [he raises his hand and shows five 
fingers] 
“The wolf bite MUERDE” (The wolf bite BITES) 
[he puts the pig down as if he was dead] 
“Se murio el corderito!” (The little lamb is dead) 
[in sad voice] 
“Mrs. Norbis lo comio el lobo!” (Mrs. Norbis the wolf ate him!) 
“El sapo se murio” (The toad died) 
“Lo comio el lobo” (The wolf ate him) 
“El corderito bendito” (The blessed little lamb) 
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PUPPET THEATRE 
l.T.2. a (10/15/97) 
1. Danny “Five little monkeys..[singing] [audience join in the singing] 
2. Shirley “Hello my name is Froggy” [she holds a frog and a rabbit and moves 
them around] 
3. Stephen “Give me one” [one of the puppets] 
4. Shirley [gives Stephen the frog] 
5. Myma “Mi mama lo va a hacer” (My mom is going to cook it) 
[she is holding a paper turkey] 
“Hai” [she holds a frog] 
“My name is Froggy” [moves the frog] 
“I live with my friend the other frog” 
“I don’t say oink” [holds a cow and a pig] 
“I say MOO” [she moves the cow to the front] 
“I don’t say moo” [she moves the pig to the front shaking it] 
“I say OINK” 
“This is Kermit the Frog” [shakes the frog] 
“He is from New York” 
“He eats bananas and apples” [giggling] 
“FIVE LITTLE SPECKLED FROGS...” (She sings) 
“OLD MAC DONALD HAD A FARM [sings] 
“My name is Froggy” [interrupts Ca.] [holds a frog] 
“This is my friend Sally” [she puts on a white mask) 
“Say Hello to Sally” [nodding] 
“Hello” [from the audience] 
[she holds a bunny] 
“I have another animal [she shov/s a duck and makes it move] 
“And I live in the farm” 
“In Billy’s farm!” 
“Maestra yo quiero cantar” (Teacher I want to sing] 
“Old Mac Donald had a farm” [she sings in very voice] 
“Yo quiero que ellas canten” (I want the girls to sing) 
“OLD MAC DONALD HAD A FARM...” [she starts singing and 
everybody follows] 
The rooster crows 
6. Shirley 
7. Shirley 
8. Shirley 
9. Myma 
10. Myma 
11. Myma 
12. Myma 
13. Stephen 
14. Stephen 
15. Stephen 
16. Shirley 
17. Carlota 
18. Shirley 
19. Shirley 
20. Shirley 
21. Stephen 
22. Joan 
23. Shirley 
24. Shirley 
25. Shirley 
26. Carlota 
27. Carlota 
28. Carlota 
29. Observer 
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PUPPET THEATRE 
l.T. 3. (10/20/97) 
1. Seth 
2. Joy 
3. Abraham 
4. Claudio 
5. Gabriela 
6. Matilde 
7. Seth 
8. Seth 
9. Seth 
10. Abraham 
11. Abraham 
12. Abraham 
13. Joy 
14. Joy 
15. Abraham 
16. Abraham 
17. Joy 
18. Abraham 
19. Gabriela 
20. Abraham 
21. Joy 
22. Joy 
23. Joy 
24. Joy 
25. Joy 
26. Joy 
27. Joy 
28. Audience 
“My pig goes oink oink oink” [moves the pig up] 
“Rabbit rabbit” [holds a rabbit] [has the mask of a blonde girl] 
“Cro cro” [he holds a frog] 
[he holds a pig] 
[she holds a frog] 
“Hello” [holds a rabbit] [looks at frog] 
“Hello frog” 
“Hello rabbit” 
“Where is the pig?” 
“Hello” [holds a frog and a rabbit] 
“We are playing soccer” 
“Kick kick up in the sky” [moves the frog and the rabbit] 
“I’m the pig” 
“I’m playing with my friends” 
“No” 
“My animals are jumping up in the mud” [makes them jump] 
“Sirs how are you doing?” [talks to the audience] 
“How are you doing everybody” 
“Good” [smiling] 
“I’m going to sleep” [he yawns] 
“I am going to sing a song with my friends” 
“OLD MAC DONALD...” [everybodyjoins in] 
“Good by” 
“Here is my cousin” [she puts on an African American mask] 
“And we are going to the park” [takes off the mask] 
“And we’ll have a pizza party” [patting stomach] 
“Who wants to come with us?” 
“Me, me” [raises hand excitedly] 
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PUPPET THEATRE 
l.T. 4. a (10/21/97) 
1. Eriz 
2. Eriz 
3. Sandra 
4. Eriz 
5. Eriz 
6. Eriz 
7. Sandra 
8. Eriz 
9. Eriz 
10. Eriz 
11. Eriz 
12. Eriz 
13. Eriz 
14. Eriz 
15. Eriz 
16. Joselo 
17. Josefa 
18. Josefa 
“Hello my name is Joseph” [holds a frog] 
“And I’m going to the swamp” [moves the frog] 
“I’m going to the farm to see a pig” 
“I’m back with the frog” 
“I’m going to tell Hipity Hopity Liberty Hopity” 
“Who had a Lapity?” [raises his arms] 
“Oink oink” [she holds a pig and a rabbit] 
“You have to say...” [gets closer to Sandra] 
“Look” 
“The frog is laughing” [moves the frog and laughs] 
“I’m Off to see a pig and a rabbit” 
“And I went Off to see a pig and a giraffe!” 
“I’m thinking in something” 
“We are missing someone, Wait!” 
“W e are Off to see a horse!” 
“OLD MAC DONALD HAD A FARM...” 
[everybody joins in] 
“My brother lives at the farm” [when they stopped singing] 
“OLD MAC DONALD HAD A FARM. 
[Everybody joins in] 
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PUPPET THEATRE 
l.T.5.a (10/27/97) 
l.T.5.b (10/27/97) 
1. John 
2. John 
3. Susana 
4. Susana 
5. Susana 
6. John 
7. John 
8. John 
9. John 
10. Susana 
11. Susana 
12. Rosendo 
13. Rosendo 
14. Wilma 
15. John 
16. Susana 
17. Rosendo 
18. Ryan 
19. Wilma 
20. Juana 
21. Ryan 
22. Ryan 
23. Wilma 
24. Juana 
25. Ryan 
26. Ryan 
27. Juana 
28. Ryan 
29. Ryan 
30. Juana 
31. Wilma 
32. Wilma 
33. Wilma 
“Hello” [he bows and smiles] 
“Do you like to play with us?” 
“We are having a Party” 
“DEN DEN THE MOST DELICIOUS” [singing] 
“NA NA NA THE MOST DELICIOUS” 
[singing] 
“WHERE WAS NICE AND COOL...” [the other join in] 
“OK the party is over!” 
“See you later” [waves] 
“We are going to sleep” [John and Susana close their eyes and made 
sounds as if they were snoring] 
“We wake up!” [opens her eyes] 
“We are going into the pool” [jumps up and down] 
“Hello” 
“The party is Over” 
“Hello Everyone!” [smiling] 
“Hello” 
“Hello” 
“Hello” 
“I can’t move” [puts the frog on the top of the stage] 
“Oink oink” [holds a pig] 
[holds a rabbit] 
“I see a shark there” [holds a frog] [points] 
“I’ll be right back” [he moves away from the stage] 
“Let’s shake hands” [she holds a pig and talks to Susana] 
“LA LA LA ...” [singing] 
“Let’s have a party” [holds a pig] 
“Shake my tail” [in baby’voice] 
“Look at mi hermano” (Look at my brother) 
[points to a mask she is holding] 
“You took one of mine” [referring to one of the masks Wilma has] 
“My friends are jumping off’ [he holds 2 masks] 
“Yo estoy cocinando” (I am cooking) [she holds a rabbit and a pig] 
“We are up here” [holds some puppets up] 
“We are trying to jump off the bridge” 
“She wants to be eaten by the sharks” [holds a baby doll] 
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APPENDIX D 
TRANSCRIPTS IN THE ‘DOLL HOUSE’ 
DOLL HOUSE 
2.D.l.a (12/3/97) 
2. D.l.b (12/3/97) 
1. Eriz 
2. Joselo 
3. Eriz 
4. Eriz 
5. Josefa 
6. Eriz 
7. Eriz 
8. Mia 
9. Elba 
10. Sandra 
11. Josefa 
12. Elba 
13. Annabel 
14. Eriz 
15. Annabel 
16. Annabel 
17. Annabel 
[he gets one of the phones] 
[he holds a baby doll and starts writing] 
“Where is the pencil?” 
“I just had it” 
“Can you make rice” [looks at Mia] 
“Can I speak with Mr. Cantor” [his father] [he writes] 
“OK, Bye, Bye” 
“Here” [she passes Juana a plate with plastic rice] 
“Can I get some coffee?” 
[she cooks] 
[she talks on the phone] 
“Give me the other one” [she looks at Josefa] 
“I am going to school” [she talks to Eriz] 
“Go” 
“Bye” [she waves] 
“If you broke it your mother will be sad” [shaking finger] [Eriz is 
playing with his watch] 
“You are not here Susana” [a student from 
another group comes to this group] 
18. Sandra 
19. Susana 
20. Elba 
21. Annabel 
22. Elba 
23. Annabel 
24. Annabel 
25. Annabel 
26. Annabel 
27. Annabel 
28. Annabel 
29. Annabel 
30. Annabel 
31. Annabel 
32. Eriz 
33. Eriz 
34. Joselo 
35. Eriz 
36. Eriz 
37. Observer 
“You are not in this group Susana” 
[moves away from this center] 
“Anyone wants this?” [she stirs plastic vegetables] 
[she nods] 
[serves Annabel] 
“Thank you” 
“I need to call her” [like talking to herself] 
[gets one of the phones] 
“Hi Amanda” 
“Yes” 
“Bye” 
“This is my telephone” [Annabel talks to Eriz] 
[points to the wooden phone] 
“And This is Yours” [points to the plastic phone] 
“Toma Joselo” (Take Joselo) [she gives him a pink booklet] 
“Don’t touch anything Joselo” 
“Don’t touch any stuff’ 
[raises eyebrows surprised] 
“I let you have these things for a little bit” [the phone, the paper and 
the pencil] 
[leans on the table and covers with his body the things that are on the 
table] 
“We need to share” “Necesitamos compartir” 
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38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
Joselo [gets the wooden telephone] 
Joselo [gets the pencil and the paper] 
Joselo [holds the phone and starts writing] 
Annabel “I forgot to call my mom” 
Josefa “Say Happy Birthday to Sandra” 
Josefa “It is her birthday Today” 
Sandra “Sit down” [talks to Joselo] 
Sandra “SIENTATE” [talks to Joselo] 
Sandra “Come on everybody” 
Josefa [walks carefully with a plate with a muffin] 
Josefa “Look at your cake!” 
Sandra [pretends she is blowing the candles] 
Mia “Do you like cake” [asks the observer] 
Observer “Yes, I like cake” 
Mia “Sit down” • [Joselo keeps moving around with a baby boy doll] 
Sandra “I sign it up” [talking to Mia] 
Eriz “Come on” [talks to Sandra] 
Eriz “We are going out to eat” [motions to everyone] 
The clock rings 
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DOLL HOUSE 
2. D.2.a (12/8/97) 
2. D.2.b (12/8/97) 
1. John 
2. John 
3. Susana 
4. Rosendo 
5. Susana 
6. Susana 
7. John 
8. Wilma 
9. Wilma 
10. Everybody 
11. Wilma 
12. Susana 
13. Susana 
14. Susana 
15. Teresa 
16. Observer 
17. Teresa 
18. Wilma 
19. Susana 
20. Wilma 
21. John 
22. Rosendo 
23. Susana 
24. Observer 
25. Susana 
26. Teresa 
27. John 
28. Rosendo 
29. Teresa 
30. John 
31. Rosendo 
32. John 
33. Rosendo 
34. John 
35. John 
36. Teresa 
37. Rosendo 
38. Rosendo 
“I will be the father” [raises hand] 
“This time I will be the father, OK” 
“Wait a second” [talks on the phone with a baby doll on her lap] 
[is also seated by the table and tries to use the telephone Susana has] 
“Don’t use the telephone” 
[gives John a plastic cookie] 
[pretends he is eating] 
“Give me this dishes for my coffee” 
“Who wants to make pasta today?” 
“Me” [raising hands excitedly] 
“Here is some Sauce” 
[cooks] 
“Give me, Rosendo, that” [a wooden spoon] 
“I am cooking” 
“Tu estas escribiendo lo que estamos diciendo?”(Are you writing 
what we are saying?) 
“Si” (Yes) 
“Tengo esto para ti” (I have this for you) 
[She passes me a cookie] 
“This is my baby” 
“I am the mother” 
“No, I AM the mother, and YOU ARE THE STEPMOTHER” 
[pointing to Susana] 
“And I am the father” 
“I am also the father. We are two fathers” 
“Clean up, Clean up” [singing] 
“No todavia” (Not yet) 
“De embuste porque vamos para el parque” 
(It is a joke because we are going to the park) 
[cleans the dishes] 
“She is doing the dishes” [pointing to Teresa] 
“No, I am doing the dishes” 
[stops doing dishes] 
[starts doing the dishes] 
[starts doing the dishes with John] 
“Here son” [he passes Rosendo some dishes] 
[starts putting the dishes in the drawers] 
[makes noises as if water was coming out of the faucet] 
[every time he washes something he passes it to Rosendo to store] 
[holds a baby and brings and serves ‘fruits’ and ‘ice cream scoops’] 
“I am calling the police” 
“There is a murder here” 
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39. Observer 
40. Rosendo 
41. Wilma 
42. Teresa 
43. Rosendo 
44. Susana 
45. Susana 
46. Rosendo 
“Is there a murder here? 
“Not now, I beat him up” 
[sits and dresses a baby doll] 
[pretends to eat a plastic orange] 
“Give me, give me” [he points to the orange] 
[gets on the phone and starts dialing] 
[writes 1, 2, 3 and her name] 
[gets a pink notebook] 
47. John “Where did you find it?” 
48. John and Rosendo [write] 
49. Teresa “Es hora de recoger Mrs. Norbis?” (Is it time to pick up Mrs. 
Norbis?) 
50. Observer 
51. Teresa 
[nods her head] 
“CLEAN UP, CLEAN UP, EVERYBODY CLEAN UP” 
[ Susana also sings] 
The rooster clock crows 
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DOLL HOUSE 
December 9, 1997 
2.D.3.a 
2.D.3.b 
1. Manuel 
2. Myrna 
3. Manuel 
4. Oscar 
5. Manuel 
6. Manuel 
7. Myrna 
8. Manuel 
9. Ramon 
10. Ramon 
11. Manuel 
12. Oscar 
13. Manuel 
14. Ramon 
15. Myrna 
16. Ramon 
17. Myrna 
18. Janet 
19. Janet 
20. Manuel 
21. Janet 
22. Oscar 
23. Manuel 
24. Manuel 
25. Manuel 
26. Ramon 
27. Manuel 
28. Manuel 
29. Manuel 
30. Myrna 
“YO SOY EL PAPA” (I AM THE FATHER) 
“Y YO SOY LA MAMA” (AND I AM THE 
MOTHER) 
“VERDAD QUE YO SOY EL PAPA, OSCAR?” 
(IT IS TRUE THAT I AM THE FATHER, OSCAR, ISN’T?”) 
“Mira un ice-cream” (Look an ice-cream) [he holds a plastic ice¬ 
cream cone] 
“Hello, hello” 
“Aqui estoy” (Here am I) [holds a telephone] 
“Estamos haciendo una fiesta” (We are having a party) 
“Ay, yo me voy a sentar a comer” (I am going to sit and eat) 
“Toma esto” (Take this) [he passes Oscar a phone book] 
“Hello, Hello” [holds a phone] 
“Y mi leche, yo estoy haciendo Quick” (And my milk, I am preparing 
Quick) 
“Vamos a limpiar ahora” (Let’s clean now) 
“Esta es mi leche” (This is my milk) 
“No esta es mia” (No, this is mine) 
“Mirala ahi, hay otra leche” (Look up there, there is another milk) 
[She holds a small milk plastic container] 
“Tu quieres una” (Do you want one?) [passes me a cup with 
‘milk’] 
“Hay un reguero aqui!” (This is a mess!) 
[takes things out of the refrigerator and puts them on the table] 
[starts writing on the cover of a phone book] 
“Mrs. Norbis he took my ice-cream” 
“Hello....bye” 
“Avanza” (Hurry up) [moves hands] 
“Janet me quito mi jugo” (Janet took my juice) 
“Janet me quito mi helado” (Janet took my ice cream [pointing to 
Janet] 
“Voy a comer” (I am going to eat) [he sits at the table] 
“Mira la mia” (Look at mine) [he shows Manuel a plasticm 
hamburger in a bun] 
“Esta bueno” (It is good) [he makes noises as if he was eating] 
“Ya termine” (I finished) 
“Y ahora me voy a comer la china” (And now I am going to eat the 
orange) 
“Elios tienen hambre” (They are hungry) [points to Manuel and 
Ramon] 
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31. Janet 
32. Ramon 
33. Janet 
34. Ramon 
35. Oscar 
36. Manuel 
37. Manuel 
38. Manuel 
39. Manuel 
40. Ramon 
41. Ramon 
42. Ramon 
43. Ramon 
44. Susana 
45. Susana 
46. Manuel 
47. Manuel 
48. Manuel 
49. Oscar 
50. Myma 
51. Myma 
52. Manuel 
53. Oscar 
“Yo quiero ice-cream” (I want ice-cream) 
“Mira esto huele” (Look this smells) [he smells 
a toy milk plastic container] 
[she moves close to the stove and stirs a spoon in a pan] 
[he starts putting things back in the refrigerator] 
[he helps Ramon putting things back in the refrigerator] 
[he helps Ramon putting things back in the refrigerator] 
“Esto” (This) [he points to an empty ice cream container that he has] 
“Va en el freezer” (It goes in the freezer) 
“Nosotros vamos para el tag sale, Oscar, verdad?” (We are going to a 
tag sale, Oscar, aren’t we?) 
“Mira maestra” (Look teacher) 
“Estoy haciendo Quick” (I am making Quick) 
[pretends he is talking on the phone] 
[moves to the water table] 
“Ramon, you are not here” [Susana is at the water table] 
“You have to move” 
[he moves chairs and puts them in rows] 
“Come on Myma” 
“Vamos para un tag sale” (We are going to a tag sale) 
“Todos en el carro” (Everybody in the car) 
[she sits in a chair on the back of the ‘car’ and she moves her arm 
pretending putting a seat belt on] 
“Ponte el seat belt” (Put your seat belt on) 
[looks at Oscar] 
“Everybody sits in the car” 
“Vamos de vuelta para la casa” (We are going back home) 
The crow clock sings 
DOLL HOUSE 
2. D.4.a (12/15/97) 
2. D.4.b (12/15/97) 
2. D.4.c (12/15/97) 
1. Eriz 
2. Eriz 
3. Annabel 
4. Eriz 
5. Eriz 
6. Elba 
7. Annabel 
8. Joselo 
9. Sandra 
10. Mia 
11. Annabel 
12. Joselo 
13. Annabel 
14. Joselo 
15. Annabel 
16. Joselo 
17. Annabel 
18. Joselo 
19. Eriz 
20. Annabel 
21. Josefa 
22. Annabel 
23. Annabel 
24. Annabel 
25. Annabel 
26. Annabel 
27. Mia 
28. Mia 
29. Mia 
30. Annabel 
31. Annabel 
32. Annabel 
33. Sandra 
34. Sandra 
35. Annabel 
36. Annabel 
37. Annabel 
38. Eriz 
39. Annabel 
“I’ll be the doggy” 
“Woof, Woof’ 
“Doggy give me that” [points to a phone] 
[passes her the phone] 
[crawls] 
[plays with a baby doll] 
“Joselo ya” (Joselo stop it) 
[passes one of the phones to Josefa] 
[sits at the table and Mia serves her food] 
“This is for you” 
“Please sit down” (talks to Joselo) 
[walks around holding a baby doll] 
“Joselo te Hainan Joselo” (Joselo somebody is calling you Joselo) 
[takes things out of the refrigerator] 
“Joselo te llaman era ...” (Joselo someone is calling you it was...) 
[keeps taking things out of the refrigerator] 
“Bana al bebe” (Give the baby a bath) [talks to Joselo] 
“Voy a banar al bebe” (I am going to bathe the baby) 
[barks] 
[cooks] 
[puts some food on the table] 
“Ten o’clock!” 
“Es la hora para irse para la escuela!” (It is time to go to school!) 
“Toma” (Take it) [she passes the phone to me) 
“Everybody eat while we are at school” 
“Watch out for me doggy!” 
“We ate poison stuff’ 
“Just for fake Mrs. Norbis” 
[talks on the phone] 
“Hi Sandra” 
“A call” [passes her the phone] 
“Come here now” [talks to Sandra] 
“Please stop phoning” [on the phone] 
“Bye” [on the phone] 
“Hi doggy” [waves to the ‘dog’] 
“Doggy” 
“You bad boy” [pointing to the dog] 
[pulls Annabel’s necklace] 
“Tu vas a romper mi cadena” (You are going to brake my necklace) 
40. Sandra “Clean all this” [talks to Elba] 
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41. Elba 
42. Joselo 
43. Annabel 
44. Joselo 
45. Annabel 
46. Sandra 
47. Elba 
48. Annabel 
“Woof, Woof’ 
[puts a baby doll on top of the stove] 
“NO” [talking to Joselo] 
[removes the doll from the stove] 
“Here doggy” [brings a ‘pear’ in a small plastic bowl and puts in 
the floor] 
“Let me bring the cake” 
“WOOF, WOOF” [crawling] 
“Todos los dias vamos a jugar aqui!” (We are going to play here 
49. Elba 
50. Elba 
51. Annabel 
52. Annabel 
53. Eriz 
54. Annabel 
55. Elba 
56. Eriz 
57. Annabel 
58. Joselo 
59. Joselo 
60. Josefa 
61. Sandra 
62. Observer 
63. Sandra 
64. Elba 
65. Eriz 
66. Josefa 
67. Eriz 
68. Eriz 
69. Annabel 
70. Annabel 
71. Annabel 
72. Elba 
73. Sandra 
74. Annabel 
75. Annabel 
76. Annabel 
77. Eriz 
78. Eriz 
DOLL HOUSE 
2. D.5 (12/15/97) 
[smiles at the ‘dog’] 
[frowning] 
[walking carefully around him] 
everyday!) 
“I was doing like him’ 
“I was his puppy” 
“What’s on doggy?” 
“YOU BAD BOY” 
“WOOF, WOOF” 
“Excuse me doggy’ 
“WOOF, WOOF” 
[crawls around] 
“Lo banaste al bebe” (Did you give the baby a bath?) 
“Si y muy bien” (Yes and very well) 
[sits at the table and pretends he is drinking] 
[gets a bowl and puts some food in it] 
“She messed it up” [like talking to herself] [shaking her head] 
“Why” 
“That is supposed to be a birthday cake!” 
“It is her birthday today” [she points to Lisa] 
“FOR REAL?” 
“No For Fake” 
“IT IS MY BIRTHDAY TODAY” 
“Also” 
“Doggy” [looks closely at the ‘dog’] 
“I am Right Here” [talks in a sweet voice] 
“What happened doggy?” 
“Start picking things up” 
[moves away and starts writing] 
“Clean up time” [to everyone] 
“Now” 
“I see you tomorrow” [looks at everybody] 
“Nobody even paid attention TO ME” [to Observer] 
“Nobody patted me!” [frowning and talking to Observer] 
1. Susana “Esta es mi hija” (This is my daughter) [holds a baby doll] 
2. Teresa “Esta is mine” (This is mine) [holds another baby doll] 
3. John “Can you pass me the phone” [holds a baby doll] 
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4. John 
5. John 
6. Juana 
7. Juana 
8. Susana 
9. Rosendo 
10. Susana 
“I AM THE DAD” [looks at Ryan] 
“Give me that Son” [pointing to the phone] 
[takes things out of the refrigerator] 
“Esto Echalo ahi” (Put this over there) 
“Yo quiero ice cream” (I want ice-cream) 
[cooks] 
“Esto es de mi bebe” (This belongs to my baby) 
[holds a plastic chocolate container] 
11. Juana 
12. Susana 
13. Teresa 
14. Susana 
15. Susana 
16. Susana 
17. Susan 
18. Susana 
19. Susana 
20. Susana 
“Echale un poquito a mi bizcocho” (Adds a little bit to my cake) 
“OK” 
“Adonde esta la botellita Chiquita?” (Where is the little bottle?) 
“Aca” (Here) 
“My friend wants to talk to you Teresa” 
“Toma” (Take it) 
[keeps talking on the phone] 
“The Police” 
“HIU HIUHIU” [making the sound of a police siren] 
“THE POLICE VIENE PORQUE ESTAMOS PELEANDO” 
21. Susana 
(The police are coming because we are fighting) 
“Esta comida es para ti Mrs. Norbis” (This food is for you Mrs. 
Norbis) 
22. Susana 
23. Ryan 
24. Ryan 
25. Observer 
26. Ryan 
27. Ryan 
28. Rosendo 
“Le estoy dando comida a tu bebe” (I am feeding your baby) 
“We are fighting bad guys” 
“We are pretending we are fighting bad guys” 
“What do bad guys do?” 
“They throw things like this” 
[he pretends to be throwing a dish at John] 
“Yo escondi el bebe porque estan peleando” (I hid the baby 
because they are fighting) 
[he puts the baby doll in the refrigerator] 
29. Susana “Elios son los malos” (They are the bad ones) 
[pointing] 
30. Susana “Y quieren romper la casa y llevarse al bebe” (and they want to 
destroy the house and take away the baby) 
31. Susana 
32. Susana 
33. Susana 
“I am the Police” 
[chases John with a milk container] 
“I AM GOING TO THROW HOT MILK TO YOU” 
34. Juana and Rosendo [set up the table] 
35. Rosendo “Maestra despues vamos para otro centro?” (Teacher are we going 
to another center, next?) 
36. Observer 
37. Rosendo 
“Si” (Yes) 
“The baby, the baby is in the refrigerator” 
38. Rosendo 
39. Rosendo 
40. John 
[exclaims worried] 
[opens up the refrigerator and takes the baby out] 
“HERE is the baby” 
“The baby is crying” 
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41. Juana “Maestra mira mi bebe” (Teacher, look at my baby) 
42. Ryan “Let’s hide the baby” [talks to Rosendo] 
43. Ryan and Rosendo [they sit behind the wooden ‘refrigerator’] 
44. Observer “Es tiempo de limpiar” “It is time to clean up” 
45. Teresa “Oh pero no toco la campana” (Oh but the bell has not rung) 
46. Teresa “CLEAN UP, CLEAN UP...” [Susana joins her] 
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DOLL HOUSE 
2. D.6 (12/16/97) 
1. Carlota 
2. Danny 
3. Joan 
4. Amy 
5. Stephen 
6. Carlota 
7. Amy 
8. Joan 
9. Amy 
10. Amy 
11. Stephen 
12. Observer 
13. Stephen 
14. Amy 
15. Amy 
16. Amy 
17. Amy 
18. Stephen 
19. Stephen 
20. Stephen 
21. Danny 
22. Observer 
23. Stephen 
24. Stephen 
25. Joan 
26. Carlota 
27. Stephen and 
28. Danny 
29. Stephen 
30. Stephen 
31. Joan 
32. Danny 
33. Stephen 
34. Amy 
35. Danny 
36. Stephen 
37. Stephen 
38. Joan 
39. Stephen 
40. Danny 
41. Joan 
“What are you doing?” [talks to Danny] 
“Dressing up the baby” 
“Mother” 
“Daughter” 
“I am the Dad” 
“Yo soy la hija” (I am the daughter) 
“Mother mother can I go? [talks to Joan] 
[nods] 
“Mother” [talks to Joan and holds a baby doll] 
“I need a pamper for my daughter” [talks to Joan] 
“Mrs. Norbis what did you put in the toaster?” 
“Apiece of bread, meat and a hamburger” 
“I’ll put this hamburger” 
“Mother, you have a phone call” [hands here the phone] 
“Here” 
“Take it there” [hands the phone to the mother] 
“Mother say I can go over my friend’s house” 
[looks at Stephen anxiously] 
“OK” 
“But don’t watch to much TV” [shaking finger] 
[cooks] 
“I am the brother” [talks to observer] 
“Whose brother?” 
“My brother” 
“This is for the baby” [looks at Danny] 
“NEED MILK FOR THE BABY?” [looks at Stephen] 
[plays by herself dressing up a baby] 
Joan [cook] 
[eats an ‘ice cream sandwich] 
“Here Danny” [he passes him another chocolate ‘ice cream 
sandwich’] 
“This is mine” [they switched ‘ice cream’ sandwiches] 
“You need to put milk in this” [she has a ‘milk bottle’] 
[sits by the table] 
[brings food to the table] 
[moves with Carlota] 
“Coffee, more please” 
“This is fun” 
“The babies don’t eat” 
“No” 
[sits at the table] 
“Oh no this is my plate” 
“Let me do it” 
[looks at Joan] 
[pointing to plate] 
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42. Stephen 
43. Stephen 
44. Stephen 
45. Stephen 
46. Stephen 
47. Joan 
48. Joan 
49. Joan 
50. Stephen 
51. Stephen 
52. Carlota 
53. Amy 
54. David 
55. David 
56. Stephen 
“No” 
“I will do it” 
[keeps the bowl and starts stirring the food] 
and Joan [get closer to a baby doll that is in a high chair] 
“Let me do it” 
“No” 
“I will do it” [and she starts feeding the baby] 
“You do the dishes” [pointing to the dishes] 
“OK” 
“I will do the dishes” 
[plays by herself] 
“I am taking a lot of stuff to school” 
“Who is doing the hamburgers? [looks in the oven] 
“Who took my hamburger? 
“It is not time for dinner, it is time for breakfast” 
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DOLL HOUSE 
2. D.7 (12/17/97) 
1. Joan 
2. Joan 
3. Joan 
4. Joan 
5. Shirley 
6. Shirley 
7. Shirley 
8. Amy 
9. Joan 
10. Amy 
11. Joan 
12. Carlota 
13. Observer 
14. Shirley 
15. Joan 
16. Shirley 
17. Carlota 
18. Amy 
19. Carlota 
20. Danny 
“I am the mother” 
“Shirley is the daughter” 
“Danny is the Daddy” 
“Amy and Carlota are daughters” 
“And this is my baby sister” [holding a baby doll] 
“Her name is Kate” 
[talks on the phone] 
[plays with a doll] 
“You can take that to school” [talks to Amy] 
“I need to bring my baby daughter to kindergarten” 
“Please start picking things up” [looks at Carlota] 
“Donde va esto?” (Where do I put this) [talks to observer] 
“Ahi” (Over there) 
“I am going to call my old grandmother” [picks up phone] 
“Bring that chocolate milk” [talks to Amy] 
“A phone call” 
[plays by herself] 
[writes seated on the baby’s chair] 
[dresses two dolls] 
[gives a baby doll a bottle] 
21. Amy and Shirley look at the phone book] 
22. Amy “I need to look at number 53” 
23. Amy 
24. Amy 
25. Joan 
26. Carlota 
“Mother” 
“What time is it?” [looks at Joan] 
“You need to put the baby to sleep” 
“Se necesita una silla mas” (We need one more chair) 
[arranges some chairs around the table] 
27. Carlota 
28. Amy 
29. Joan 
30. Joan 
31. Shirley 
32. Amy 
33. Amy 
34. Amy 
35. Shirley 
36. Shirley 
37. Danny 
38. Observer 
39. Shirley 
40. Shirley 
41. Joan 
42. Joan 
[sets up the table and Danny helps her] 
“I need to eat” 
“OK” 
“But wait” [to Amy] 
“It is time for dinner” [announces to all] 
[‘drinks’ from a plastic cup] 
“It is time for supper” 
“Push your chair” 
“Mother” 
“It is time to sit down” 
“You know I had REAL tea with my grandpa” 
“Very nice Danny” 
“It’s 8 o’clock” 
“It’s time to go to bed” 
“Yeah” [looks at Amy] 
“Go to sleep” 
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43. Joan 
44. Carlota 
45. Carlota 
46. Joan 
“Go to sleep” 
[gets the blue plastic phone and starts talking] 
“Hello, is ... there” 
[serves food] 
The rooster crows 
47. Danny “OK” 
48. Danny “Put things away” 
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DOLL HOUSE 
2. D.8 (12/20/97) 
1. Manuel 
2. Manuel 
3. Manuel 
4. Brady 
5. Janet 
6. Brady 
7. Ramon 
8. Manuel 
9. Myma 
10. Manuel 
11. Myma 
12. Myma 
13. Myma 
14. Myma 
“Janet” 
“Esta es mi casa” (This is my house) 
“Aquella es la tuya” (That is yours) [Points outside] 
“Where is my phone?” [Oscar has one and Janet has the other one] 
[leaves the wooden phone] 
[gets the wooden phone] 
“Yo hago chocolate con leche” (I made chocolate milk) 
“Yo voy a comer” (I am going to eat) 
“Sientate” (Sit down) 
[sits] 
[puts a napkin on the floor] 
“Esto es para el bebe” (This is for the baby) [talks to bserver] 
“Para que se acueste” (So he/she can lay down) 
“Que mucho reguero que hay aqui en la cocina!” 
(What a mess there is in this kitchen!) 
15. Janet 
16. Janet 
17. Oscar 
18. Janet 
19. Ramon 
20. Ramon 
21. Ramon 
22. Manuel 
“Yo soy la mama” (I am the mother) 
“Myma es la hermana” (Myma is the sister) 
“Y yo soy el papa” (And I am the father) 
[cooks] 
[plays with a baby doll and sits him in the high chair] 
“I want food” [talking in babyish voice] 
“I want food” [talking in babyish voice] 
“Toma este telefono” (Take this phone) 
[Looks at Oscar] 
23. Manuel “Y dame este otro” (And give me this other one) 
24. Oscar and Orlando [switch phones] 
25. Myma “Nadie puede hacer reguero” [Nobody can make a mess] 
26. Myma 
[pointing to all] 
“Estas pisando a mi bebe” (You are stepping on my baby) 
[looks at Ramon] 
27. Manuel 
28. Janet 
29. Myma 
30. Myma 
31. Oscar 
32. Myma 
33. Manuel 
34. Brady 
35. Manuel 
[sits down at the table and pretends he is eating] 
[cooks] 
“Aqui hay mucho reguero!” (There is a mess here!) 
“My house is dirty” [sadly] 
[irons a napkin in a nearby chair] 
[start picking things up and putting them away] 
[talks on the phone to Brady] 
“Is your phone number five, six seven?” 
“That is it” 
36. Manuel “Lapiz” (Pencil) [like talking to himself] 
37. Manuel [opens a drawer] 
38. Oscar “What do you want to buy Manuel?” 
39. Manuel “No esta es mi casa” (No this is my home) 
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40. Oscar 
41. Brady 
42. Manuel 
43. Oscar 
44. Manuel 
45. Oscar 
46. Janet 
47. Myma 
48. Manuel 
49. Brady 
50. Myma 
“No esta es una tienda” (No this is a store) 
[holds a phone and pretends he is talking] 
[moves to one side of the table] 
“Yo compro esto” (I buy this) [he holds plastic iron] 
“Two dollars” 
[pretends he gives Manuel money] 
“Pretend you’re sleeping” [talks to Myma] 
[sits on a chair and closes her eyes] 
“Put Myma” [talks on the phone with Brady] 
[passes the phone to Myma] 
“Quieres venir a una fiesta?” (Would you like to come to a party) 
[looks at Manuel] 
51. Manuel “Oh si!” (Oh yes!) 
The rooster crows 
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DOLL HOUSE 
2. D.9 (1/6/98) 
1. Stephen 
2. Shirley 
3. Danny 
4. Shirley 
5. Carlota 
6. Carmen 
7. Amy 
8. Stephen 
9. Stephen 
10. David 
11. David 
12. Stephen 
13. Danny 
14. Amy 
15. Carlota 
16. Shirley 
17. Shirley 
18. Shirley 
19. Shirley 
20. Shirley 
21. Shirley 
22. Shirley 
23. Shirley 
24. Danny 
25. Danny 
26. Danny 
27. Observer 
28. Stephen 
29. Danny 
30. Danny 
31. Danny 
32. Amy 
33. Carlota 
34. Carmen 
35. Carmen 
36. Carlota 
37. Stephen 
38. Shirley 
39. Carlota 
40. Carlota 
41. Stephen 
42. Amy 
“I am the Dad” 
“I am the big sister” 
“I am the brother” 
“And Carlota is the father” 
“NO I AM THE DAUGHTER” 
“La hermana” (The sister) 
[plays with the video camera] 
[grabs it from Amy and starts videotaping] 
“Say cheese” [talking to observer] 
“Come on Dad!” 
“Give it to me” 
[keeps videotaping] 
“Please please” [when he walks by Stephen] 
[sets up the table] 
[holds a baby doll] 
[cooks] 
“Hello” [gets on the phone] 
“What can I do for you” 
“OK” 
“Bye” 
“I am cooking” 
“Macaroni and Cheese” [licks her lips] 
“And this is the dessert” [holding a plastic cup cake] 
“Come on” 
“Where is the camera?” [looks around] 
“I can’t even seen where the camera is” 
“You need to share” [looking at Stephen] 
[gives the camera to Danny] 
“Get ready for a picture” [talks to Shirley] 
[takes a picture of Shirley] 
“Say cheese” [talks to Joan] 
“Hi mother” [looks at Joan] 
[walks with a baby doll] 
[sits at the table with a baby doll and starts feeding him] 
[gets one of the phones and smiles] 
“You need to share” [talks to Stephen] 
[keeps videotaping] 
“I am going to feed the baby” 
“Maestra” (Teacher) [talking to observer] 
“Esta frio afuera” (It is cold outside) 
“I need a pen” 
[gives him a pen] 
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43. Danny 
44. Danny 
45. Joan 
46. Carlota 
47. Carlota 
48. Carmen 
[sits at the table and pretends he is eating] 
“I’m finished” [raises his arms] 
“The baby has eaten already” [talks to Amy] 
[walks with a baby doll] 
“Mira aqui esta la leche” (Look here is the milk) 
[talks to Carmen] 
[takes the bottle and starts feeding the baby doll] 
The rooster crows 
49. Carlota “CLEAN UP CLEAN UP CLEAN UP” (singing) 
50. Everybody “CLEAN UP, CLEAN UP EVERYBODY CLEAN UP” 
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DOLL HOUSE 
2. D.l 0(2/4/98) 
1. Susana 
2. Wilma 
3. Susana 
4. Teresa 
5. Teresa 
6. John 
7. John 
8. John 
9. John and 
10. Susana 
11. Wilma 
12. Teresa 
13. Teresa 
14. Teresa 
15. John 
16. Susana 
17. Teresa 
18. Susana 
19. Wilma 
20. Susana 
21. Susana 
22. Wilma 
23. Teresa 
24. Teresa 
25. Teresa 
26. Susana 
27. Susana 
28. Susana 
29. Teresa 
30. Teresa 
31. Teresa 
32. Teresa 
33. Observer 
34. Susana 
35. Susana 
36. John 
37. Susana 
38. Observer 
“I am the Mom” 
“I am the mother” 
“I am the mother” 
“I am the mother too” 
“We are three mothers” [to Wilma and Susana] 
“And I am the father” [nods his head] 
“We are going to the Zoo” [looks at Teresa] 
“Would you like to come with us” [looks at Teresa] 
Teresa [make rows of chairs] 
“I am the driver” [takes the video camera] 
“You can not drive the car and hold the baby” [talks to Susana] 
“Let’s have a party” 
“Everybody sit at the table” 
“Would you like some coffee” [to everyone] 
“I would like some coffee” 
[holds one baby doll] 
[holds another baby doll] 
“I am coming to the party” 
“But you are the mother!” 
“I am not a mother now” 
[walks with a baby doll] 
“I am cleaning the whole house” 
[picks up a baby doll that was on the floor] 
“What is this baby doing here?” [raises eyebrows and points to the 
floor] 
“This is not my baby” 
“I need a spoon” 
“I got it first” [and she takes it] 
[stirs ‘food’ in a bowl and gives it to a baby doll] 
“Watch my baby or he may fall” [talks to Wilma] 
“Watch it” [goes to get the video camera] 
“Say CHESSE” [‘videotapes Wilma] 
[pads a baby doll in the back] 
“Para que tu le haces eso a la bebe?” (Why do you do that to the 
baby?) 
“Para que le salgan los gases” (So she gets the air out of her 
stomach) 
“Queri Sevilla ven aqui” (Dear Sevilla come here) 
[the music of a Spanish soap opera] 
[holds a baby doll] 
“Como la flor y tanto amor me distes tu” (Like the flower and so 
much love you gave me” [singing] 
“Quien canta esa cancion?” 
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39. Susana “Selena” 
40. Susana “A, A, AI, como me duele“(A.A. AI. how much pain I feel) 
[singing] 
41. Susana “Selena canta en ESPANOL y en INGLES” (Selena sings in 
SPANISH and in ENGLISH) [stomping foot] 
42. Wilma [is on the phone] 
43. John [punches a baby doll] 
44. Teresa “Oh my God!” [looks at John angrily] 
45. Teresa “Ok ok Everybody!” [picks up baby doll] 
46. Teresa “I am going to make some food” 
47. Susana “Clap clap clap” [gets a pan and sings] 
48. John “This is my baby” [talks to Susana] 
49. Susana “This is mine” 
50. John “It is mine” [John keeps the baby doll] 
51. Susana “Oh this is my baby” [she finds one on the floor] 
52. Wilma “Everybody says CHEESE” 
53. John “You call the police” [looks at Wilma] 
54. John “I am going to be the police” 
55. John [gets one of the phones] 
56. Wilma [gets another phone] 
57. Wilma “Yes” 
58. Wilma “Police” 
59. Wilma “A man stole my baby’ [looks anxious] 
60. John “How did it look” 
61. John “What color is she? 
62. Susana “A little brown” 
63. Teresa “Here is Your Baby Susana!” 
64. John “I FOUND YOUR BABY UNDER THE TABLE” 
[exclaims holding baby up] 
65. Susana “Oh my baby” [in soft voice] [holds the baby tightly] 
66. Wilma “Want some carrots?” 
67. Wilma “I am going to make some soup” 
68. Teresa “I am going to make a party for you” 
[points to Wilma] 
69. Wilma “I am making some tea for the Tea party” 
[nodding] 
70. John “We need to have some food for the party” 
71. Susana [moves to the Art Center to talk to Annabel] 
72. Wilma “I made some tea” [smiling] 
73. John “You aren’t there” [talks to Susana] 
74. Teresa “Yo estoy haciendo un desayuno para ti” 
(I am making breakfast for you) [to Observer] 
75. Observer “Muchas gracias” (Thank you very much) 
76. Teresa “Toma tu comida maestra” (take your food teacher) 
77. John [serves ‘tea’ from a small teapot] 
78. Susana “Se tiraron un pedo” (Somebody fart) 
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79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
Wilma “I didn’t” [angrily] 
John “No, I didn’t” 
John “You did it” [talks to Susana] 
Susana “No, I didn’t” 
Teresa [puts some plastic food in a dish] 
Susana [takes some ‘food’ out of the refrigerator] 
Annabel [comes from the Art Center to talk to Susana] 
Annabel “Mira esto” [Look at this] 
Wilma [writes on the chalkboard that is in the center] 
Teresa [sits two baby dolls on the couch] 
Teresa [gets the video camera and videotapes the babies] 
Wilma [holds a plastic apple and copies the word apple that is written on 
it] 
Susana and John [organize the cabinets] 
Susana “Lo vamos a hacer lindo” (We are going to leave it nice) [talking to 
Observer] 
John “This goes in the refrigerator” 
Susana “We are not going to throw like that” 
Susana “This is to order” 
Susana and John [keep organizing the cabinets] 
Susana “CLEAN UP, CLEAN UP, EVERYBODY CLEAN UP” 
[everybody in the group joins in the singing] 
( 
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DOLL HOUSE 
2.D.11 (2/11/98) 
1. Seth 
2. Abraham 
3. Seth 
4. Seth 
5. Abraham 
6. Abraham 
7. Seth 
8. Seth 
9. Seth 
10. Seth 
11. Abraham 
12. Abraham 
13. Seth 
14. Seth 
15. Abraham 
16. Seth 
17. Abraham 
[gets the video camera] 
[tries to get the video camera from Seth] 
“You are the son” [talks to Abraham] 
“And sons don’t have video cameras” 
“I am the DAD” 
“And you the son” [pointing to Seth] 
“I am the Dad” 
“And I Have the video camera” 
[keeps videotaping] 
“Now let’s make a bus” 
[starts arranging chairs in rows] 
“I am the driver” 
“No” 
“I am the driver” 
“I am the dad and I drive” 
“I am the Husband” 
“No” 
18. Seth “You are the son” [shaking his head] 
19. Seth and Abraham [they keep making a ‘bus’] 
20. Claudio 
21. Abraham 
22. Abraham 
23. Claudio 
24. Seth 
25. Abraham 
26. Matilde 
27. Gabriela 
28. Claudio 
29. Claudio 
30. Seth 
31. Claudio 
32. Seth 
[comes close to the bus] 
[pretends he is driving the bus] 
“Claudio is the driver” 
“There is a baby on the bus” [points to baby] 
“I’ve got the two babies ready” 
“We need to take food to make a picnic” 
[sets up the table] 
[writes] 
[pretends he is driving the bus] 
[pretends he is taking pictures from the bus] 
“We are going on a picnic” 
“We are going to a party” 
“OK” 
33. Claudio [keeps sitting in one of the front seats of the bus and takes pictures] 
34. Joy [plays by herself] 
35. Claudio 
36. Claudio 
37. Claudio 
38. Claudio 
[talks to Juana that is in another Center] 
“This is the baby bottle” 
“Look at it!” 
[gives one of the baby dolls a bottle] 
39. Seth “We need eggs” 
40. Matilde [moves to the Math Center to play with Teresa] 
41. Claudio “We are going to the party” 
42. Abraham “Yes we are going” 
43. Seth “The baby needs shoes” 
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44. Abraham 
45. Claudio 
46. Abraham 
47. Claudio 
48. Claudio 
49. Claudio 
50. Claudio 
51. Claudio 
52. Abraham 
53. Abraham 
“He can go like that” [shrugs] 
“He can go like that” 
and Seth [are passengers on the bus] 
[drives the bus] 
“We are going to a party” [smiling] 
“In 3 minutes” 
“I FOUND the house” 
“IT IS HERE” 
“Here” 
“There is cake!” [excitedly] 
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APPENDIX E 
TRANSCRIPTS IN THE ‘POLICE STATION’ 
POLICE STATION 
3. P.l.a (4/5/98) 
3. P.l.b (4/5/98) 
3.P.1.C (4/5/98) 
1. Carlota 
2. Shirley 
3. Shirley 
4. Shirley 
5. Shirley 
6. Joan 
7. Shirley 
8. Shirley 
9. Joan 
10. Carlota 
11. Carlota 
12. Shirley 
13. Shirley 
14. Shirley 
15. Carlota 
16. Shirley 
17. Carlota 
18. Shirley 
19. Shirley 
20. Carlota 
21. Shirley 
22. Shirley 
23. Shirley 
24. Amy 
25. Joan 
26. Carlota 
27. Joan 
28. Joan 
29. Shirley 
30. Joan 
31. Shirley 
32. Joan 
33. Shirley 
34. Shirley 
35. Shirley 
[sits at the Chief’s desk and puts the police hat 
[starts writing] 
“Police somebody broke into my house while I 
[talks on the phone] 
“That really happened” [talking to Observer] 
[nodding] 
“I will be right back” 
“OK What happened? [looks at Joan] 
[laughs] 
[laughs] 
“It is my turn” [to use the police uniform] 
[points at it] 
“It is my turn” 
[takes the uniform and the hat off and gives them to Joan] 
“Somebody stole my Baby” 
“OK I will be right over” [talks on the phone] 
[stands up and sits in one of the ‘police cars’] 
“Did you here anything when your baby was stolen?” [talks on the 
phone from the car] 
“Yeah a noise” [talks on the other phone] 
“Which kind of noise?” 
“Boom boom like a robber” 
“We need to go to the police station” 
“Will you come with me?” 
“Yeah” [shrugs shoulders] 
“I am going to call the police” 
“Hello police a Man stole my baby” 
“COME” 
“OK WE’LL GO” 
[is the police chief and she is writing] 
[sits on the floor and copies names from the board on a piece of 
paper] 
[gives the uniform to Amy] 
“I want to call the police” 
“Hello this is the dispatcher” [at the dispatcher’s desk] 
“Somebody stole my sink” 
“What? Your sink?” [surprised] 
“Yeah” [smiling] 
“This is a funny one!” 
[goes to one of the “police cars” and starts making siren noises] 
“OK we will try to find your sink” [on the phone] 
and uniform on] 
was sleeping” 
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36. Shirley 
37. Shirley 
38. Joan 
39. Shirley 
40. Shirley 
41. Shirley 
42. Shirley 
43. Joan 
44. Carmen 
45. Joan 
46. Carmen 
47. Joan 
48. Joan 
49. Joan 
50. Joan 
51. Carmen 
52. Carmen 
53. Carmen 
54. Carmen 
55. Observer 
56. Shirley 
57. Shirley 
58. Amy 
59. Amy 
60. Shirley 
61. Joan 
62. Joan 
63. Joan 
64. Carlota 
65. Carlota 
66. Shirley 
67. Shirley 
68. Joan 
69. Shirley 
70. Joan 
71. Joan 
72. Joan 
73. Shirley 
74. Amy 
75. Shirley 
76. Shirley 
“OK but you need to come with me” 
[grabs Joan’s arm and takes her to the ‘police car’] 
“And my kitten was also stolen” 
“IT DOESN’T FIT ME” [tries to put the police hat on] 
[puts it back on Amy’s head] 
“OK I AM THE CHIEF” [gets the police hat and puts it on her 
head] 
[sits in the chief police’s desk] 
“I am going to be the caller” 
“A man stole my child” 
“What is your phone?” 
“Seven two eight six” 
“Come on lady” [talks to Amy] 
“Sit in the car” [points] 
“HERE WE ARE! 
“COME ON AMY” [Amy does not come] 
“Somebody stole your baby and your boyfriend!” [writes and talks 
on the phone] 
“Your number 778521” 
“OK Thank you” 
“Como se dice Cumberland Farms? (How do you pronounce 
Cumberland Farms?) 
[nods her head] 
“Where do you live?” [talks to Amy] 
“In an apartment or in a house?” 
“In an apartment” 
“In a red building” 
“I will be right there” 
“I want to be the caller now” 
“A man stole my bed” 
“And then they walk away” 
“Come on let’s go” 
“Come on here” [she holds Joan’s hand and moves her to the 
police car] 
[sits in the chief’s police desk] 
“Do you have a phone number or not?” [talks to Amy] 
“Hello? Hello?”[talks on the phone] [nobody answers her phone 
call] 
“I need to put in the mail this” [shows an envelope] 
“Somebody stole Amy!” [laughs] 
“Somebody stole Mrs. Norbis!” [laughs] 
“Somebody stole Mrs. Santiago!” [laughs] 
“Somebody stole Shirley!” [interrupting Joan] 
“Somebody stole Mrs. Norbis!” [she laughs] 
“The phone is ringing” 
“Hello? Hello?” [gets a phone] 
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The lights went off 
I I 
■ 
POLICE STATION 
3. P.2.a (4/16/98) 
3. P.2.b (4/16/98) 
1. Ty 
2. Ty 
3. Yandra 
4. Yandra 
5. Maria 
6. Yandra 
7. Carlos 
8. Yandra 
9. Yandra 
10. Carlos 
11. Tiana 
12. Tiana 
13. Ty 
14. Tiana 
15. Yandra 
16. Yandra 
17. Yandra 
18. Maria 
19. Ty 
20. Ty 
21. Maria 
22. Ty 
23. Carlos 
24. Ty 
25. Carlos 
26. Maria 
27. Maria 
28. Maria 
29. Carlos 
30. Maria 
31. Ty 
32. Tiana 
33. Maria 
34. Sam 
35. Sam 
36. Sam 
37. Maria 
38. Maria 
[puts the uniform and the police hat on] 
[sits in the ‘police car’] 
“If you are a police officer you have to stay at the desk” [points at 
desk] 
“Police somebody is entering my house” [talks on the phone] 
“Car 1 go” [at the dispatcher’s desk] 
“I shot him” 
“He died” 
“I am killing you” 
“What is the problem” [moves her hands] 
“I am not dead” 
“I want to be the bad guy” [points at self] 
“I want to be the bad guy” 
[moves from the Chief’s desk and is now a the dispatcher’s desk] 
[sits at the police chief’s desk] [she writes] 
“Yes you are dead” [talks to Carlos] 
“This is mine” [points to the phone Ty has] 
“Give me” (Ty does not give it to her) 
“My baby girl, my baby girl!” [puts her hand up to her face and 
pretends she is holding a phone] 
“Hello 911” 
“Your address?” 
“196 State St.” 
“Car 1 go to 196 State St.” 
[is sitting down at one of the ‘police cars’) 
“Car 2 to to 196 State St.” [is still the dispatcher] 
“Cual es el problema?” (What is the problem?”) 
“Somebody stole my baby” 
“Tu tienes que ayudarme” (You have to help me) 
[talks to Carlos] 
“Vinieron unos hombres malos a robarme mis cosas y mi bebe” 
(Bad men came to steal my things and my baby) 
[he moves to the chief police’s desk] 
[puts the hat on Carlos’head] 
[‘drives’ one of the police cars] 
[‘drives’ the other police car] 
“What happen?” [talks on the phone to Sam] 
“A bad man broke my wall” 
“He just came” [points to a pretend wall] 
“And went into my neighbors house!” 
“OK” [and pretends she is writing] 
“What is your house?” 
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39. Sam “Number 01” 
40. Maria “OK” 
41. Sam “Get me that paper” [talks to Maria] 
The lights went off we had to see a play in the Gym 
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POLICE STATION 
3. P.3.a (4/27/98) 
3. P.3.b (4/27/98) 
3. P.3.c (4/27/98) 
1. Ty 
2. Yandra 
3. Yandra 
4. Maria 
5. Ty 
6. Sam 
7. Tiana 
8. Yandra 
9. Maria 
10. Maria 
11. Maria 
12. Ty 
13. Ty 
14. Maria 
15. Sam 
16. Sam 
17. Ty 
18. Yandra 
19. Ty 
20. Sam 
21. Maria 
22. Yandra 
23. Yandra 
24. Yandra 
25. Yandra 
26. Sam 
27. Yandra 
28. Yandra 
29. Yandra 
30. Sam 
31. Yandra 
32. Sam 
33. Yandra 
34. Yandra 
35. Yandra 
36. Maria 
37. Ty 
38. Maria 
“I want to be the Chief Police” [raises hand] 
“Chief police” [raises hand] 
“It is my turn” [puts the uniform on and sits at the Chief’s desk] 
[last time Yandra was going to be the Chief the lights went off] 
[writes] 
[sits at the dispatcher’s desk] 
[sits in ‘car number 2’] 
[sits at the dispatcher’s desk] 
[writes] [is sitting at the Chief’s desk] 
“Hello Police” 
“Someone hurt” 
“Calling you” [and she touches Ty to call his attention] 
“Hello” 
“Yes what is your problem?” 
“A boy hurt me” 
“Car 1 Car 1” 
“We’ll help you” 
“It is my turn to be the chief police” [he wants Yandra to take the 
police uniform off] 
“One three seven” [she talks on the phone] 
[in one of the police cars makes noises as if it were sirens] 
[in the other police car, also making noises] 
[writes] 
[looks upset because she wanted to drive policecar] 
“Some kids are robbing” 
“Why are you That bad?” [looks at Sam] 
“You rob something!” 
“I am a Police” [shaking his head] 
“No you are not the police” [shaking finger] 
“I saw you robbing” 
“Why you did it?” 
“No I didn’t” 
“Yes I saw you did it” 
“I am the Spider Man” 
“You sit” [she points to a chair] 
“I saw you rob This” [shows a pair of headphones] 
“I have Spider Man here” [touches her pocket] 
“Help!” 
“This is the Police” [talks on the phone] 
“Go to yellow house” [talks on the phone] 
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39. Yandra 
40. Yandra 
41. Yandra 
42. Yandra 
43. Ty 
44. Maria 
45. Yandra 
46. Yandra 
47. Sam 
48. Maria 
49. Maria 
50. Maria 
51. Maria 
52. Maria 
53. Ty 
54. Tiana 
55. Tiana 
56. Sam 
57. Sam 
58. Sam 
59. Sam 
60. Yandra 
61. Yandra 
62. Yandra 
“He is the robber” [she points to Sam] 
“Come here” [talks to Sam] 
“Stand up” 
“Stand up” [talks to Sam] 
“We are going to help you” 
“What happen?” [talks to Yandra] 
“Nothing” 
“Stand up” [talks to Sam] 
“NOW I AM THE POLICE” [he stands up] 
“Este es Batman” (This is Batman) [she points to Eriz] 
“Se volo” (He flew away) [pointing up] 
“El Batman se llama Eriz” (Batman’s name is Eriz) 
[she sits in the chief police’s desk] 
[leaves the chair and Ty sits] 
“I’m the Chief of Police” 
“Come on Sam” 
“You are the Bad guy” 
“I don’t want to be the Bad guy” 
“I want to be the Good Guy” 
“I want to be the good guy so they don’t put my hands like this and 
backed me” [he puts his hands behind him] 
“I don’t like to be arrested” 
“I like to be a Bad girl!” 
“So I can rob money!” 
“With money I can buy food” 
The lights went off 
* 
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POLICE STATION 
3. P.4 (5/4/98) 
1. Matilde 
2. Joy 
3. Joy 
4. Joy 
5. Gabriela 
6. Joy 
7. Joy 
8. Abraham 
10. Matilde 
11. Matilde 
12. Claudio 
13. Abraham 
14. Joy 
15. Matilde 
16. Claudio 
17. Joy 
18. Matilde 
19. Joy 
20. Joy 
21. Gabriela 
22. Gabriela 
23. Joy 
24. Joy 
25. Abraham 
26. Claudio 
27. Joy 
28. Claudio 
29. Abraham 
30. Claudio 
31. Matilde 
32. Gabriela 
33. Claudio 
34. Matilde 
35. Abraham 
36. Abraham 
37. Abraham 
38. Abraham 
39. Gabriela 
40. Abraham 
41. Matilde 
42. Abraham 
[puts the police uniform on] 
“I want it” [referring to the police uniform] 
“Can I have the jacket” [Matilde gives it to her] 
“Can I have the hat” [Matilde gives it to her] 
“Hello Police” [she talks on the phone] 
“Do you need help?” 
“Claudio Go there” [she points to one of the ‘police cars’] 
“I am making an orange badge” 
“Maestra, Claudio no juega porque se abochoma” 
(Teacher Claudio does not play because he feels ashamed) 
“Mira Claudio tu nombre no esta aqui” (Look Claudio your name 
is not here) (she points to the Alphabet] 
[sits in one of the ‘police cars’] 
[keeps drawing a badge] 
“HELLO” [she holds one of the phones] 
“Hello” 
[he stands up and walks around] 
“I am going to call my friends” 
“432...” 
“432...” [she is dialing] 
“I am going to your house” [looks at Gabriela] 
“OK” 
“Matilde the police is here” 
“Don’t lose your keys again” [talks to Matilde] 
[she gives Matilde one key] [she is still wearing the uniform] 
[he keeps working on his badge] 
[he moves to another center to talk to Jose] 
[she leaves the police hat on the desk] 
[he puts the police hat on] 
“Mrs.Norbis here is yours” [a ‘badge’] 
[he walks with the police hat on] 
[she is coloring a drawing she just finished] 
[came back to the center and grabs the police hat Claudio has] 
[he starts writing] 
[she is cutting] 
[he is making more badges] 
[he is passing out badges] 
“This one is for Mrs. Santiago” 
“Here one badge” [he keeps handing out badges] 
“Give one to Juana” [points to Juana] 
“Juana is not in our group” [shakes head] 
“He don’t know how to cook” 
“I got mines” [referring to the badges] 
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43. Abraham 
44. Joy 
45. Abraham 
46. Abraham 
47. Abraham 
48. Abraham 
49. Claudio 
50. Abraham 
51. Matilde 
52. Abraham 
53. Abraham 
54. Abraham 
55. Abraham 
56. Abraham 
57. Abraham 
“This is for Mrs. Jones” 
[she writes] 
“I am going home” 
“I am driving my police car” [he sits in one of the ‘police cars’] 
[starts making the noises of the engine] 
“I am at home!” 
[is cutting paper] 
“You want to cut this” 
[nods] 
“I am making flash lights” [he is holding a piece of blue paper] 
[puts the police uniform on] 
“I am a police” [puts it on a chair] 
“I am going outside to drive the police car” 
“I am taking off my uniform” 
“I am leaving it right here” [puts it on a chair] 
The lights go off 
1 
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POLICE STATION 
3. P.5 (5/11/98) 
1. Myma 
2. Myma 
3. Myma 
4. Myma 
5. Myma 
6. Myma 
7. Myma 
8. Ramon 
9. Ramon 
10. Manuel 
11. Myma 
12. Myma 
13. Manuel 
14. Manuel 
15. Manuel 
16. Manuel 
17. Manuel 
18. Manuel 
19. Manuel 
20. Manuel 
21. Manuel 
22. Manuel 
23. Manuel 
24. Manuel 
25. Janet 
26. Manuel 
27. Manuel 
28. Manuel 
29. Manuel 
30. Janet 
31. Manuel 
32. Manuel 
33. Manuel 
34. Janet 
35. Myma 
36. Myma 
37. Myma 
38. Myma 
39. Myma 
40. Myma 
41. Janet 
42. Myma 
[talking on the phone by herself in a comer] 
“Hello... this is an emergency” 
“911, 911....hiring....hiring....” 
“Ah hello? 
“There is an emergency” 
“Fighting, a lot of fighting” 
“Bye” 
[sits in the chair of the Chief of Police] 
[starts writing] 
“Mrs. Norbis yo puedo hablar con el walkie talkie” (Mrs. Norbis I 
can talk with the walkie talkie) 
“Hello” 
“Um, fighting a lot fighting” [talks on the phone with Manuel] 
“Copy car...” 
“Copy Car 1 you” 
“Say something Copy Car 1 Copy Car 2” 
“Walkie talkie you too!” 
“Copy Car 2 go to ...” 
“Say something” 
“Copy carl,‘Carl’say it” 
“Oh I forgot” 
“What’s your street?” 
“Copy Car 2 go to 68 Orchard Street” 
“Go car 2” 
“Walkie-talkie talk first” 
“What?” 
“Say something when I say Copy Car 1 Car 2 
“Copy Car 1 Car 2” 
“Say it” 
“OK go” 
“Who is going to be the robber?” 
“Oh I want to be the robber” 
“You be that” 
[he sits in one of the ‘cars’ as a patrolman] 
[sits with the phone as the dispatcher] 
“It is something of an emergency” 
“The boys and the girls fighting” [talks to Janet] 
“There’s a lot of fighting” 
“Boys and girls” 
“The girls are fighting” 
“The boys and girls” 
“What is your address?” 
“68 West Street” 
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43. Janet 
44. Myma 
45. Janet 
46. Manuel 
47. Manuel 
48. Manuel 
49. Myma 
50. Janet 
51. Manuel 
52. Myma 
53. Manuel 
54. Manuel 
55. Manuel 
56. Myma 
57. Myma 
58. Manuel 
59. Manuel 
60. Manuel 
61. Manuel 
62. Luisa 
63. Manuel 
64. Myma 
65. Myma 
66. Manuel 
67. Myma 
68. Manuel 
69. Manuel 
70. Manuel 
71. Myma 
72. Myma 
73. Manuel 
74. Manuel 
75. Manuel 
76. Manuel 
77. Manuel 
78. Manuel 
79. Myma 
80. Manuel 
81. Manuel 
82. Manuel 
83. Manuel 
84. Myma 
85. Manuel 
86. Manuel 
87. Janet 
“What?” 
“68 West Street” 
“Copy Car 1” 
“Copy Car 1 [sitting in one of the ‘police cars’] 
“OK Copy Car 1 let’s go!” 
“Myma is the robber” [gets out of the ‘police car’] 
“I don’t want to be the robber” 
“We need somebody to be the robber” 
“Yeah you are!” 
“NO!” 
[pretends to put the handcuffs on Myma] 
[moves Myma to the police car and sits her in the back seat] 
“Sit” [talking to Myma] 
[pretends to open the handcuffs] 
[stands up] 
“I close the door” 
“And you can’t get out” 
“I close the door with a locker” 
“And you can’t get up” 
“Sit” [talks to Myma] 
“Here is some food” [pretends to hand something to Myma] 
[pretends to bite through the ‘handcuffs’] 
[walks out of the ‘police car’] 
“Nuh-uh that lock is hard” 
“Nuh-uh cause I have the key” 
“Remember the gold key can open it” 
“I got it right here” 
“In my pocket” [he taps his pocket] 
[touches Manuel’s pocket] 
[lifts her hand pretending she got the key] 
“You can’t get it...” 
“You can’t play...” 
“You don’t know how to play Myma” 
“She doesn’t know how to play” [to Luisa, pointing at Myma] 
“Myma you don’t know how to play” 
“Sit in the back “[to Myma] 
“No!” 
“Give me the gold key” 
“I got it first” 
“In my pocket” 
[‘locks’ Myma in the back of the ‘police car’] 
[pretends to look for something in her pocket, and opens ‘the 
door’] 
“IU IU” [makes the sounds of a siren] 
[moves the ‘stirring wheel’] 
[walks to ‘police car’ and gives Luisa a note] 
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88. Janet 
89. Janet 
90. Manuel 
91. Manuel 
92. Manuel 
93. Myma 
94. Manuel 
95. Manuel 
96. Manuel 
97. Manuel 
98. Manuel 
99. Manuel 
100. Manuel 
101. Myma 
102. Manuel 
103. Myma 
104. Myma 
105. Myma 
106. Manuel 
107. Manuel 
108. Manuel 
109. Manuel 
110. Janet 
111. Janet 
112. Myma 
113. Janet 
114. Myma 
115. Janet 
116. Myma 
117. Janet 
118. Myma 
119. Myma 
120. Janet 
121. Myma 
122. Manuel 
123. Janet 
124. Manuel 
125. Manuel 
126. Manuel 
127. Manuel 
128. Manuel 
129. Manuel 
130. Manuel 
131. Manuel 
132. Luisa 
133. Luisa 
“You are supposed to read it” 
“And then go there” 
“Hey!” 
[jumps out of the car and chases Myma] 
“I want to put you in the cage” [looks at Myma] 
“No! No! No!” 
“Come over here” 
[pulls Myma towards the ‘cage’] 
“Get in the cage” 
“Get in the cage” 
“In the cage” 
“Come on” 
“Here in the cage” 
[moves away from the ‘police car’] 
“Start again” 
[sits as the dispatcher] 
[gets a ‘plastic lettuce’ that was in a drawer an starts ‘eating’] 
“I’m having a cheeseburger” 
[sits in one of the ‘police cars’] 
“Myma” 
“Myma” 
“Myma!!!!” 
“Call 1 OK” [talking to Myma] 
“Ring, ring” 
“Yes yes?” 
“I was making a party and a boy and a girl are fighting” 
“Huh?” 
“There is a girl fighting and a boy!” 
“Huh?” 
“There is a girl fighting and a boy!” 
“Oh... I will send the car” 
“Address?” 
“88 Mess Street” 
“I will call the car OK?” 
“Carl Car 2 go!” 
[hides under the table] 
[stands up and goes to Janet] 
“Robber! Robber!” [holds Janet] 
“You are in the cage” 
“Watch” 
“We are here!” 
“C’mon you are going to the cage” 
[pulls Janet towards the ‘cage’] 
“Can I be there?” [to Myma] 
“Can I be the lady that sits here?” [to Myma] 
“I’ll be your best friend” 
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134. Manuel 
135. Janet 
136. Janet 
137. Janet 
138. Manuel 
139. Manuel 
140. Manuel 
141. Manuel 
142. Manuel 
143. Manuel 
144. Manuel 
145. Manuel 
146. Luisa 
147. Myma 
148. Myma 
149. Myma 
150. Myma 
151. Manuel 
152. Myma 
153. Observer 
154. Observer 
“I’m going to be over here” [stands by the phone] 
“Time to switch! 
“Time to switch!” 
[sits at dispatcher] 
“You are alone” 
“No one is sitting with you” [to Myma] 
“Hello?” 
“911?” 
“Call Car 1 copy” 
“Somebody stole my baby” 
“They robbed my baby” 
“Go get car 1 now!” 
“Car 1, Car 1 go up the street” 
[pretends to drive] 
[gets out of the car, and pretends to handcuff Manuel] 
[puts Manuel in the back of the car] 
“And stay under arrest!” 
[jumps up from his seat] 
[chases Manuel] 
“OK let’s pick everything up” 
“And put things away” 
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Interactional Unit 2 4 1 6 7 4 22 
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Play Speech P 4 1 5 6 3 19 
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